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Foreword
This volume includes papers presented at TAKE 2021 Conference The Multidisciplinary
Conference on Intangibles, held online between the 7th and the 9th July 2021 and hosted by
Universidade Portucalense, from Porto, Portugal. Detailed information about the
Conference is to be found in the Conference Website: https://take-conference2021.com/.
A Book of Abstracts was also published.
TAKE 2021 included 80 presentations, by almost 100 participants, including 8 keynote
speakers, from 20 countries. Done during the Covid-19 crisis, TAKE 2021 was a show of
intelligence, work, and solidarity,
We thank infinitely all those involved, which contributed to the success of the event.
We hope to continue the TAKE saga, next year with TAKE 2022 whose website is already
online: https://take-conference2022.com/.
Best wishes and kindest regards.

Eduardo Tomé, on behalf of the Organizing Committee
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A cooperative business model for self-sustaining smart grids
Andrej Bregar

Informatika d.d., SI-2000 Maribor,
Slovenia andrej.bregar@informatika.si

Abstract:

The paper presents a cooperative business model for autonomous, self-sustaining, selforganized and fully operational smart grids and energy communities. It applies a multiagent and multi-criteria negotiation protocol in which consumers are involved on one side,
while electricity suppliers and producers take part on the other side. By maximizing the
gains and utility functions of both sides, each customer is able to always buy the cheapest
and most suitable available electricity and services from the most favorable supplier, while
the supplier always provides electricity and services to the most interesting consumers with
the highest potential according to dynamically constructed and individualized marketing
models. A related goal is to dynamically plan the production and consumption of electricity
according to the changing real-time demand, and to optimize the management of contracts
between actors on the energy market. This concept requires that the patterns of energy
consumption in smart devices are recognized and managed at all points of the electricity
supply process. Therefore, the model is fully based on the principles of industry 4.0 and
applies appropriate intelligent techniques to analyse data from reliable distributed sources.
The key contribution of the presented research is that it introduces the first approach to
incorporate integrative multilateral negotiation protocols, cooperative autonomous agents
and automated decision- making into energy supply models and business models for the
energy 4.0 based smart grids.
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Introduction

In recent years, the energy sector increasingly builds on the integration of operational and
information technologies (IT/OT integration) which provides a basis for the utilization of
smart grids, smart devices, big data and IoT (Internet of Things). Especially the principles of
informatization, automatization, digitalization, business process optimization, connectivity,
artificial intelligence and big data are the drivers of change in the production, transmission,
supply, selling and consumption of energy, particularly in the electricity market. These
principles have the ability to drastically change the majority of fundamental processes in
many industries, including the energy and utilities sector. Traditional energy systems and
traditional business models for these systems are hence becoming more and more nonoptimal, both economically as well as environmentally. Many possibilities and opportunities
arise to increase the efficiency and optimality of these systems by introducing the core
elements of industry 4.0 and by applying a variety of intelligent techniques (Bassiliades and
Chalkiadakis, 2018). According to estimations, investments in intelligent technologies in the
energy sector increased from 0.5 to 3.5 billion USD in the year 2017 alone (Lapping, 2018).
Moreover, the self-supply of green energy could reach a lower retail price compared to the
classical supply by the year 2022 (MobiDev, 2021).

Despite substantial advances in the development and adoption of intelligent technologies
in the energy and utility sector, considerably less effort has been invested in approaches
that aid, automate or structure the decision-making process on the basis of negotiation
support systems and multiple criteria negotiation protocols. The main purpose of this
research is hence to establish a cooperative business model for autonomous, self-sustaining
and self- organized smart grids and energy communities. This model is fully based on the
principles of industry 4.0 (Hermann et al., 2016). It therefore introduces appropriate
mechanisms for the interconnection, information transparency, technical assistance and
11

decentralized decisions. By applying intelligent techniques, multiple criteria decision
analysis, negotiation algorithms and cooperative autonomous agents, it aims to support the
process of automated decision- making for all roles that participate on the market of selfsustaining energy communities, particularly the roles of energy supplier, producer and
consumer. A necessary requirement is that the model is designed to be in accordance with
the regulatory context and framework.

A key research question is how to develop a business model that would, in the context of
industry 4.0, enable an efficient establishment of fully operational self-sustaining energy
communities and smart grids, whereby it would maximize the utility functions and gains of
both consumers on one side as well as producers and suppliers on the other side. The goal
is to dynamically plan the production and consumption of electricity according to the
changing real-time demand, and to optimize the management of contractual relationships
between the actors on the energy market. This means that the consumer always buys the
cheapest available electricity and the most suitable services from the most favourable
supplier, while the supplier always provides the electricity and services to the most
interesting costumers that have the highest potential with regard to dynamically
constructed, optimized and individualized marketing models. In this way, the supplier has
the ability to outperform its competitors. This concept requires that the patterns of energy
consumption in smart devices and the patterns of measurement data from sensors are
recognized and managed at all points of the energy supply process. The sources of data
must be distributed and reliable, which can be achieved by the means of blockchain
technology. The latter also provides the foundation for smart contracts to manage the
relationships between collaborating parties.

Based on these challenges, the primary research goal is to define a mechanism that is able
to dynamically specify the conditions of energy consumption and production in selfsustaining smart grids and energy markets according to the supply and demand. The basic
presumption is that this can be achieved by developing and applying a cooperative multi-
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agent and multi- criteria negotiation protocol in which autonomous consumers are involved
on one side, while electricity suppliers, producers and prosumers take part on the other
side.

We believe that the key contribution of the presented research with regard to the originality
and value is that it introduces an innovative holistic approach to support the entire business
process of self-sustainable energy communities with an emphasis on a cooperative business
model which is designed to improve the economic and environmental efficiency. Because
the approach considers all fundamental aspects of business, technology, security,
regulation and contractual responsibilities, it lays a foundation to achieve the highest
possible degree of autonomity and automation of self-sustainable energy communities with
respect to the concepts of industry 4.0 and energy 4.0. To the best of our knowledge, the
existing approaches address this domain more partially and with more limitations. They do
not incorporate autonomous negotiation mechanisms and multi-criteria methods at the
core of business models. This means that the presented research represents the first
attempt to introduce the theory of multi-criteria and multi-agent negotiations into business
processes that are underlying smart grids and self-sustainable energy communities, and
into business models for the supply and demand of electrical energy.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents theoretical foundations and
underlying scientific areas for the research work. It also provides the literature review of
related studies. Section 3 formally defines the methodology and the cooperative model for
self-sustaining smart grids. The model is evaluated by means of SWOT analysis in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. It summarizes the findings, limitations, conclusions,
and practical and research implications. It also gives some directions for further work.
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Literature review and major theoretical foundations

The research covers several areas: (1.) energy supply models, (2.) sustainability models, (3.)
IT/OT integration architectures, (4.) information systems, (5.) artificial intelligence, (6.) big
data, (7.) blockchain technology, (8.) statistical analysis, (9.) multiple criteria decision
analysis, (10.) multiobjective optimization, (11.) negotiation theory, (12.) economic models,
and (13.) industry/energy 4.0. All these fields have strong and comprehensive theoretical
foundations and have been subjected to many practical applications and implementations.
They hence represent a solid and encouraging basis for the original and innovative research
at their intersection. The overall complexity of the research subject is partially presented
on Figure 1. It identifies five areas of approaches, methods and technologies that can be
applied to establish the energy 4.0 system, support smart grids and introduce innovative
business models in the energy and utilities sector. At the core, big data on electricity
production and consumption is collected. All other approaches utilize and process the
available big data.

Figure 1: Intelligent approaches for energy 4.0 and smart grids
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Multi-criteria negotiations and decision support

Arguably, the presented research introduces the first approach to incorporate negotiation
protocols into energy supply models and into business models for the energy 4.0. For this
reason, it is necessary to extensively and thoroughly review the theory of integrative and
distributive multilateral negotiations as the key theoretical foundation.

In the negotiation process, a group of people or autonomous agents cooperate in order to
reach common goals that, at least partially, overcome possibly incompatible individual goals
(Raiffa et al., 2002). The foundation for this process is the negotiation analysis, which
integrates the decision theory with the game theory. Some of its key concepts include
multiple criteria preference modelling, compensation of preferences, and iterative and
simultaneous improvements of the common solution. Negotiations can be either
integrative or distributive. The first result in the “win-win” consensual or compromise
situation, while the latter usually produce the “win-lose” outcome.

The negotiation is often a difficult process involving complex problems that are harder to
formalize than ordinary business processes. For this reason, a computer-based support has
been employed in its various phases and tasks. Kersten and Lai (2009) have provided an
overview of software used to support negotiations, aid negotiators, and automate one or
more negotiation activities. They have focused on negotiation support systems (Power,
2007) and on e-negotiation systems (Lomuscio et al., 2003), which are deployed on the web
and are formally categorized by the Montreal taxonomy (Stroebel and Weinhardt, 2003).
The automation of negotiations is a key factor for the success of e-markets and e-business
systems because it reduces the required time and overcomes a potentially weak
engagement of people. It therefore becomes a coordination mechanism between buyers
and sellers in e-markets and is an important challenge in the B2B and B2C e-commerce
(Weigand et al., 2003).
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Each negotiation mechanism must conform to the characteristics of individual rationality
and Pareto efficiency, and it has to incorporate a negotiation protocol and a corresponding
negotiation strategy (Bichler et al., 2003). The protocol structures the negotiation process
and defines the rules of interaction among participating parties. It thereby determines the
forms of valid contracts and sequences of offers. In accordance with the protocol, the
strategy specifies the sequence of actions that are executed during the negotiation process.
This is a prerequisite for the negotiation process to fully utilize autonomous agents. These
agents must be able to assess their preferences and make decisions with regard to the
proposed offers and agreements (Koehne et al., 2004). Appropriate decision-making
methods are applied for this purpose. The most common approach is the monotonic
concession protocol which aggregates the evaluations of individual agents in the “one-tomany” and “many-to-many” settings with the weighted multi-attribute utility function
(Endriss, 2006). Because the preferences of an agent are reduced to a single value in this
case, the comprehension of preferences may become limited. This restriction can be
addressed by combining preferential modelling with relational analysis (Van de Walle et al.,
2001). It is possible to elicit and aggregate other types of preferences as well, for example
in the form of pseudo-criteria and ELECTRE models (Wachowicz, 2010).

It is often necessary that the elicitation of preferences is incremental, so that decisionmakers or autonomous agents are able to continuously learn and enhance their preferential
structures. Bregar (2019) has proposed a negotiation procedure that enables constructive
learning. Artificial intelligence techniques also meet these requirements. One of available
approaches is the case based reasoning (Kwon and Sadeh, 2004). For some tasks, coalitions
of agents are dynamically formed. In this setting, the Choquet integral may be applied to
describe interactions between criteria and relations between agents (Aknine et al., 2004).
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Energy 4.0 and related intelligent technologies for smart grids and energy systems

The key drivers of change in the production, transmission, supply, selling and consumption
of energy in the electricity utility sector are the elements and components of industry 4.0
(Tay et al., 2018). In combination with IT/OT integration architectures, artificial intelligence,
big data, blockchain and several other contemporary technologies, they have the ability to
optimize existing energy supply models and introduce new sustainability models. Industry
4.0

is based on four design principles (Hermann et al., 2016). The aspect of

interconnection enables machines, devices and people to connect and communicate with
each other. It is related to smart grids, IT/OT integrations and M2M communication
protocols, as well as to IoT (Internet of Things) and IoP (Internet of People) based
communication of smart devices, sensors and people. The aspect of information
transparency builds on the theory and use of big data, measurement devices, sensors,
distributed architectures and regulatory standards in order to collect vast amounts of data
from all points of manufacturing processes. The principle of technical assistance pertains to
the ability of information systems to support people in cognitively demanding, unpleasant,
exhausting, repeating or unsafe tasks, as well as in decision-making and problem solving
processes. It builds on intelligent technologies, information aggregation techniques and
visualizations. Finally, the concept of decentralized decision-making introduces systems
that can make decisions on their own and perform tasks autonomously by utilizing multiple
criteria decision analysis, multiobjective optimization, negotiation protocols and distributed
autonomous agents.

Industry 4.0 is a general term in manufacturing. The digital transformation in the energy
and utility sector is specifically referred to as energy 4.0 (Mobidev, 2021). It applies the
advances of industry 4.0 to build smart grids, stimulate renewable energy management and
establish distributed energy generation. Energy 4.0 comprises of several concepts and
technologies:
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-

IoT in the energy sector is an enabler of interconnectivity, automation and big data
processing because smart grid meters and sensors provide up-to-the-minute data
regarding the demand for electricity and other energy sources.

-

Digital twin technology allows organizations to monitor key performance indicators
by using information gathered from IoT systems so that digital twins are attached
to their physical twins. A digital twin is hence an advanced duplicate that models a
real- life object or process without replacing (Marr, 2017).

-

Smart energy as a part of smart cities and smart communities increases the quality
of life and environmental sustainability.

-

Distributed energy resources are crucial to achieve self-sufficiency and autonomity
of smart cities and communities, as well as to establish dynamic energy markets
and innovative business models for energy distribution, selling and consumption.

-

Blockchain (Swan, 2015) gives a possibility to form smart contracts between various
actors on the energy market based on reliable data sources. It is an open distributed
ledger that can record transactions between two parties efficiently and in a
verifiable and permanent way (Wikipedia, 2021).

-

Energy efficiency can significantly improve financial and environmental aspects.

-

Energy management is implemented by utilizing metering devices and sensors with
the purpose to collect data about the production and consumption of energy at all
points of (non)regulated business process, and consequently to intelligently
process patterns in these massive amounts of collected data.

Intelligent technologies and machine learning have been used in the energy and utilities
sector for a wide variety of purposes, mostly to enhance the IT/OT integration or to support
the process of decision-making. Santofimia-Romero et al. (2011) have provided a review of
artificial intelligence techniques that are suitable for smart grids. Bose (2017) has presented
some applications of intelligent approaches in relation to renewable energy systems.
Several researchers have applied artificial intelligence and machine learning to estimate or
predict energy consumption. Garcia-Martin et al. (2019) and Mosavi and Bahmani (2019)
have made a general review of available state-of-the-art models, methods, techniques,
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software tools and use cases. Other researchers have concentrated on more specific
approaches to model or predict energy consumption. These approaches are based on
various concepts, such as smart meters and sensors that are installed in households
(Karatzas and Katsifarakis, 2017) or meteorological observations and forecasts (Bogner et
al., 2019). Dynamic pricing which is based on demand and supply balancing in electricity
markets has also been addressed by Chrysopoulos and Mitkas (2017). These dynamic
mechanisms can be enhanced by multi- agent systems that have been designed to form
cooperatives of interconnected agents representing electricity producers or consumers in
the grid (Akasiadis and Georgogiannis, 2017).

In accordance with the energy 4.0 paradigm, various applications of blockchain
technologies are emerging in the utilities sector (PwC, 2016). Kafol et al. (2018) have
correlated and integrated intelligent approaches and blockchain technologies. It is possible
to incorporate these mechanisms in several use case scenarios in relation to both (partially)
nonregulated as well as regulated business processes in the utilities sector. For example, a
decentralised blockchain system for internal energy trading has been implemented as a
microgrid of a small and smart self-sufficient community (Mearian, 2018). It operates
independently of the central regional electricity network. It is therefore fully and
autonomously responsible for all of its production and consumption of electrical energy
that comes from renewable sources. All transaction data is stored in the blockchain, and a
cryptocurrency is used as the payment method.

In sum, four groups of scenarios and applications can be supported with the use of different
energy 4.0 technologies for smart grids and energy systems. These scenarios pertain to (1.)
production of energy, (2.) transmission and distribution of energy, (3.) energy trading,
billing and supply, and (4.) services for energy consumers. Because the last two of these
groups are primarily relevant for the scope of this paper and for the area of presented
research work, they are summarized in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Energy 4.0 based use case scenarios for energy utilities and smart grids

Cooperative business models and equilibrium of the energy market

Cooperative business models are derived from the general field of cooperative economics
(Khafagy, 2019). A cooperative business model is centered on the user owned, controlled
and benefited concept of business (Cornhusker Economics, 2014), so its purpose is to create
wealth, and to provide services and benefits to all parties or stakeholders. Because this type
of a model reflects community interests, all profit is proportionately distributed
(Cooperator, 2021).

The effect of using a cooperative business model is that an equilibrium of the energy market
may be achieved. The market equilibrium is an important concept in the energy economics.
Especially electrical power markets should guarantee efficient operational levels for the
power system by matching the required generation and demand of electricity at each point
in time. According to Hogan (1992), supply and demand should result in a balanced
relationship between benefits and costs. For well-behaved supply offers and demand bids,
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the economic model has to maximize net benefits and social welfare. Some researchers
have studied the feasibility of such an equilibrium. For example, Luna et al. (2020) have
made an analysis of energy markets modelled as equilibrium problems subjected to
constraints.

Lee and Angeli (2014) have proposed a cooperative distributed economic model for linear
systems in various possible business domains. They suggested a feedback strategy which
can converge to a set of Nash equilibria. Fan et al. (2019) have established a market
transaction optimization model which aims to maximize social benefits. The model is solved
by using the equal quotation method by considering constraints that balance supply and
demand. Gao and Sheble (2010) argue that an electricity market equilibrium model not only
helps system operators and regulators to analyze market performance, but also gives
market participants the ability to build optimal bidding strategies based on microeconomics
analysis. They have designed an electricity market equilibrium model aimed at the
transmission network.

Cramton (2017) argues that electricity markets should be designed to provide reliable
energy at the least cost to consumers, which means that system operators are aiming to
optimize the economics of all resources in order to maximize social welfare. The best
designs have to satisfy the goals of both short-run and long-run efficiency with the focus on
a day- ahead market and a real-time market for optimal scheduling of resources and
economically efficient dispatch. Risk management is also an essential part of decisionmaking because stakeholders can face price and delivery risks due to inefficient energy
allocation. Liu and Wu (2007) have hence addressed risk as a general portfolio optimization
problem.
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Methodology and design of a cooperative business model

The presented work integrates several contemporary intelligent technologies, optimization
models, statistical techniques, multi-criteria decision-making methods, negotiation
protocols and business models with the purpose to support fully self-sustaining, selforganized and cooperative energy communities that utilize smart grids. The ultimate goal
of the cooperative business model is to dynamically plan the production, supply and
consumption of electricity according to the changing real-time demand. This concept
requires that the patterns which are present in metering data on the consumption of energy
in smart devices and sensors are recognized, analysed and managed at all points of the
energy supply process. Data sources must be distributed and reliable, which is achieved by
the means of blockchain technology (Kafol et al., 2018). The latter also provides a solid
foundation for smart contracts between the collaborating parties. It hence enables the
system to automate and optimize a secure management of relationships between the
actors in self-sustainable energy communities or even in the broader energy market.

The aim is to maximize the benefits of all participating actors. An appropriate multi-criteria
negotiation protocol must be applied in a multi-agent setting for this purpose. A complex
multilayered decision support system is hence introduced to address these requirements.
Its architecture consists of several connected components which are depicted on Figure 3.
The data module deals primarily with energy consumption data, but it also manages
contractual data and representations of dynamically defined energy supply models. The
knowledge and intelligence module integrates several intelligent technologies, machine
learning algorithms, optimization models and statistical techniques in order to describe and
utilize the patterns in energy consumption data. To maximize the multi-attribute utilities of
consumers, producers and suppliers of energy with regard to the discovered patterns in
data, the decision-making and negotiation module is designed. This module requires the
underlying communication infrastructure for multi-agent cooperation and exchange of
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data. The blockchain component is placed at the centre because it represents the common
distributed infrastructure for data storage, data processing and decision-making.

Figure 3: System architecture and infrastructure to support the cooperative business model

More generally, the cooperative business model is designed by interconnecting three major
components. These are the business intelligence component, multi-criteria decision-making
and negotiation component, and blockchain component.

Major components

Business intelligence component

Intelligent techniques and algorithms are applied for the purpose of pattern recognition in
big data that pertain to the production, consumption and supply of energy. These
techniques include classification, segmentation, topological data analysis and machine
learning. They are applied on both sides – by the energy consumers as well as by the energy
producers and suppliers. The first can identify they real needs and make projections of their
23

future energy consumption. The latter can make a segmentation of the market, develop the
best possible marketing strategies, and optimize the production and supply of electricity in
the smart grid.

Blockchain component

It is designed to enable a distributed and secure persistence of business, transactional and
energy consumption data. It allows for smart contracts that manage formal relationships
between all cooperating actors with regard to the production, supply and consumption of
electricity.

Multi-criteria decision-making and negotiation component

It is based on the multi-attribute utility theory and on the negotiation concessions protocol.
Both sides consider the obtained results from the business intelligence component. Their
autonomous agents use these results to dynamically form offers and counteroffers with
regard to which they try to negotiate the optimal supply contracts. The energy consumer
aims to select the most suitable supplier and its best supply model for an arbitrary period
of time according to multi-criteria projections of the required services and energy
consumption for this time frame. The supplier applies the multiobjective optimization in
order to design and optimize supply models which it provides for the existing and potential
new customers. According to the classification of consumers, segmentation of market,
overall demand and business strategy, the supplier may determine the most promising
targeting groups of customers and is able to make appropriate individualizations of offers.
The end effect is a continuous adaptation and optimization of models for selling and buying
electricity energy in self-sustainable smart grids.
This component includes two additional submodules. They are designed for:
-

dynamical calculation of energy prices based on supply and demand (production
and consumption), availability of services and energy resources in the community,
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real- time consumer demands, assessment and prediction of future consumption,
patterns in past and current consumption data, external and environmental factors
(such as time, location and weather), etc.;
-

advice and optimization of energy consumption and supply based on classification
and segmentation of consumers, maximization of energy optimums within
consumer segments, identification of possible energy savings, optimization of
production and supply capacities, etc.

Energy supply market model and cooperative negotiation mechanism

By utilizing the introduced architectural components, the energy supply market model as
well as the cooperative business negotiation mechanism are established. The first is shown
on Figure 4, while the latter is presented on Figure 5.

Figure 4: Energy supply market model
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Figure 5: Negotiation mechanism

According to Figures 4 and 5, providers are granted the access to metering data. In this way,
they are able to compete over consumers by dynamically forming supply models
considering multiple criteria. Similarly, consumers are able to choose the best possible
providers and negotiate the most appropriate supply models. The smart contracting
protocol has been implemented as a decentralized application on the Ethereum platform.
Encrypted metric data on the consumption of electricity is stored in distributed nodes of
the blockchain. It is supplemented with multiple criteria information about the relevance of
measurements. This data is directly accessible to the network operator. The access can also
be granted to the supplier by signing a smart contract between this supplier, the network
operator and the consumer. The supplier can then use data to form optimal supply models
in order to maximize its utility by competing to other suppliers. The consumer negotiates
the optimal supply models with one or more of the best suppliers.
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Negotiation protocol

A multilateral negotiation protocol is implemented. Each consumer is represented by his
autonomous and intelligent agent which simultaneously negotiates with agents of energy
suppliers and producers. At the opposite, each supplier’s agent negotiates with many
agents that make decisions for consumers. The goal of an agent is to maximize its multiattribute utility function and to minimize the risk that pertains to utilities of all competing
agents. The negotiation protocol for a single consumer is described with the below
algorithm.

The consumer’s agent negotiates with suppliers and producers only. It never negotiates
with other consumers. An analogous assumption holds for suppliers and producers that are
engaged in negotiations with consumers. The negotiation process is cooperative because it
aims to maximize utilities of both sides.
The negotiation protocol for the supplier is similar and is hence omitted from the paper.
However, there are several significant differences:
-

The supplier obtains energy consumption data for all consumers. It analyses this
data and classifies consumers. It then defines specific supply models that are
argeted to different classes of consumers.

-

The supplier can individualize supply models for the most valuable consumers.

-

The supplier should not maximize utilities for specific consumers only, but has to
optimize the total utility by assuring a maximal and steady overall supply for a mass
of consumers, various classes of consumers and different time frames.

Analysis of consumer's energy consumption data for the selected past time frame (last 2
years)

Prediction of consumer's future energy consumption for different time frames: year, quartal, month, day of
week, time of day (morning, afternoon, evening, night)
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Analysis of optimal requirements with regard to predicted energy consumption, energy cost, quality of service,
supply availability, contract validity and other individual factors
Repeat
Acquisition of offers on available energy supply models from energy suppliers/producers multi-criteria
evaluation of offers based on current requirements
Calculation of risk
Exchange of counter-offers based on calculated utilities and requirements with suppliers/producers Rank
order of offers on energy supply models based on utilities
If risk ≤ risk acceptability threshold and utilities of N best offers ≥ utility acceptability threshold then
Acceptance of N best offered energy supply models
(Non-)confirmation of N counter-offers by the chosen energy suppliers/producers If agreement is reached
Selection of the subset of M offers from the set of N offers by optimizing the overall utility with regard to the
best possible combination of different future time frames
Establishment of M contracts with suppliers/producers
End if
End if
If agreement is not reached then Relaxation of requirements
Reevaluation of offers on energy supply models
Exchange of relaxed counter-offers based on reevaluated utilities and requirements
End if
Until agreement is reached or acceptability thresholds are unsatisfied for the set of offers after L iterations

SWOT analysis

Due to length limitations, only a basic SWOT analysis is presented in Table 1. More detailed
studies and analyses will be published in a follow up paper.
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Table 1: SWOT analysis
Strengths and opportunities

Weaknesses and threats

Reduced energy consumption in self-sustainable and
self-sufficient communities

Potential problems with low scalability, low speedand
high costs of transactions

Optimization of energy consumption costs

Large amounts of data from metering devices
High flexibility of networks is required
Regulations might be too restrictive and might have
to be adapted

Lower transaction costs due to direct energy supply
without the need for large intermediate suppliers
Reduction of electricity prices by balancing real-time
demand and supply

Functional disadvantages and security risks might
Reduction of electricity prices due to the improved appear due to possibly inappropriate standardization
transparency of transactions within valid regulations and regulations
Better insight into transactional data on consumers Problems in existing (regulated) business processes
and production resources based on decentralization can occur
within valid regulations
Optimization and simplification of business domains,
rules and processes
Improved models of self-sufficiency in smart energy
communities
Improved energy supply models for households and
e-mobility
Flexible and innovative models and services for the
energy market
Improved security, verifiability and integrity of data
on energy consumption and production
Common autonomous consensus mechanisms that
do not require a central authority to build trust
Flexibility of energy networks, production and supply
of electricity, and energy services for customers
Balancing of (smart) energy networks
Improved economic equilibrium
Environmental benefits and green energy based on
transformation of processes in energy utilities
Autonomous and efficient alignment with the needs
of consumers

Adoption of technology and software may introduce
problems and errors
Adopted technology might not be well accepted by
users due to its complexity, and the lack of trust and
informedness
No central authority exists to resolve disagreements
Cybersecurity risks on the network level might exist,
particularly in relation to smart metering devices and
sensors
Business models might not be in full accordance with
real-life requirements and business domains
Intelligent analysis techniques, machine learning and
negotiation protocols might be biased because of
learning samples and business characteristics
Possibility of inaccurate and inefficient predictions,
assessments, analyses and decisions
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Conclusion

The presented research has introduced a business model that is designed on the basis of
decision and negotiation theory, intelligent methods and technologies, and the concepts of
industry 4.0. It is primarily targeted for the energy and utilities sector, within the scope of
which it is fully applicable. It hence lays a solid foundation for the concepts of energy 4.0. It
can, however, be to a large extent adapted to general e-commerce systems and domains
which can also extensively benefit from the active multi-criteria and multi-agent negotiation
protocols that utilize recognized and analysed patterns in big data. By applying the
proposed approach, general business processes for the industry 4.0 are hence expected to
be potentially improved. The ultimate goal is to place the introduced business model on the
energy market, but it is important to be aware that the regulatory compliance must be
adhered to.
Practical implications of the research work include: (1.) a reduced cost and a higher added
value of energy supply, (2.) reduced resources, (3.) a positive environmental impact, (4.) the
optimization of production and consumption of energy based on the actual dynamic needs,
(5.) the optimization of business models and processes, (6.) the maximization of utilities and
gains of all involved parties in the community, (7.) a high level of automation of selfsustaining business systems and environments in accordance with the concepts of industry
4.0, (8.) the ability to introduce new innovative business models and services, and (9.) an
increase of competitiveness. From the research perspective, the study is interdisciplinary
and opens several further possibilities to synergistically consolidate different research
fields. It formally, comprehensively and systematically addresses a topic which has not been
extensively studied in the past.
In the follow up paper, we will evaluate the efficiency of the proposed cooperative business
model and its equilibrium with a simulation study and a case study. We are currently in the
process of developing the software and the infrastructure for a prototype self-sustaining
smart community that will operate based on the introduced model and smart grid.
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Introduction

Twentieth century was the century of conveyer belt industrial transformation, rapid
economic growth, wars, conflicts, revolutions, and counter-revolution - a century of
drastic technological and economic enhancements that are changing our business and
social models of living and working. In addition, the 20th century created the worst kind
of environmental degradation and pollution that humans had not seen in their entire
history. Whether it was municipal pollution, agricultural pollution, industrial affluent
and wastage or it was overuse of fossil fuels and much more that polluted different parts
of the planet, or it was the over exploitation of the natural resources for greater human
need. It all came down to a natural environment that was unsustainable for life on this
planet that eroded land, forests, air, water, biodiversity, and other natural resources.

The beginning of the twenty-first century is the century of the scientific and
technological revolution, but also the era of Global Warming and Climate Change.
Where the overheating of the planet, the melting of the ice caps, the warming up of the
oceans are creating an environment that cannot sustain the present form of human
production and consumption and wastage patterns for much longer, threatening the
very existing of life on earth itself.

According to (WWF, 2021) “to avoid the worst effects of climate change, we need to
dramatically reduce global carbon emissions. However, we must also prepare for the
significant and unavoidable consequences of carbon emissions such as increasing
temperatures, shifting precipitation patterns, ocean acidification, sea level rise and the
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increasing intensity and frequency of extreme weather events. WWF works with local
communities, governments and others around the world to help nature and people
prepare for many impacts of a changing climate.”

Pakistan is a developing country with a 5th largest in the world population, 60% of which
is youth. The country has multiple socio-economic problems and at the same time, she
is encountering serious threats from environmental pollution, climate change and now
COVID-19 pandemic. The fragile economy of the country is reeling from these and many
more problems, especially lack of budgetary resources and issues of governance in
enforcement of policies that are for mitigating the adverse impacts there off.

Climate change has affected the world economy in numerous ways. Pakistan is a
frontline state in respect to climate change, because Pakistan houses a large number of
freshwater glaciers on its mountain ranges that have started melting fast due to global
warming. Pakistan is fast transforming from water-abandoned nation into water
deficient nation. The country’s agriculture is under threat because of climate change,
frequent droughts, heavy downpours and shift of water cycle. Pakistan’s coastal areas
are under threat from encroachment of salt water into the land area because of sea level
rise as consequence of climate change. According to (UNDP, 2021) major environmental
issues in Pakistan are, “Water pollution from raw sewage, industrial wastes, and
agricultural runoff; limited natural freshwater resources; most of the population does
not have access to potable water; deforestation; soil erosion; desertification”.

In December 2019, the world faced a new threat in the form of COVID-19, commonly
known as Corona Virus. This pandemic very rapidly took over the world and effected
adversely millions of people around the Globe. The death toll is in millions, especially
those that were relatively older in years and those that were already fighting some form
of disease, had diabetes, blood pressure or had a heart condition etc. Most of the
countries of the world went into complete or ‘smart’ lockdowns and economic activity
during the 2020 and in the beginning of 2021 has suffered substantially reducing overall
global growth, jobs and opportunities of income generation. At the same time, there
were businesses, especially pharmaceuticals and online communication and delivery
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systems that had an opportunity of making rapid profit and growth. Many of those that
started ‘online work from home practices’, drastically changing the economic world
outlook and behaviors. Social behaviors also changed drastically, while facemasks and
social distancing have become necessary in every type of work and social environment.

Problem Statement

The government of Pakistan is quite aware of the issues of COVID-19, environmental
pollution and climate change and their effect on livelihoods of its people. Therefore the
state has created the Ministry of Climate Change apart from the Ministry of Environment
protection and an authority to cope with the disaster management in times of Crisis like
during 2020-2021 (COVID-19 response).. However, “Environmentalists say Pakistan is
particularly vulnerable to the effects of climate change, and government efforts
addressing forests and greenhouse gas emissions do not go far enough” (DW.com,
2020).

The budgetary allocations to the Ministry of Environment as well as the Ministry of
Climate Change are not enough to research the impact of environmental degradation
and global warming on the economy. These budgetary allocations are meager in relation
to the problem solving as well as in relation to the task of mitigating the adverse impacts
of Environmental pollution, global warming and climate change.

Objectives of the Study

1.

To analyze the Policy Measures to Counter Adverse Effects of Covid-19 (Corona
Virus) in Pakistan

2.

To analyze the Policy Measures to Counter Adverse Effects of Environmental
Pollution in Pakistan

3.

To analyze the Policy Measures to Counter Adverse Effects of Climate Change in
Pakistan
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Literature Review

According to (Safi, 2021) “Pakistan is in the most dangerous zone and exposed to severe
impacts of climate change. The most worrisome of all is the fact that we have neither
the sense nor any understanding of the looming threat and no effective planning. To
minimize its impact, we need a proper understanding of climate change and effective
short and long-term planning”.

According to (Mudassar Husain, 2019), “Pakistan’s low adaptive capacity due to high
poverty rate, limited financial resources and shortages of physical resources. And
continual extreme climatic events, including varying temperature, continual flooding,
melting glaciers, saturation of lakes, earthquakes, hurricanes, storms, avalanches,
droughts, scarcity of water, pest diseases, human healthcare issues, and seasonal and
lifestyle changes have persistently threatened the ecosystem, biodiversity, human
communities, animal habitations, forests, lands, and oceans with a potential to cause
further damages in the future”.

According to (Chaudhry, 2017) “Pakistan has faced catastrophic floods, droughts, and
cyclones in recent years that have killed and displaced thousands, destroyed livelihoods,
and damaged infrastructure. Climate change raises the prospect that these and other
natural hazards will increase in frequency and severity in the coming decades—a stark
reminder that Pakistan is one of the country’s most vulnerable to the effects of climate
change”.

According to (UNDP Pakistan, 2015) “Pakistan is assessed to be one of the most
vulnerable countries in the world to climate change (CC). Pakistan’s extreme
vulnerability from CC is understandable owing to its geographic, demographic and
diverse climatic conditions. Of particular concern are the CC threats to water, energy
and food security due to the inherent arid climate coupled with the high degree of
reliance on water from glacial snowmelt. Its impacts are being felt through increasing
intensity and frequency of extreme climatic disastrous events, as well as small, but
incremental changes insidiously affecting many sectors of government activity. Globally,
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the impacts of CC are expected to constrain economic growth and gross domestic
product (GDP). Pakistan’s high vulnerability means that costs are likely to be relatively
high in Pakistan compared to the rest of South Asia where impacts on vulnerable sectors
are already predicted to be enormous. Some assessments suggest that Pakistan
already”.

According to (Anjum Bari Farooqi, 2005), “The developing countries of Asia like Pakistan,
where impacts of climate change are likely to be felt most severely because of resource
and infrastructure constraints, need to develop and implement incremental adaptation
strategies and policies to exploit no-regret measures and stressing the importance of
considering climate change in planning, designing and implementing development
activities”.

Theoretical Base

The theoretical approach to this article would be the CPEIR APPROACH from UNDP
(UNDP, 2015) and the UNDP Pakistan Climate Public Sector Expenditure (UNDP Pakistan,
2015).

Methodology

This research article would look into the objectives laid down by the government of
Pakistan for mitigating the subsequent adverse impacts from the above-mentioned
Climate, environmental and COVID related problems in relation to the budgetary
allocations of past and present governments of Pakistan.

The paper would take the budgetary allocations to ministry of environment and ministry
of climate change government of Pakistan and compare it with policy objectives of the
government in order to underline the objectives achievable and financial restraints to
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those objectives and goals as far as environmental pollution and adverse effect of
climate change in Pakistan are concerned.

The author would use secondary sources from the official budgetary sources of
subsequent governments of Pakistan both at federal as well as provincial level. The
author would also use secondary data from UNDP and World Bank and other
international sources to capture a better picture of the problem relating to the gap
between the objectives and the money allocated in Pakistan in order to solve the
problems of mitigating adverse impacts of both pollution levels and climate change.

Limitations

Both time constraint as well as word count restraint would not allow the researcher to
use primary date. In addition, the researcher is an economist and not a natural scientist,
therefore would be limited by his knowledge of natural resource degradation levels.

Sources of Data

The research is using secondary data from official sources as Economic Survey of
Pakistan subsequent budget documents of Federal and Provincial governments of
Pakistan, UNDP reports, World Bank Data and other internet sources for its analysis.

Analysis

Different ministries and departments both in the federal as well as in the provincial
(Punjab, Sindh, KPK, Baluchistan, GB and AJK) levels deal and cater for the environmental
and climate change issues. Mainly the National Disaster Risk Management Fund and the
provincial health departments are dealing with issues related to COVID-19. Some of
these departments and ministries are the Federal and Provincial Forest departments,
Wildlife departments, Water & Power, and Horticultural departments. Other ministries,
agencies and departments pertaining to environment, pollution control are Pakistan
Environment Protection Agency, Environment Protection Department, Punjab,
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Environment Protection Agency, Baluchistan, Environment Department KPK,
Environmental and Alternate Energy Department, Sindh, Global Change Impact Studies
Center (GCIS), Zoological Survey of Pakistan (ZSP), and. Ministry of Climate change is
dealing with issues pertaining to Global Warming and Climate Change.

Policy Measures to Counter Adverse Effects of Covid-19 (Corona Virus) in Pakistan

The COVID-19 pandemic struck in December 2019 and shocked the modern world with
its global outreach and effectiveness as a deadly disease that not only effected health
and life of humans, also seriously disrupted the global economic activity in 2020 from
which the economies of almost all nations of the world have not recovered in the
beginning of 2021.

According to (Worldmeter, 2021), Total number of people effected by COVID-19 in the
world to date are more than 127.0 million and number of global deaths are more than
2.78 million (2.2% of the total reported cases). The virus reached Pakistan in
February2020 with the report of two cases. Out of a population of 221 million people,
(by the end of March 2021), in Pakistan, (the more deadly than the first two waves) the
third wave of the pandemic had struck. The total cases reported are 660 thousand and
total deaths to date from COVID-19 are 14.25 thousand (2.15% of total reported cases)
and total number of people recovered from the pandemic are 600 thousand while total
active cases in the country are 45.75 thousand out of which, 1.5 thousand are in critical
condition.

According to (Asian Development Bank (ADB), 2021) Pakistan’s GDP growth rate in 2018
was 5.5 %, while in 2019 it declined to 1.9 %. In 2020 due to multiple economic and
political woes in Pakistan, as well as due to the pandemic situation, and because of the
economic lockdown respectively the GDP growth rate of the country came down to
(minus) 0.4% but is expected to increase (provided all goes well) to 2.0% in 2021.
In March 2020, the policy undertaken by the government of Pakistan to tackle the COVID
- 19 pandemic effectively was the National Action Plan. According to (Government of
Pakistan, 2020) The National Action Plan “will serve as a policy document for ensuring
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that all guiding principles for outbreak preparedness, containment and mitigation are
followed”. This is a short-term, medium term and a long-term plan with a vison to make
a “(a) National effort for response to COVID-2019 Emergency in Pakistan while ensuring
continual maximum preparedness and optimal and effective response capacity to the
current and future outbreaks of respiratory pathogens with pandemic potential
including COVID-2019. (b) Minimal National Morbidity and Mortality, thereby
decreasing the burden of disease on the economy of the country”. The implementation
of this plan was through an emergency fund. Schools, educational institutions in most
cases were shut down completely, or were transferred to online teaching methodology.
Industry, businesses, malls wedding halls and restaurants throughout the country were
restricted to smart lockdown with strict SOP’s and social distancing to follow. There is
full lock down in districts and areas that are found to have a larger number of positive
cases.

Government of Pakistan was quick to respond to the pandemic and started different
lockdowns on places where large number of people gathered, worked, studied or ate.
Although in the beginning there was little information and equipment (especially for
medical personal on the frontline of the pandemic), quick measures of the federal
government and the provincial health and education ministries were taken. With strict
SOP’s enforced and lockdown contained the spread of disease at the cost of the
economic activity in the country that seriously affected the employment and incomes of
daily wagers and small businesses. Profit margins of large businesses was also affected
thus bringing down the growth rate of GDP in the country. COVID quarantine centers
were set up in different cities, government took measure, and more people were
transfer to different quarantine places when people are identified as COVID-19 positive.
According to (Mohsin Shafi, 2020) “Due to the COVID-19 outbreak and restrictions to
shut down the business, the micro-enterprises have been extremely affected. In
addition, those firms that have very low cash reserves are vulnerable and may not
survive during the ongoing outbreak of COVID-19”.
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In order to revive the economic activity during the peak period of the COVID -19
pandemic, the government of Pakistan and the State Bank of Pakistan gave incentives
to different industries and sectors of the economy.

According to (KPMG, 2020) between March 2020 and September 2020, Government of
Pakistan and State Bank of Pakistan had approved the “fiscal stimulus package of Rs.
1.2 trillion and Supplementary Grant of Rs. 100 billion for the Residual/Emergency Relief
Fund in relation to provision of funds for mitigating the effect of COVID-19 for the
impacted population”. “The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) provided loans at interest rates
between 3 and 5 percent. Regulatory limit of credit to SME was enhanced. The margin
of bank financing to shareholders was reduced from 30% to 10%”. “Banks and DFI’s will
defer payments on principle loans by one year. DBR for consumer loans was relaxed to
60%. SUKUK bonds were issued to reduce budget deficit of the federal government”.
The securities exchange commission of Pakistan “allowed all non-financial companies
and micro-finance companies to defer the repayments on their loans for one year. SBP
allowed the deferment of foreign currency loans for one year”. Government of Pakistan
announced “a special incentive package for construction industry”. “There was a
comprehensive tax relief package in response to COVID-19 for the industry for its
revival”. SBP directed “all financial intuitions in the country to give a ‘Refinance Facility’
to business and exporters as well as ‘extended the time limit for settlements of foreign
currency loans’ for combating COVID-19 in the country”. Also, “Government of Pakistan
has announced that PKR 1.2 trillion (approximately US $8 billion) would be spent
through a multi-sectoral relief package to address the challenges arisen due to the
outbreak of Covid-19”. “This money was for a PRK 200 Billion (US$ 1.25 Billion) as a relief
package for daily wagers. PRK 150 Billion (US$ 0.94 Billion) as cash relief for low-income
families. The rest for tax refund for export industry, for support of Agriculture sector and
SME, for procurement of wheat, for energy subsidies and relief for electricity consumers,
utility stores and National Disaster Management etc.”

Smart lockdowns and online business activity, social distancing, facemasks and sanitizers
at workplaces and marketplaces is mandatory. The population over 60 years of age and
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the medical professionals (doctors & nurses) have been vaccinated free of cost with the
help of the donation from the Chinese government of their vaccine to Pakistan.
The adverse impact of COVID-19 on the population and the economy and the fight
against these adverse impacts by the government and the people is an ongoing battle.
The aim is on one front to save the population from the adverse effect of the virus and
on the second front, to protect the economy from a downward spiral due to the
lockdowns and contracted global economic activity and demand conditions.

The annex I I of the Economic Survey of Pakistan is on the ‘COVID-19 Advent and Impact
Assessment’. According (Government of Pakistan, 2020) because of COVID-19
pandemic, the real GDP growth rate fell from 1.9% in 2018-2019 to -0.4% in 2019-2020.
Growth rate in the manufacturing sector during the same period, fell from (-) 0.7% to () 5.6%. Of service sector fell from 3.8% to (-) 0.6%. Of wholesale and trade fell from 1.1%
to (-) 3.4%. Of financial business fell from 5.0% to 0.8%. In the same period inflation (GDP
Deflator) rose from 8.4% to 9.1%. By April 2020, Imports declined by 55.0% and exports
of Pakistan declined by 35.0%. The document further specified that, there was a “sharp
declines in tax collections, sales of automobiles, cement, and petroleum products also
indicate an across-the-board economic slowdown. In terms of the GDP’s sectoral
breakdown, while the impact of COVID-19 was felt overarching, the industrial and
Pakistan would also have a diminished food security due to lack of income generation
opportunities, high inflationary rates especially as core inflation (rise in food and energy
prices) and drastic fall in productive capacity of all the sectors, especially the farming
sector. Outbreak of COVID-19 has diverted already scarce resources and infrastructure
in the health sector from much needed intervention into other serious curable and noncurable diseases in the country, like polio, hepatitis, TB, breast and other forms of
cancers, malaria, dengue to name a few. On the education side, the lockdown of schools,
colleges and universities has affected the teaching patterns of most of the children in
Pakistan. A country where 50% of its children are out of school and where 50% (mostly
girls) of those that go to school drop out before class five. Those hard hit by lock down
are mainly the children of the underprivileged classes who were studying in
underfinanced government institutions and relatively low-grade private schools, where
the teaching facilities and methodologies are negligible and practically non-existent.
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Because, a large number of these children, their parents or their schools do not have
access and facilities for online teaching methodology that is available to the children of
richer families and upscale private schools.

Policy Measures to Counter Adverse Effects of Environmental Pollution in Pakistan

Pakistan’s Environmental Laws (PEPA) was enacted between 1992 and 1999. According
to (IUCN—The World Conservation Union, Islamabad, 2000) The “Pakistan National
Conservation Strategy (NCS) is the primary document designed to encourage sustainable
development, conserve natural resources, and improve efficiency in the use and
management of resources”. “The Pakistan National Conservation Strategy (NCS) is a
broad-based policy statement aimed at achieving environmentally sustainable
economic and social development in Pakistan. The three overriding objectives of the
NCS are Conservation of natural resources, Sustainable development, and improved
efficiency in the use and management of resources. In order to achieve these objectives
NCS identified three operating principles. These are: Greater public participation in
development and environmental management, a merging of environment and
economics decision-making, and Lasting improvements in the quality of life”

According to the (Ministry of Environment, Government of Pakistan, 2005) “the National
Environmental Policy aims to protect, conserve, and restore Pakistan’s environment in
order to improve the quality of life of the citizens through sustainable development”.
“The objectives of the policy are: (a) conserve, restore and efficient management of
environmental resource. (b) Integration of environmental considerations in policy
making and planning processes. (c) Capacity building of governmental agencies and
other stakeholders at all levels for better environmental management. (d) Meeting
international obligations effectively in line with national aspirations; and (e) Creation of
a demand for environment through mass awareness and community mobilization”. The
sectorial guidelines in the environmental policy 2005 were “on water supply and
management, air quality and noise, waste management, forestry, biodiversity and
protected areas, climate change and ozone depletion, energy efficiency and renewable,
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agriculture and livestock, and multilateral environmental agreements. The crosssectoral guidelines of the policy include poverty and environment, population and
environment, gender and environment, health and environment, trade and
environment, environment and local governance, and natural disaster management”.
The policy instruments that are to be employed for implementation of the objectives of
the policy are “(i) integration of the environment into development planning. (ii)
Legation and Regulatory framework. (iii) Capacity development. (iv) Economic, and
market based instruments. (v) Public awareness and education. (vi) Public - Private-Civil
society partnership”, along with methods of implementation and systems of monitoring.
The National Operational Strategy for Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
established in 2006 by the Ministry of Environment, Government of Pakistan. According
to (Ministry of Environment, Government of Pakistan, 2006), “This Operational Strategy
has been developed to fulfill the requirements of establishing a Designated National
Authority (DNA) and ensuring transparent, participatory and effective management of
CDM process in the country. The strategy describes the functions and powers of the DNA
and the national approval process. It builds on preliminary studies for initial projects
including Asia Least Cost Greenhouse Gases Abatement Strategy (ALGAS) and Pakistan’s
Initial Communication on Climate Change2 which provides a general framework for
operating CDM in Pakistan”. Prime Minister’s Committee on Climate Change is a policy
and review forum focusing on the challenges related to the climate change headed by
the Prime Minister himself and includes technical subcommittees.

According to the (Ministry of Finance, Government of Pakistan, 2020), total budgetary
expenditures of Pakistan in 2019-2020 was PKR 8.13 billion (US$ 0.05 Billion) and in
2020-2021 is PKR 7.23 Billion (US$ 0.045 Billion). Out of which, total current expenditure
on environment protection in 20219-2020 was PKR 470.0 million (US$ 3.0 million) and
in 2020-2021 is PKR 430.0 million (US$ 2.7 million) or 5.8% of the budget in 2019-2020
and 6.0% in 2020-2021. It should be noted, that all the money envisaged in the federal
budget for environmental protection was for wastewater management and there is no
money for protection of the environment from any other form of air, land noise or
industrial pollution etc.
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Presently, agricultural fertilizers and deforestation are the biggest source of
environmental degradation in the country, followed by vehicular and industrial pollution
and pollution caused by municipal and hospital waste. Poverty and affluence combined
with lack of education and knowledge of environment friendly techniques are also the
cause of pollution and environmental degradation. Most importantly, inefficiency and
inability of government institutions to enforce environmental protection regime and
laws, inability of the private sector, especially SME’s and import-substitution industrial
units to change to green technologies or to abide by CSR, as well as lack of political will
are the cause of the public and private callousness towards sustainable development
and environment protection in Pakistan. There is a lack of responsible behaviors on the
side of its population, the private sector and the government enforcement agencies as
far as environmental degrading of its natural assets is concerned. Apart from erosion of
natural resources and biodiversity, there is degradation of air quality in the cities,
degrading of water quality on the rivers and water channels, increase in noise pollution,
deforestation, and land erosion in Pakistan that has transform the country into a high
health risk that has reduced life expectancy of its population.

Policy Measures to Counter Adverse Effects of Climate Change in Pakistan

According to (UNDP, 2021), due to Climate Change, “Pakistan’s climate change concerns
include increased variability of monsoons, the likely impact of receding Himalayan
glaciers on the Indus River system, decreased capacity of water reservoirs, reduced
hydropower during drought years, and extreme events including floods and droughts.
Other potential climate change induced impacts include severe water stress; food
insecurity due to decreasing agricultural and livestock production; more prevalent pests
and weeds; degradation of ecosystems; biodiversity loss; and northward shifting of
some biomes. As well, higher temperatures may affect the composition, distribution and
productivity of mangroves, while lower precipitation could contribute to salt stress”. At
the same time, “Pakistan is also likely to experience frequent occurrence of severe
cyclones and storm surges due to rising atmospheric and sea temperatures”.
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According to (Ministry of Climate Change, Government of Pakistan, 2020) “Ministry of
Climate Change (MOCC) deals with climate change in Pakistan. The Ministry actively
involves in national policy, plans strategies and programs with regard to disaster
management including environmental protection, preservation, pollution, ecology,
forestry, wildlife, biodiversity, climate change and desertification”. The ministry of
Climate Change has the following featured projects. (1) Establishment of Pakistan Wash
Strategic Planning & Coordination Cell for water, and sanitation by “Putting in place an
effective coordination mechanism at national level involving all federating units and
relevant development partners for developing harmonization, integration and synergies
among key WASH stakeholders on WASH sector reforms”, with an envisaged cost of PKR
41.0 Million (US $ 0.25 million). (2) Climate Resilient Urban Human Settlements Unit “To
facilitate Provincial Urban Units in launching community-motivated urbanization
initiatives and in implementing urban projects. To facilitate their access to external
funding with development partners and set aside international funds for adopting
actions in developing Climate Resilient Cities, like the Adaptation Fund; Global
Environment Facility and Green Climate Fund in addition to the increased Government’s
budgetary allocation” at a cost of PKR 49.3 Million (US $ 0.3 Million). (3) Ten Billion Trees
Tsunami Program - Phase-I Up-Scaling of Green Pakistan program in order to revive the
forests and wildlife in the country “The Ten Billion Tree Tsunami program, Phase-I” is a
four-year (2019-2023) project by Government of Pakistan with the total cost of PRK
125.2 Billion (US $ 0.78 Billion)”. The project of Ministry of Climate Change is being
implemented across Pakistan with Provincial and territorial Forest and Wildlife
departments”. Although report in DAWN April 2, 2021, show that Pakistan is losing
66,700 acres of trees per year to illegal logging and because of growing demand for
wood in the country. According to (Global Forest Watch, 2021) “In 2010, Pakistan had
648 thousand hectors of tree cover, extending over 0.74% of its land area. In 2020,
Pakistan lost 69.2 hectors of tree cover, equivalent of 19.6 kilo tons of CO2 emissions”.

The highest tree cover loss in the country was in 2006 with 1.35 thousand hectors tree
coverage loss and the lowest in 2016 with zero hector tree cover loss. “From 2020 to
2021 Pakistan lost 9.68 hectors of tree cover, equivalent of 2.90 megaton of CO2
emissions”. The report further states, “In Pakistan from 2001 to 2019, 15% of tree cover
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loss occurred in areas where drivers of loss resulted in deforestation”. In 2021, UN FAO
estimates that the total forest cover is 2.2% of its total land area, while the Pakistan
Forest Institute estimates it to be 5.1% of its land area. It should be noted that, no
reference to monetary allocations to the Ministry of Climate Change was given in the
Current Accounts of Pakistan’s Federal Budget 2020-2021. At the same time from PSPD,
PKR 7.6 billion (US$ 0.05 billion) in 2019-2020 and PKR 5.0 billion (US$ 0.03 billion) in
2020-2021 respectively are envisaged for Climate Change Division and zero money was
envisaged for Clean and Green Pakistan movement. (Ministry of Finance, Government
of Pakistan, 2020).
UNDP (2021) writes that, “The number of adaption focused projects and programs
underway in Pakistan is moderate in comparison to other South Asian countries”. The
report concludes that, “Water is the sector most represented in Pakistan’s current
adaptation initiatives, followed by risk reduction, policy formulation, agriculture,
energy, forestry, coastal zones, and nature”.
Khan (2020) Wrote that, “Environmentalists say Pakistan is particularly vulnerable to the
effects of climate change, and government efforts addressing forests and greenhouse
gas emissions do not go far enough”. (LEAD, 2016) Wrote, “Pakistan ranks 135th in terms
of greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs). Yet, (Pakistan) is amongst the countries most
affected by climate change. Over the years, it has lost billions of dollars due to increase
in the intensity and frequency of extreme weather events. However, sufficient resources
have not been allocated to address the issue”. (Iqbal, 2021) Points out that, Pakistan is
not been invited to US for Leaders Summit on Climate to be held on April 22 & 23, 2021.
In addition, he writes that, the “foreign office in Islamabad hinted that the country was
not invited to the White House summit (on Climate Change) because it was ‘one of the
lowest emitters’ – with less than one percent of the global emissions”. Also, this week
the US State Department announced that US President’s special envoy on Climate
Change John Kerry ‘will be visiting South Asia region between April 1 to 9, 2021, ahead
of two major international events’ but he has omitted Pakistan among countries that he
is visiting. There are experts that point out that this is a rebuff to Pakistan’s policies,
while other say that is an honest ‘error’ on part of Joe Biden’ administration.
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Conclusion and Recommendations

Conclusion

1.

Although the government of Pakistan and its population were able to minimize
to impact of COVID-19 in its first and second wave, the third wave with its
mutations and versions has hit the country hard. By the end of March 2021 in
Pakistan, total cases reported are 660 thousand and total deaths to date from
COVID-19 are 14.25 thousand (2.15% of total reported cases) and total number
of people recovered from the pandemic are 600 thousand while total active
cases in the country are 45.75 thousand out of which,

2.

1.5 thousand are in critical condition. In order to revive the economic activity
during the peak period of the COVID-19 pandemic, the government of Pakistan
and the State Bank of Pakistan gave incentives to different industries and sectors
of the economy. Economic growth rate in the country fell to (-) 0.4%. Growth
rate in the manufacturing sector during the same period, fell from (-) 0.7% to (-)
5.6%. Of service sector fell from 3.8% to (-) 0.6%. Of wholesale and trade fell from
1.1% to (-) 3.4%; of financial business fell from 5.0% to 0.8%. In the same period
inflation (GDP Deflator) rose from 8.4% to 9.1%. By April 2020, Imports declined
by 55.0% and exports of Pakistan declined by 35.0%. Because of COVID-19,
Pakistan would also have a diminished food security due to lack of income
generation opportunities, high inflationary rates especially as core inflation.
Scarce resources and infrastructure in the health sector has been diverted to the
pandemic crisis from much needed intervention into other serious curable and
non-curable diseases in the country. In the education sector, hard hit by lock
down are mainly the children of the underprivileged classes who do not have
access and facilities for online teaching methodology.

3.

All the money envisaged in the federal budget for Environmental Protection was
for wastewater management and there is no money for protection of the
environment from any other form of air, land noise or industrial pollution etc.
Presently, agricultural fertilizers and deforestation are the biggest source of
environmental degradation in the country, followed by vehicular and industrial
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pollution and pollution caused by municipal and hospital waste. Poverty and
affluence combined with lack of education and knowledge of environment
friendly techniques are also the cause of pollution and environmental
degradation. Most importantly, inefficiency and inability of government
institutions to enforce environmental protection regime and laws, inability of the
private sector, especially SME’s and import-substitution industrial units to
change to green technologies or to abide by CSR, as well as lack of political will
are the cause of the public and private callousness towards sustainable
development and environment protection in Pakistan.
4.

Pakistan’s Climate Change concerns include “increased variability of monsoons,
receding Himalayan glaciers, their impact on the Indus River system”, thus
“decrease in the capacity of water reservoirs and reduction of hydropower
generation. Floods and droughts, consequently severe water stress; food
insecurity more prevalent pests and weeds; degradation of ecosystems;
biodiversity loss etc.”. “Higher temperatures may affect the composition,
distribution and productivity of mangroves, while lower precipitation could
contribute to salt stress on the coastline. Pakistan is also likely to experience
frequent occurrence of severe cyclones and storm surges due to rising
atmospheric and sea temperatures”. “The number of adaption focused projects
and programs underway in Pakistan is moderate in comparison to other South
Asian countries”, although over the years, the country has lost billions of dollars
due to increase in the intensity and frequency of extreme weather events, but at
the same time, sufficient resources have not been allocated to address the issue.
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Recommendations

Although, it is necessary to comply with the directions of the Ministry of Health, on use
of sanitizers, social distancing and facemasks for protection of the population from the
adverse effects of COVID-19. It is recommended that, in order to mitigate the adverse
impacts of the economic slowdown and economic depression, the economic activity in
the manufacturing and services sectors (in major cities of Pakistan) should continue
(without lockdown) their production and employment activities while at the same time
enforcing the SOP’s of doing businesses during the times of pandemic.

As far as Environment pollution is concerned, it is recommended that, the federal and
provincial governments of Pakistan, the private sector (in both the industrial as well as
the services sector of the country) and the general population should take the
environmental degradation of its assets and resources and bio-diversity seriously. They
should comply by Pakistan’s own standards and policies for achieving the sustainable
development goals (SDG’s) and for protection of its future generations from resource
loss, poverty, job losses and reduction of life expectancy due environment related health
issues. All present and future projects and businesses should comply by Environment
Assessment Reports and quality standards. Judiciary in the country should play its role
as protector of rights in these regards.

As far as the issue of Climate Change is concerned, where Pakistan is a frontline state in
war against global warming, water scarcity and climate change, it is recommended that,
reservoirs on the water channels and rain fed areas are needed for water preservation
and conservation. More forests have to be planted, while a temporary ban on cutting of
forests and trees in the country should be put in place. More should be done through
community participation and community education programs for measures against
global warming and climate change (especially in agriculture and on coastline) to take
effect.

All these activities are closely linked with the budgetary allocations; therefore, it is
recommended that the government of Pakistan should revisit its revenue and
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expenditure policy linking them to SDG’s and poverty alleviation and education
programs that are pertinent to the realities and technologies of the 21st century. This
means that transforming the 19th century old institutions and laws into new, modern
ways of living, learning and working (knowledge economy) for the entire 221 million
population and not just the upper 25 to 30 million population, especially the youth that
are almost 60% of the entire population of Pakistan.
Apart from understanding the above-mentioned issues of environmental pollution,
degradation, global warming, climate change and COVID-19, more important is to
formulate concrete policies for their mitigation, involving all the stakeholders and the
public through community participation, serious budgetary interventions in the
relevant socio-economic sectors like health and education.

In addition, it is important to implement all programs and policies in a transparent and
accountable mechanism without serious governance related problems. Only through
community participation and stake holder consultation, complying with SDG’s and
giving relevant knowledge to its children, budgetary allocations and resolving the lack
to good- governance issues would any policy be successful, otherwise these beautiful
words in the official documents would remain a piece of good literature, rather than
their real on the ground implementation.
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Abstract

Digital transition in retail intensified in last two decades. Change in consumer behavior
motivated a large number of retailers to implement a wide range of digital technologies
into their everyday business processes. Growth of e-commerce brought new challenges
for managers in retail and accelerated digital transition processes in the industry. When
planning omnichannel strategies, retail managers have to take into consideration
employees as an important driver of digital transition success. The aim of the paper is to
emphasize and explain the role and position of employees in digital transition processes.
The paper is based on a primary research results. The research is done on a sample of
large retail chains managers in Croatia. The research gives a deep insight into the topic
as the primary research was done in the form of in-field semi-structured face-to-face
interviews.
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INTRODUCTION

Although digitalization has a long history in the retail sector, significant transformational
effects became visible only with the advent of the Internet. From a customer
perspective, convenience is probably the most important aspect of online shopping. The
possibility to buy products from the comfort of your own home, and to have them
delivered to your home address, is very attractive to many (Azab & Pernebrink 2018). In
addition, online commerce has profoundly changed the sector as it has removed barriers
to market entry for many small businesses and increased demand for specific
commodities as the problem of geographical distances has been overcome.
Furthermore, acting at the request of customers has reduced the need for storage of
goods, while new technologies have raised the relationship with customers to a higher
level, and thus created an added value (Deloitte University Press 2015).

In addition, the classic roles of retailers and customers have been intertwined with the
fact that many traditional functions of retailers are now performed by customers
themselves and vice versa. For example, customers themselves improve products by
reviewing them and sending suggestions for their improvements, and by seeking
product information themselves (Sorcescu et al. 2011). It follows that the Internet is not
only a threat to the traditional retail model of trade, but also an opportunity to revitalize
it (Stein & Ramaseshan 2016). One of the effects of technological changes in the retail
industry is certainly the increase in customer power due to the reduction of information
asymmetries between retailers and customers, the general increase in transparency,
and greater opportunities for communication and association of customers. Customers
today with the help of the internet can get exactly what they are looking for. They no
longer have to settle for something that is close to what they are looking for (Doherty &
Ellis-Chadwick 2010).

Digitalized consumer approach requires major changes in business procedures and
business strategies in the retail industry. The consequence of those changes is bringing
new challenges and new opportunities in management practice in the sector. The aim
of this paper is to describe how intensive the digital transition processes are in the sector
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and to explain what are major characteristics of successful implementation of digital
technologies regarding managing employees in newly introduced digital processes in
retail.

The paper is structured as follows. Firstly, based on the secondary data we give a
theoretical overview on digital transition in retail industry, and we highlight the major
ongoing changes. Secondly, the results of the primary research are outlined. The primary
research is done on the sample of large managers of the large retail chains operating in
Croatia in 2019 (before Covid-19 pandemic). The research is done in a form of semistructured interviews carried in-field in face-to-face in companies. In the last part of the
paper, we draw conclusions based upon our primary research.

RETAIL AT A DIGITAL TURNING POINT

As the retail industry is the most open to a change in consumer behavior, based on a
constant growth of information technology usage, retail industry is in a digital transition
yet from the appearance of first digital technologies. Even more, there are some
examples when the retail industry created and introduced digital solutions before all
other industries. In recent times, on the basis of the growth of e-commerce acceptance
and utilization by consumers, digital transition of the retail industry intensified and we
can tell that the sector is at the point where classical and digital processes overlap in
various ways.

The e-commerce is constantly growing, and in the EU countries in 2019 it increased by
9.4% compared to 2018. This type of shopping is especially common among younger
consumers. The turning point is somewhere around 50 years when the propensity to
shop online starts to plummet. It is certain, however, that this age limit will rise more
and more in line with the aging of people that are currently actively using e-shopping
(Petrić 2019). E-commerce in Croatia in 2017 accounted for between 1 and 3% of total
sales, and estimates say it has reached 5% in 2019. According to some research, in
Croatia as many as 81% of respondents shop online, and 35% of them do so several
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times a month. The most active online shoppers are in the age group of 30 to 39 and
have a university degree (Srića 2019). The Covid-19 pandemic had an immediate impact
on the e-commerce globally and throughout the EU. A recent survey indicates a growth
in e-commerce sales in 2020 between 44% in Ireland and 4% in the Netherlands.
Accordingly, while the e-commerce sector in Europe demonstrated overall growth, the
trend was not universal and depended a lot on the diverging demand for goods and
services during the pandemic (Ecommerce Europe 2021).

In recent years, there has been a noticeable trend of transition from multi-channel to
omni-channel retail. While multi-channel retail implied a strict division between physical
and electronic commerce, in omni-channel retail, customers move freely between one
and the other type of sales within the same transaction process. In other words, the
concept of omni-channel retail implies that each customer can communicate with the
seller through the channel that suits him/her the best (Piotrowich & Cuthbertson 2014).
The consequence is the emergence of new retail locations and forms of delivery. Along
with fixed stores and home delivery, the so-called safe compartments, collection points,
and places for delivery of goods were created. In practice the introduction of omnichannel retailing means the introduction of services such as ordering online purchasing
in the store, showrooms, and other combinations of online and traditional retail
activities (Hagberg et al. 2016).

Nevertheless, most retailers are not yet ready for omni-channel retail. For example, in
the United States in 2016, 3% of customers used the model of ordering online and
picking up at the store, although as many as 13% stated that this would be their
preferred delivery method. There are numerous technical obstacles that need to be
overcome in order to successfully switch to omni-channel retail. During the entire period
of the "customer's journey", product information should be easily accessible so that the
motivation to continue shopping would not be lost at a crucial moment. In other words,
communication with the customer needs to take place in real time and in both directions
regardless of whether it takes place in the material or virtual world (Simpson et al. 2016).
Any more successful omni-channel retail strategy must have a mobile store at the center
of its operations, because it was the advent of smartphones and tablets that blurred the
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line between classic and online shopping. According to some authors, mobile commerce
is a logical extension of e-commerce (Zhang et al. 2012). It is an unavoidable factor of
modern retail by bringing four additional values to trade: (i) ubiquity, (ii) convenience,
(iii) interactivity, and (iv) personalization (Turban et al. 2012). Some recent analyses
show that as much as 56% of sales in physical commerce today are realized with the help
of previous digital experience. Namely, before the purchase, customers are informed
about the products on the Internet, mostly with the help of a smartphone. In
connection, a special motto "digital first retail" has even been developed (Simpson et al.
2016).

Traditional marketing collected consumer data in three different environments: i)
before entering the store, based on advertising campaigns and surveys, ii) in stores,
following the path of consumers through different devices, iii) after leaving the store,
using data on purchase history and a loyalty card. Traditionally, this data was collected
separately and, as a rule, was not linked. However, the development of electronic and
omni-channel retail has changed everything. It has allowed online merchants to build a
much clearer picture of their customers by linking visitor movement data on their
websites, with transaction data. Based on this aggregate knowledge online marketers
today design their advertising campaigns. An important feature of this new marketing,
fully in line with the principles of omni-channel sales, is the fact that online and offline
consumers are not perceived as separate entities. In this sense, today it is difficult to
imagine the development of a physical retail store if it does not fully exist online as well
(Beauvisage & Mellet 2019).

The presence of online platforms such as Amazon or Alibaba puts additional pressure on
classic retail business models. They change the nature of business in the sector by
directly connecting customers and suppliers. The business logic of these platforms
dictates that consumer is the greatest value to them because platforms typically lack
physical capital such as real estate or inventory (Hanninen et al. 2018). With the help of
the platform as a mediator, consumers are able to access thousands of suppliers. These
suppliers, in this new environment, are no longer exclusively focused on delivering the
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most competitive combination of quality, price and speed but are also turning into
efficient customer services (ibid.).

In addition to multi-channel and omni-channel sales, one of the important aspects of
the digital transformation in the retail sector are certainly the so-called self-service
systems. This form of digitization is especially present in food stores, and allows the
customer to perform a service task with the help of self-scanning technology instead of
an employee doing it for him/her. Otherwise, this shift towards greater customer
involvement is visible in the entire area of trade, especially in activities such as ticket
sales or hotel room reservations where the need to interact with customers is relatively
low. Nevertheless, turn towards the so-called self-service systems are not easy and they
cannot happen overnight (Azab & Pernebrink 2018).

Digitalization is particularly affecting small retail businesses, which are slowly adapting
to new market conditions for financial and other reasons. In Germany, for example,
between 2003 and 2014, the number of small retail businesses decreased from 26% to
18.5% (Bollweg et al. 2018). The Covid-19 crisis had negative impact on the retail sector
as such. Still, some data indicates that small shops have been "more agile" and better at
surviving Covid-19 than chain stores (BBC News 2020). The fate of the small retail
businesses is by no means sealed. Large companies trade in standardized products that
they can produce in larger quantities and deliver with greater frequency than small
companies do. However, small businesses offer a different type of service. Instead of
relying on mass production and standardized products, they provide specialized
products and pay much more attention to product quality (Azab & Pernebrink 2018).

One crucial characteristic of the new digital technologies is their capacity for reducing
the transaction costs which allows retail companies to specialize in their core business,
while outsourcing other activities (Todoli-Signes 2015). Nevertheless, consistent
implementation of omni-channel, retailing might prove challenging for some retailers
and produce excessive costs together with insufficient returns. The same is true with
implementation of other digital technologies in traditional stores. In that sense,
implementation of any new digital technology in the retail store must rely on detail cost-
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effectiveness evaluations and on the companies’ raison d’ etre in order to avoid financial
loses and digitalization without clear purpose (Yrjola et al. 2018).

The process of digital transformation inevitably affects jobs. Digitization creates many
new jobs, but it is very questionable whether these new jobs in numerical terms
compensate for the disappearance of traditional jobs, due to the process of automation
and robotization (EGSO 2017). Retail employs a large number of low-and medium-skilled
workers whose jobs are particularly vulnerable to digitization processes due to their
educational structure. Therefore, in retail, the question is often asked whether it will be
possible to keep the current number of employees in the future. For some authors,
however, the issue of job losses in retail is not so dramatic given the growing demand
for manpower within customer service and marketing. In addition, digitization processes
seem to allow retailers in stores to successfully overcome the so-called dilemma of
quality or productivity. This dilemma arises in the gap between customers’ demands for
high-quality service on the one hand and employers’ demands for increased productivity
on the other (Azab & Pernebrink 2018). Self-service systems and other forms of
digitization seem to contribute to the successful resolution of this traditional problem,
leaving vendors more room to focus on delivering a quality service.

An important aspect of the digital transformation is the ability to adapt existing
employees to new working conditions. Namely, digitalization requires workers who
understand and sovereignly manage digital processes, while the demand for physical
and repetitive work is declining. In addition, in the future, with the growing influence of
artificial intelligence, the need for jobs that are not only repetitive but also analytical will
decrease. In this context, it will be crucial to identify what is typically human in the work
that we would not want to leave to machines (Fernández-Macías et al. 2018). From the
perspective of employers and workers, it will be important to understand the dual
somewhat paradoxical nature of information technology. They on the one hand can
increase an individual’s satisfaction, but on the other hand they easily cause stress and
frustration. The key in this regard is not whether the technology is "good" or "bad" but
how it is promoted within the company, and to what extent it satisfies the need of
workers for autonomy and competence (Day et al. 2019).
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Therefore, we decide to investigate those processes by conducting a primary research
on the sample of managers of the largest retail companies in Croatia. Luckily, the
primary research was finalized before the Covid-19 and, therefore, it includes more
accurate managements’ perspective towards digitalization processes in normal business
circumstances, not influenced by the temporary extreme hype of electronic commerce
during the lockdown situation.

OPPORTUNITIES, AND THREATS OF DIGITALIZATION IN TRADE IN CROATIA FROM THE
MANAGER'S STANDPOINT – RESULTS OF A PRIMARY RESEARCH

Methodology

The primary research was done by in-field semi-structured interviews. Participants of
interviews were managers from 13 companies in the distributive trade sector in Croatia.
Some of the companies are groups or corporations, so the answers of the managers of
these groups refer to several trade business entities i.e. member companies. A total of
21 managers at the top or higher level of management participated in the interviews.
The interviews were conducted in the field with conducting the face-to-face method
during October and November 2019. These 13 companies have a total approximately
34,000 employees and own over 4,000 stores of various formats.
An in-depth interview reminder was used for the field research. The reminder included
the following questions:
·

How important is a digitalization strategy in running a retail business? Should a retail company
think about digitalization at all, and what should a digitization plan / strategy / policy include?

·

Should job changes and employee education and /or care of be planned in parallel with the
digitalization processes? What should such employee-related plans include?

·

Modern research shows that e-commerce occupies an increasingly important space in
generating revenue in retail. How is your company preparing for new generations of IT literate
consumers?

·

Has your company introduced newer technological (digital solutions) in the last 5 years? Can
you describe to us one successful implementation?

·

In the described successful implementation, how did you approach communication with
employees? How long before did you introduce them to the solution, how did you
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communicate, how long did the training last? Do you have any recommendations that you
would give to managers who are preparing for new digitization projects?
·

Who was the main driver of change in the introduction of a successful digital project? How
much was the top management involved in the changes? Did you manage the communication
/ education of the employees yourself or was it led by external consultants?

·

Has your company had a negative experience in introducing technological changes (or
implementing digital technologies)? What were the main causes of failure / frustration? Could
it have been done differently in the process? How?

·

How much do employees and the existing culture influence the success of the introduction of
digital tools in business?

·

In your opinion, is there any concern or fear among employees when it comes to talking about
big digitalization projects? Why and what would be the biggest fears? How can we influence
the minimization of employees' prejudices / fears / concerns about digitalization to a
minimum?

Strategic aspects of digitalization

According to the research, it can be concluded that all managers understand that
digitalization today is one of the key segments of business strategy in trading companies.
Indeed, several managers point out that digitalization is an imperative without which
there is no survival in the market. The surveyed managers state that in the strategic
sense, informatization has always followed trade business processes, but today this
development has intensified. All surveyed managers in some form stated and explained
that digital technologies must be in the service of achieving business goals and that
digital technologies of companies must adapt to new ways of consumer behavior. At the
same time, one third of the interviewed managers especially pointed out the group of
millennials as a key group of consumers due to which digitalization will intensify even
more in the near future. In addition, more than half of the surveyed companies point
out that trade, in terms of the application of information technology, has been in
transformation for over 30 years, which means that many companies have extensive
experience with technology and its improvement processes and organizational change
management processes for the introduction of technology.
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Also, managers point out that digitalization in trade should connect and integrate all
processes from procurement, logistics, customer service, to human resources
management, etc. The digital tools should be adapted to the analysis of particular
business segments, but connected on the level of the whole organization as a single unit.
The integration of process and organization was emphasized by all surveyed managers
as one of the main goals of digitalization.

Managers from food trade companies (a quarter of those interviewed) emphasize that
digitalization is greatly influenced by legal frameworks and the availability of digital
public administration services. Therefore, they mention and emphasize that the
application of fiscalization and electronic reporting to the tax administration has
significantly contributed to greater use of information and communication technology
in trade, and that the use of e-invoices in public procurement will further encourage
companies to implement and use digital tools in everyday business.

Managers in companies that are part of international groups – multinational
corporations (3 companies) point out that the digitalization strategy is actually part of
the group's strategy as a whole. However, in all three companies, it was pointed out that
managers at the local level have the opportunity to influence the decision in the
implementation of available digital tools and the opportunity to launch local initiatives
related to digitalization. In any case, when global solutions are applied, they are always
harmonized with local legislation and the local market situation.

Although most companies do not have formal documents related exclusively to the
digitalization strategy and plan, in two-thirds of cases, regardless of domestic or foreign
ownership, it is noticed that digitalization decisions are centralized and to some extent
included in formal strategic plans for future development. depends on the future
development of all business functions, but also the formation of market performance
towards consumers.
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Based on the conducted interviews, it can be concluded that managers in the strategic
sense do not separate the development of (1) people and (2) processes from the
development of (3) technology.

In several companies (4 of them), the question of strategy emphasizes the need to
implement monitoring the effect of digitalization on business results and increase
competitiveness. On the contrary, they also discuss specific metrics such as the rate of
return on investment and cost-benefit analysis as tools for assessing the strategic impact
of implemented digital technologies and based on which the value of planned
investment in digital technology is estimated.

Given that a large number of business transactions are processed in real-time in trade
companies (especially in the retail sector), more than half of the respondents
commented on the necessity to have reliable and in time transaction information
systems. They on the one hand, must provide continuous real-time support to the
employees in the store, but also to the managers in decision making. On the other hand,
they have to enable a creation of a new shopping experience during the sale, regardless
of whether he/she buys in the store or through online sales channels.

Furthermore, in addition to improving the transaction system, a dozen respondents
stated that the use of digital technologies can improve and change business processes,
how employees get rid of routine tasks, how to influence and plan better scheduling and
handling of goods in stores and warehouses, how the digital technologies provide a
more complete and enhanced service to the consumer, and how digital technologies can
be used to identify new market niches and new markets for further business expansion
and growth. Therefore, we can conclude that the notion of digital tools in trade is no
longer viewed only at the level of business transaction processing, but as a real source
of competitiveness of trading companies.
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Planning digitalization and employees

Although the literature and some scientific studies say and prove that digitalization
negatively affects the number of employees, most managers (20) claim that
digitalization will not lead to layoffs in the near future, with many managers (15) citing
that the reduction in the number of employees would lead to a significant reduction in
customer service and the impossibility of continuous performance of activities, while
several (5) point out that companies are in market expansion and therefore plan new
hires, not layoffs.

It is therefore understandable that in such circumstances, managers did not pay much
attention to the discussion about planning the care for redundant workers. Only three
interviewed business entities described the method of taking care of employees in case
of dismissal because of digitalization, which was formalized in the case of employees
older than 50 or in case of illness and includes severance pay and other benefits. It
should also be noted that of these three companies, two have a certain share of state
or pension funds in ownership, and one is foreign-owned.

A large number of respondents pointed out the current problem of the available labor
force for employment in trade sector, which has changed significantly in the last 5 years
since the labor market was liberalized in some EU countries and since there has been a
significant outflow of unemployed people. The problem of finding employees and their
turnover and loyalty as a strategic problem in trade was highlighted in 9 business
entities, while in 4 business entities this problem was not described at all. Several
managers pointed out that this problem encourages them to consider additional
automation and robotization of some routine tasks and that they will invest or are
already investing in such IT ventures. Furthermore, in one company in domestic and in
one company in foreign ownership, the development, and implementation of a system
for building employee loyalty has already begun. The described systems include
monitoring employee productivity indicators and the introduction of a variable part of
wages as a means of motivation for work that can significantly increase wages relative
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to the average wage or the implementation of wages that are higher than the average,
but also the introduction of clear rules of training and promotion.

All respondents pointed out that digitalization is necessarily accompanied by employee
education. However, the ways and intensity of conducting training differ. While several
companies have formalized training plans (mostly foreign-owned companies, 3 of them),
a large number of companies conduct training when hiring new staff or when
introducing new digital solutions. Companies in which training is conducted
systematically, usually have connected internal systems of employee advancement and
elaborated planned training that employees must go through and satisfy in a certain
time. In three companies, in addition to traditional, online trainings are conducted, the
so-called e-learning. Of all respondents, only two companies originating from the
Scandinavian countries claim that the training is conducted exclusively within and not
outside working hours (i.e. that the training time is counted in the regular working hours
of employees) while the rest have not specifically stated.

In the case of digitalization, companies in most cases use their own resources intensively
and implement a mentoring model where mentors first undergo training by IT service
providers and then transfer knowledge to other employees. This way of working in
several companies is called coach model. Several companies (3) pointed out that this
model of work has led to detection of employees with developed tendencies to transfer
knowledge to others and how they have formed training teams from such employees.
In four companies, managers pointed out the shortcomings of the education system in
Croatia, where new, digital technology-based work procedures are insufficiently studied
in both secondary schools and faculties. The problem of practical training, which should
be significantly improved and perfected, was especially emphasized. However, in one
company they pointed out that they had a similar problem in their home country, which
they solved by establishing their own academy for employees. A similar system of
education at the internal academy was described by one domestically owned company.
Furthermore, while there is strategic cooperation with secondary schools listed by 4
companies, strategic cooperation in educational processes with universities was not
mentioned.
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In most companies, already in the first discussion about employees and education,
several managers point out that employees have also become digital, so they are no
longer afraid of technology and adopt it faster and use it more intensively. In one
company, they even claim to have had to digitize job application and application
processing procedures to attract more millennials who expect a real-time digital
response to their job applications. In two companies, they stated that support for digital
employees is moving into the digital sphere and must be available in real time, so they
are implementing employee assistance services that operate on the principle of digital
call centers (digital call center or digital helpdesk).

People aided by technology are recognized as a key strategic resource of the company.
In addition, as one of the interviewed managers points out: "We want to make people
more valuable to the company and this is the main goal of our internal education
system!", While another points out: "Systematic education of employees contributes to
their connection with the company and its core values".

Adaptation to e-commerce

All companies operating in retail trade have implemented and supported payment via
EFTPOS devices, and monitor banks in the development of contactless payment and the
use of mobile payment methods at the point of sale. Electronic sales in the store are
implemented in a large number of cases through the sale of vouchers for
telecommunications services.

Furthermore, the most pronounced segment of e-commerce, often misinterpreted as
the only form of e-commerce is sales through a web store. However, only 5 analyzed
companies have implemented their own web store, of which only one company is from
the segment of retail groceries (or consumer goods, FMCG retail). Other companies in
this industry point out that this type of product is not suitable for online sales, as
evidenced by studies conducted by several research or marketing companies. Namely,
in the grocery segment, the number of consumers who want to buy and actually buy
online is below 5%. Nevertheless, the company that has implemented a web store in this
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segment, points out that for last 12 years every year a significant increase in revenue
generated through the web store has been recorded. In addition, one of the companies
in the grocery sector (FMCG retail), instead of developing its own website and delivery
system, has entered into a strategic alliance with the digital platform for delivery of
Glovo products and will be its partner in Croatia according to the model implemented
by Carrefour in France. In this way, the company adapts to digital consumers without
the necessary investment in its own delivery network.

Among the factors influencing the decision whether to develop your own web store or
not in the interviews are:
1.

Niche of targeted consumers and its’ level of adoption of digital technologies,
or this niche’s will to use digital shopping for some products (only several
companies point out that for some niches it is enough to have a website
where promotional flyers are published, no need to develop your own web
store).

2.

Assortment adaptation for electronic sales (where some assortments are not
suitable for online purchase, eg perishable goods or goods that need to be
physically experienced before purchase).

3.

Selected sales formats because some traditional formats will not disappear
so there is no need to change or supplement through the e-channel (eg kiosks
or small specialty stores in the neighborhood; small stores in very frequent
locations, etc.).

4.

The consumers’ willingness to socialize and obtain information in direct faceto-face communication.

Companies that have implemented their own web store highlight the following
advantages and challenges in business:

1.

The possibility of complete personalization in the marketing approach to
consumers (one company allows you to create your own menu according to
the offered recipes and direct purchase from the web store).
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2.

Extension / upgrade of the consumer's shopping experience (consumers at
one company can digitally place the product in their own space in the
application with the help of augmented reality and then buy the product
either in a traditional way or in a web store).

3.

Intensifying interaction with consumers through mutual marketing
communication.

4.

The possibility of using social networks to create a positive image (one of the
interviewed companies pointed out that it has developed a system for
involving influencers in marketing activities).

5.

Spreading ROBO (research online, buy offline) purchasing principles - 80% of
consumers search for information online before coming to a traditional store,
which creates a great challenge for educating employees to know how to
provide better service to a well-informed consumer.

6.

Spreading the inverse ROBO (research offline, buy online) principle of
purchase - consumers are offered the opportunity to get an idea of the
product and its use at the point of sale, and then to choose a larger number
of colors, designs, cuts, etc. online. This means for the company that in the
future it will also use the traditional store as an exhibition space rather than
as a place to execute a sales transaction.

7.

Click and collect integration of sales models into traditional sales channels
because companies offer the opportunity to buy online and choose the place
where the consumer will come to pick up the goods, which may be an
opportunity to offer him/her some more products at that selected location.

8.

Integration of multi-channel sales (omnichannel retail) in which it becomes
irrelevant where the customer buys, but questions are asked about the
execution of product delivery and the harmonization of data on products,
prices and marketing campaigns in individual channels. Interviews emphasize
that assortment planning in the web store need to be harmonized with
assortment planning in traditional stores, as there is still an assortment on
the web that is narrower or more limited than traditional sales channels.
Also, discount policies and special offers should be harmonized between
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channels otherwise there is competition and conflict between own sales
channels.
9.

Companies in the wholesale segment use e-commerce tools in the field of
B2B applications that enable automated ordering and payment for goods.
These tools are also mentioned in the retail segment because companies
implement and use digital communication systems with suppliers and
intensively use electronic data interchange (EDI) when purchasing goods. In
the grocery retail segment, most companies have already reached the level
of over one-third of automated ordering through such systems. One manager
points out a very interesting aspect of B2B application because he says: "We
have reached the level of development where the level of technological
development of business partners becomes a serious problem for the further
implementation of digital technologies!"

Recommendations for a successful implementation of digital technologies

Respondents in the analyzed companies described very different forms and levels of
successful implementations of digital technologies in business with customers and
suppliers, and in warehousing and distribution of goods. We will list only some of the
described applications that have come to life in the daily business of the analyzed
companies in the past five years, ranked by the frequency of description by the
respondents:
1.

Upgrading and integration of ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)
system through the implementation of electronic document
exchange with suppliers (EDI - Electronic Data Interchange) and / or
implementation of business document management system (DMS Document Management System).

2.

Improvement of ERP in the field of real-time inventory monitoring
and management and / or systems for management of warehousing
and intra-warehouse transport (WMS - Warehouses Management
System).

3.

Continuous improvement of digital cash register functionality.
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4.

Electronic and mobile payment at the point of sale.

5.

Automation and digitization and digital archiving of business
documentation.

6.

Self-service cash registers.

7.

Web stores, click and collect sales method and omnichannel access
to consumers.

8.

Electronic communication with employees, use of e-mail or intranet
for distribution of data and documents to employees, internal
communication without the use of paper.

9.

Systems for the analysis of data collected through consumer loyalty
programs.

10.

Mobile applications and tablets to support in-store and off-store
sales (both on the employee side and on the consumer side
themselves).

11.

E-Invoice application.

12.

Warehouse robotization.

13.

Virtual reality to help view and select products.

14.

Space and layout planning using machine learning and artificial
intelligence, development of digital planograms for stacking goods
on shelves.

15.

Machine recognition of patterns in the turnover of products that
affect the positioning of goods in the store or warehouse.

16.

E-learning systems.

17.

Digitized job applications and digitized recruitment procedures.

18.

Traditional store as a "place to inspire" consumers in combination
with a digital store as a place to execute a transaction.

19.

Digital procurement integration platforms.

20.

Data centers and cloud computing.

21.

Call centers to help employees and customers.

22.

QR codes for the purpose of better interaction with customers
(surveys, feedback, obtaining additional information about
products).
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23.

Optimization of the delivery fleet and transport routes based on
satellite systems and artificial intelligence.

24.

Consumer and customer behavior analysis programs to better adjust
supply.

25.

Strategic partnership with digital platform for ordering and delivery
of goods.

26.

Strategic partnership with influencers to create an image on social
networks.

Regarding some future digitization projects, more than half of the respondents claim
that they most often follow good implementation practices, get information and
consultations and observe how the competition or other members of multinational
companies introduce solutions and what their experiences and effects are.

There are several recommendations that companies highlight in successful projects for
the implementation of digital technologies in everyday work. Most companies point out
that in successful implementation, in addition to elaborated participants, deadlines,
training plan and implementation, it is important to systematically control the process
and correct mistakes because almost every solution in the early stages of
implementation has some shortcomings that need to be addressed immediately and "on
the fly". In addition, it is extremely important to know well the legislation related to
digitization and archiving of documents because there are still a number of legal acts
that do not recognize the applicability of digital documents, such as tax or other business
supervision which in this regard may be called into question.

It is necessary to think digitally (what technology can or what technology could do), but
when implementing it, act analogously because digitalization serves analogous
processes and people, and not the other way around. In addition, the application of
technology implies the achievement of a business goal and technology is not an end in
itself.
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Top management is always involved in large successful digitization projects because if it
does not support the digital change project at all stages of implementation, the project
is unlikely to be successfully accepted. This is especially important at the outset and
before digital technology is put into use. In addition to top management, operational
level management plays an extremely important role in the implementation and training
phase.

Several companies recommend finding a good strategic partner from the IT sector for
large digitization projects. Often these companies have more knowledge and more
experience in managing large projects. The form of strategic partnership can also be
based on the revenue share of the project (revenue share), which large companies often
do. Thus, IT companies are additionally motivated for fast and efficient implementation,
and implementation costs and execution time of digital projects are significantly
reduced.

Regarding the successful coordination of such projects, each project should have a
clearly defined leader and team members who will coordinate in all phases of the project
from idea to implementation.

It is also important to develop clear metrics for evaluating the success of digitization
projects. Basically, a successful project is measured by looking at whether the
technology delivered what the supplier of that technology promised. And on the other
hand, whether the planned return on investment was achieved in the planned period.
In addition, for some implementations it is necessary to measure how quickly and to
what number consumers accept the applied technology.

With multinational corporations, there is another recommendation that significantly
reduces the risk of implementing new technologies, and that is to implement at the local
level solutions that have already been tested within the group in some other markets.
Indeed, all companies claim that this logic of observing and researching successful world
practices can be applied in other companies as well.
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In addition, the level of IT literacy and digital competencies of consumers, customers, or
suppliers may be a problem for the implementation of some technologies. If one enters
into projects that the environment cannot, does not know, or does not want to use, then
the investment is ahead of its time and the process of technology adoption will not be
successful nor will a corresponding return on investment be achieved. This problem was
pointed out by four respondents.

Management as a factor and driver of a digital change

All respondents agree that top management is key to initiating and implementing large
digital projects. Top-management makes the decision on IT implementation, approves
the budget, is fully involved in monitoring the implementation. In one company, they
stated: "Top management drives everything, but also actively uses it after
implementation.", While in another they claim: "If top management does not support
the project of major digital changes, it will not succeed. They must support the project
and stand behind it at all stages of implementation. It is especially important at the very
beginning and before it is put into operation”. The most commonly described way of
implementing and participating in the launch and implementation of digital projects is
that top management notices and initiates change, and based on cost-benefit analysis,
decides on the implementation of the digitization process. Throughout the project, top
management supervises and controls the flow in direct communication with the
appointed digital change project manager. Managers of business units in which changes
need to be implemented are actively involved in describing processes and needs
because they know the business problems in their departments, sectors or places of
business the best. Computer scientists are often, but not always, involved in describing
the process. In any case, based on the described processes and needs, IT experts will
offer the adaptation of an existing IT solution or offer a development plan and create a
new IT solution. The first method causes less risks in implementation because it is based
on successful previously implemented projects, so in the interviewed two-thirds of
companies this has been the case when looking for a solution in the field of digitalization.
When the solution is implemented, the process is again led by an appointed project
manager with the full support of top management, and the implementation necessarily
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involves lower-level managers who serve as a link between project managers and
employees in terms of organizing and implementing training to work on a new digital
solution. This procedure is most often described, but several respondents pointed out
that the actual involvement of top management will significantly depend on the size of
the investment and the importance of the project in achieving business goals.

In more than half of the surveyed companies, the perception of the need for
digitalization is influenced by one of three factors: (1) observed changes in consumer
behavior caused by increased use of digital technologies, (2) observed changes in the
world's leading companies, (3) IT solution providers which actively point to new
possibilities of digital technologies in trade sector.

In the four analyzed companies, it was pointed out that recently there is a new trend,
and that is the incentive in the direction from the bottom to the top (eng. Bottom up)
when employees themselves notice and suggest to management possible solutions to
improve processes and technologies. In one analyzed company, they point out that they
actively encourage such behavior and financially reward innovations that come as ideas
from employees, which directly increases employee satisfaction and loyalty to the
organization.

Foreign-owned companies also state that top management at the group level approves
IT budgets, which can sometimes mean that a project will be on hold for a long time.
However, in strategic planning, the local level actively participates with its proposals
sent to the headquarters of the groups. In addition, the local level may or may not accept
certain solutions that already exist in the group, which significantly reduces the risk of
investment failure.
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The impact of digital transition on employees

All respondents in all business entities claim that organizational culture has shifted
towards digital culture. However, they still point out to the existence of a certain
difference between younger and older employees, between higher and lower educated,
differences between regions of Croatia with regard to IT literacy after graduation, and
between those who have undergone information technology improvement processes
and those who haven’t. More than half of respondents point out that they try to
recognize the level of IT literacy during employment and that they notice that it is no
longer a problem for younger future employees because they were "born with a mobile
phone or tablet in hand".

Also, more than half of the respondents pointed out that there is no department that
does not use at least some form of information technology, so employees are aware of
the need for digital tools in the business. Likewise, employees recognize that digital tools
have a number of advantages in their day-to-day work, which in new digital projects
allows for faster implementation and faster adaptation to new tools. Greater IT literacy
and digital orientation of employees leads to the fact that during the introduction of
new digital tools it is not necessary to spend a lot of time interpreting their purpose and
that knowledge for working with the new software solutions is acquired much faster
than a decade ago.

In more than two-thirds of companies, all written communication and reporting of
employees is digitized, so internal correspondence, circulars, work schedules, etc. are
no longer submitted in paper form but only electronically, which again has a positive
effect on speeding up communication and digital literacy of employees.

When introducing new technologies, managers point out that there is a difference
between smaller and larger digital changes. In the case of minor digital changes,
communication with employees usually takes place via the intranet or e-mail, and
internally through tactical and operational management. On the other hand, when
significant digital changes are made, workshops and training are additionally organized
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depending on which employees are affected by the changes. The two companies point
out that they have a system of their own internal academies where employees learn
procedures in a space that corresponds to the actual point of sale, so they can try out
some new things, technologies, or process changes without affecting the result of the
actual store.
Likewise, two-thirds of respondents claim that their education and implementation
focuses on people and the benefits that technology brings in doing their daily work, not
just on the functionality of technological solutions. Additionally, several managers point
out that employees best accept change if its goal and the reason for introduction are
well interpreted.

Educational processes and support in the digital enterprise should be provided to
employees continuously. Therefore, two companies point out that they organize
support services that function as digital call centers (helpdesk) that are available to
provide technical information to employees at any time in real-time.

In order to avoid employee resistance to the introduction of new digital solutions,
education and communication must be conducted in a timely manner and include
elements that indicate the benefits they will have as users in their daily work. All
surveyed managers agree that there are some key methods that can and do affect the
suppression of employee fear if it exists at all, these are (ranked according to the
frequency of respondents' responses):
1.

Thorough and systematic preparation of the digitalization process
and related education.

2.

Timely, open, transparent, and truthful communication on the
processes being planned, at least at the level of one year.

3.

Emphasizing that there is no fear of losing their jobs and existence.

4.

Highlighting employee benefits (e.g., there will be more time for
creativity, you will do smarter jobs, there will be fewer mistakes,
there will be a higher salary, you will be able to progress faster in the
organization…).
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5.

Introduction of a clear and meaningful education processes before
the implementation of technology at the point of sale.

6.

Implementation of a transparent system of vertical and horizontal
career development within the company.

7.

Nurturing digital culture as one of the common values at the
enterprise level.

8.

Discussion with the social partners in order to see, discuss and
minimize the negative consequences of digitalization on the health,
satisfaction, and workload of employees.

9.

Introduction of employee incentives as a consequence of increased
productivity based on implemented digital technologies.

10.

Building trust between management and employees through joint
learning and direct communication with employees.

11.

Implementation of a system to improve employee loyalty and
innovation.

Besides this, one of the managers pointed out that in the near future the problem with
employees and their quality could be the lack of knowledge to approach customers with
new shopping habits, rather than knowledge of digital technologies. While another says
that intensive application in the company has led to the situation that "now employees
themselves are putting pressure on the management to further improve existing digital
solutions, which is becoming a completely new management challenge!".
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CONCLUSIONS

Based on the primary research, we can draw several conclusions on the position and
role of employees in the digital transition processes in the Croatian retail sector from
the managers’ perspective. First of all, based on the types of technologies and
technological processes that are being introduced in Croatian retail companies it can be
concluded that these companies are not legging behind the world trends in to
digitalization which greatly impacts their employees.

It seems that the retail sector managers from Croatia in the strategic sense do not
separate the development of people and processes from the development of
technology. Our respondents disagree with the statement that digitalization negatively
affects the employment in the retail sector. Most of them claim that digitalization will
not lead to layoffs in the near future, because retail companies in Croatia are in market
expansion and also due to continuous expansion of the customer services departments.
They also emphasize that the new digital technologies are in the best interest of the
retail workers as it helps them to get rid of routine tasks and engage in more creative
working assignments. All respondents pointed out that digitalization is necessarily
accompanied by employee education. However, the ways and intensity of conducting
training differ.

Digital transition is perceived as a strategic process that has to be done systematically
and in accordance with the plans. Both managers and employees have to be strongly
involved from the planning stage. During the planning stage, the most successful
companies address issues that may emerge for the employees during the
implementation of digital technologies. During the implementation sage employees
have to be trained and supported properly for efficient and appropriate usage of digital
technologies. Some companies find train-the-trainer approach to be very useful in
implementation stage. In this way, some of employees are trained firstly and then they
train others to work with implemented technology in everyday real-life environment.
Such approach increases employees’ involvement and promotes commitment of an
employee to improve technological skills. Therefore, it positively influences
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digitalization processes in the company. Moreover, fair and transparent communication
with employees regarding digital transition is emphasized as one of the most important
elements in successful digital transitions. Retail employees are aware of benefits that
ICT can bring to retail activities. Their behavior is changed and transferred into a "digital
culture" of a company. Some retail managers even note that sometimes digital transition
processes are driven by bottom-up pressure from employees who recognize new
customers’ needs.

This research emphasized standpoints of the managers in the largest retail chains in
Croatia regarding digital transition and position of the employees. The main limitation
of this research is its geographic reach. It would be necessary to broaden the research
to other European countries to be able to make comparisons. Another limitation is focus
on the managers’ standpoints. Therefore, if one wants to get a more objective
observation of this topic, a primary research has to be conducted to obtain employees
standpoints as well. The research was implemented before the Covid-19 crisis which had
a profound impact on the retail sector. Therefore, it would be interesting to find if the
crisis has altered the aforementioned positions.
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Abstract

Remaining competitive during numerous knowledge changes creates difficulties for
organizations and individuals who must unlearn outdated routinized operations in the
current climate of change. The ability to unlearn may be problematic when previously
relied upon knowledge is no longer useful. Trust of new knowledge is unstable as it has
not yet become routinized. Technological updating and the perceptions of trust in new
information has also been of interest in knowledge management due to our dependence
on producing solutions to complex problems. With the use of automation in a variety of
systems, how and whether unlearning is used has been of interest. This represents a
reexamination of collected data from previous study in 2014 in unlearning. Unlearning
change in computer systems requires trust of the information for the end-user. There is
limited agreement in the constructs of individual unlearning; the author contends that
unlearning must consider trust as a factor that guides individuals through the unlearning
process. Based upon Madsen and Gregor’s Human- Computer Trust model,
characteristics of trust may be a dynamic part of the unlearning process in humancomputer interaction tha has not been [reviously considered. This qualitative pilot study
aims to further understand factors of trust and their impact on the unlearning process:
1) Are there additional factors, specifically trust, that may contribute to the process of
unlearning?

Keywords: Knowledge change, unlearning, unlearning, trust. competitive advantage
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Introduction

The ability to maintain competitive advantage in light of the increase of knowledge has
been of interest to organizations that require fast change and flexibility. To have the
ability to acquire individual knowledge and use intellectual capital are important skills
needed by the organization to survive in changing conditions (Leibowitz and Beckman,
1998). The challenge is to understand knowledge change well enough to complete the
process efficiently to increase work pace, reduce costs and decrease organizational
tension. Changing individual competencies involves unlearning of routinized knowledge.
It is this modification of essential knowledge within “knowledge organizations” that
assist in maintaining individual and organizational competencies (Becker, 2004;
Leibowitz, 2000). Unlearning to perform tasks that were previously used continue to be
an organizational challenge.

Trust has been studied from a variety of disciplinary angles. Issues of trust and
trustworthiness have been characterized as multidimensional and multifaceted (Yan,
Kantola, and Zhang, 2011; Nov., a, b). With trust being a central part of human
interaction, it supports the argument that this is also true for human and machine
interactions (Hancock, P. A., Billings, Schaefer, Chen, De Visser, Parasuraman, 2011). As
technological advances are made in a variety of machines such as robots, computers and
other technical systems, these inanimate objects have also advanced in standing to be
team members and helpers to partner with humans in solving problems (Nothdurft,
Richter, and Minker, 2014; Nothdurft et al., 2014; Bickmore, and Picard, 2005).

There has been a general awareness that system design can affect the trust of a user
and impacts websites, user interface, and interactivity in general (Nielson, 1999).
However, if there is personification of the system or application it does not necessarily
improve the operation efficiency or increase the level of system and knowledge trust
(Mulken, Andre and J. Muller, 1999). Currently, as more and more computer-based
transactions demand an increased amount of cognitive energy to process complex
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information, humans are not only not assessing factors of trust of the systems involved,
such as, the users lack of technological efficacy, privacy protection, and dependability.

Statement of the Problem

Implementation of knowledge change for employees may result in increased errors in
work product and in increased operating costs for the organization. Unlearning is
essential to remaining technologically competitive. Hedberg explained the learning
process in organizations and stated that:
“Organizational learning includes both processes by which organizations adjust
themselves defensively to reality and the processes by which knowledge is used
offensively to improve the fit between organizations and their environment”. (Hedberg,
in Nystrom and Starbuck (Eds.), 1991, p. 3).

The processes to change knowledge needs ongoing investigation to determine factors
that can assist in process efficiency. It has been pointed out unlearning remains unique
from learning (Hafner, 2014). Unlearning is the process of using experimentation and
available resources to promote the disuse of previous knowledge (Hafner, 2014).
Results indicated unlearning is a process affected by factors specific employee
knowledge change, or unlearning (See Figure 1). Factors, especially the availability of
support of computer application change such as Google and Help functions within the
interface required additional examination to determine whether these support factors
could be barriers to or provide assistance for the unlearning process.
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Figure 1: Unlearning Model: Hafner, (2014)

Previous research results indicated that unlearning differs from learning because
unlearning was shown to include, a routinized knowledge base and, a realization the
current knowledge was ineffective. However, researchers have not studied how
knowledge and the operation of a system or application may be affected by trust. The
perceptions of trust when knowledge has been changed during the unlearning process,
making the current competencies or held knowledge obsolete requires study (Starbuck,
1996). Trust may be essential to the knowledge change process.

These knowledge and interface modifications may affect trust and could be related to
the effort needed to produce change in the knowledge base of the user. During
unlearning, user knowledge base needs to be significantly altered when the user is no
longer able to successfully complete computer operations requiring effort to produce
different actions. The unlearner changes trust perceptions in the system or application
due to this change in their knowledge. As the individual user completes actions to make
the change, the user stabilizes his knowledge and also his trust of the knowledge
contained in the system or application. The ability to operate the new interface is now
routinized and trust is stabilized. This process is important to developing improved user
trust of interfaces and systems. It is theorized that during unlearning, trust is also
somehow modified, but has yet to be identified. The research question for this study is:
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Are there additional factors, specifically trust, that may contribute to the process of
unlearning unlearning of routinized actions of a new computer system or application?

Relevant Literature

“In the global economy, knowledge is king” … In such an environment, knowledge counts
for more than capital or labor. The nations that prosper will be those that create new
knowledge best” (Nonaka, 1994). Organizational leaders continue to seek strategies to
produce current, competent actions and avoid errors during work tasks often focusing
on learning strategies. Many traditional learning methods involve determining gaps in
the knowledge, then closing the gap through knowledge acquisition. However, with
adult learners, success is not always guaranteed (Kehoe, Tennent, and Windeknecht,
2004). McKerney and Day (2007) suggest that there is an inherent value in knowledge.
The systems that acquire, transfer and change this knowledge will also become valuable
as knowledge increases at an alarming rate. Accoridng to Oricle, (2019), 76% of
employees report that they are finding it difficult to keep current with technological
change.
T
he ability for humans to interact successfully with computer systems involve the
modification of perception that the system involved is now more than a simplistic
problem solver capable of complex processes. Trust is a topic that has come into the
forefront of human-computer interaction (HCI) issues in the last decade and viewed by
many from a variety of lenses. Issues of trust and trustworthiness have been
characterized by Nothdurft et al., (2014) as multidimensional and multifaceted. Beliefs
continue to change; currently 64% of employees now trust robots more than their
supervising manager (Oracle, 2019). With trust being central to human interaction, it
supports the argument that this is also true for human and machine interactions
(Nothdurft et al., 2014). Trust has been described as, an ‘expectancy’ that
communication by a person or group is accurate (Skitka, Mosier, and Burdick, 1999). This
expectation goes further to add that there is an inherent belief that this expectancy can
be relied upon by others.
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Expectation of predictable results is key part of defining trust. This may be true of
actions, behaviors, mental models or even knowledge from a technical source.
Automation bias, a specific type of trust suggests an expectation that the system will
perform appropriately (Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman, 1995). Knowledge change may
modify this expectation, in both the accuracy and operation of a system or application.
Knowledge change and acceptance of the technology involves trust of the knowledge
contained within (Nothdurft, et al., 2014; (a),(b). Several authors define trust in this
exchange and interaction basing their definition on a human –human interaction (Cohn,
Nicholson, & Schmorrow, 2009). As technological advances are made in a variety of
machines such as robots, computers and other technical systems, these inanimate
objects have advanced in standing to be team members and helpers (Nothdurft, et al.,
2014; (a), (b); Bickmore, & Picard, 2005). Research continues to investigate the issues of
human-robot interfaces to include, user-designed interfaces, operator understanding
and trust to maximize performance (Groom, and Nass, 2007). The issue of trust has been
studied in online consumer situations and in other social exchanges with computers
providing information and assistance (Yan, Kantola, & Zhang, 2011). The perception of
both parties are able to foster interactive trustworthiness may be difficult to detect.

According to Cohn, Nicholson and Schmarrow (2009), people have a tendency to trust
systems that they have even minimal experience using. The human–computer trust
relationship can be defined as the expectation that the system or application can be
relied upon (Skitka, Mosier, & Burdick, 1999). However, people can lose confidence or
trust in the way the system will function and the resulting information it generates.
Nothdurft, Richter, & Minker (2011) suggest that interaction is affected negatively when
trust between the system and user is limited. With trust, knowledge acceptance requires
the system interface to behave in predicted manners providing consistent information.
Current human beliefs change in mental models and expectations about the correct
operation of a computer system and affect trust (Senge, 2006; Starbuck, 2017]. Cassell
and Bickmore (2000) note that when there is a change of system operation in the user
through an application change, there needs to be a significant effort made by the user.
Despite numerous concerns about data breaches, collection of data to build algorithms
using personal information, not to mention potential for additional intrusions, people
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have demonstrated their willingness to trust computer programming, especially when it
is a new or complex task, according to data scientists (Science Digest, 2021).

McKnight et al. proposed a trust model that details initial trust with an unfamiliar party.
In this interaction, in which a relationship has not yet been formed, the parties are
without credible information about each other (McKnight, Cummings, et al. ,1998). But
this model fails to address change efforts made by the individual or change in trust from
an unlearning perspective. When a person has a previous level of trust in their routinized
interactions and that trust is changed by updated information, in this case, a system
interface or application, it is proposed that knowledge trust is also modified to reconcile
the change. When unlearning alters routinized actions in favor of new behaviors, trust
must be modified. It is the intent of this pilot study to examine this information trust
change in unlearning.

It is the contention of Madsen and Gregor (2000) that many factors need to be present
to achieve the trustworthiness of a human-computer interaction. A human –trust model
constructed by Madsen and Gregor (2000) presents two types of trust. The first focus of
trust is cognition based and the second relates to affect. It is the cognitive base that is
of interest. This base appears to be important to issues involving HCI and trust. The
component of technical competence of the system is related to the perceptions of
system accuracy. The portion of interest is in the area of perceived technical
competence leading to cognitive based trust.
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Figure 2: Model of Human-Computer Trust Components (Madsen and Gregor, 2000).

Research Method

The original study focused on unlearning in a midsized engineering firm where 31
participants experienced a change in computer systems or a computer application
(Hafner, 2014). The change in the Windows environment not only created the need for
unlearning, but the employees had a realization that the routinized actions were no
longer capable of providing then with the correct actions to operate the Windows
system or application. These specialized employees stated that were previously at the
expert user level in old Windows/ Word systems or AutoCAD applications. Each
employee routinely used the system to the point that actions and system operation
were routinized.
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The knowledge change in computer systems were upgraded from Windows XP,
Windows 7, Microsoft Word 2007 or the application AutoCAD to newer versions such
as, Windows 8, Microsoft Word 2013 or AutoCAD applications. The major differences in
systems or application revisions made previously routine actions and automatic motor
movements obsolete or inaccurate. Due to new graphics and interfaces, considerable
modification to knowledge base was necessary to effectively operate the revised system
or application.

A follow-up study was undertaken to further understand Factors that are present in the
process of unlearning. Support of technology was defined as the assistance and/or
resources required to complete a job task. The Factor, technological support, was
examined because it helped the employees with their unlearning. Within this factor, the
topic of trust was mentioned as facilitating the unlearning process. Specifically, the
trusted resource used in the unlearning process was present as the employee completed
knowledge change. Specific examples of support included, computer generated
assistance such as Google and Help functions within the system or application.
Participants mentioned having trust during the unlearning process 18 times in the
original interview process.

For those that sought these solutions through the features of the system or application,
the actions and resulting trust were quite similar. During unlearning, support came from
trusted informational sources such as, Internet (e.g., Google) or system Help functions.
Participants reported Google as being the most prevalent. The frequency of Google
searches and activation of the HELP functions were reduced as the participant confirmed
their information and gained experience in routine job tasks. An example of this
Participant 14 stated:

But, after finding out where the HELP function was on the software, it made it (unlearning) easier… I like
to have (trusted) information at hand when I need it.”

Comments generated from the initial interview process suggest an inherent trust in the
computer system or application especially when there is routinized behavior present.
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Another example included,

“Normally, I go with the HELP on the system and if I still can’t find it, I go with Google and like… the forums
… is there are any question … It’s very effective when Google says ... like …ok, I can trust that.” (Participant
16).

The participants were able to trust the system or application (Windows XP, Windows 7,
Microsoft Word 2007 or the application AutoCAD) more completely to produce
expected results in their operations. When the unlearning process was initiated, the
participants discussed their technological upset and related similar information about
their perceptions of trust with the new computer system or application (Windows 8,
Microsoft Word 2013 or AutoCAD applications) (Hafner, 2014).

Using this reliance on of computer support, a function of trust, participants were noted
to state the process was easier. This contributed positivity to the perception of
technological ease (Hafner, 2014). The participants trusted their system or application
to perform as expected. With trust, the unlearning process was more effective.

As a result of this data, a pilot study was constructed to determine and substantiate
whether trust of their computer interface was present during the unlearning process
from the old previously routinized learning and to new system or application unlearning.
All participants from this original unlearning study were re-contacted to participate in a
new pilot study to assess linkages between trust and unlearning. Each participant
completed a 10- question survey to assess their perceptions of trust during their
unlearning process with participant confirmation and validation to ensure the
completeness of the information provided.
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Results

Surveys were sent to the original study participants with 10 completed. Collected data
was collected and the results analyzed. Results were tabulated as follows in Table 1:
Table 1. Trust in Unlearning survey results

Participant Responses
1. Trust of System during routinized
operation
2. Trust of Information provided by
system
3. Trust in work using answers from
system
4. Trust in self-competence using system
5. Trust self-knowledge more than
system

First
Second
System System
90%

70%

90%

85%

80%

85%

90%

73%

20%

82%

Results indicated that participants trusted their own knowledge base and produced
needed routinized actions after the initial learning process (90%). They reported actions
were engrained well enough and acknowledged their trust in the old system or
application (90%). Participants were confident that the system or application provided
answers and correct information for their job tasks (90%, 80% respectively).
Competence with their old system or application was noted to the point that they even
trusted the technology more than their own knowledge.

Factors of system confidence and error responsibility in the second system or
application was reported, but to a lesser degree (90% versus 73%). This may be due to
the change of knowledge base, the perception of emerging competence and a decrease
in use of routinized actions in the system or application. In the second or unlearned
system, most participants trusted the new system and information, but did not trust
their own knowledge as well as the previous one. Only 82% trusted their knowledge
base change during unlearning.
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Figure 3: Modifications to the Human-Computer (HCI) Trust model based on Madsen and Gregor. In this
model, the three activities of knowledge base, routinized actions and expectations help to build perceived
technical competence leading to a cognitive based trust.

From the results of the research data and pilot study, modifications to the current HCI
trust model based on Madsen and Gregor’s (2000) work is indicated in the case of
knowledge change, or unlearning (from Figure 2). It can be suggested that there are
three additional components that assist during unlearning in the area of perceived
technical competence leading to cognitive based trust perception: current knowledge
base, consistent / routinized actions, and expectations of trust within the new
information as displayed in Figure 1 (Updated: 2021).

These three constructs are required by participants to perceive cognitive based trust,
and technical ease while developing competence of the new information. Results from
this exploratory study indicate that there may be a change in trust when initiating
unlearning. Individuals undergoing a change in their knowledge base may require these
factors and the addition of trust of the new information. As unlearning proceeds, the
individual must be aware that the information provide is correct and trusted
information. Knowledge present is then absorbed and the individual can experiment
until success can occur. Consistency of actions during the experimentation phase along
with trust of the information, allows for a stable change to occur. Knowledge is then
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successfully and becomes routinized. Completion of this process can lead to technical
ease and a more successful unlearned knowledge. And by the converse, with less
consistency, the individual will not trust the information or knowledge being updated
and will become technologically upset and revert to previous knowledge base. The
updated figure 1 (Updated) below provides an updated process for future study.

Discussion

Attempting to understand unlearning and how it differs from learning involved adding
to the previous study. New information regarding trust factors reported in the
unlearning process were collected in this pilot study. The factor of trust in system or
application information during unlearning was determined to be important to
knowledge change. The unlearner must expend additional effort to acquire available
information to change their knowledge base. Depending on the system or application
information, their trust level may also change.

What participants understood about their ability to disuse current knowledge in order to
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make way for new knowledge was related to their trust in the system or application
information and the knowledge it contained. The sentiment expressed in this survey
suggests that unlearning was aided by trust in information contained in the system or
application. Trust in a computer interface was an important construct that allowed them
to unlearn. It appears that trust in changing knowledge base may also be a distinct,
specialized process requiring further investigation. It is hypothesized when thereliance
in the initial computer system or application knowledge base changes due to a different
requirement, trust changes. As the unlearning process progresses to finalize the change,
the user stabilizes his knowledge base and also his trust in the computer interface. The
ability to operate the new computer system or application has routinized and the level
of trust stabilized.

Need for further research

This exploratory pilot research study provided information and additional understanding
of trust in the complex process of unlearning. Successful unlearning may require a trust
environment to support knowledge change. In light of the numerous data breaches and
need for authentication processes now commonplace, how factors of trust impact
change processes in knowledge change areyet to be determined without a larger study.
Unfortunately, survey return was limited. However preliminarily, it does suggest that
trust has an impact on unlearning. The perception of trust may change as the new
knowledge base is created from new information. This may facilitate the unlearning
process. Future research should focus on an expanded study to understand how trust
changes during unlearning.

With additional study, information about how trust affects formation of a new
knowledge base and discover how to facilitate unlearning. Further study may include
methodology that can capture the perceptions of trust within the process of unlearning.
The inherent factors related to the process of unlearning, make this topic worthy of
additional research.
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Future research should undertake a complete study to add to the knowledge of the
unlearning process and possible barriers related to trust in computer systems and
application within the ever- changing environment and dependence on computer
systems. Using a different interview methodology and diverse participants from various
work functions and geographical locations, may yield additional understanding of this
complex topic. A re-examination of the importance of trust factors within the process of
unlearning is warranted was completed by reviewing previous interview data for factors
of trust which may require updating. Collection of barriers and supports using different
methodological constructs can add experiences, perceptions, and factors of the
unlearning process. Development of enhanced training methods to maintain
competency for organizational competitive advantage in all market arenas. With
additional study, researchers can concentrate in developing effective identification of
successful unlearners and how factors of trust impact the successful completion of the
process.
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ABSTRACT

Both in traditional sales channels and sales through electronic commerce, it is very
important to analyze sales by product categories. The fact is that some categories of
products are more preferred by consumers to buy in traditional stores, while other
categories are more preferred to buy through electronic commerce. However, a review
of previous research and literature in the field of consumer behavior shows that not
enough attention is paid to different behaviors and attitudes of consumers when buying
different product categories online. For this reason, primary research was conducted
among online shoppers. This research shows differences in consumers' attitudes
regarding electronic commerce in two product categories- consumer electronics and
groceries. This paper aims to show that individual attitudes towards electronic
commerce strongly depend on the product category that is researched or purchased
online.

Keywords: e-commerce, B2C, retail, consumer attitudes, product categories, groceries,
consumer electronics

INTRODUCTION
According to one of the many definitions, electronic commerce or e-commerce means
the exchange of business information, maintenance of business relations and renewal
of business transactions through telecommunications networks, and all commercial
transactions that taking place through digital networks (Bezić et.al, 2009). Other
definition (Vadwala and Vadwala, 2017) emphasizes the reduction of costs affected by
e-commerce as well as the increase in the quality of products and services with an
emphasis on increasing the speed of delivery. Their definition says that e-commerce is a
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modern business methodology that addresses the needs of organizations, suppliers, and
customers in terms of reducing costs and improving the quality of products and services
while increasing the speed of delivery. In addition, Garrett and Skevington (1999) claim
that e-commerce offers ways to communicate faster, efficiently, reliably with consumers
and partners.

The simplest definition of e-commerce (Khan, 2016; Panian, 2000, Sahahriar et al.. 2015)
would be, e-commerce which is the buying or selling of products and services on digital
networks. Beside to buying and selling, a large number of consumers use the Internet as
a source of information to compare prices or the latest products or to investigate other
conditions of sales before purchasing through an electronic or traditional store.

E-business is sometimes used as another term for the same process, but this is not true.
E-business refers to the broader process through which the Internet changes the way
businesses do business, the way they interact with customers and suppliers, and the way
they think about functions such as marketing and logistics (Lindsay, 2002).

In e-commerce, it is very important to analyze consumer behavior, i.e., to analyze what
consumers are buying through e-commerce. It is crucial to detect which are the product
categories that consumers are buying the most and which the least. In other words,
important questions for brand marketers and retailers are: who is buying what are they
buying and how various products are bought online. Hovewer, numerous studies in ebusiness are dealing with general characteristics of e-commerce regardless the product
category bought online. So there is a lack of knowledge how an individual switch his/hers
opinions, attitudes and behavior when he/she is buying various types of products. This
paper aims to emphasize that product category hardly influences consumers’ behavior
online and that researchers and marketers should pay attention to this fact in order to
adjust e-commerce strategies and policies.

This paper consists of four parts. The first part is an introduction in which a brief
theoretical overview is given. The second part of the paper analyzes the secondary data
related to previously conducted research of product categories in e-commerce. In the
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third part of the paper, the obtained results of the conducted primary research are
analyzed. In the last, fourth part of the paper, a conclusion is made on the mentioned
topic and the conducted research; also, the limitations and recommendations for future
research are presented.

BENEFITS AND OBSTACLES OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

Every form of business has its benefits and obstacles. Analyzing e-commerce, it is
important to point out its benefits and obstacles. The benefits and obstacles of ecommerce can be viewed from different aspects. Benefits and obstacles can be observed
from the perspective of the consumers, the businesses, and society.

Turban et. al. (2018) classifies benefits into three categories: benefits for organizations,
benefits for individuals, and benefits for society. The benefits of e-commerce for
businesses (Turban et al., 2018) are: (1) global reach, (2) cost reduction, (3) easier
problem solving, (4) improved supply chain, (5) business is always open 7/365), (6)
adaptation/personalization, (7) ability to innovate, use new business models, (8)
efficient procurement, (9) improved customer service and customer relationship, 10)
helping small and medium-sized enterprises to compete (11) lower inventory (12) lower
distribution costs of the digitized product (13) allows a competitive advantage. On the
other hand, benefits for individual consumers are (Turban et al., 2018): (1) availability,
(2) ubiquity, (3) self-configuration, (4) the possibility of passing cheaper products, (5)
real-time delivery, (6) there is no sales tax (within the country), (7) it allows remote
communication, (8) social interaction and engagement, (9) the ability to find unique
items, and (10) the convenience of shopping.

Beside all mentioned Laundon and Traver (2015) especially emphasize ubiquity and
convenience of e-commerce and increased interaction between customers and sellers.
In addition, Chaffey (2007) describes richness of contents, global reach and new
networking and partnership opportunities as benefits of e-commerce both for individual
customers and for companies.
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Thirdly, according to Turban et al. (2018) include: (1) enabled long-distance
communication, (2) more public services and better public services, (3) improved
security within the country, (4) increased standard of living, (5) additional opportunities
for rural areas, (6) reduction of traffic and movement.
According to some authors, the obstacles of e-commerce can be broadly classified into
two main categories (Lallana et. al. 2000; Vadwala and Vadwala 2017): (1) Technical
obstacles, (2) Non-technical obstacles. Based on the analyzed literature, the obstacles
analyzed by several authors (Lallana et al., 2000; Franco and Regi, 2016 and Taher, 2021)
are summarized as follows:
•

Technical obstacles: (1) lack of security and reliability of the system (2) lack of
security and reliability of standards and communication protocols (3) cost of
Internet use (4) cost of infrastructure (5) insufficient bandwidth of
telecommunication networks (6) complexity of implementation (7) weight
integration of e-commerce software or websites with existing applications or
databases (8) problems when launching e-commerce applications.

•

Non-technical obstacles: (1) insufficient level of knowledge and insufficient
skills of individuals for the use of electronic commerce (2) possibility of fraud
(3) lack of privacy (4) time gap between purchase and delivery of products (5)
inability to touch products (6) delivery costs 7) the cost of returning the product
(8) the risk of delivery of the wrong or defective product.

As the benefits of e-commerce outweigh the obstacles, e-commerce, as part of the retail
industry has been growing rapidly in the last twenty years, regardless of the type of
products offered consumers online.

PRODUCT TYPES AND CATEGORIES IN E-COMMERCE

The report of AC Nielsen (2014) pointed out that the online market for buying various
types of goods and services is growing even during economic crisis. Acceptance of online
channel of purchasing largely depends on the product type. Consumable categories are
not likely to reach the same level of online prominence as non-consumable and this fact
is obvious in this report where, for instance, groceries are a product category with the
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lowest level of acceptance measured by number of online shoppers and frequency of
buying.

Eurostat (2020) shows that most purchases of goods involved clothes (including sports
clothing), shoes or accessories (64 % of e-buyers), deliveries from restaurants, fast-food
chains, catering services (29 %), furniture, home accessories, or gardening products
(28 %), cosmetics, beauty or wellness products (27 %), with at the same level, printed
books, magazines or newspapers (27 %) followed by computers, tablets, mobile phones
or accessories (26 %).

The 16-24 age group had the highest proportions of e-shoppers purchasing clothes
(including sports clothing), shoes or accessories (72 %), deliveries from restaurants, fastfood chains, catering services (37 %), computers, tablets, mobile phones, or accessories
(30 %), cosmetics, beauty or wellness products (24 %) and sports goods (excluding sports
clothing) (23 %). People aged 25-54 were buying clothes (including sports clothing),
shoes or accessories (67 %), deliveries from restaurants, fast-food chains, catering
services (33 %), furniture, home accessories or gardening products (31 %), cosmetics,
beauty or wellness products (29 %) and printed books, magazines or newspapers (28 %).
The older (55-74) age group was also buying clothes (including sports clothing), shoes or
accessories (50 %), furniture, home accessories or gardening products (30 %), medicine,
or dietary supplements such as vitamins (29 %), printed books, magazines or
newspapers (28 %) and cosmetics, beauty or wellness products (22 %) (Eurostat, 2020).

When it comes to shopping for clothes, event tickets, books, and toys, or making
reservations for tours and hotels, consumers typically have something specific in mind.
For these transactions, there is mostly a one-to-one correlation between online
searching and shopping. Those who browse online also buy online. These closely linked
browsing/buying items are also among those with the highest respondent purchase
intention rates, which range between 35% and 46%.

Consumable products, on the other hand, have lower online browse/ buy intention rates
than non-consumable products, but surprisingly, they boast just as strong browse-to-
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buy correlations. For example, for cosmetics, 33% of global respondents say they browse
and 31% say they buy nearly a one-to-one correlation (Eurostat, 2020). Similarly, about
one-third of global respondents say they buy personal care products (29%) and groceries
(27%). About one-fourth browse and buy pet products (21%) and baby supplies (20%),
and roughly one-fifth buy flowers (18%) and alcoholic drinks (17%) (Eurostat, 2020).

The retail industry has moved into a new phase where traditional and online channels
are merged and the customer can move seamlessly between these channels, the socalled omnichannel approach (Kembro and Norrman, 2021). Retailers should create
omnichannel experiences for consumers who are actively using both digital and physical
platforms to research and purchase, as increasingly, they do not make a distinction
between the two (AC Nielsen, 2014).

As noted, people are more likely to buy non-consumables online. However, some have
lower browse/buy ratios. Products more conducive to online browsing than buying
include electronic equipment, mobile phones, computer hardware/software, sporting
goods, and cars/ motorcycles. These products can carry a high price tag and often
require a physical try-before-you-buy test run. The browse-to-buy difference for these
products averages about 7 percentage points. Of 22 categories in the study, the only
category with a higher global online buy-to-browse ratio is airline tickets (48%). Securing
air travel plans online has proven to be a reliable and effective method for many.

To examine different behavior of an individual consumer, it is appropriate to analyze
and to compare two different product categories. The category is widely researched
and/our bought online and the category that is not so often bought online. According to
previously mentioned sources, for our primary research we chosen: (1) consumer
electronics and (2) groceries as good examples to prove that consumers in e-commerce
should be scrutinized according to type of product rather than generally. This was
decided to detect key differences in consumer behavior. In continuation of this paper,
the primary research data on consumer behavior in terms of buying different product
categories in e-commerce will be shown.
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PRIMARY RESEARCH ON DIFFERENCES IN ATTITUDES BETWEEN PRODUCT
CATEGORIES: “CONSUMER ELECTRONICS” AND “GROCERIES”

Methodology and sample
The primary research is conducted on younger consumers in Croatia in the period from
2018 to 2020. The research sample includes 68% of women and 32% of men; most of
the respondents (97% of them) are aged 18 to 40 years. A total of 236 valid
questionnaires were collected and analyzed. For each statement offered, consumers
could express agreement or disagreement with the statement. The analysis shows the
relative frequencies (percentages) of those consumers who agreed with the offered
claims.

Statements were obtained from the previous research study of AC Nielsen done in 2014
for e-commerce in general in the field of the fast consumable goods. In the AC Nielsen
research study, in explanation of results, consumers’ attitudes were not analyzed taking
into account product categories According to this study, there are four basic consumer
behaviors when buying or seeking product information through e-commerce websites
and applications. These are (AC Nielsen, 2014):

1. Shopaholics’ attitudes regarding enjoyment of the overall shopping experience
2. Researchers’ attitudes regarding consumer behavior before purchasing when
trying to collect information on products
3. Savers’ attitudes when an online shopper searches for special prices and savings
4. Skeptics’ attitudes regarding consumer’s fear of technology and e-commerce as
a new purchasing channel.

For each type of behavior, there are four or five statements and consumers were asked
to express whether they agree or disagree with a given statement.
Our study aims to show that individual’s online shopping attitudes significantly differ
regarding product category purchased online. Therefore, in the primary research, we
did the same, but in our research, participants were asked to take into consideration
various product categories when expressing their attitudes. In advance, we will show
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relative frequencies of consumers that express agreement on the given statement for
each consumer behavior and we will outline observed differences in shoppers’ attitudes
in two product categories – “consumer electronics” and “groceries”.

Discussion of results
Table 1 shows the differences in shopaholics’ attitudes towards consumer electronics
and groceries. When analyzing consumer attitudes, more than 58% of respondents
pointed out that the shopping online is convenient for consumer electronics, and on the
other side only 25% of respondents claim that shopping online is convenient for
groceries. Shopping online is fun for 51% of respondents when they are buying
consumer electronics and shopping online is fun for only 24% of respondents when they
are buying consumer electronics and it is fun for only 24% of respondents when they are
buying groceries. A small percentage of respondents like to get e-mails and notifications
from retailers, 20% in terms of consumer electronics, and only 10% in terms of groceries.
When it comes to managing shopping lists with retailer’s mobile applications, the
percentage goes in favor of groceries but is still very low (18% of respondents).

It can be concluded that respondents prefer more to buy online consumer electronics
than groceries, they do not like to get emails and notifications from retailers, and
managing shopping lists with retailer’s mobile application is low, but in this case, it is a
bit better in terms of groceries shopping.
Table 1. Differences in attitudes regarding shopaholic behavior
Statement
Shopping online is convenient.
Shopping online is fun.
I like getting e-mails and notifications
from retailers.
I manage my shopping list with a
retailer’s mobile app.
Source: own research

Consumer
Electronics
58%

Groceries

Difference

25%

33%

51%

24%

27%

20%

10%

10%

14%

18%

-4%
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Analyzing differences in attitudes when researching product categories again there is a
big difference in consumers' attitudes (see Table 2). Prior the purchasing consumer
electronics 83% of respondents pointed out that they like to read online reviews about
the products and only 44% when they are buying groceries. Taking into account, the
time spent researching a product, again a large percentage of respondents (80%) said
that they are spending considerable time when it comes to consumer electronics, and
only 25% when it comes to groceries. The highest percentage of respondents, also 80%
of them pointed out that they often look a consumer electronics online before they
purchasing them in-store and only 29% respondents claim that for groceries. When
respondents researching consumer electronics, they are using social media sites to help
them make a purchase decision, 61% of them. Only 27% of respondents are using social
media sites to help them make a purchase decision when buying groceries. There is also
an opposite situation in that consumers are checking out products in the store before
they are purchasing them online. Again, here is the highest percentage of respondents
who said that they are doing this way when they are buying consumer electronics (51%)
and a low percentage of them (28%) when they are buying groceries.

Table 2 shows big differences in researchers’ attitudes. There are again big differences
when consumers are researching consumer electronics and groceries. The majority of
respondents, more than 80% of them claim that they like to read online reviews before
purchasing consumer electronics, they spend considerable time researching consumer
electronics online before buying, also they often look at consumer electronics online
before purchasing them in-store. In addition, the majority of respondents pointed out
that they are using social media sites to help them to make purchase decisions and often
they are checking out products in-store before purchasing them online. When analyzing
groceries, there is a big difference in consumer behavior. They do not behave in such a
way.
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Table 2. Differences in attitudes towards research behavior
Statement

Consumer
Electronics

I like to read online reviews before
purchasing a product.
I spend considerable time researching
products online before buying.
I often look at products online before
purchasing them in-store.
I use social media sites to help make
purchase decisions.
I often check out products in the store
before purchasing them online.
Source: own research

Groceries

Difference

83%

44%

39%

80%

25%

55%

80%

29%

51%

61%

27%

34%

51%

28%

23%

Table 3 shown are differences in savers' attitudes. The biggest difference is in consumer
statements about getting the best prices by buying products online. When they are
buying consumer electronics online, 80% of them said that they could get the best price.
For groceries, that percentage is much lower, only 37% of respondents claim that. There
is also a big difference in attitudes for the statement that deals at online retailers are
better than those in stores are. For consumer electronics, 61% of respondents said that
deals online are better than those in stores are, but for groceries that are very low
percent, only 28% of respondents claim that. When it is analyzed statement of
respondents about using of price, saving apps or web sites for planning a shopping trip,
even in that case consumer electrics have a higher percentage (42%) and for groceries,
that is 30%. The smallest difference in savers' attitudes is in using price savings
applications in stores when comparing consumer electronics and groceries and in
subscribing to products or store emails to stay informed or save money. According to
previously explained, there is also a big difference in savers' attitudes when respondents
are buying consumers electronics or groceries.
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Table 3. Differences in saving behavior
Statement

Consumer
Electronics

I can usually get the best price by
buying products online.
Deals at online retailers are better
than those in stores.
I use price-saving apps or websites
when planning a shopping trip.
I use price-saving apps when in-store.
I subscribe to product or store emails
to stay informed or save money.
Source: own research

Groceries

Difference

80%

37%

43%

61%

28%

33%

42%

30%

12%

36%

32%

4%

25%

17%

8%

When consumer behavior is analyzed, it is very important to point out the skeptics of
consumers when buying online, which is shown in Table 4. The biggest fear for
consumers when they are buying online is giving their credit card numbers online. Most
of the respondents, 60% of them when they are buying consumer electronics, they have
a problem with trust to give information about their credit cards online, and it is very
similar for groceries, 58% of respondents claim that. The smallest percentage of
respondents claim that shopping websites are confusing and that they never think about
using the Internet for shopping. Only one statement where is no difference in a
statement where respondents are pointing out that they do not like to buy products
online because of shipping costs. To conclude this part, the most important is to point
out that consumers have a problem with trust to give their credit card numbers online.

Table 4. Differences in skeptic attitudes
Statement
I do not trust giving my credit card
information online.
Shopping websites are often very
confusing.
I don't like to buy products online
because of shipping costs.
I never think about using the Internet
for shopping.
Source: own research

Consumer
Electronics

Groceries

Difference

60%

58%

2%

19%

24%

-5%

37%

37%

0%

19%

34%

-15%

To support our elaboration on differences among given two product categories, we
performed t-tests on sets of statements within each mentioned way of behavior. Table
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5 shows summarized results of t-tests. From the table we can observe that on the level
of significance of 0.05 we can tell that described difference in online attitudes towards
research behavior is statistically significant (p-value is 0.011, i.e. lower than 0.5), on the
level of 0.1 difference between those two categories is statistically significant for
research and saving behavior (p-values are is 0.072 and 0.0586, i.e. lower than 0.1).
While those two categories do not show statistically significant difference in consumer
attitudes in statements regarding sceptics’ statements (p-value is 0.3994, i.e. higher
than 0.1).

Table 5: T-test (two samples for means) results

Type of behavior

Mean
GRO
19.17%

Mean
CONS_EL
36.12%

Shoppaholic behavior
GRO-CONS_EL
Research behavior
30.68%
70.76%
GRO-CONS_EL
Saving behavior
28.98%
48.73%
GRO-CONS_EL
Skeptic behavior
38.45%
33.78%
GRO-CONS_EL
Note: Note: * - significant at 0.05; ** - significant at 0.10
Source: Own research

Pearson coefficient

t-stat

0.8208

1.9662

P value
(one tail)
0.0720**

0.4244

6.9738

0.0011*

0.7413

2.6239

0.0586**

0.9979

0.2918

0.3944

CONCLUSION
E-commerce managers need to analyze the behavior of their consumers continuously to
know how to manage categories and to operate as efficiently and better as possible.
Differences in consumer behavior between product categories are evident in on our
primary research. In this paper, the emphasis is placed on two completely different
product categories precisely to show as clearly as possible the differences in consumer
behavior, which are consumer electronics and groceries. As it can be observed, from the
primary research, there are several differences in consumer behavior when it comes to
buying consumer electronics and groceries. In line with some previous studies, product
category “consumer electronics” is more suitable product category for e-commerce.
Consumers enjoy online shopping of “consumer electronics” more than online shopping
for groceries, consumers are performing more research online for same category and
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they pay attention to gain some savings within this category via online shopping. Only in
skeptical behavior difference between analyzed categories are not statistically different.
In future research, it would be good to make a comparison with several other product
categories as this could give a clear guidelines to e-commerce managers how to develop
strategies and policies based on knowledge that and individual consumer changes
attitudes and behavior regarding a type of product purchased online.
One of the research limitations is the sample size, which is 236. Other limitations are that
this research focuses on a particular consumer group (consumers age group 18 to 40 is
97% of respondents), particular product categories are analyzed for consumers at the
particular market (Croatia). Because of that, findings cannot be generalized for the whole
EU and cannot be generalized for all consumer groups and product categories in the
market. It is proposed to research other age groups. Besides, it is recommended that
research should be conducted in the EU so that a comparative analysis can be made. In
addition, a more detailed statistical analysis is recommended.
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Abstract

We live in a world where research and scientific dissemination have been growing and
proving to be increasingly important in scientific evolution. This is also an area where a
lot of money is invested to provide the best possible working conditions for later to get
satisfactory results. However, in 2020 the world saw the emergence of a pandemic that
devastated the economy of many countries, as well as people’s lives. Thus, it is to be
expected that the impact of this pandemic has spread to other sectors, so this research
study examines the impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Research and Development
Projects with greater attention at the University of Minho.

Keywords: Covid-19 Pandemic; R&D Projects; Data Analysis.

The pandemic caused by the new coronavirus (Covid-19), has produced an
unprecedented change in the educational system worldwide. In addition to the global
economic and social affects, like other countries, Portugal is struggling to find alternative
ways to maintain R&D projects with high levels of success. Although financial execution
is, to a large extent, the main point of comparison planned for this research, many
factors influence its success or failure (such as adequacy of resources and ease of
communication), therefore, the influence of the pandemic in the daily lives of research
teams should not be neglected.

This study examines the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on Research and
Development (R&D) Projects with special attention at the University of Minho. This
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pandemic has devastated the world economy and people's lives. Worldwide, several
borders have been closed to prevent the spread of the pandemic and several
confinements and states of emergency have been implemented. As a result, the
population was largely restricted to their own country and, often, to their own city.
Each project has a budget, however, the money for that project cannot be spent
anywhere. The budget is divided into several subcategories, called rubrics, where money
can be spent, depending on your needs. In other words, each item represents a part of
the overall budget of the project and the money management must be done according
to the rubrics budget.

To this study, a specific funding rubric named “Missions” was studied. All costs for
demonstrating, promoting, and promoting a project supplement the mission costs. This
sector generally has a large proportion of travel, room, and board expenses outside the
area where the R&D project is being developed. These can relate to missions at home
or abroad. The positive financial execution of a project depends on the execution of the
designated rubrics. Thus, we can see that if the budget for the various rubrics is not
carried out, the project will automatically perform poorly.
In order to understand the impact that the pandemic had on the financial execution of
research projects, we analyzed some projects1. The selected projects had as a
requirement to have a large part of their execution in the year 2020 and to have
expenses destined for the mission’s rubric.

1

The project IDs were hidden in order to guarantee the necessary confidentiality.
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Figure 1: Total percentage of budget spent on missions

Figure 2: Percentage of budget spent on missions per year

The first graph shows a comparison between the total budget for missions and the
money already spent on missions, and the second graph shows a comparison between
the budget for missions per year and the money already spent on missions. While the
first graph can be misleading, it is important to have it in this study as all projects except
project 19 started in 2020. This means that for all other projects the budget already
spent is also the budget spent in 2020.
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Table 1: The study projects

Project

Start Date

End Date

Project 1
Project 2

2020-01-01
2020-01-01

2023-12-31
2023-12-31

Project 3

2020-01-01

Project 4

2020-01-01

Project 5
Project 6

Number of years
4
4

Budget spent on
missions
3 242.73€
1 300.00€

Budget allocated
to missions
57 856.72€
15 312.00€

2023-12-31

4

395.00€

23 880.00€

2023-12-31

4

1 641.78€

24 000.00€

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

1 118.07€

9 400.47€

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

1 754.60€

32 000.00€

Project 7

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

825.63€

32 000.00€

Project 8

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

1 969.94€

25 000.00€

Project 9

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

1 584.89€

125 000.00€

Project 10

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

622.88€

172 800.00€

Project 11

2020-01-15

2022-01-12

2

125.90€

2 650.00€

Project 12

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

1 284.76€

214 738.56€

Project 13

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

50.00€

12 039.00€

Project 14

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

2 230.86€

72 000.00€

Project 15

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

1 269.38€

18 584.64€

Project 16

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

590.00€

42 953.52€

Project 17

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

313.90€

20 000.00€

Project 18

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

797.45€

30 000.00€

Project 19

2019-01-01

2020-12-31

2

10 472.42€

9 000.00€

Project 20

2020-01-15

2022-01-14

2

127.86€

7 450.00€

Project 21

2020-01-01

2023-12-31

4

260.00€

37 894.19€

This information becomes even more relevant when we find that all of these projects
have two or four years to run. This means that in the first graph, since the data is from
2020, the percentages should be 25% or 50%.
In table 1 we can learn a little more about the projects examined. The penultimate
column relates to money already spent on missions and the last to the total budget
allocated on them.

As we can see, in the graphs and the table, only project 19 is at odds with the others.
This project started on 01/01/2019, that is, at the beginning of 2019, and the only rubric
that determined it is precisely the mission’s rubric. Thus, it is a project with a duration
of 2 years that had 1 year to use its budget before the start of the pandemic exclusively
for missions. Besides, if we inspect this project, we can also see that all the costs
incurred, which make up the 10,472.42€, were made in 2019. So, it is safe to say that
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the pandemic did not affect the financial implementation of this project, as in 2019 the
entire project budget was spent and even exceeded. These exceedances can depend on
several factors and can even be expedient. When they occur, they should not be viewed
as a hazard to be overcome, but as something natural and, above all, should be
investigated to exclude mistakes in the selection's formulation.

Nevertheless, and although we can therefore say that this project is not the type of
project that should be part of this study, it must be represented here to prove that,
without the pandemic, the financial execution of the subject in the Related to missions
done would fare very differently.
That said, we can affirm that the pandemic had significantly shaken the financial
execution of UMinho’s research projects. There is therefore a high probability that this
was not the only affected rubric. This small study focused on the mission’s rubric, but as
we know many rubrics can be mapped to projects, which is why their execution may
have been hindered by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Although the results are satisfactory, unfortunately, this study was very focused on a
single rubric and university, since the information regarding the financial execution of
projects developed at the university level is not generally made public by educational
institutions. This is a sensitive and little-publicized topic, so this may be one of the main
reasons for the lack of information about it.

As future work, we plan to carry out a similar study for other rubrics, to expand the
dataset with information on the impact of the pandemic in other universities, and also
to study the correlation between the financial execution of research and development
projects and scientific production.
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Abstract:

The impact of cognitive biases on (managerial) decisions has been recognized over the
last decades with a recent surge due to the COVID-19 based policy making. This article
analyzes existing debiasing techniques to mitigate the influence of cognitive biases on
(managerial) decisions and links the theoretical perspective with the practice. As
debiasing techniques have a surprisingly little awareness among managers a card-sort
experiment was applied to search for a more practice-oriented understanding and
structure of debiasing techniques with the goal of developing a framework that helps
practitioners to integrate debiasing techniques more easily in their decision processes.
The result of the experiment shows 9 clusters of debiasing techniques (checklists,
preparation, what if?, group debiasing, reason analogically, in-process debiasing,
starting viewpoints, involvement, and calibration) which can be implemented in
different phases of a decision process and thus may help to improve (managerial)
decisions in times of uncertainty.

Keywords: Debiasing, management decisions, framework, card sorting
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Introduction

Managerial decisions are influenced by the psychological context of decision makers
(Bateman & Zeithaml, 1989) and are prone to cognitive biases (Barnes, 1984; Das &
Teng, 1999; Lovallo & Kahneman, 2003; Powell, Lovallo, & Fox, 2011; Schwenk, 1984;
Simon, 1987). The need to reduce the impact of these biases in strategy workshops and
episodes has been recognized by strategy scholars (Hodgkinson, Whittington, Johnson,
and Schwarz, 2006; Hodgkinson and Clarke, 2007; Jarzabkowski and Kaplan, 2015).
Debiasing a managerial decision-making process and improving decision quality (at least
in terms of process quality) both require corrective interventions (Bazerman & Moore,
2009): interventions that prevent, recognize and reduce the impact of biases.

A recent survey with German companies showed that less than 40% of the managers are
aware of cognitive biases and according debiasing techniques and that 75% of the
companies have no institutionalized debiasing processes in their decision-making
(Kreilkamp et al., 2020). This result from practice contrasts the long tradition of
recognizing cognitive biases and research on debiasing in psychology and management
literature (Fischhoff, 1982; Schwenk, 1984; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Such a gap
between knowledge in theory and practice shows that theoretical known knowledge
about debiasing has still a long way to go to be recognized in managerial practice.

And the influence of cognitive biases is not reduced to managerial decisions, but all
decisions under uncertainty as the COVID-19 induced policy making shows: “A pandemic
of cognitive bias” (Landucci & Lamperti, 2020). Cognitive biases like identifiable victim
effect, optimism bias, present bias, omission bias (Halpern et al., 2020), confirmation
bias (Garcia-Alamino, 2020), information bias and action bias (Ramnath et al., 2020),
premature closure, availability, framing (DiMaria et al., 2020) influence effective policy
making. Overconfidence biases like miscalibration, better- than-average effect, illusion
of control, optimism bias, representation bias, risk aversion, herding behavior
(bandwagon) effect individual financial behavior during the COVID-19 crisis (Bansal,
2020). Cognitive biases affect clinical treatments (Zagury-Orly & Schwartzstein, 2020)
with the need to recognize and address bias in COVID-data interpretation (Berenbaum,
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2021). And, “biased media coverage, incomplete and asymmetric information, personal
experiences, fears, inability to understand and interpret statistics, and other cognitive
biases lead to distorted risk judgments” (Bagus et al., 2021).

Thus, the impact of the COVID-19 crisis, its volatility, uncertainty, complexity and
ambiguity, raises the need to mitigate this effect (Halpern et al., 2020) in all kind of
decisions similar to classical managerial decisions.

As a consequence of the little awareness of debiasing techniques in managerial practice,
the goal of this article is to add the practitioner’s perspective on debiasing. It aims to
identify those debiasing techniques which are experimentally explored and support
decision makers, practitioners and strategists and develop a pragmatic and practiceoriented framework for debiasing (management) decisions.
In a first step we develop an overview on existing debiasing literature, approaches, and
techniques. In a second step we confront practitioners with the identified debiasing
techniques and – by using a card sorting experiment – analyze how they structure these
and link them to ideal types of cognitive biases. This leads to a third step, the synthesis,
the development of a practice-oriented framework of homogenous – and thus easier to
understand and implement – clusters of debiasing techniques for decision practice.

Debiasing: Theoretical Background

The idea of debiasing managerial decisions follows a long research tradition. Reducing
the influence of cognitive biases on decision-making has been of interest for scholars
from various research backgrounds. In the area of cognitive psychology, Fischhoff (1982)
provided a first framework of debiasing methods based on three assumptions
responsible for cognitive biases: faulty tasks, faulty judges, and a mismatch between
judges and tasks. Further insights into the influence of cognitive biases and overviews of
debiasing approaches have been developed, among others, by Keren (1990), Arkes
(1991), Larrick (2004), and Soll, Milkma, and Payne (2015). Management scholars
emphasized the impact of debiasing on the quality of management decisions (Bazerman
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& Moore, 2009; Kaufmann et al., 2010; C. R. Schwenk, 1995) and the impact of debiasing
on returns (Kahneman, Lovallo, & Sibony, 2011; Lovallo & Sibony, 2010).

The concept of debiasing combines the acceptance of “a normative – descriptive gap”
in decision behavior (Larrick, 2004, p. 316) and the “decision-aiding techniques that help
to debias decision-making through the elimination or at least mitigation of judgement
and decision biases” (Kaufmann et al., 2010, p. 793). A bias is a “systematic deviation
from normative reasoning” (Stanovich, 1999, p. 33) and, following the Meliorist position,
shows a gap between the normative decision behavior (“objective standard” (Soll et al.,
2015, p. 925) or “ideal standard” (Baron, 2000, p. 33)) and the actual descriptive
behavior in decisions. Debiasing thus helps to make decision-making more predictive
(Larrick, 2004, p. 317).

Debiasing techniques exist in a wide range: from training interventions (Morewedge et
al., 2015), to a change in the choice architecture (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008), or cognitive
strategies like consider alternatives (Fischhoff, 1982). A common attribute is “debiasing
requires intervention” (Larrick, 2004, p. 318). Thus, what interventions (internal, on
oneself, and external) are theoretically recognized as debiasing techniques?

Decision Readiness

A precondition for successful decision-making is decision readiness. Soll, Milkman, and
Payne (2015, pp. 930–931) describe decision readiness as the capability of type 2
processing to perform the deliberate functions in judgement and decisions. Type 2
processing «monitors the quality» of type 1 decisions and judgements (Kahneman &
Frederick, 2002, p. 51). This follows the dual-process theory which is highly recognized
by scholars in cognitive psychology (Evans, 2008; Evans & Stanovich, 2013; Gilovich,
Griffin, & Kahnemann, 2002; Kahneman, 2003; Kahneman & Frederick, 2002; Stanovich,
2009; Stanovich et al., 2016).

Three factors determine the decision readiness and the basic capability of deliberately
switching from type 1 to type 2 processing: a) the degree of fatigue and distraction, b)
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emotions and visceral influences, and c) individual differences in intelligence, training
and thinking styles (Soll et al., 2015, pp. 929–930). As a consequence, first interventions
to debias focus on the establishment of decision readiness in two ways: 1) by addressing
the aspects of fatigue and distractions on the decision-making process and 2) by
addressing (and choosing) the mindware of the decision maker(s). The mindware is
defined as “the knowledge, rules, procedures, and strategies that can be retrieved and
used to transform decoupled representations” (Stanovich et al., 2016, p. 34), thus
determined by intelligence, training and thinking styles and affecting the impact of
emotions and visceral influences (see figure 1).

Decision Process
Further challenges of debiasing involve the override detection and the

sustained

cognitive decoupling (Stanovich et al., 2016, p. 43). The success of type 1 processing
heuristics depends on an environmentproviding valid and available cues for the decision
(Kahneman & Klein, 2009), a “benign environment” (Stanovich et al., 2016, p. 18). To
override a type 1 decision the decision maker needs to recognize the bias (activate
override) and be able to initiate the cognitive decoupling with the simulation of
alternatives, thus successfully activating type 2 processing.

Figure 1: Debiasing interventions, own representation based onStanovich et al, 2016, p. 56)
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This leads to a third and a fourth intervention point for debiasing: 3) enabling the
overrideof type 1 processing, and 4) supporting the cognitive decoupling. Figure 1 shows
anoverview of the four intervention points of successful debiasing approaches. As the
first two interventions focus mainly on preconditions and prerequisites of decisionmaking, this article will focus on interventions during the decision-making process itself.
Existing debiasing approaches to address basic decision readiness (interventions points
1 and 2) are: workplace and environment (Croskerry et al., 2013), training and education
(Bazerman & Moore, 2009; Fischhoff, 1982; Larrick, 2004; Montibeller & Winterfeldt,
2015; Soll et al., 2015), creating a general bias awareness (Arkes, 1991; Kaufmann et al.,
2010) or simply by replacing the decisionmakers (Fischhoff, 1982).

Debiasing approaches and techniques during the decision process
Based on Fischhoff’s (1982) emphasize on faulty judges and faulty tasks, Soll, Milkman,
and Payne (2015) structured debiasing techniques into two types of debasing modes
during the decision process, modify the person (decision maker), and modify the
environment (decision frame). Larrick (2004) structured debiasing techniques into four
main approaches: motivational, cognitive, structural, and technological.
A systematic literature analysis following existing overviews of debiasing techniques
(Bazerman & Moore, 2009; Fischhoff, 1982; Kaufmann et al., 2010; Larrick, 2004;
Montibeller & Winterfeldt, 2015; Soll et al., 2015) led to the identification of 20 different
debiasing techniques recognized by literature. By adapting and combining the
classification logics of Larrick (2004) and Soll et al. (2015) we clustered the theoretically
acknowledged debiasing techniques during managerial decision-making processes (see
figure 2):
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Figure 2: Theoretically developed clustering of debiasing techniques (structured as a dendrogram)

Modify the environment

Motivational approaches

Incentives for the decision makers, as for example having higher stakes or involvement
in the decision (Arkes, 1991; Harkness et al., 1985; Petty & Cacioppo, 1984), or
performance-contingent incentives (Stone & Ziebart, 1995) support the debiasing for
cognitive biases which are promoted by the lack of thinking motivation or thinking
effort. Incentives influence the “amount, sequence, and variability of information
processing” (Stone & Ziebart, 1995, p. 251). As a consequence, this technique works for
strategy-based errors where (too) simple heuristics are applied (Arkes, 1991; Harkness
et al., 1985). But for biases which are not caused by insufficient attention like verification
biases (overconfidence) or attribution-based errors incentives seem not work and can
even have a negative backfire effect (Soll et al., 2015; Stone & Ziebart, 1995).

The accountability of a decision maker for her decisions in front of a third party is
another way to increase the motivation to invest more cognitive capacity in decisionmaking (Soll et al., 2015). Accountability reduces biases promoted by hasty thinking,
attributional biases, overprecision, anchoring, sunk costs, order effects, but does not
seem to work for ambiguity bias, loss aversion, base rate neglect, insensitivity to sample
size which are even amplified by outcome accountability (Lerner & Tetlock, 1999). A
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strong difference is recognized between the effect of outcome accountability vs. process
accountability. Lerner and Tetlock (1999) suggest process accountability to be favored
as outcome accountability may promote the need for self-justification and increases
escalation of commitment and the reliance on salient and easy justified dimensions of
the decision (Soll et al., 2015).

Structural approaches
Decomposing a problem by restructuring the components of a decision into
smaller/simpler problems or changing the sequence of the problems has a “significant
effect on the selection and use of heuristics” (Coupey, 1994, p. 96). The decomposition
of the elements of a decision can reduce overconfidence, control illusion, anchoring
effects, order effects and attenuate availability biases (Ashton & Kennedy, 2002;
Kaufmann et al., 2010; Montibeller & Winterfeldt, 2015).

The debiasing techniques of offer alternative formulations (for the problem) and
describe problem, clarify instructions were both first mentioned by Fischhoff (1982).
Until now there is little research on those two approaches showing how and where they
may work to debias decisions. Fischhoff (1982) suggested that the technique of
describing the problem and clarify instructions may mitigate the influence of faulty
tasks. For the technique “offer alternative formulations”, Payne, Bettman, and Schkade
(1999) suggest to ask a question in multiple different ways to identify inconsistencies in
or missing pieces of information (availability) or scale effects.

A choice architecture like setting a default, choosing in advance, partitioning resources
or planned interruptions is helpful to support the override of intuitive and impulsive type
1 decisions (Soll et al., 2015). These techniques, nudges, help against status quo bias,
inertia in decisions (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008), loss aversion, and present bias/empathy
gaps (Soll et al., 2015).
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Technological approaches

Decision support systems (DSS), computerized aids, like the use of different information
displays (graphs, feedback, data visualizations, display of different patterns) helps to
reduce biases like framing, representativeness biases, and ambiguity in information
acquisition (Bhandari et al., 2008; Larrick, 2004; Lim & Benbasat, 1997). But it seems as
anchoring/adjustment effects are robust in the context of a DSS (George & Duffy, 2000).

The use of checklists to debias decisions is recommended for overly simplistic or hasty
thinking (Soll et al., 2015), recall errors (Hales & Pronovost, 2006), as checklists enhance
the recognition of overlooked details and alternatives (Shimizu et al., 2013).

The benefit of group interaction during the decision making process like brainstorming,
the integration of different perspectives (also supporting other debiasing approaches
like “consider alternatives”) or the stimulation of creativity by combining different actors
helps to overcome omission and availability biases and to deal with anchoring and gainloss biases (Montibeller & Winterfeldt, 2015). The recursive social influence within the
group supports active error checking, synergies in thinking, and has a statistical effect:
to raise the sample size of decision makers. This combination of the possibility of
averaged forecasting, different mindsets and experiences help to reduce confirmation
biases, availability, too hasty option generation and evaluation (Larrick, 2004).

Modify the person

Cognitive approaches

A deliberate perspective shift by putting oneself in the shoes of, taking an outsiders view
or making predictions what other will do reduces control illusions (Faro & Rottenstreich,
2006; Kaufmann et al., 2010), decreases stereotype views and prejudices and other
social thought like ingroup bias or attributional biases (Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000b;
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Kaufmann et al., 2010), loss aversion (Białek & Sawicki, 2014; Li et al., 2017), and selfserving biases (Kaufmann et al., 2010).

The strongest theoretical evidence for all debiasing techniques exists for the approach
of drawing attention to different outcomes. By considering and generating alternative
situations, considering the opposite or using a pre-mortem analysis for one’s own
decisions and its consequences and potential outcomes, decision makers can actively
reduce verification biases like overconfidence, confirmation bias, anchoring, hindsight,
and control illusion (Adame, 2016; Arkes, 1991; Babcock et al., 1997; Epley & Gilovich,
2005; Hirt et al., 2004; Kaufmann et al., 2010; Koriat et al., 1980; Kray & Galinsky, 2003;
Lord et al., 1984; Mussweiler et al., 2000; Slovic & Fischhoff, 1977; Soll et al., 2015;
Veinott et al., 2010). This technique further helps to enhance likelihood assessments and
judgmental biases (Heiman, 1990; Kaufmann et al., 2010; Koonce, 1992), mitigate the
influence of opportunity cost neglect (Frederick et al., 2009), and functional fixedness
(Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000a). It is also seen to support the generation of alternatives
and options (Keeney, 2012; Montibeller & Winterfeldt, 2015) and reduces the effect of
framing, an attitude-decision gap, and recall biases (Payne et al., 1999).

Assessing one’s own uncertainty on decision-relevant matters calibrates individual
knowledge and thus helps to reduce overconfidence (Soll et al., 2015). This calibration
improves the awareness of an overly confident self-view on one’s knowledge and leads
to a better judgement accuracy (Welsh et al., 2007).

The application of the devil’s architect technique, the active, non-emotional
representation of formal dissent in decision-making by one party, has been
demonstrated to mitigate biases of information acquisition and verification biases.
Information biases like attentional biases, availability, biased information search, shared
information bias or information neglect (Herbert & Estes, 1977; Schulz-Hardt et al.,
2002) can be reduced as a devil’s advocate helps to balance information seeking (SchulzHardt et al., 2002). This characteristic also supports the reduction of a confirmation bias,
overconfidence, bandwagon effects and planning fallacies (Cosier, 1978; Herbert &
Estes, 1977; Schulz-Hardt et al., 2002; Schweiger et al., 1989; Schwenk & Cosier, 1993;
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Schwenk & Valacich, 1994). A side effect of the application of a devil’s advocate is a
potential lower satisfaction with the outcome of a (group’s) decision-making and the
outlook of a future collaboration (Schwenk & Cosier, 1993).

To correct a mismatch between judges and tasks, Fischhoff recommends “respondents
to express what they know explicitly, rather than letting it remain “in the head””
(Fischhoff, 1982, p. 427). Until yet, this make knowledge explicit approach has seen few
research attempts to show if and how it really helps to improve decision making.

Another cognitive approach are quick feedback-loops to recalibrate responses during
the decision-making process. Decision aids like frequent and continuous feedback lead
to a “greater understanding, performance and application” of knowledge in decisions
(van Brussel et al., 2020) and thus helps to mitigate association-based errors like
framing, representativeness, and ambiguity (Arkes, 1991; Bhandari et al., 2008).

The deliberate change and addition of reference points for the decision, reframing
information concerning gains and losses, is recognize to decrease the influence of
gain/loss biases like loss aversion (Arkes, 1991; Soll et al., 2015). The active framing of
information (negatively or positively) also influences recency and primacy effects
(Rutledge, 1995).

A second technique which helps to reduce gain/loss biases is changing the
concatenation of the decision items. The rearrangement of related items of a decision
changes the gain/loss perspective (Arkes, 1991; Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). For example,
instead of “we raise the market share, then, as a consequence, we decrease the
production costs” a change of concatenation would lead to “we decrease the production
costs, then, as a consequence, we raise the market share”.

Adapting analogies from previous cases and situations supports the mitigation of
simplified or narrow option generation and the evaluation of options in decision making
(Bazerman & Moore, 2009; Schwenk, 1984). The analogical reasoning, comparing the
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decision situation to other, analog, situations, simulations or cases facilitates learning
and transfer effects to extend the range of possible alternatives (Loewenstein et al.,
1999).

Structural approaches

The consultation of third parties during the decision process, like multiple experts or
external advice, debiases decision-making and especially mitigates confirmation bias,
illusion of control and availability biases (Meissner & Wulf, 2016; Montibeller &
Winterfeldt, 2015). Graf et al. (2012) recommend external advice with people not
personally involved as involved consultants may increase the impact of social
comparison and irrationality of decision-makers.

Technological approaches

Decision models and tools like simple pro and con tables, writing a list, linear models,
causal maps, decision trees, multiattribute analyses, or decision instructions like
warnings are often easy to apply and help to switch from type 1 reasoning to type 2
reasoning. These tools help to mitigate the use of oversimplified decision heuristics in
information acquisition, option generation and evaluation (Larrick, 2004; Payne et al.,
1999; Soll et al., 2015), myopic problem representation biases (Montibeller &
Winterfeldt, 2015), and the effects of sunk costs and escalating commitment (Ohlert &
Weißenberger, 2020).
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Applying a Practice Perspective on Debiasing

Research Questions and Hypothesis

From these 20 debiasing techniques explored in research over the last 40 years
surprisingly few have had an impact on contemporary decision processes in companies.
As Kreilkamp et al. (2020) showed, 75% of the companies do not have an
institutionalized debiasing process and over 63% of the companies do not use debiasing
countermeasures in their decision-making processes. This leads to two major questions:
1. How would practitioners’ structure debiasing techniques when they connect
these techniques with potential flaws in their decision-making process? Is it the
same as the theoretical research-based literature or do they use a different,
maybe more natural and practice-oriented structure which can help to better
implement the understanding of debiasing in practice? This leads to our
hypothesis:

H1: Managers structure debiasing techniques similar to the suggestion
of the theoretical literature (modify person/environment, cognitive,
motivational, technological, and structural approaches).
2. Which debiasing techniques are applied in practice and with what results?

To answer these questions, we conducted a card-sorting experiment to test the
hypothesis H1 (and used the Rand index to compare the similarity of the theoretical
derived and the practice-oriented knowledge structure) combined with a survey on
managers.
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Experimental Design

Card sorting is a variation of the q-methodology which “combines the strengths of both
qualitative and quantitative methods” (Brown, 1996, p. 561). Thus, it can help to elicit
the perceived (subjective) connection between the different debiasing techniques, and
15 ideal types of cognitive biases and debiasing methods. These ideal types of biases
derive from a classification scheme using and combining two dimensions, the
managerial perspective (the phases of a managerial decision-making process) and the
psychological perspective (the motivational background of a cognitive bias,
simplification, verification, and regulation biases (Oreg & Bayazit, 2009)) to provide a
framework to arrange potential flaws of managerial and strategic decision-making
(Eppler & Muntwiler, 2021, see figure 3).
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Figure 3: Overview typology of cognitive biases (Eppler & Muntwiler, 2021)

Card sorting is a “relatively simple, inexpensive method of gaining insight into user
preference for the organization of information” (Hannah, 2005, p. 13). This research
uses the methodology of closed card sorting. Open (or free) card sorting is sorting “p
objects into a subject chosen number (c) of groups/categories” (Coxon, 1999, p. 3),
analyzed with a hierarchical cluster analysis to elicit how the participants organize the
items (Nawaz, 2012). Closed card sorting refers to the pre-grouping of categories by the
researcher and the participants putting the items into the pre-defined groups (Fincher
& Tenenberg, 2005; Hannah, 2005). In this case the analysis of correlation is used to
show topic agreement (Paul, 2014).
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The participants were asked to allocate the 20 debiasing techniques to the 15 ideal types
of cognitive biases (from figure 3) – according to their understanding how good these
techniques work to mitigate a specific ideal type (hindsight from experience).
Additionally, all participants were asked if and how successful the 20 debiasing
techniques are applied in their companies.

Results

Card-Sorting

To reach a correlation of 0.90 a minimum of 15 users is needed (Tullis & Wood, 2004).
Our experiment included 16 managers (with a median of 10 – 15 years of experience)
from 10 countries, 14 different industries. Five of the participants were females, 11
males. As post experimental talks exposed, the understanding of cognitive biases and
debiasing techniques was very heterogenous among the participants which is in line
with the findings of the study by Kreilkamp et al. (2020).

The principle of card sorting is “(1) that all objects in the same category are considered
to have a higher similarity to each other than they do to other objects and
(2) that the categories themselves are considered to be maximally distinct and
separated” (Coxon, 1999, p. 56).

To measure the proximity between the debiasing approaches based on the sorting by
the participants a co-occurrence or similarity matrix is recommended, as it provides a
“useful graduation of similarity compared with the dichotomous “belonging/ not
belonging” characteristic of a single sorting” (Coxon, 1999, p. 43). Table I shows the cooccurrences of all 20 debiasing techniques.
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Table I: Co-occurrences (similarities) of the 20 debiasing techniques

In a second step the data was hierarchical clustered following Ward’s linkage method
(Ward, 1963). Hierarchical clustering uses pairwise proximities (Coxon, 1999) to develop
a “binary tree-based data structure called the dendrogram” (Aggarwal & Reddy, 2014,
p. 88), which then helps to analyze the data by splitting the tree at different levels.
Ward’s linkage method “is based on a classical sum-of-squares criterion, producing
groups that minimize within-group dispersion at each binary fusion” (Murtagh &
Legendre, 2014, p. 275). This method is recommended by Ferreira and Hitchcock (2009)
as it shows the highest Rand index in most situations, and Hirano et al. because of its
“highest accuracy and coverage” (Hirano et al., 2004, p. 164). The outperformance of
Ward’s linkage method is also shown by Punj and Stewart (1983).
The application of this linkage method resulted in the dendrogram in figure 4:

Figure 4: Dendrogram of the card-sorting results (Ward’s linkage method)
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The comparison with the clustering of the theoretical developed structure of debiasing
approaches (figure 2) shows a distinguishable difference of clusters (proximities and
distances of the objects). The Rand index of similarity (Rand, 1971) comparing both
clusterings (each with 6 main clusters; 114 pairs are in both clusterings in different
clusters, 11 pairs are in both in the same cluster, and 65 pairs differ between the
clusterings) results in 0.66 (with 1.0 for identical clusters), and thus rejecting hypothesis
H1. Managers do not follow the theoretical structure of debiasing approaches when
linking them to different ideal types of biases. This finding confirms a theory/practice
gap in debiasing and may be one explication why debiasing in practice finds less support
than could be expected (Kreilkamp et al., 2020).

Survey

The results of the survey mirror those of the study of Kreilkamp et al. (2020). According
to it the most used debiasing techniques are risk analysis, critical discussion,
accountability, and change of perspective (more than 50 % of the companies). Post-hoc
decision analysis (feedback-loop), Decision Support Systems and decision models are the
least used debiasing techniques. These results are mainly confirmed by the results of
our survey (see figure 5).
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Figure 5: Debiasing approaches used in managerial practice

The debiasing techniques mostly used and recommendable by practitioners are put
yourself in the shoes of, describe problem/clarify instruction, use multiple experts, devil’s
advocate, checklists, reason analogically, group decision making, decompose the problem,
and offer alternative formulations.
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Practice-oriented framework of debiasing techniques – towards a practice oriented
debiasing procedure

Finding clusters

As the clustering of debiasing techniques from the practitioner’s view led to a different
result than the theoretical clustering, the resulting dendrogram from the experiment needs
a more detailed analysis with the goal of identifying homogenous and identifiable clusters.
Clusters that lead practitioners towards a better understanding and knowledge of debiasing
techniques and when to use them in managerial decision processes.

The elaboration and definition of cluster from an experimental-based dendrogram is
considered to be “fuzzy” and arbitrary as there are few guidelines how to cluster a
dendrogram (Punj & Stewart, 1983) and “interpretation is dependent on the underlying
context of the problem” (Milligan & Cooper, 1987, p. 349). Harrigan states that the
“researcher must decide how many clusters provide the most meaningful portrayal of the
data” (Harrigan, 1985, p. 62) based on a process starting with a first approximation using
the Ward’s method (figure 4) followed by an iterative partitioning process with an external
validation: “a demonstration that the clusters are useful in some larger sense” (Punj &
Stewart, 1983, p. 145).

The analysis and interpretation of the resulting dendrogram leads to 6 potential “cuts”, 1)
leading to no clustering at all (as each technique represents its own cluster), 2) resulting in
15 clusters, 3) in 12 clusters, 4) in 9, 5) in 6 clusters, and 6) in 3 clusters. As cuts 1 – 3 do not
lead to a useful sum of clusters (to many for practical use) and cut 6 leads to a very
heterogenous and big cluster versus two small ones, cuts 4 and 5 both show homogenous
and not too many different clusters (see figure 6) thus applicable for managerial practice.
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Figure 6: Cuts to cluster the dendrogram of debiasing techniques

The main difference between 9 or 6 clusters is whether the techniques of “reason
analogically” should be part of the cluster with “group decision making”, and the technique
of “multiple experts”/change of reference point” is part of the bigger cluster with “choice
architecture” etc. and if the “feedback-loop” technique is placed in the cluster with
“incentives”. The consideration of the differences in the practical application of these
debiasing techniques indicates towards 9 clusters of debiasing techniques from a
practitioner’s view (see figure 7).

Figure 7: 9 Clusters of debiasing techniques
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Towards a new structure to understand debiasing management decisions

To develop a more practice-oriented framework of debiasing techniques we use these 9
clusters as a basis to link theoretical knowledge concerning the applicability of these
techniques for certain biases with the perspective and experience of practitioners – based
on the ranking of the mean cluster values from the card-sorting experiment for each of the
9 clusters (checklists, preparation, what if?, group debiasing, reason analogically, in-process
debiasing, starting viewpoints, involvement, and calibration – see table II). This leads to two
major insights: a) when which debiasing technique may make sense in a decision process,
and b) potential gaps in research and communication of research results versus practice.

Table II: Clustered debiasing techniques and where they work

Cluster

Technique

Works for theory

Works for practice

Theory/practice gap

Checklists

Checklists

Simplified thinking processes (Soll
et al., 2015)

Simplified evaluation
& choice biases

Recall biases (Hales & Pronovost,
2006)

Simplified planning &
implementation
biases

Problem-solving set, identify
alternatives (Shimizu et al., 2013)

Preparation

Describe
problem,
clarify
instructions

Faulty tasks (Fischhoff, 1982)

None

Risk-averse
implementation
biases
Simplified information
acquisition biases

None

Simplified planning &
implementation
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Decompose
the problem

Recency/primacy
Kennedy, 2002)

(Ashton

&

Selection and use of heuristics
(Coupey, 1994)
Overconfidence,
availability,
anchoring
(Montibeller
&
Winterfeldt, 2015)

biases
Simplified evaluation
& choice biases
Self-confirmatory
evaluation & choice
biases

Control
illusion,
availability,
framing, sunk cost effects
(Kaufmann et al., 2010)
Decision
support
systems

Framing,
representativeness,
ambiguity (Bhandari et al., 2008)
Biases information
(Larrick, 2004)

acquisition

Representativeness
Benbasat, 1997)

(Lim

Works
NOT
Anchoring/adjustment

&

for

(George & Duffy, 2000)
What if?

Draw
attention to
different
outcomes,

Anchoring (Adame, 2016; Epley &
Gilovich, 2005)
Explanation
bias,
hindsight,
overconfidence,
likelihood
judgements (Hirt et al., 2004)

Risk-averse planning &
implementation
biases
Self-confirmatory
evaluation biases

Use for
debiasing
selfconfirmatory

consider the

planning &

opposite,

implement-

consider

ation biases
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alternative
lens
in in practice not
• Confidence
judgments, • Loss/gain
situations,
confirmation bias (Koriat et al., information acquisition recognized
generating
biases
1980)
alternatives, pre• Hindsight, logical problem solving, • Simplified evaluation &
mortem analysis
social judgement, availability, choice biases
salience (Lord et al., 1984)
• Simplified information
• Anchoring (Mussweiler et al., 2000) acquisition biases

• Hindsight (Slovic & Fischhoff, 1977; • Loss/gain lens in review
Soll et al., 2015)

& feedback biases

• Narrow option generation (Keeney, • Simplified planning &
2012)

• Opportunity cost neglect (Frederick
et al., 2009)

implementation biases

• Self-confirmatory
option
generation
biases

• Likelihood assessments (Heiman,

• Self-confirmatory
information acquisition
• Confirmation bias (Kray & Galinsky, biases
2003)
1990; Koonce, 1992)

• Functional fixedness (Galinsky &
Moskowitz, 2000a)

• Framing, problematic valuation
effects, attitude- decision gap,
memory/recall biases (Payne et al.,
1999)

• Narrow

option
generation
(Montibeller & Winterfeldt, 2015)

• Confirmation bias, availability, selfserving biases (Babcock et al.,
1997)

• Overconfidence, planning illusion,
illusion of control (Veinott et al.,
2010)

• Judgmental biases, control illusion,
hindsight, anxiety based biases,
planning fallacy (Kaufmann et al.,
2010)

• Association-based biases (Arkes,
1991)
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Group debiasing

Group decision • Omission,
None
overconfidence, • Self-confirmatory
making
availability bias, anchoring, gain-loss planning
&
biases (Montibeller & Winterfeldt, implementation biases
2015)
• Loss/gain lens in review
• Confirmation bias, availability, and feedback biases
simplified
option
generation,
• Self-confirmatory
simplified evaluation & choice
information acquisition
(Larrick,
biases
2004)
Devil’s advocate, • Biased
information
search,
formal
confirmation bias, attentional bias,
dissent, search shared information bias, narrow
for

option generation,

• Loss/gain lens in option feedback biases
generation biases

• Self-confirmatory
evaluation
biases
In-process
debiasing

&

choice

Change concate- • Psychophysically based errors, • Simplified
option Use for debiasing
nation
verification
gain/loss biases (Arkes, 1991)
generation biases
biases (variations
• Gain/loss biases (Thaler & • Loss/gain lens in of overconfiden
Sunstein, 2008)
planning
&
ce)
and
implementation biases
regulation biases
Make knowledge • Mismatch between judges and
• Loss/gain lens in (loss/gain lens in
tasks (Fischhoff, 1982)
explicit
&
option
generation evaluation
Choice
• Inertia, status quo (Thaler &
choice)
in
biases
architecture
Sunstein, 2008)
practice
not
• Simplified information
(nudges)
recognized
• Reference point/loss aversion,
acquisition biases
present bias (choosing in advance,
precommitment) (Soll et al.,
2015)
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Decision models • Use of simplified heuristics,
and tools (e.g.
memory/recall biases, availability,
linear)
narrow option generation (Larrick,
2004)

• Information acquisition biases,
attentional bias, scaling effects
(Payne et al., 1999)

• Simplified

heuristics,
illusion (Soll et al., 2015)

cluster

• Myopic problem representation
biases (Montibeller & Winterfeldt,
2015)

• Sunk costs, escalation of
commitment
(Ohlert
Weißenberger, 2020)

&

Offer alternative • Influences of scale compatibility,
formulations
inconsistencies in
information (availability) (Payne et
al., 1999)
Assessing
uncertainty,
improving
judgement
accuracy
Starting
Viewpoints

• Overconfidence (Soll et al., 2015;
Welsh et al., 2007)

Use
multiple • Confirmation bias, overconfidence, • Self-confirmatory
experts
information
availability
(Montibeller
&
Winterfeldt, 2015)
acquisition biases

None

• Illusion of control, overconfidence • Self-confirmatory
(Meissner

option
biases

& Wulf, 2016)
Change
one’s reference

• Psychophysically
gain/loss biases

based

errors,

generation

• Simplified information
acquisition biases

(Arkes, 1991)
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discrepant
information,

bandwagon effect, overconfidence
(Schulz- Hardt et al., 2002)

• Confirmation bias, congruence bias
(Schwenk & Cosier, 1993; Schwenk
& Valacich, 1994)

• Confirmation bias, narrow option
generation (Schweiger et al., 1989)

• Availability,

confirmation bias,
planning
fallacy,
information
neglect (Herbert & Estes, 1977)

• Judgmental biases, planning biases
(Cosier, 1978)
Accounta- bility, • Sunk cost effects (Soll et al., 2015)
secondorder
• Attributional biases, anchoring,
judgement
conjunction fallacy, overprecision
(Lerner & Tetlock, 1999)

• Process accountability decreases
the need for self- justification
((Lerner & Tetlock, 1999)

Works NOT for

• “Accountability

is
likely
to
strengthen reliance on salient or
easily justified dimensions, such as
outcome probabilities in choice”
(Larrick, 2004, p. 323)

• Base rate neglect, insensitivity to
sample size, preference reversals,
ambiguity, attraction effect, loss
aversion (Lerner & Tetlock, 1999)

• “Accountability is unlikely to help
when cognitive laziness is not the
root source of bias” (Soll et al., 2015,
p.
935)
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Reason
analogically

Reason
analogically

• Simplified

Research
on
implication for
regulation biases
(loss/gain lens)
and verification
biases
(selfconfirmatory
planning
&
implementati on,
• Simplified information
evaluation
&
acquisition biases
choice), review &
• Simplified review &
feedback biases

option generation, • Loss/gain lens in review
simplified evaluation of options and feedback biases
(Bazerman & Moore, 2009;
• Self-confirmatory
Loewenstein et al., 1999)
planning
&
• Narrow
option
generation implementation biases
(Schwenk, 1984)
• Simplified evaluation &
choice biases

point, add new • Loss aversion (Soll et al., 2015)
• Loss/gain lens in
gains and losses,
option
generation
• Recency/primacy (Rutledge, 1995)
reframe
gains
biases
and losses
• Loss/gain lens in
information
acquisition biases

• Loss/gain

lens
in
evaluation & choice
biases

• Loss/gain

lens

in
planning
&
implementation biases

• Loss/gain

lens

in

review &
feedback biases
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Involvement

Incentives
(raising the cost
of using the
suboptimal
decision
strategy, strong
involvement
with results of
decision)

• Strategy-based

errors

(Arkes, • Loss/gain
lens
in
option
generation
biases
• Too strong reliance on heuristics
• Simplified review &
(Harkness et al., 1985)
feedback biases
• Number of arguments (attentional
• Self-confirmatory
bias), (Petty & Cacioppo, 1984)
review & feedback
• Clerical and memorization tasks
biases
(Larrick, 2004)
• Loss/gain lens in
• Frequency
assessments,
evaluation & choice
anchoring/adjustment, (Stone &
biases
Ziebart, 1995)
• Loss/gain lens in
information
Works NOT for:
acquisition biases
1991, p. 492)

Use for debiasing
simplification
biases
(information
acquisition,
evaluation
&
choice)
in
practice
not
recognized

• Overconfidence,

prevent • Loss/gain
lens
in
preference reversals, decrease the
review & feedback
frequency of conjunction fallacy”
biases
(Stone & Ziebart, 1995)

• Association-based errors (Arkes,
1991)

• “Biases that are not primarily
caused by lack of effort or
insufficient attention. Monetary
incentives can even backfire in
some instances by leading people
to “think harder but not smarter””
(Soll et al., 2015, p. 935)
Put yourself in • Simplified evaluation and choice
the shoes of,
biases,
prejudice/stereotyping,
take
an
self-serving bias, anchor bias,
outsider’s view
control illusion (Kaufmann et al.,
2010)

• Control

illusion
Rottenstreich, 2006)

(Faro

&

• Stereotyping,

social thought,
ingroup bias, attribution biases
(Galinsky

& Moskowitz, 2000b)

• Loss aversion (Białek & Sawicki,
2014; Li et al.,
2017)
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Calibration

Feedback- loop • Framing,
representativeness, • Simplified feedback & None
on
decisions,
ambiguity (Bhandari et al., 2008)
review biases
provide
• Association-based biases (Arkes, • Self-confirmatory
personalized
1991)
feedback & review
feedback,
biases
recalibrate their • Confirmation bias (van Brussel et
responses
• Loss/gain lens in
al., 2020)
feedback & review
• Faulty judges (Fischhoff, 1982)
biases

• Self-confirmatory
option generation

By following the suggestion of Soll et al. (2015) to structure debiasing into “decision
readiness” and “decision process”, the combination of the concept of debiasing
interventions from Stanovich et al. (2016) and the results of the card-sorting experiment
allows a more practice-oriented framework for debiasing interventions in managerial
decision processes (figure 8):\

Figure 8: Overview debiasing management decisions - a practitioners' view
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Conclusion and Limitations

The integration of a practice-oriented – or problem-oriented – perspective in debiasing
research showed a different structure to understand debiasing techniques than the
theoretical literature would provide. This new structure allows a debiasing framework
closer to the managerial practice, easier to understand. Thus, it offers a chance that this
way of understanding and structuring debiasing techniques may help to make managers
aware of the flaws of decision biases and to show them what they can do before and during
a decision process to mitigate the influence of these biases on managerial decisions, to
improve the communication and implementation of debiasing techniques in (managerial)
decision-making practice.

The results also show gaps in the “theory-practice relationship”: The debiasing power of
“involvement” techniques are not recognized in practice for the debiasing of simplification
biases, same for the “what if?”-technique for self-confirmatory planning and
implementation biases and the impact of “in-process debiasing” techniques on verification
and regulation biases. This calls for a better transfer of research results towards the
managerial practice.

On the other hand, the practitioner’s view recommends more research on the debiasing
technique of “reason analogically” as they see debiasing potential on regulation and
verification biases.

Further research could also provide more insights about how facilitation techniques like
visualization support the application of the debiasing techniques in practice and lead to a
stronger and institutionalized implementation of debiasing processes in managerial
decision making.
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One background reason for this research is also a limitation: The managers show limited
understanding of both biases and debiasing techniques and overall a very heterogenous
knowledge of these matters. Some techniques were well known but others like “change
concatenation” needed explanation and were probably not fully understood by all
participants. This depended on the personal expertise and individual background of the
participants.

A second limitation is the number of participants, especially for the survey. Even if the
findings are in line with the study of Kreilkamp et al. (2020) extending the scope of
participants will help to get more insights about the real knowledge on debiasing techniques
in managerial practice.

Nevertheless, the integration of the “victim’s perspective” on debiasing techniques allows
a new and more natural, practice-oriented understanding of debiasing. The resulting
debiasing framework and overview may help for the communication and implementation
in future projects to reduce the impact of cognitive biases in managerial decisions and thus
making decisions better.
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Abstract

In this study we focus on the career paths of solo self-employed in the Netherlands. We
investigate which solo self-employed people remain self-employed or might start hiring
employees and which are the ones who stop working as a self-employed person. We
specifically look at the role of 'forced' self-employment and dependency on the client in
these career paths. For the analysis we use a dataset on self-employed people and
characteristics of their work as a self-employed person (Zelfstandigen Enquête Arbeid (ZEA)
2012), enriched with register data on their annual labour market position for the period
2012-2016. The analysis shows that solo self-employed who are dependent on a single
client are less likely to grow and become self-employed with employees. The probability to
stop as a self-employed person and become an employee or to stop working altogether is
not related to dependency. Moreover, we do not find a difference in the probabilities for
transfer or outflow between solo self-employed persons who were once forced to work as
a solo self-employed and self-employed persons with positive starting motives.
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Introduction

The number of solo self-employed in the Netherlands has grown significantly in recent
years. In 2008 there were around 800 thousand people (15-74 years) who were working as
a solo self- employed in their main job. By 2018, there were nearly 1.1 million (Statistics
Netherlands, 2019). When side jobs as a solo self-employed person are also taken into
consideration, for example in addition to a main job as an employee, then this number is
somewhat higher. This development has led to a lot of social debate in the Netherlands
(Smits & Van Echtelt, 2017). The core of this discussion is the question whether these "new"
solo self-employed people are mainly entrepreneurs who are attracted by the positive sides
of being self-employed or that it concerns people who are unable to find a job as an
employee and are forced to work as a self-employed person, often dependent on one single
client. These "forced" self-employed are considered to be a very vulnerable group on the
labour market, with uncertain careers, a high risk of poverty and, moreover, not insured
against illness or disability.

However, the question is whether the contradiction between entrepreneur and forced selfemployed is as black and white as the social debate suggests. People have different motives
for becoming self-employed. Most self-employed people report positive motives to become
self- employed, such as looking for a new challenge, the possibility to determine when and
how much one works, or because one always wanted to be self-employed (Dirven, Van der
Torre, & Van den Bossche, 2017). Based on the results of a Dutch survey among selfemployed in 2017 (ZEA), two thirds of solo self-employed entrepreneurs have a starting
motive that is predominantly positive. The group that indicates that they are self-employed
for predominantly negative reasons, for example after dismissal or job loss, is much smaller
(in 2017: 9%). However, even self-employed with negative starting motives could ultimately
have a successful career being self-employed. In the aforementioned research by Dirven
and colleagues (2017) the conclusion is that solo self- employed entrepreneurs who had
mostly negative starting motives were less satisfied than entrepreneurs with mainly positive
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starting motives, but the majority says to be satisfied and prefers to remain self-employed.
Also research by Josten and Vlasblom (2017) shows that working as a self-employed person,
even among those who are more or less forced, leads to more satisfaction.

A possible explanation for these findings is that the so-called forced self-employed, after an
initially difficult start, succeed anyway in building a business. The model of Jovanovic (1982),
which Parker (2004) calls the dynamic selection model, offers possibilities to explain this.
The model is still widely used in economic literature to understand the dynamics of starting,
stopping and continuing as a self-employed person (for recent studies, see for example:
Regasa, Fielding, & Roberts, 2019; Yang & Tsou, 2019; Zhou & Van der Zwan, 2018).
According to this model people differ greatly in their innate abilities with regard to working
as a self-employed person. People who become self-employed for the first time do not
know in advance exactly how able they are (imperfect information): they discover their
abilities as a self-employed by trying and experiencing over time. A part of those who were
once forced to become self-employed, has discovered by doing that they are very able to
work as a self-employed person. Moreover, by working as a self-employed person, people
gain experience and learn new knowledge and skills. On the other hand, there is also a group
of self-employed with positive starting motives, who after some time have to conclude that
working as a self-employed does not match their abilities. So for both the self-employed
with positive and negative starting motives, mainly the ones who lack the abilities to build
a successful business will stop, ultimately the most successful (and most satisfied) selfemployed will remain.

To what extent self-employed people, both those with positive and those with negative
starting motives, are able to pursue and develop a career as a self-employed is also related
to dependency on clients and customers. Solo self-employed who are highly
organizationally and financially dependent on a single client have much less room to
organize their work on their own or acquire new clients. Although formally they are selfemployed, they actually function as employees (see also: Böheim & Muehlberger, 2009;
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Kösters & Smits, in preparation). Research from Böheim and Muehlberger (2009) shows
that dependent self-employed people have insecure careers in comparison with "real",
independent self-employed people. On the other hand, a start as a "dependent" selfemployed person does offer the possibility to try self-employment without too much risk
and to determine if they are suitable for self-employment or are even able to expand their
business.

From this perspective it is interesting to draw a parallel with the literature on temporary or
flexible work as a stepping stone or trap (see for an overview: Mattijssen, Pavlopoulos, &
Smits, 2018). Various studies show that for some employees a temporary job is a stepping
stone towards a stable career. One gets the opportunity to gain experience and over time
succeeds to get a permanent job. For other flex workers their temporary job is a trap: one
gets stuck in consecutive flexible jobs, often also interspersed with periods of
unemployment. Working as a dependent self-employed person could also be a stepping
stone towards a successful career as a self-employed or a trap to a career with little job
security.

The contribution of this article to the literature is twofold. Firstly, it adds to the literature
on vulnerability among self-employed as we specifically analyse to what extent solo selfemployed people in the Netherlands have started self-employment because of positive or
negative motives and to what extent these solo self-employed depend on one main client.
We then investigate the consequences of negative starting motives and dependency on
their career paths. Do solo self- employed who are highly dependent on their client or selfemployed with negative starting motives have a higher probability to stop their selfemployment? To what extent do these self-employed people succeed in growing and
ultimately hire employees? Secondly, our dataset and research approach are rather unique.
We use data from a Dutch survey on self-employed people and characteristics of their work
as a self-employed person (Zelfstandigen Enquête Arbeid (ZEA) 2012), enriched with annual
career data from the System of Social Statistical Files of Statistics Netherlands for the period
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2012-2016. To the best of our knowledge, there is no similar research in the current
literature, also not of other countries, with which the career paths of solo self- employed
can be followed with such extensive administrative data.
In the following section, the data and the method of analysis are explained. The results of
our analysis are presented in the following section and we end with a conclusion and
discussion section.

Data and methodology

This study makes use of a Dutch survey called Zelfstandigen Enquête Arbeid, or in short ZEA
(TNO & CBS, 2013). The ZEA is a survey among self-employed in The Netherlands, which was
piloted for the first time in 2012 by TNO and Statistics Netherlands (CBS). The ZEA provides
information about the labour market situation of the self-employed, such as reasons why
they started self-employment, their profession and their working hours, and a broad range
of labour risks, including aggression, work pressure, physical strain and accidents at work,
but also the (work-related) health of the self-employed. The target population of the ZEA
2012 is residents of the Netherlands aged 15 years and older who perform paid work as a
self-employed person. This includes self-employed entrepreneurs, owner-managers and
"other" self-employed persons. The group of "other" self-employed are self-employed
persons who did not declare profit, but do have income from labour (a minimum of 4800
euros on an annual basis) that is not employee labour. The total response for the ZEA 2012
- that is, the usable response as a percentage of the gross sample - was almost 18%.
Especially among the group "other" self-employed the response lagged, making this group
less representative in the research population. In this study we therefore didn’t include this
group in the analysis. Later editions of the ZEA that were carried out in 2015, 2017 and 2019,
the "other" self-employed are no longer part of the target population. Although the ZEA
2012 was a pilot and the response was limited, in our study we deliberately chose this
edition of the ZEA because of the possibility to analyse the longest possible career paths.
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For our analysis we specifically selected the solo self-employed. This involves 2,673 people.
For these people who are all solo self-employed in 2012, the individual information from
the survey is enriched with administrative data on the annual labour market position of
these people for the years 2013-2016. These administrative data stem from the Integral
Income and Wealth Survey (IIV), a survey based on integral data from the Dutch Tax
Authorities.

The definition of a solo self-employed person is: a person who works for his/her own
account and risk in an own company or practice (self-employed entrepreneur), or as an
owner-manager (dga), and who has employees.

The "other" self-employed persons who are usually included in the definition are not
included in this study.
We analyse the job security of the careers of solo self-employed on the probability that
someone.

(1) will continue to work as a solo self-employed person for the entire period (2012-2016),
(2) will hire employees, this means: going from self-employed without employees to selfemployed with employees (3) stops as a self-employed person but continues to work as an
employee, (4) stops as a self-employed person and leaves the labour market, and (5) stops
as a self-employed person and retires. A very small proportion of the ZEA respondents start
to work as a contributing family member, dies or moves abroad. These respondents are not
included in the analysis. There is no information available on exact start and end dates of
self-employment, only whether in a certain year someone had income as a self-employed
person. That is why information on self-employment is only available as annual information.
Because time is measured in relatively large units, we analyse these possible career paths
with a discrete time multinomial logit model. That means that a multinomial logit model is
estimated, in which every time-person combination is seen as a separate independent
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observation (Allison, 1982; Yamaguchi, 1991). The probabilities in this model are related to
different groups of variables: (1) the duration of the self-employed career measured in 2012
and the duration from 2012 onwards, (2) economic and organizational dependency, (3)
starting motives, and (4) control variables. The control variables included in the model are
age, gender, level of education, migration background, having a second job as an employee
and economic activity. Table A1 in the appendix provides a description of these
characteristics for the career paths of "remaining solo self-employed", "becoming selfemployed with employees" and the three different forms of "stopping as a self-employed".

Because the estimated coefficients of a multinomial logit model can be tricky too interpret,
average marginal effects are presented. The average marginal effect of a categorical
variable indicates how the annual probability of a transition (for example from solo selfemployed to self-employed with employees) differs from the reference category.

Career paths

The career paths of solo self-employed are mapped with the successive labour market
positions in the period 2013-2016. To deduce the labour market position the type of income
that one receives is used. Firstly, this method looks at whether someone has an income as
a self-employed person (with or without employees or as a contributing family worker). This
can be both primary or secondary income as a self-employed person. When in a certain year
a person no longer has an income as a self-employed person, one is classified based on their
main source of income. This can be an employee, a social benefits recipient, a pension
recipient, a student, someone without income or another category. This last group concerns
people who have emigrated or died. In 2012, the labour market position is solo selfemployed for everyone in the research population. In the consecutive periods one can still
be solo self-employed or have moved to one of the other categories. The majority of the
ZEA respondents remains solo self-employed for the entire period (79%), 8% ‘steps up’ and
becomes a self-employed with employees, 5% stops and becomes an employee, 3% stops
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with work (social benefits recipients or no more income) and 5% retires.

Dependency on a client

In many studies, the dependency of solo self-employed on a client is seen as an indication
of false self-employment (see for example: Böheim & Muehlberger, 2009; ILO, 2003). The
idea is that organizations outsource work that was previously carried out by employees to
solo self-employed to save on labour costs (Kautonen et al., 2010). When these solo selfemployed carry out this work within the hierarchy of the organization, then such
constructions are actually equal to a hierarchical employer-employee relationship, in which
the employee is dependent on the organization for work and income. Two forms of
dependency are usually distinguished: organizational and economical dependency.
Organizational dependency means that the self-employed person is strongly integrated into
the organization of the client. The client determines how, where and when the work must
be carried out. Economical dependency arises when the largest part of the self-employed
income comes from one single client (Kautonen et al., 2010).

In the ZEA self-employed are asked about the hierarchical relationship with the client. Those
who state that they often or always work under the hierarchical authority of their client are
considered as organizationally dependent self-employed. Those who do this sometimes or
never are not. Organizational dependency is more common among those who stop selfemployment, most often among those who stop and become an employee: 14% say to
regularly or often work under hierarchical authority of their client. For those who remain
solo self-employed this is 10% and for those who become self-employed with employees
4% (table A1).

The economic dependency is measured based on the number of clients that a solo selfemployed person has. In case there is more than one client, it is determined whether the
majority of the income (60% or more) comes from one client. These questions are similar
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to questions used in previous research into dependent self-employment (see for example:
Böheim & Muehlberger, 2009; Eurostat, 2018; Kösters & Smits, 2017). Among the ZEA
respondents, 4% say they have one client. When one also looks at the extent to which those
with more clients are dependent, 22% meets the criterion for economic dependency. For
those who stop self-employment, this is higher. For those who become an employee 29%
indicates to be economically dependent on their client, also with those who retire. That is
significantly more than for those who remain solo self-employed or become self-employed
with employees, but also for those who stop working altogether.

Starting motives

In the ZEA respondents are presented with various possible motives for starting selfemployment. In a study by Dirven and colleagues (2017) these different motives are divided
into three groups:

(1) self-employed persons with mainly positive starting motives, (2) self-employed with
mainly negative starting motives, and (3) a residual group with other reasons. In our study
we made a similar classification. This lead to a population in which 68% mostly had positive
starting motives, 12% predominantly negative starting motives and 20% predominantly
other reasons. The solo self- employed who stop report negative starting motives more than
average and positive starting motives less than average. For solo self-employed who
become self-employed with employees this is the other way around. For example, 20% of
those who leave the labour market mainly started for negative reasons while for those who
become self-employed with employees, this is 8%.
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Results

The results of the multinomial discrete time logit analysis show that the probability to grow
and become self-employed with employees is indeed related to dependency on a client.
Table 1 shows the estimated marginal effects. Organizationally dependent solo selfemployed people are less likely to become self-employed with employees than
organizationally independent solo self- employed. Economically dependent solo selfemployed also have a slightly smaller probability to become self-employed with employees.

Table 1. Marginal effects on transition probabilities (standard errors between brackets)

Remains solo self- employed
Becomes self- employed with
employees
Stops as a self-employed
Becomes
employee

Retires

Leaves the

labour market
dy/dx
dy/dx
Economical

dy/dx dy/dx

dy/dx

dependency
No clients in the
last 12 -0,043 **
months (f.e.

0,006

-0,005 0,032 ***

started recently)
Economically

(0,020)

(0,011)

0,010

(0,008) (0,012)

dependent
-0,007
-0,006 *
0,004 0,007 **
0,002
(0,006)
(0,003)
(0,003) (0,003)
(0,003)
Economically independent ref
Ref
ref
ref
Organizational dependency

(0,009)

ref
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Organizationally
dependent
0,003
-0,015 *** 0,011 **
0,003
-0,002
(0,009)
(0,004)
(0,005)
(0,005)
(0,003)
Organizationally independent
ref
Ref
ref
ref
ref
Starting motives
Positive starting
motives
0,001
0,005
-0,002
-0,002
-0,002
(0,006)
(0,004)
(0,003)
(0,003)
(0,003)
Negative
starting motives
-0,007
(0,009)
(0,005)
Other starting motives
ref

-0,002
(0,005)

0,003
(0,004)
Ref

0,001
(0,004)
ref

0,005
ref

ref

Duration
-0,010
***
0,003
*
0,003
***
0,004
***
0,000
(0,002)
(0,001)
(0,001)
(0,001)
(0,001)
Years working
as a self- employed
0 to 3 years -0,022 **
0,000
0,020 *** -0,001
0,002
(0,011)
(0,006)
(0,005)
(0,006)
(0,004)

3 to 6 years 0,005
0,000
0,010 *** -0,012
(0,007)
(0,005)
(0,003)
(0,003)
6 to 11 years -0,004
0,004
0,009 *** -0,008
(0,007)
(0,005)
(0,003)
(0,004)
11 to 21 years 0,001
0,005
-0,000
-0,007
(0,007)
(0,004)
(0,003)
(0,003)

*** -0,003
(0,003)
**
-0,002
(0,003)
**
0,001
(0,003)
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21 years or more
ref
Combine with employee job
No employee

Ref

ref

ref

ref

job

0,034 ***
(0,007)
ref

-0,006 *
(0,003)
Ref

-0,003
(0,003)
ref

ref

0,002
(0,002)
ref

0,003
(0,003)
ref

-0,004
(0,002)
ref

-0,016 *
-0,009 **
(0,009)
(0,004)
Combination with employee job
ref
Sex
Male -0,009 *
(0,005)
Femaleref

0,007 **
(0,003)
Ref

Age
<45 years
0,001
0,009
(0,005)
(0,004)
45 years and older
ref
Level of education
Low -0,006
-0,001
(0,007)
(0,004)
Intermediate -0,006
0,008
(0,006)
(0,004)
High ref
Ref
Migration background
Dutch
background -0,014 *
0,011
(0,008)
(0,004)
Western migration
background -0,025
0,028
(0,016)
(0,012)

**
0,009 *** -0,017 *** -0,002
(0,003)
(0,002)
(0,002)
Ref
ref
ref
ref
0,005
(0,004)
**
-0,000
(0,003)
ref

-0,001
(0,003)

0,003
(0,003)
-0,003

(0,003)
ref

0,002
(0,002)
ref

*** -0,002
0,008 *** -0,004
(0,004)
(0,003)
(0,004)
**
-0,004
-0,003
0,004
(0,006)
(0,004)
(0,008)

Non-western migration background ref

Ref

ref

ref

ref

Economic activity
Manufacturing
and energy 0,009 -0,029 *** 0,002
0,005
0,012 ***
(0,011) (0,008)
(0,004)
(0,004)
(0,004)
Commercial
services

-0,011 -0,016 *

0,008 **

0,012 ***

0,007 ***
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(0,010) (0,008)
Noncommercial

(0,004)

(0,003)

(0,002)

services
0,004 -0,025 *** 0,007 *
0,011 *** 0,003
(0,010) (0,009)
(0,004)
(0,003)
(0,003)
Agriculture and unknown
ref
Ref
ref
ref
N (Number of time x people combinations)
9877
*** p < 0,01; ** p < 0,05; * p < 0,1 Source: CBS, TNO

ref

Solo self-employed people who are organizationally dependent on their client have a
somewhat higher probability of stopping and becoming an employee than being
independent solo self- employed people. Economical dependency is not related to the
probability to become an employee. We found no significant effect for organizational or
economical dependency and stopping as a self-employed person and leaving the labour
market. There is, however, a significant relationship between solo self-employed people
who stop and retirement, and economical dependency. Those who are economically
dependent or had no customers, are more likely to stop and retire than economically
independent solo self-employed. This can be related to the fact that they are already
phasing out their customer base because they want to stop. The aforementioned effects
remain significant after checking for background characteristics. Positive or negative
starting motives are not related to becoming self-employed with employees. Starting
motives also have no relationship with stopping as a self-employed.

Not surprisingly and in line with the theory of Jovanovic (1982) is that the probability to stop
and start to work as an employee is related to the number of years that one has been active
as a self- employed person. Solo self-employed people who have been active for a relatively
short time, shorter than 11 years, are more likely to stop than those who have been active
for 21 years or more. This significant effect is not found for leaving the labour market. There
is also no significant relationship between becoming self-employed with employees and the
number of years that people have been active as self-employed. Having a job in addition to
self-employment does play a role. Solo self-employed who also have a paid job are less likely
to become self-employed with employees than solo self-employed people without an
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employee job on the side. On the other hand, they have a greater probability to stop and
become an employee.

For the control variables, we particularly found significant effects for age. The younger age
groups are more likely to become self-employed with employees than the age groups of 45
years or older. However, they also have a higher probability of moving to a job as an
employee. For the other forms of outflow, this effect is reversed. Naturally younger age
groups are less likely to retire. Older solo self-employed are more likely to stop because of
retirement and not necessarily because their career as a self-employed person was (no
longer) successful. Furthermore, men, people with an intermediate level of education and
people without a migration background or a western migration background have a
somewhat higher probability to grow and become self-employed with employees. A striking
result for the economic activity is that we find that solo self-employed people in agriculture
are more likely to grow and become self-employed with employees than in other economic
activities.

Conclusion and discussion

The number of solo self-employed in the Netherlands has grown significantly in recent
years, which has led to a lot of social debate. An important point in this discussion is
whether these "new" solo self-employed are mainly positively motivated entrepreneurs or
that it mainly concerns forced self-employed. This last group are solo self-employed with
negative starting motives for example not being able to find a job as an employee. They
often depend on a single client, which makes them into a vulnerable group on the labour
market. In this article we ask ourselves the question whether this dichotomy is as black and
white. People who once started as a solo self-employed with positive motives could still not
succeed in their self-employed career. Vice versa people who started because they could
not find a job as an employee or who initially depend on one client become successful selfemployed anyway.
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In this article we analyse the careers of self-employed people to determine whether positive
or negative starting motives or dependency on a client are a stepping stone or a trap for
solo self- employed. The research questions that were formulated are as follows:

Do solo self-employed who are highly dependent on their client or self-employed with
negative starting motives have a higher probability to stop their self-employment?
To what extent do dependent solo self-employed and / or solo self-employed with negative
starting motives succeed in growing and ultimately hire staff?

The results show that dependency does indeed play a role in the careers of solo selfemployed people. Solo self-employed who are organizationally or economically dependent
on one client have a lower probability to grow and become self-employed with employees.
For stopping as a self-employed person and leaving the labour market no significant effects
from economical or organizational dependency are found. For those who stop and retire, a
relationship with economical dependency is found. We didn’t investigate whether solo selfemployed people who are about to retire are already phasing out their customer base. The
starting motives are neither related to the probability to grow and become self-employed
with employees, nor the probability to quit as a self-employed person.

The results of this study are important for current social issues regarding false solo selfemployment and forced self-employment. This discussion focuses primarily on the alleged
vulnerability of these false and forced self-employed, which is reflected, for example, in low
hourly rates, lack of pension provisions, and insufficient protection against risks such as
illness and disability. For the discussion it matters a lot whether this vulnerability is a
temporary situation in the self-employment career or that this situation is long-term.

This study looked at two aspects of the careers of solo self-employed, namely the
probability to become self-employed with employees and the probability to stop as a selfemployed person. However, a career as a solo self-employed person is not only successful
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as that career ultimately leads to hiring employees. Not all solo self-employed after all, have
the ambition to hire staff. Further investigation should therefore focus on additional
indicators of a successful career, for example a growth in the number of clients or a growth
in turnover and profit. Also stopping as a solo self-employed could use some further
detailed research in the future. Not only with starting but also with stopping as a solo selfemployed both push and pull factors can play a role. Someone can stop because of too little
clients, income and security, but also because he or she is offered a good job as an
employee. The experience gained as a self-employed person can also make someone more
attractive to potential future employers. Further research should therefore also look at the
career quality after people have stopped working as self-employed.

In addition, it is desirable to gain more insight into the mechanisms behind growing or
stopping as a self-employed person. According to the model of Jovanovic (1982) people who
start as self- employed people get more and more insight over time about their
entrepreneurial skills, but they also develop their skills by doing and experiencing. The
question then is which skills are crucial for a successful solo self-employed career and how
people gain those skills.
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Appendix

Table A1. Characteristics ZEA-respondents who ‘remain solo self-employed’, ‘become self- employed with
employees’ of ‘stop as a self-employed’

Remain solo Becomes selfemployed with
selfemployed employees

Total

Stops as a self-employed

Becomes

Retires

Leaves
the

employee
labour
market
N

2673

2107

218

128

133

93

No clients in the last12 2,4
months (f.e.
recently started)

1,9

3,2

0,8

9,0

4,3

Economically

22,0

21,5

18,3

28,9

28,6

23,7

75,8

76,9

78,4

70,3

62,4

72,0

%
Economical
dependency

dependent
Economically
independent
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Organizational
dependency

Organizationally

9,3

9,5

3,7

14,1

12,8

7,5

90,7

90,5

96,3

85,9

87,2

92,5

68,1

68,5

75,2

65,6

60,9

57,0

11,8

11,4

8,3

14,1

15,8

20,4

20,1

20,1

16,5

20,3

23,3

22,6

0 to 3 years

10,1

9,2

9,2

25,8

9,0

12,9

3 to 6 years

20,1

20,7

18,8

29,7

7,5

15,1

6 to 11 years

22,2

22,3

23,9

26,6

15,8

18,3

11 to 21 yearse

25,9

26,2

28,9

10,9

27,1

30,1

21 years or more

21,7

21,6

19,3

7,0

40,6

23,7

dependent
Organizationally
independent

Starting motives
Positive starting
motives
Negative starting
motives
Other starting
motives

Years working as aselfemployed
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Combine withemployee
job

No employee job

89,7

90,4

93,1

64,8

94,7

93,5

Combination with
employee job

10,3

9,6

6,9

35,2

5,3

6,5

66,4
33,6

65,2
34,8

74,8
25,2

66,4
33,6

74,4
25,6

62,4
37,6

66,4

65,2

74,8

66,4

74,4

62,4

<45 years

35,4

35,1

45,4

61,7

2,3

28,0

45 years and older

64,6

64,9

54,6

38,3

97,7

72,0

Low

20,6

20,6

16,5

18,8

24,1

28,0

Intermediate

28,0

27,7

37,2

23,4

21,8

28,0

High

51,4

51,7

46,3

57,8

54,1

44,1

89,0

88,8

90,8

86,7

95,5

83,9

Sex
Male
Female

Age

Level of education

Migrationbackground

Dutch background
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Western migration

3,3

3,1

5,5

3,9

0,8

5,4

Non-westernmigration 7,7
background

8,1

3,7

9,4

3,8

10,8

11,3

11,9

7,3

7,0

7,5

18,3

55,7

53,8

62,8

62,5

64,7

61,3

25,2

26,4

16,1

27,3

24,1

17,2

7,8

7,9

13,8

3,1

3,8

3,2

background

Economic activity
B-F Manufacturing
and energy
G-N Commercial
services
O-U Noncommercial
services
A Agriculture and
unknown
Source: TNO, CBS
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Abstract
It is widely acknowledged that Business and Entrepreneurship Education (BEE) is a relevant
driver to foster and develop pro-active culture and decision-making processes towards the
creation of real new ventures. Although endogenously characterized by high knowledge
intensity, till now it has missed a systematic and holistic knowledge- based perspective
about BEE.

To fill this gap, through a review of the literature, this paper identifies the knowledge
dimensions grounding effective Business and Entrepreneurship Educational (BEE)
programs. A conceptual framework addressing the knowledge assets categories
characterizing the development of BEE programs is proposed. Then, the framework is
integrated by the analysis of a case example aimed to enrich the proposed conceptual
arguments with emerging empirical evidence referred to a specific entrepreneurship
program (i.e. the Contamination Lab), funded by the Italian Ministry of Education,
University and Research (MIUR) and delivered in some Italian universities.

Keywords: Business and Entrepreneurship Education; Knowledge-based dimensions;
conceptual framework.
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Introduction

The role of knowledge management for supporting organizational performance
improvement and business and entrepreneurship dynamics has been widely recognized and
investigated in the economic and management literature (see e.g. Millar, 2016; Schiuma et
al., 2008b; Nonaka, 2007). Surprisingly, the same attention has been not provided to the
role of the knowledge assets potentially grounding the elaboration and the implementation
of Business and Entrepreneurship Education (BEE) programs.

In fact, despite it is widely acknowledged that the BEE is characterized by high knowledge
intensity and it is a relevant driver to foster and develop entrepreneurial culture and
decision-making processes towards the creation of real new ventures (Raposo and Do Paço,
2011; Sousa et al., 2019), till now a structured research stream considering the knowledge
dimensions of a BEE program according to a systematic and holistic knowledge-based
perspective has missed.

To fill this gap, this paper analyses the knowledge dimensions grounding a BEE program and
identifies, through the lenses of the Knoware Tree framework (Schiuma et al., 2008a), the
knowledge assets describing a BEE program, to properly manage for effective
entrepreneurship education.
The study sheds more light on how designing and implementing a BEE program by
leveraging several knowledge assets related to human, relational, structural, and social
factors (Maritz & Brown, 2013) involved in the program and affecting the learning
experience.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, an analysis of the role and relevance
of the BEE is presented. Then, referring to the framework of the Knoware Tree (Schiuma et
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al., 2008a), the knowledge assets categories at the basis of BEE are pointed out and
described.
Then, a case study aimed to enrich the proposed conceptual arguments with emerging
empirical evidence referred to a specific entrepreneurship program funded by the Italian
Ministry of Education, University and Research (MIUR) and delivered in some Italian
universities.
The final section is dedicated to outlining the directions for future research.

Role and relevance of the BEE

The critical role of entrepreneurs and businesses is widely and traditionally acknowledged
as relevant for the development and well-being of societies (Sousa et al., 2019). They
stimulate a wave of positive impacts on different fields such as higher employment and
increasing productivity and play an important role in economic, social development, and
sustainable growth (Maritz and Brown, 2013) In particular, entrepreneurship is considered
as one of the most important economic forces as well as a dynamic process of vision, change
and creation (Raposo and do Paço, 2011). Data from the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor
(GEM) 2019-2020 confirm the importance of the entrepreneurship as an engine for change
in economic and social fields and introduce the innovative dimension in the entrepreneurial
dynamics.

Accordingly, education about business and entrepreneurship recently emerges as a relevant
enhancing factor aimed at fostering entrepreneurship and developing entrepreneurial
culture (Raposo & Do Paço, 2011; Sousa et al., 2019). Indeed, business and
entrepreneurship education is considered one of the most important components of
entrepreneurship development because it stimulates progress and innovation (Vakili,
2016). Therefore, it is assuming a considerable and growing relevance within universities,
schools, and training programs.
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According to Kirby (2003, as cited in Kirby, 2007), the BEE aims to “develop graduates who
can be innovative and take responsibility of their own destinies not just in a business or even
a market economy context”. Considering this perspective, business and entrepreneurship
education aims to teach students how to become entrepreneurial people (Kirby, 2007).
This implies that BEE should enhance people’s capacity to observe, describe and analyze,
see opportunities, cope with uncertainty and ambiguity, anticipate changes in the real
business and entrepreneurship scenario, and, most of all, acquire the ability to innovate.
Recent researches reveal that a good and valuable entrepreneurial person needs to acquire
knowledge and know-how concerning functional management but also values and soft
skills, such as communication, adaptability, problem-solving, leadership, just to name a few
(Raposo & do Paço, 2011; Vakili et al., 2016).

In such a prospect business and entrepreneurship programs have to focus also on the
development of learners’ ethical and social values, critical thinking/problem solving,
communication attitudes, emotional awareness, self-confidence, leadership, etc. (Schworm
et al., 2015).

Business and entrepreneurship programs have to encompass and mix pedagogical, social,
psychological, and business subjects. Therefore, their design requires proper identification
and management of contents and methods for training successful entrepreneurial people
(Schworm et al., 2015; Sousa et al., 2019).
This is particularly important in higher education systems where there is an ongoing debate
whether and under which conditions business and entrepreneurship education contributes
to students’ entrepreneurial learning (Hahn et al., 2014).

BEE: a knowledge-based perspective

Nowadays, BEE is experiencing a rapid paradigm shift due to the rapid changes of the
business real-world scenario and, more recently, the effects of the COVID-19 (Farashahi &
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Tajeddin, 2018; Ammirato et al., 2020). The COVID-19 pandemic, in particular, has disrupted
the concept of “business and entrepreneurship school” as known before, mostly because
of the application of the physical-distancing duties, that has produced relevant changes in
the education scenario.

Unexpectedly, all students were shifted from an almost completely face-to-face approach
to entirely remote lessons and programs, supported by digital technologies. Before the
pandemic, digital transformation in education was already happening, but COVID-19 forced
a change that could be considered as a “once in a lifetime shift”. The business world,
universities, schools, and even the students are irremediably changed and, for this, the
necessity to rethink and redesign the BEE is more urgent now than before the crisis
(Krishnamurthy, 2020).

In this perspective, the identification and the management of the strategic knowledgebased resources grounding BEE programs emerge as relevant research stream to be
addressed to successfully design and implement such programs, and, to translate existing
or emerging approaches and tools often confused and fragmented into successful and
effective learning actions (Schiuma et al., 2008a; Schiuma et al., 2008 b). These assumptions
are coherent with the viewpoint of different researchers who claim the importance of
knowledge assets development in business and entrepreneurship programs and, in
particular, of soft skills acquisition and enrichment (Sousa et al., 2019; Kirby, 2007).

Since all the knowledge assets emerge as strongly interrelated, it is necessary to understand
first the characteristics of these assets, the nature of their relationships and then, to
consider them in a systematic and holistic perspective to analyze and assess the potential
derived by their interactions in the BEE programs (Maritz, 2017; Maritz & Brown, 2013).

To identify and critically analyze the knowledge assets founding a BEE program, an
interpretative framework is introduced. The framework is built referring to the framework
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called “Knoware Tree” (Schiuma et al., 2008a) (Fig. 1). It aims to provide a conceptual
foundation for the decision-making process and the sustainable management strategies of
BEE programs through the effective identification of their knowledge-based dimensions.

Fig. 1 – The Knoware Tree for the BBE programs

In line with the frame of Knoware Tree, the proposed framework is composed of two main
pillars: the structural knoware and the stakeholder knoware. The first one includes all those
assets tangible and intangible, relevant for the development, acquisition, management, and
diffusion of knowledge in education and training. The second one, instead, is represented
by all the actors involved in the educational and training activities, such as teachers,
learners, mentors, trainers, and so on, as well as by the competencies and the relationships
developed or to be developed that can foster or prevent the knowledge transfer and
acquisition in BEE programming.

Four sub-dimensions of the framework can be identified, respectively, intangible assets
embodying knowledge and intangible assets and organizational capital for the first pillar,
and in human capital and competencies and relational capital and networking for the
second pillar. In fact, the elaboration, the management, and the assessment of a BEE
program strictly depend on understanding the needs, the quality, and the composition of
the human capital, on the methodologies used to enhance these skills, on the creation of a
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different level of relationships, on the physical context, tools, and simulator and on the
intangible infrastructure in which the BEE programs are activated (Sarooghi et al., 2019;
Kumar et al., 2018; Maritz & Brown, 2013). All these aspects will be deeply discussed in the
following sub-sections.

The tangible assets embodying knowledge for the BEE

Traditionally, the dimension tangible assets embodying knowledge includes all the tangible
organizational and structural assets grouping know-how important for knowledge
management, transfer, or application (Lerro and Schiuma, 2009). The tangible
infrastructure analyzed for this research includes three different sub categories of
knowledge artifacts: knowledge repositories, physical learning spaces, and technological
infrastructures. The knowledge repositories are physical infrastructures that represent a
precondition to the transfer of tangible and intangible knowledge assets in the specific
contexts where they rise. Great attention has to be drawn to the quantity and quality of
knowledge repositories, in the context where business and entrepreneurship programs are
delivered. Some examples are universities, research centers, knowledge-intensive
companies, educational institutions, and other labs, such as incubators, accelerators,
innovation centers, and co-working spaces (Sarooghi et al., 2019; Kirby, 2007). The physical
learning spaces are the classrooms or any space where the students live a business and
entrepreneurship learning experience. According to Dulcenombre (2019), tangible
resources and facilities may provide a significant influence on different aspects of the
learners, such as cognitive beliefs and final learner’s outcome. The physical aspects to be
considered refer to the layout of the class, spaces and arrangements, study spaces, lighting,
and so on. Also, furniture can play an important role, indeed, the setting of innovative
spaces should be different from the one of a standard classroom because versatility and
flexibility provide students the possibility to experiment with different activities, such as
collaboration and brainstorming. Finally, the technological infrastructure represents the
technical assets supporting the information and knowledge transfer, creation, development
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processes and include ICT, digital communication systems, and networks (Lerro and
Schiuma, 2009). IT infrastructure has to be stable, functional, and advanced. However, the
successful integration of these tools in a business and entrepreneurship program is a
complex active process and involves other knowledge assets categories. For instance, a key
role is played by the human resources managing learning spaces supported by digital
technologies. Moreover, the choice of the methodologies to employ is fundamental, since
it can empower learners and facilitate and promote learning processes and knowledge
acquisition and transfer (Sousa et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2018). More empirically, different
4.0 technologies could be integrated into business and entrepreneurship programs. Some
examples are software components, e.g. digital platforms (EdModo, GSuite and others), IOT
systems and sensors, artificial intelligence, chatbots, ERP platforms; but also hardware
components as computers, mobile phones, tablet, projectors, electronic books, touch
screens, 3D printers, digital whiteboard, tools of virtual and augmented reality, drones, and
wearable devices can play a significant role. Among the different emerging technologies,
the immersive virtual (VR) and augmented reality (AR) devices are important examples of
tools having the potential to radically transform the BEE and the knowledge transfer and
acquisition processes (Finch, 2018). In such a perspective, learners can experiment with
creative ways to access content, information, and knowledge (Stenger, 2017). In
comparison with traditional lectures, it has been proved that VR and AR devices improve
the level of attention and involvement through presence, immediacy, and immersion. At
the operative level, educators should be able to implement and integrate VR and AR tools
into learning settings by choosing to emphasize the role, location, or tasks of the students.
(Wu et al., 2013).
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The intangible assets and organizational capital for the BEE

The intangible assets and organizational capital include traditionally all the structural and
organizational assets having a soft value. Some examples are routine, procedure, process,
task designing, organizational culture, value and leadership, corporate management
philosophies, procedures, and so on (Schiuma et al., 2008a). In the BEE research, they are
reflected in the notions of context, methodologies, and support systems. The context
includes the learning atmosphere and the knowledge dynamics of the BEE program (Maritz,
2017; Maritz and Brown, 2013). The methodologies stand for project based-learning,
problem based-learning, design thinking, digital stories and storytelling, collaborative
communities, web-based videos, narrated stop-motion animation, modeling, augmented
reality, gamification, simulation, webinars, flipped classrooms and open educational
practices (Fiertler, 2020; Sousa et al. 2019; Sousa and Rocha, 2019; Sarooghi et al., 2019;
Faulconer & Gruss, 2018; Lee et al., 2017; Heradio, 2016; Prashar, 2015; Blažič, 2015). Finally
support systems include mobile learning, moodle learning, MOOC (Massive open courses),
blended learning - that may enhance the integration of digital technologies into the learning
spaces (Kumar et al., 2018; Lacruz, 2017).

The human capital and competencies for the BEE

Human capital and competencies comprise essentially all the knowledge influencing human
behavior, therefore know-how, abilities, and competencies characterizing the individuals
involved in the BEE. The concept of human capital pertains to an individual’s knowledge and
abilities that allow for changes in action and economic growth (Coleman, 1988); it
contributes to the improvement of the overall learning experience and the achievement of
the learning outcomes. The human capital and competencies dimension can be analyzed
through the lens of the “individuals involved” and of the “hard and soft skills”. The
individuals involved in a BEE program are the students that should be future entrepreneurs
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as well as the academic staff that involve teachers, trainers, and mentors, but also
researchers and administrative and supporting staff (Azaghouagh-El Fardi 2020).

The hard skills are linked to the learning outputs in terms of managerial and economics
skills, use of business tools, operational procedures, and knowledge of the startup process.
Business students have to know how to develop a business, also from a technical and
financial perspective (Oladunjoye, 2016). Soft skills, instead, can be considered as personal
attitudes that entrepreneurs and business people need to develop to improve their overall
competitiveness (Bager, 2011). Learners also need to develop personal connections with
peers and trainers, to co-construct knowledge. Accordingly, educators should find
alternative ways of teaching; they need to be more flexible, proactive, responsive, and
innovative in how they plan and organize the programs.

The relational capital and networking for the BEE

Relational capital and networking are traditionally referred to knowledge assets linked to
internal and external, formal and informal relationships among all the stakeholders involved
in the organizational and business dynamics both at a micro-level and macro- level (Lerro
and Schiuma, 2009). According to a BEE perspective, cognitive relationships should
stimulate knowledge transferring and sharing from tacit to tacit, tacit to explicit, and explicit
to explicit, to promote the interest and involvement of the participants. The internal
relationships are not sufficient, an environment that is supportive and helpful for the
development of the entrepreneurship activity and the education of future entrepreneurs
requires that future entrepreneurs interact continuously with the external environment.
The external relationships include partnerships among schools, universities, research
institutions, and companies involved in BEE courses. The perspective can be widened, by
considering policies, regulations, government, and business environment also at a national
level (Kumar et al., 2018; Sousa et al., 2019).
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A case example of BEE in an academic context: the Contamination Lab Unibas

The purpose of this case example is to provide empirical insights supporting the evidence
that emerged from the theoretical framework. In this vein, it is proposed a reflection on the
specific knowledge-based dimensions defined, implemented, and managed within a BEE
program held in the an Italian university academic context labeled Contamination Lab
Unibas (CLab Unibas) designed and implemented by the authors in the last three years.

The CLab Unibas has been a blended lab established in 2018 at the University of Basilicata,
in South Italy, based on a wide BEE program financed by the Italian Ministry of Education,
University and Research (MIUR) to encourage and support cooperation between students
and researchers from different fields of study, fostering entrepreneurial and innovation
culture. In particular, the CLab Unibas involved students from different disciplines to
enhance their soft skills through innovative methodologies of engagement, participation,
learning, experimentation, and communication. It was centered around two main
objectives: i) become a learning ecosystem based on innovative and experimental
principles; and ii) become a regional hub for research, training, and enhancement of
innovation and entrepreneurship culture and competencies. Indeed, it aimed at developing
a network engaging regional actors and institutions interested in fostering innovation and
entrepreneurial capacity. Adopting a knowledge-based perspective of BEE in the
development of the CLab Unibas activities has been a deliberated and strategic effective
choice. First of all, great attention has been paid to the tangible assets embodying
knowledge. Specifically, different and significant assets have been identified in terms of
knowledge repositories, physical learning spaces, and technological infrastructure.

Concerning the knowledge repositories, the spaces of the University of Basilicata, are the
main artifacts to consider. It represented a pre-condition for the knowledge assets transfer
and it was the place where most of the activities were organized. In particular, dedicated
labs inside the University campus were designed as a place where the interaction between
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people and their ideas could be encouraged. The workspace layouts were flexible, with
moveable chairs and furniture, and allowed developing brainstorming and collaborative
activities stimulating creativity and supporting tacit and explicit knowledge transfer.
Lightening, colors, and decorations were carefully chosen to recreate a friendly and
innovative atmosphere. Also significant physical tools, as digital technologies, were
employed to accomplish the CLab Unibas purposes. They included software and digital
platforms allowing distance learning activities, digital whiteboards promoting team working
and computers, touch screens, and student’s devices. Moreover, sophisticated tools
supporting simulation, testing, and prototyping were exploited, such as 3D printer for
modeling and prototyping of ideas and other simulation-based tools.

Also, the intangible knowledge assets were taken into account. First of all, inside the CLab
spaces, it was possible to experience a positive learning atmosphere and a diffused
entrepreneurial, innovative, and digital culture. All the mentors, tutors, and learners
involved had a strong digital culture and continued to invest in the development of digital
skills. Moreover, innovative methodologies and support systems were elaborated and
implemented to support the BEE regular program, such as lean startup, design thinking
approach, agile prototyping and flipped learning Idea Competition, and Celebration Camp.
All the activities – both in the presence and blended - were organized with an active and
learner-centered approach, foreseeing experimentation, learning by doing, and
prototyping. The balance between theoretical and practical activities provided to the
participants the fundamental tools to become an entrepreneurial person, i.e. explicit
entrepreneurial knowledge, concepts, right attitudes, and soft skills. Students and
researchers, indeed, participated in seminars and workshops, but also practical activities of
gamification, simulation, storytelling, public speaking, and problem-based learning. They
also had dialogues with experts and entrepreneurs that, acting as role models, gave them
advice and tips. Moreover, the program offered the opportunity to attend hackathons,
start-up competitions, incubation programs, summer schools, and bootcamp in Italy and
abroad. In this way, participants had the chance to live complete learning experiences
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allowing them to get a realistic view and knowledge of the real world scenario not limited
to the local dimension.

In terms of human capital, the people involved in the project belong to heterogeneous
groups. First of all, the participants in the whole program were Unibas students from
different curricula and study levels, i.e. graduated, undergraduates, PhD students, and
Master students. Before the program, potential participants are tested to assess their
entrepreneurial attitudes, i.e. motivation, self-regulation, self-awareness, and self- efficacy.
Then, during the program, the participants seeded and strengthened hard and soft skills, in
terms of the definition of a business model and a business plan, project management,
economic sustainability evaluation, risk evaluation, financing opportunities and resources
management, problem-solving, critical, lateral and innovative thinking, creativity,
leadership, team building, communication and public speaking, innovative ideas, and
opportunity identification. Tutors, mentors, facilitators, professors from different
departments, entrepreneurs, and experts had the challenging task to shape the mindset of
future entrepreneurs. In fact, in this program, the role of the traditional teacher was
substituted with mentors and coaches able to inspire the participants with their experience,
knowledge, and leadership attitude.

Finally, according to the relevant aim of the cross-fertilization, particular attention was paid
to strengthen a system of relationships and alliances both internally and with the external
ecosystem involving other universities, other CLabs, and the main stakeholders of the
regional development and productive system. The internal relationships between peers
represented the fundamental success factor of the program. Participants with different
backgrounds worked together, in a team, and during the whole program, the interactions
among students and mentors were stable and productive, following a bottom-up as well as
a top-down approach. At the same time, to reduce the gaps between the academic world
and the entrepreneurial ecosystem, the CLab Unibas promoted different partnerships with
organizations at local, national, and international levels.
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Implications and future research

This paper aimed to identify and analyze the knowledge dimensions grounding effective
BEE programs. BEE is currently considered a key factor in developing and spreading an
entrepreneurial atmosphere and fostering real entrepreneurship. Accordingly, great
attention is recently emerging about the design, the management, and the assessment of
effective and valuable BEE programs.

In such a context, this paper addresses the importance of understanding the knowledgebased foundation of BEE programs and proposes a framework to disentangle the different
knowledge assets founding these programs. The framework provides a first holistic and
systematic knowledge-based perspective of a BEE program to develop more effective and
impactful programs, and to support their ex-ante, in itinerary or ex-post assessment as well
as their improvement.

In terms of managerial implications, the research offers fresh insights for the design and
implementation of a BEE program.

The proposed framework may inspire and drive all the different actors (e.g. lectures,
universities, educational institutions, consultants, companies, and public administration
offices, involved in BEE programs) in identifying and analyzing new conceivable learning
patterns, approaches, and tools to stimulate mindsets and capabilities of the business
students and support virtuous cycles of learning and innovation in business and
entrepreneurship education.

About future research avenues, the interdependence among knowledge assets founding a
BEE program should be further investigated. In fact, even though each knowledge asset has
a strategic role and importance in a BEE program, these assets have to be considered
inextricably combined and leveraged together to support assessment and management of
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the programs. Moreover, the conceptual framework should be continuously improved and
integrated with empirical works based on a wider set of case studies aimed at deriving
insights and guidelines to implement successful management and assessment of BEE
programs.
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Does the invention of artificial intelligence tools create jobs?
A European patent analysis
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Abstract
Artificial intelligence can potentially displace workers. However, since it is still in its
early stages, empirical studies have not focused much on artificial intelligence yet.
Based on these considerations, the aim of this paper is to examine how the invention
of artificial intelligence impacts employment of innovative firms. A sample of 445
Italian firms was considered in the analysis.
Consistent with previous literature on automation technologies and their impact on
employment, it was found that the invention of artificial intelligence tools creates a
substitution effect and decreases employment in the innovative firm by
approximately 9 workers. Employment and firm size also affect the change in
employment over time, with the first variable impacting negatively and the second
positively.
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Introduction

Understanding the impact of technology on employment has always been important. This
is especially true in recent years following the invention of advanced automation
technologies4 (Biagi and Sebastian, 2020; Calvino and Virgillito, 2018). The impact of
automation technologies on employment is linked to two effects: the substitution effect –
as technologies can displace workers – and the compensation effect – i.e., the indirect
outcomes that can reduce the initial displacement. Since technology impacts on
employment in a complex way (Biagi and Sebastian, 2020), the issue is still debated (Calvino
and Virgillito, 2018; Pantea et al., 2017). Moreover, empirical evidence is essential as
economic theory does not provide a clear answer (Barbieri et al., 2020).

Among automation technologies, artificial intelligence deserves special attention. It has
been defined as “the capability of a machine to imitate intelligent human behaviour”
(Aghion et al., 2019). Artificial intelligence has improved considerably in the last two
decades and future development is expected to be remarkable (Brynjolfsson and McAfee,
2014; Ford, 2016; Manyika et al., 2017). Moreover, it is considered as “one of the most
promising technologies currently being developed and deployed” (Acemoglu and Restrepo,
2020). Artificial intelligence can potentially replace workers in many occupations thanks to
their ability to perform complex and non-routine tasks (Blanas et al., 2019; Wajcman, 2017).
Given the potential of artificial intelligence, it is essential to evaluate its effects on
employment (Barbieri et al., 2020). Despite this importance, this technology has not yet
been sufficiently considered and, to the best of our knowledge, only two studies have
focused on artificial intelligence without yielding consistent results (i.e., Acemoglu et al.,
2020; Bessen and Righi,2019). Further analysis of the impact of artificial intelligence on
employment is therefore necessary. Little previous analysis shows that, consistent with
literature on automation technologies, the invention of artificial intelligence tools causes a
substitution effect and decreases employment in the innovative firm.
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This paper aims to estimate the impact that the invention of artificial intelligence tools has
on employment of Italian innovative firms. Italian firms lag behind in the adoption of new
production technologies and automation technologies due to the characteristics of the
Italian production structure, the high percentage of small and medium-sized firms which is
associated with a low investment capacity and a lower propensity to innovate (Bruno and
Polli, 2017; Codogno, 2009, 2009), the family structure (Bugamelli et al., 2012) and the
institutional context (Sestito and Torrini, 2019). The diffusion of automation technologies
including robotics and artificial intelligence is uneven and more frequent in larger firms and
in firms operating in Northern Italy (Cirillo et al., 2020).

This study contributes to the literature on the impact of artificial intelligence on work by
focusing on a level of analysis (i.e., the firm level) that, with reference to the impact of
automation on employment, is generally not considered due to lack of data (Barbieri et al.,
2020; Raj and Seamans, 2019). The contribution is also empirical. The relationship between
the invention of artificial intelligence tools and its effect on employment at firm level is
estimated for the first time by considering a sample of 445 Italian firms.

This study has both policy and managerial implications. Evidence from this study could be
used to design policies that promote the invention and application of artificial intelligence
tools while protecting workers from the risk of substitution. From a managerial point of
view, firms can understand how to pursue innovation while safeguarding affected workers
and predict their workforce needs following automation.
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Literature review

The impact of automation technologies on firm employment

Automation technologies impact employment with two opposing effects. On the one hand,
they cause a substitution effect, as they are designed with the aim to carry out tasks
previously performed by workers or to reduce the amount of labour necessary to produce
the same level of output. However, automation technologies produce four main
compensation mechanisms (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2018a): (1) productivity effect; (2)
capital accumulation; (3) deepening of automation and (4) reinstatement effect. As
concerns the productivity effects, since thanks to automation the cost of labour and thus
the price of goods can be reduced, there could be an increase in the demand for goods and,
in turn, in the labour demand for non-automated tasks (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2018b;
Autor, 2015). The productivity effect can occur both in the sector that undergone
automation as well as in other sectors (Autor, 2015). Instead, regarding capital
accumulation, the high demand for capital following automation increases capital
accumulation and labour demand (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2018a). In the case of
deepening of automation, i.e., when automation regards tasks that were already
automated, there is not a displacement effect but a productivity effect (Acemoglu and
Restrepo, 2018a). Finally, the reinstatement effect consists of the creation of new tasks,
jobs, and industries thanks to automation. In these new tasks labour has a comparative
advantage over capital (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2018a). However, the creation of new
tasks depends on the decisions adopted by firms, workers and other organizations.

While the productivity effect, capital accumulation, and deepening of automation are
usually insufficient to compensate for the substitution effect caused by automation
(Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2019a), the reinstatement effect may be the most important
countervailing effect (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2019a; Agrawal et al., 2019).
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These countervailing forces can compensate for the displacement effect of automation on
employment, but there can still be a net decrease in employment (Acemoglu and Restrepo,
2018a, 2019b). In addition, the reallocation of workers to new jobs requires time and these
new tasks and jobs usually require new skills that workers must acquire (Acemoglu and
Restrepo, 2018a).

Studies that examine the consequences of automation technologies on employment
consider different levels of analysis (i.e., country level, industry level, regional level, firm
level, and worker level). Among them, firm-level studies are particularly important for two
reasons (Acemoglu, Lelarge, et al., 2020): they allow to understand how automation
modifies production processes, productivity, and employment. Due to compensation
mechanisms among firms, the impact of automation at firm level may not correspond to
the effect at more aggregate levels (i.e., industry or local labour market levels). Despite their
usefulness, studies at the firm level are few due to the lack of data (Barbieri et al., 2020; Raj
and Seamans, 2019). The few studies at firm level tend to focus on industrial robots or
automation technologies in general; see, for some examples, Aghion et al. (2020), Bessen
et al. (2020), Dixon et al. (2019), Koch et al. (2019), and Stapleton and Webb (2020).

Focus on artificial intelligence

Artificial intelligence is believed to be one of the causes of the “race against machines” (e.g.,
Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2018b, 2020b; Brynjolfsson and McAfee, 2011, 2014; Ford, 2016).
Nevertheless, since it is still in its early stages, empirical studies have not focused much on
artificial intelligence yet (Aghion et al., 2020). As a consequence, we do not have a
satisfactory understanding of how artificial intelligence affects employment (Acemoglu and
Restrepo, 2018a). What it seems clear is that artificial intelligence can potentially displace
different types of workers, especially the older and high-skilled ones (Webb, 2019) and that
the current trend is to develop artificial intelligence towards further automation instead
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toward the creation of new tasks and activities, which has been so far insufficient (Acemoglu
and Restrepo, 2020a).

To the best of our knowledge, only two studies analyse the impact of artificial intelligence.
The study of Acemoglu, Autor, et al. (2020) focuses on the effect of artificial intelligence at
the industry, plant and occupation level. These authors find that this technology reduces
employment at the firm level, but not at the industry or occupation level. However, the
authors stress that “it is still too soon to see most of the effects of artificial intelligence in
the U.S. labour market, though the decline in non- artificial intelligence hiring in exposed
establishments suggests that artificial intelligence adoption is likely substituting for humans
in a subset of tasks” (Acemoglu, Autor, et al., 2020, p. 1). Instead Bessen and Righi (2019),
who focused on information technologies, including artificial intelligence and big data, find
that in general information technologies shocks increase firm employment; however,
employment growth is small or even negative in mature industries.

Given the potential impact of artificial intelligence, the few existing studies on it and the
inconsistent results found, further analysis is necessary. As such, the aim of this paper is to
understand how the invention of artificial intelligence tools affects employment in
innovative firms. To this aim, a sample of 445 Italian firms was considered in the analysis
and a linear regression analysis was performed.
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Empirical setting

Data
The sample used to analyse how the invention of artificial intelligence tools impacts
employment of innovative firms consists of 445 Italian firms.
Data is derived from a combination of two databases.
Information on patents is extracted from the EPO Worldwide Patent Statistical Database
(EPO-PATSTAT). This database, released by the European Patent Oﬃce (EPO) on behalf of
the OECD Taskforce on Patent Statistics, contains data on more than 100 million patent
documents. Patents regarding artificial intelligence are extracted through an analysis of the
patent codes used in the following papers: Fujii and Managi (2018), IPO (2019), Martinelli
et al. (2019), Webb et al. (2018). Patent codes used in the analysis are shown in Table 1.

Table 1.

Patent codes regarding artificial intelligence

Patent codes
A61B,
G06N3,

Source

G06K,

G06N,

G06N5,

G06N20, Fujii and Managi (2018) IPO
G06N7/00, (2019)

G06N99/00, G06T, G16C20/70

Martinelli et al. (2019) Webb et
al. (2018)

Source: our elaboration from Fujii and Managi (2018), IPO (2019), Martinelli et al. (2019), Webb et al. (2018)

Information about firms is derived from the AIDA (Bureau van Dijk) database, which
contains data on aspects such as employment, cost of labour, and value added regarding
Italian companies.
The two databases are merged following a procedure similar to that proposed by Lotti and
Marin (2013).
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Method

To estimate how the invention of artificial intelligence tools affects employment in the
innovative firms, the following model is estimated with linear regression:
Difference in employment2016-2019 = f (patents2010-2016, employment2016,
labour cost per employee2016, value added2016,
gross investments2016, firm age2016, firm size2016, ROE2016, liquidity ratio2016, financial
independence index2016, industry type2019, geographical area2019)

Variable definition

Variables included in the model are defined as follows.
The dependent variable is given by the difference in the number of employees between
2016 and 2019.
As explanatory variable simple count of patents registered by the applicant firm in the
period 2010-2016 is used (e.g., Comanor and Scherer, 1969; Crepon et al., 1998; Martinelli
et al., 2019).
Control variables include: employment in 2016, labour cost per employee in 2016, value
added in 2016, gross investments in 2016, firm characteristics (i.e., firm age, size, and three
balance sheet ratios), industry, and geographical area.
Employment in 2016 is measured as the natural logarithm of employees. Labour cost per
employee in 2016 is given by the natural logarithm of the wage per employee as in Pantea
et al. (2017) and Van Roy et al. (2018). Following the same authors, value added in 2016 is
measured as the natural logarithm of value added, while gross investments in 2016 is given
by the annual growth rate in fixed assets.
Firm age (measured as the natural logarithm of number of years since firm foundation as in
Hölzl, 2014), and firm size (which distinguishes between small, medium and large firms
based on revenues in 2016) are included as young and old firms as well as small and large
firms present different employment dynamics (Pantea et al., 2017). Three balance sheet
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ratios are included to measure firm profitability and financial situation in 2016: return on
equity, liquidity ratio, and financial independence index.
The type of industry is considered to capture the structural differences among industries
(Bogliacino and Pianta, 2016). The Pavitt Taxonomy (i.e., science based, specialized
suppliers, scale and information intensive, suppliers dominated industries) is used based on
Bogliacino and Pianta (2016).
Finally, the geographical area (North Italy, Centre Italy, South Italy) in which the firm
operates is considered. Context may in fact affect both the performance and the strategy
of firms (e.g., Bannò et al., 2015). Table 2 shows the definitions and sources of the variables.

Table 2.Description and sources of variables used

Variable name

Variable definition

Dependent variable
Difference in employment
2016-2019

Difference in the number of employees between 2016 and
2019

Independent variable
Patents in AI registered in
2010-2016

Number of patents in artificial intelligence registeredbetween
2010 and 2016

Control variables
Employment in 2016
Labour cost per employeein
2016
Value added in 2016
Gross investments in
2016
Firm age in 2016
Firm size in 2016

ROE in 2016
Liquidity ratio in 2016
Financial independence
index in 2016

Natural logarithm of the number of employees in 2016
Natural logarithm of labour cost per employee in 2016

Source

AIDA

EPOPATSTAT

AIDA
AIDA

Natural logarithm of value added in 2016
Annual growth rate in fixed assets in 2016

AIDA
AIDA

Natural logarithm of number of years since firm foundationin
2016
Categorical variable describing firm size, with these levels: “Small
firm”, “Medium firm”, “Large firm” (based on revenues in 2016)

AIDA

Return on equity in 2016
Liquidity ratio in 2016
Financial independence index in 2016

AIDA

AIDA
AIDA
AIDA
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Industry type

Geographical area

Categorical variable describing the industry in which the firm
operates, with these levels: “Pavitt science based”, “Pavitt
specialised suppliers”, “Pavitt scale and information intensive”,
“Pavitt suppliers dominated”, “Pavitt other”
Categorical variable describing the geographical area inwhich the
firm operates, with these levels: “North Italy”, “Centre Italy”,
“South Italy”

AIDA

AIDA

Source: AIDA and EPO-PATSTAT

Results

Descriptive statistics
The descriptive statistics are reported in Table 3.
In the firms considered, there was an average increase of 22 workers between 2016 and
2019. On average, firms registered 1.26 patents in artificial intelligence in the period 20102016; only one firm registered 30 patents. The firms considered in the analysis show great
variance in terms of labour cost per employee, value added, and gross investments in 2016.
In 2016, firms had an average age of 23 years. 64% of firms were small firms, 17% medium
firms, and 18% large firms. Generally, firms had an almost zero profitability, a good liquidity
and a good financial independence.

Almost half (45%) of firms considered operate in a Pavitt science-based industry (e.g.,
manufacture of computer and electronic products and computer programming), 22% in
Pavitt suppliers dominated industries (e.g., manufacturing of fabricated metal products and
wholesale trade), 21% in Pavitt specialized suppliers industries (e.g., manufacture of
machinery and equipment), and 9% in Pavitt scale and information intensive industries (e.g.,
manufacture of rubber and plastic products); 3% of firms operate in other industries. 74%
of firms operate in North Italy, 21% in Centre Italy, and only 5% in South Italy.
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics

Variable

Mean/%

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

22.62

1284.51

-7,503

28,018

1.26

2.71

0

30

494.53

3,171.27

1

43,123

43,296.05

29,541.07

1

201,708

69,610,039.63

595,853,723.93

-55,266,998

9,031,275,002

7.57

156.05

-1

3,512.02

22.51

19.47

1

147

Small firm in 2016

0.64

0.48

0

1

Medium firm in 2016

0.17

0.38

0

1

Large firm in 2016

0.18

0.39

0

1

-0.31

85.37

-1,020.59

274.15

1.63

1.32

0.10

9.74

37.61

49.15

-574

100

Pavitt science based

0.45

0.50

0

1

Pavitt specialised suppliers

0.21

0.41

0

1

Pavitt scale and information
intensive

0.09

0.28

0

1

Pavitt suppliers dominated

0.22

0.41

0

1

Pavitt other

0.03

0.16

0

1

North Italy

0.74

0.44

0

1

Centre Italy

0.21

0.41

0

1

South Italy

0.05

0.22

0

1

Difference in employment
2016-2019
Patents in AI registered in
2010-2016
Employment in 2016
Labour cost per employee in 2016
Value added in 2016
Gross investments in 2016
Firm age in 2016

ROE in 2016
Liquidity ratio in 2016
Financial independence indexin
2016

Source: our elaboration

Results
The analyses were carried out using R software. The correlation matrix (Table 4) shows
acceptable levels of correlation between the regressors.
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Differen
ce
in
employ
ment
20162019
Employ
ment in
2016
Patents
in
AI
registere
d
in
20102016
Labour
cost per
employee
in 2016
Value
added in
0.0476

0.2055

0.5090

0.9471

-0.1276

-0.0165

-0.1950
0.2172

1

1

Employ
men t
in 2016

Pate
nts in
AI
registe
red in
20102016

-0.2228

1

Differen
ce in
employ
men t
20162019

Table 4.Correlation matrix

0.4888

1

Labou
r cost
per
emplo
yee in
2016

1

Val
ue
adde
d in
2016

Gross
investm
ent s in
2016

Fir
m
age
in
201
6

Fir
m
size
in
2016
ROE
in
201
6

Liqui
dit y
ratio
in
2016

Financial
independ
enc e
index in
2016
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Indu
str y
type

Geograp
hica l
area

-0.0454

Source: our elaboration

Geograph
ical area

Liquidity
0.0666
ratio in
2016
Financial
independ
0.0323
enc e
index in
2016
Industry type 0.0482

Gross
investme
0
nts in
2016
Firm
-0.0586
age in
2016
Firm
-0.1021
size in
2016
ROE in 2016 0.0155

2016

-0.0250

-0.0409

-0.1306

0.0243

0.0529

-0.0088

0.0456

0.0992

0.2377

0.8268

-0.0299

0.0067

0.5019

-0.1689

-0.0052

0.0470

0.1432

0.0879

-0.0094 0.0278

-0.0189

0.0095 0.1604

-0.1532

0.0455 0.1240

0.2776 0.8233

0.3138 0.5366

0.0153 0.0449
1

1

- 0.0551
0.0297 0.1179

1
1

-0.0150

- -0.0313
0.0685 0.0113
- 0.0272 0.0158 0.0100
0.0028

-0.0721 0.0348

0.0158 0.1728 0.1354 0.0303 0.5522

-0.0110

0.0055 0.0655 0.0413

0.0780 0.4034

-0.1345

1

-0.0732

-0.0588

1
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0.1294

1
1

The econometric results are presented in Table 5. They highlight that only some of the variables
considered as determinants of employment growth have the expected effect.

Table 5. Econometric analysis

Source: our elaboration

Patents in artificial intelligence registered in the period 2010-2016 decrease the level of
employment over time by approximately 9 workers. This impact is consistent with the literature
on the impact of automation technologies on employment: these technologies cause a
substitution effect and decrease employment, as they aim to perform tasks previously executed
by workers or to reduce the amount of labour necessary to produce the same level of output.
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Employment and firm size (considered on the basis of revenues) are both significant in predicting
the change in employment over time. However, while an increase in firm size (i.e., revenues)
increases (as expected) the level of employment over time, employment (contrary to
expectations) produces the opposite effect.

Value added and gross investments have not the expected effect on employment growth, as
their increases reduce employment over time. However, it should be noted that their impact is
not significant.

Aside from employment and firm size, no other control variable appears to be significant in
explaining change in employment over time.

Concluding remarks

Discussion

This study shows that the invention of artificial intelligence tools decreases the level of
employment in innovative firms over time. The negative impact is quite large and about equal
to 9 workers. This result is consistent with previous literature on the impact of automation
technologies and the underlying reasons for their invention. Our results confirm that artificial
intelligence can potentially displace workers at the firm level (Acemoglu, Autor, et al., 2020;
Webb, 2019).

In interpreting these results, the impact of Covid-19 should be considered. Covid- 19 pandemic
is in fact considerably changing employment (Béland et al., 2020; Spurk and Straub, 2020) and
may foster automation and reorganization of operations (Blit, 2020). Artificial intelligence and
other automation technologies can in fact allow employers to continue production even in times
of lockdown and protect workers from infection (Blit, 2020; Bloom and Prettner, 2020; Chernoff
and Warman, 2020).

As a consequence, the Covid-19 pandemic may create a greater incentive for the invention of
artificial intelligence tools, potentially able to perform work tasks not currently achievable by
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technology. This could further increase the negative effect artificial intelligence has on
employment trends of the innovative firm over time.

Limitations and future research
This analysis relies on patent data to examine how the invention of artificial intelligence tools
affects the employment of the innovative firm. This implies that innovations that are not
patented are not considered in the analysis and therefore their impact cannot be understood.
Innovations can in fact be protected in other ways (Van Roy et al., 2018). Moreover, patents tend
to be less used by SMEs (Feldmann, 2013) and some sectors rely on them more than others
(Levin et al., 1987).

Second, since the study focuses on the firm level, the results cannot be generalized to more
aggregate levels (i.e., industry or country level). This is because this analysis does not examine
how the invention of artificial intelligence tools in one firm affects other firms. There could be
some compensation mechanisms at the industry level or workers made redundant by one
company could be hired by another.

Finally, due to the lack of data, the impact on employment depending on the level of worker
skills is not examined. This aspect should be considered as artificial intelligence can affect lowskill, middle-skill, and high-skill workers to a different extent.

Limitations of this study could guide future analyses, which could examine how artificial
intelligence impacts on employment at the industry or country level and on employment of lowskill, middle-skill, and high-skill workers. Moreover, future analyses could analyse the effect of
artificial intelligence over time and verify whether the compensation mechanisms that may
occur after the introduction of this technology are enough to compensate for their initial
displacement effect.
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“Employees interpret autonomy given by the leader as a well- known reality.”
João Farinha ISLA Santarém
Santarém, Portugal farinhajoao@yahoo.com

Abstract:

This study is part of a broader project that looks at the concept of communication in team
leadership and how it can contribute to organizational success. The aim of this paper is to explore
how leaders should collaborate on autonomy in order for it to be viewed as successful on a
corporate level and to contribute to results. Employees' views of the leader's autonomy will be
used to explore issues relevant to team leadership.
The research question is: “Is the leader's grant of autonomy a well-known aspect that is sensed
by the followers?”. Via teams or organizational systems, we would be able to measure and verify
the effect of communication on autonomy.
This is a conceptual paper that discusses the principles of autonomy within leadership teams as
they are framed by leadership models. The literature review involves a documentary study of
papers from the main scientific databases: Scopus and WOS, using the keywords communication,
autonomy, responsibility and leadership.
From 2016 to 2019, the field approach was Mix-Method, which included quantitative and
qualitative methodologies. In order to collect quantitative data, a survey was generated and
distributed through social media channels such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Google+, among
others. For qualitative data collection, fieldwork was performed in a particular company setting,
using a range of data collection techniques such as observation, interviews, and a loco proof
register.
The results indicate a positive relationship between leadership and autonomy, as well as a
positive employee understanding of the effect of autonomy on individual and team
performance.

Keywords: Leadership, Communication, Autonomy, Responsibility
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Introduction

The current study will look at how followers evaluate the autonomy provided by the leader. It is
believed that a leadership model based on the concepts of "greater autonomy" leading to
"greater responsibility" and an assertive and participatory "Communication" style will
undoubtedly lead to improved performance, on both a personal and organizational level, and
thus to "organizational success." In the end, it will all boil down to success. Individually or as a
group. Each member of the organization's chain will feel more in control of their actions as a
result of having more autonomy and action freedom to carry out or delegate their
responsibilities. As a result, they will be able to monitor the project's performance, evolution,
task, or coordination in a more direct and responsible manner. This responsibility, which they
assume because of their hierarchical superiors' freedom of movement, will increase their
interest, motivation, and commitment to the entire process, all of which will be important in
each person's personal and professional development, valuing the commitment and work they
put in at any given time.

This research is based on the following starting point:
Is the autonomy that leaders provide well-received by the people they lead?

Theoretical base

Leadership

Over time, leadership research has observed a significant shift in how leaders and followers are
perceived. Leadership theories have evolved based on three methods, according to Cunha e
Rego (2005): first, universal approaches, then dependent approaches, and, most recently, valuebased approaches. The fundamental difference between methods, according to the authors, is
the way two strands intersect: the focus is on personality or conduct. "The main distinction
between the two rests in the following," Cunha and Rego (2005: 22), "personality is stable and
difficult to modify, whereas behaviors may be acquired and adjusted."
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Transformational and transactional leadership

Burns (1978) coined the phrase "transformational leadership," which he defined as "leading by
leaders who initiate changes in society and organizations, leaving permanent scars." Rego stated
(1998). According to Rego (1998), transformational leaders "inspire their followers, are able to
achieve significant changes in organizational attitudes and members and obtain from them the
dedication and empathy necessary to achieve the goals." For the author, there are four main
components in this type of leadership:

The charismatic component: the transformational leader's charismatic features are socioaffective in nature, instilling feelings of loyalty and devotion in his or her followers. 2. the
inspiring component: the leader inspires the subordinates' excitement for attaining the group's
objectives; 3. Subordinate consideration: strengthens the team and supports organizational
ideals of respect and trust; 4. Intellectual stimulation: the leader's efforts to motivate
subordinates to think beyond the short term and develop strategic capabilities.

The charism, as we've seen, is very important in transformational leaders. Do charismatic and
transformational leaders, on the other hand, share the same traits? According to Bass (Bass apud
Rego, 1998), although charisma is a crucial (if not the most important) component of
transformative leadership, it is insufficient to give transformational traits on its own. So, while
all transformational leaders have charismatic conduct, a charismatic leader may not be
transformational (as is the case with rock stars and famous athletes).(Farinha, 2019)
The motive for transformational leadership is primarily inspirational, and it is built on a seductive
picture of the future. Transformational leaders demonstrate a moral position and self-sacrifice,
which inspires admiration and trust. Honesty, responsibility, reciprocity, and honor are all values
associated with transformational leadership.

Transactional leadership, on the other hand, "motivates followers by their own self-interest."
1998) (Burns apud Rego) Is it equally effective? Rego (1998) considers the following: Both styles
can be beneficial in the workplace, but in different contexts. Others would be better suited to
periods of steady evolution and non-turbulent surroundings, while transformational ones would
be best suited to eras of foundation and change. (Farinha, 2019)
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These two styles of leadership are independent processes, but they are not mutually exclusive,
so a single leader can use both types of authority at various times and in different contexts. While
the transactional leader bets on management for consistency, focusing on rules and their
implementation, the transformational leader bets on change management, revising
"organizational culture rules on the basis of their vision of a more gratifying future." (Rego,
1998). Similarly, transactional leaders are expected to maintain a routine for the team, therefore
their motivation is centered on a performance-based compensation system. Transformational
leaders, on the other hand, exude a more inspiring, self-motivating aura.

Communication

Will the leader ensure that his followers receive effective, consistent, and coherent
communication on a regular basis? Is it capable of promoting communication on its own? Is the
leader's communication a point of contention? This is one of the questions that will be addressed
during the course of the research. The most important aspect for information to flow within an
organization across peers, hierarchies, teams, and departments, eventually translating into
knowledge, perception, and execution capability. "Understood information" is described as
"arranged facts," while knowledge is defined as "understood information."

Knowledge workers and organizations are thought to be those who employ a lot of information.
(Tomé, 2011) In this study, "communication" is defined as the continuous exchange of
information, fluency, and knowledge between individuals, with the understanding that with
good communication, there will be no lack of knowledge for the development of processes and
procedures that lead to the completion of tasks or objectives for a specific goal: success.

It is clear that human communication is a process that involves the sharing of information and
relies on a variety of symbolic systems to do this. This process involves a variety of
communication methods, including face-to-face conversations, sign language, internet
communications, speaking, and writing, all of which allow you to interact with other people and
effect some type of information exchange. Knowledge sharing behaviors, leader performance
(perceived), leader satisfaction, and subordinate team commitment are all strongly and
differently related to communication styles. (Vries et al., 2009).
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The “Communication” component is supposed to be an important behavioral factor in the
leadership process in the context of the study. Developing shared knowledge among team
members, acting as a mentor, training others, enabling group procedures, providing information,
assessing performance, supporting open communication, setting goals, and efficiently allocating
resources are all examples of how to lead a team. (Horner, 1997).

Autonomia

One of the questions that this study will address is whether or not autonomy is a factor
conveyed, granted by the leader to his or her followers, and whether or not it is an implicit
important variable in leadership. In this study, the concept of autonomy, sometimes known as
freedom, focuses on freedom of movement, autonomy itself, and freedom of production.

A form of decision freedom for each individual, employee, within the constraints and parameters
set by both common-sense standards and the organization's rules and procedures. For the
individual, the department, and the organization as a whole, freedom of thought, generation,
and development, good practices, and improvements are all important. Freedom can be defined
as a rational subject's autonomy and spontaneity. The principle that a team member, after
having a clear understanding of the proposed objectives for how they must develop their tasks
in order to contribute to individual success and the organization's team logo, can think for
themselves, having the freedom to do so, and come up with ideas that improve performance,
save time, and produce good results. Personal freedom, autonomy, high individual performance,
and perhaps most importantly, the independence of the referent groups characterizes the
possibility of individual development, quoting Triandis (1994); (Hiller et al., 2006).

It is not intended that autonomy, or the freedom to act, contradicts team or group work ideals,
but rather that it becomes a contribution free of already conceived and characterized by direct
superior directives. (Farinha & Sousa, 2015) "Encourage self-management team," (autonomy
and accountability). The specified team leadership responsibilities generally need or demand
that the individual or individual’s direct intervention in the team's functioning in order to address
the team's vital needs. We’ve moved on to a more supportive and indirect leadership team,
where members are encouraged to manage up and, in many cases, to take on leadership roles
themselves.
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These management positions are in line with the self-management concept, which stresses the
use of more autonomous labor in organizational structures. The concept of encouraging selfcontrol as a leadership function is based on behavioral theories of self-control. (Thoresen &
Mahoney, 1974) social learning theory (Bandura, 1971). Manz & Sims.(1980) were the first to
see it as a substitute for traditional leadership in their self-management philosophy.

According to the author, DeRue (2010), this study is regarded as a significant step forward since
it not only assists a team leader in shifting his or her focus to team leadership processes, but it
also explicitly highlights the multiple sources of leadership inside a team.
Second, based on this principle, and with the team focused on comprehensive leadership, a set
of team leadership roles was developed that assists teams in meeting their key needs and
regulating their conduct in carrying out service goals. (DeRue et al., 2010).

A Discussion on the Literature

For an effective application in teams of DeRue (2010)'s characteristics of the transition phase of
leadership roles, the connection between the concepts of Communication, Autonomy, and
Responsibility must be efficient in order to lead to good individual or organizational outcomes,
which will effectively be the culmination of all these interconnected concepts in a Leadership
process or characteristic.

Autonomy and responsibility will be notions that belong to two dimensions that will be
interconnected and mediated by the communication channel and concept. Through the manner
they guide or lead the leadership of people, processes, and procedures of a team in transition,
the activities of leaders who moderate have an impact on individual employee performance as
well as organizational performance. (Farinha, 2019). The way communication is employed as a
channel or method of transferring the message will have an impact on the outcome of each of
DeRue's (2010) transition processes in the leadership roles.

According to Morgan (2006), significant focus has been dedicated to the idea of helping
employees feel more valuable and important by providing them with more meaningful work as
well as as much autonomy, responsibility, and acknowledgment as feasible. Work enrichment,
in combination with a more participatory, democratic, and employee-oriented leadership style,
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has emerged as a viable alternative to scientific management and classical management theory's
unduly narrow, authoritarian, and inhuman perspective. (Morgan, 2006) The core premise is that
in order for a system to be able to self-organize, it must have some degree of "space" or
autonomy in order for relevant innovation to occur. (Morgan, 2006)

The following study hypothesis, marked by, was established based on the above to validate the
purpose indicated at the beginning of the description of this idea of autonomy.

- “Is the leader's grant of autonomy a well-known aspect that is sensed by the followers?”

Design/methodology/approach

This conceptual paper explores the concepts of communication in team leadership and how it
can contribute to organizational success. The aim of this paper is to explore how leaders should
collaborate on autonomy in order for it to be viewed as successful on a corporate level and to
contribute to results.

Employees' views of the leader's autonomy will be used to explore issues relevant to team
leadership. Thus, the purpose of this study is to explore a segment of a conceptual model
(Farinha, 2019), (Autonomy -> Leadership) which is represented below by the variables to be
investigated: (Leadership: Autonomy). To do so, we'll look at the link between the two variables
under consideration, Leadership and Autonomy, as well as the validity of the hypotheses
proposed and stated above.

Documentary analysis was employed, with papers drawn from the main scientific databases:
Scopus and WOS, with the keywords Leadership, Communication, and Autonomy used as search
terms. A mix-method methodology was used. Leadership tactics, leadership styles, and conduct
from the leader, as well as the effect on the followers, were studied using quantitative and
qualitative methodologies. To examine the relationship between communication, leadership,
and autonomy, an existing model was employed. The study was conducted from August 2018 to
March 2019 using some customized questionnaires obtained in the literature review.
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Some qualitative methods were used to collect data for a given sector and environment,
employing a variety of techniques. In-depth interviews with top and middle management, as
well as business leaders, were used to gather data. Workouts were carried out by experts. Define
meaningful questions that allow for the identification of as many differences as feasible between
work practices. As a pre-test, some Ad hoc questions were reviewed and evaluated to see
whether they were well understood and if the replies could distinguish between them. A survey
comprising roughly 100 questions was also used, which was distributed all corporate personnel
(managers, non-managers, operational professionals per department, and ad- randomly
chosen).

The background of the study and the methods used to obtain data

This research was conducted in the financial industry. This is one of the industries where, at
every instant and operation carried out by personnel, norms, rules, so-called internal laws,
suggestions, regulations, and the like govern. As a result, firms in the financial sector are
generally thought to have well-defined hierarchies, hefty and established systems, and where
the subject of leadership is increasingly being discussed.

Also, for this reason, there is an interest in examining how employees see their bosses, their
leaders, and how communication affects their responsibility and autonomy, given that, as
previously stated, the sector is handled according to extensive norms and laws. In these
situations, it's best to start with the inductive method (ie, looking at patterns, outcomes and
behaviors and drawing conclusions from the empirical data). For these reasons, the qualitative
techniques approach was chosen as well. Qualitative analysis promotes an interpretive approach
and allows for a deeper understanding of the situation. (Sousa & Costa, 2014). The study
employed both qualitative and quantitative research methods.

Sample calculation

The study's universe included the whole Portuguese population, with 10 325 500 persons being
considered, according to Pordata, (2016), limited to the number of active people for businesses,
which will be 3 800 100 people, according to the same source.
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The number of active people for companies in the financial sector was taken into account in
redefining the universe to be studied, and for the purposes of the respective sample calculation,
a population of 95,370 (2016) individuals was defined, on which the final number of individuals
in the sample for the present study will fall, by sampling.

A sample of 317 individuals that will be considered for a significance level of 5% and a sampling
error of 5.5 percent in a universe of the Portuguese population, as described above, and for the
number of active people in financial sector organizations. After doing calculations with an online
sample computation software, a sample was acquired

Characterization of the sample

Variables such as gender (male or female), nationality, academic degree, occupied position,
years of experience, and other demographic data were used to define the sample. To see if there
would be variances in perception based on the criteria for the traits to be researched (Gender,
Academic Degree, occupied position, years of experience...)

Despite the fact that the calculations indicated that 317 participants would be the "optimal"
sample size, it was obtained 328 valid replies for this study.
The results showed that the majority of respondents are males between the ages of 40 and 49,
live in Portugal, have 15 to 29 years of professional experience, and hold a Bachelor's degree as
an academic degree.

Relationship between variables and categories

It should also be highlighted that when age is correlated with position, we can observe that 70
of the 146 respondents (who make up the majority of the sample) are in an intermediate
management position. Respondents under 35 years old and over 50 years old, on the other hand,
are in more operational jobs (employees without management positions), with 41 out of 55
respondents under 35 years old and 20 out of 47 respondents aged equal to or over 50 years old
in operational positions. It should be emphasized that in a top management position, the
majority of the respondents are in the sample's majority age group, i.e., between 40 and 49 years
old, with 23 of the 42 respondents in this type of position.
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On the other side, when we look at the relationship between years of experience and position
title or position, we can see that top management positions are dominated by respondents with
15 to 29 years of professional experience, with 22 out of 42 respondents in this category. The
majority of respondents with less than 5 years of professional experience work in operational
jobs (workers without leadership responsibilities), accounting for 34 out of 45 in this age group.
With regard to middle management roles, they have responders with years of experience
ranging from 15 to 29 years, accounting for 74 of the 131 positions that make up this type of
position or position.

There is a positive trend in the relationship between years of professional experience and
position, i.e., the greater the number of respondents who will occupy higher positions in the
hierarchical hierarchy to be studied, with “employee” being the lowest level and “top
management” being the highest.

Results or expected results

Deliberation (Results)
It was possible to move to the findings of the facts after evaluating the data obtained and
checking its coherence and consistency, beginning with the demographic data and
characterization of the sample. Its purpose is to see if the hypothesis proposed throughout the
inquiry is correct. To that purpose, some descriptive analyses based on the qualitative methods
used, as well as complementary analyses arising from the gathering of data within the
framework of qualitative methodologies, were carried out for the dimensions to be researched,
Autonomy, Leadership, and Communication. Both criteria will be used to determine whether the
hypothesis has been validated or not.

Comments - Dimension under study and formulated hypothesis

When it came to the field work that was done, one of the approaches employed was the
collecting of comments, (statements), opinions, and perceptions by top management, middle
management, and employees in general, from the project presentation through the study.
After the project was presented, an "exercise" was conducted, and then some feedback was
gathered. Taking into account the hypothesis formulated during this study, a compilation of the
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collected statements was created, dimension by dimension, which will attempt to validate, from
the perspective of perception of the elements belonging to the organization, the hypothesis to
be studied, as seen below. We'll be able to confirm that there are numerous assertions
(statements) or comments that, on their own, demonstrate a view of a relationship between
some of the dimensions under investigation.

When all the comments and assertions were added together, it was discovered that the word
"leadership" was cited nearly 24 times, followed by the word "autonomy" and "responsibility,"
which were both mentioned more than 36 times in the texts. Leadership is regarded as a critical
component for the growth of people, i.e., employees in general (independent of their
hierarchical position), as well as the strategic development of a company, as it provides those
who are led with a roadmap for the organization's goals and objectives. There is a widespread
belief that leadership will be defined by autonomy and responsibility; that is, when employees
or teams are given more authority, the interveners are held accountable for the decisions made,
providing for a better perception of integration. Employees who witness this sort of leadership
will feel more integrated, interested, driven, and involved, as well as a sense of being a part of
the team and making decisions.

The following statements made by organizational players, including top managers, middle
managers, and employees, throughout the exercises were framed by this interpretation of the
leadership construct:
-

"Good leadership shows your team the route forward, allowing employees to develop
the business and flourish while still receiving the essential follow-up from the leader."

–

“In terms of leadership, autonomy, and responsibility, I'll repeat what I've already said:
they're all intertwined, and by offering autonomy to teams, we're not only holding our
elements accountable for the decisions they make, but we're also taking on that duty.
We can confirm the respondents' perceptions of the presence of the autonomy and
responsibility components expressed by the leaders using the statements outlined
above. According to respondents, they are intertwined. In other words, there is a belief
that these two components, when conveyed and implemented by leaders, will have a
significant impact on daily life.

–

“I believe that these two characteristics are essential for excellent leadership to exist in
the sense that they are inextricably linked to the success of a strong team. Autonomy /
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Freedom denotes the ability and type of leadership that can be performed while keeping
the aims and desired outcomes in mind.”
–

As evidenced by the preceding statements, there is a belief that the autonomy and
responsibility components of effective leadership are inextricably linked. Better
performance and attainment of planned goals will result from leadership that transmits
(communicates) autonomy and responsibility to its people, involves them in choices and
activities, and shows them a "strategic" vision.

–

The results of a linear regression analysis, in which the Leadership dimension was
considered a dependent variable and the Autonomy dimensions were considered an
exogenous variable, show that the Leadership dimension justifies 39.4 percent of the
total variation by the Autonomy dimension, with the remaining 60.6 percent due to other
factors. An R Square score near to 100 percent indicates that the model is well-fitting.
We might deduce that the linear relationship between the two variables is weak if the
coefficient of determination is not close to 100 percent.

–

There is no self-correlation of errors, according to the Durbin-Watson test, which has a
value of 1.961. The estimated values are regarded accurate with a standard error value
of 1.233, and the regression line represents the average description between the series.
On the other hand, after confirmatory factor analysis, it had previously been established
in the structured model that there was a positive, albeit weak, correlation between
Leadership and Autonomy, with a value of 0.655.

–

We may further corroborate, using this qualitative method, the importance given by the
respondents to the relationship between Leadership and Autonomy by studying the
sentences below, where the word Autonomy is mentioned 36 times. Employees consider
autonomy to be vital when it comes to leadership. It (autonomy) will not be separated
from excellent leadership, which includes the element of accountability. With regard to
leadership, there is a strong perception of a strong link between autonomy and
responsibility, which leads to a perception of greater confidence communicated by the
leader, and thus, regardless of the circumstances (business cycle, market conditions,
economic situations, to name a few), the goals will be met as outlined by the leader or
the organization.

–

This interpretation of the autonomy construct corresponds to the following assertions
made during the workouts by organizational players, such as top managers, middle
managers, and collaborators:
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–

–"Good leadership shows your team the path forward, allowing employees to develop
the business and flourish while also providing them with the flexibility and autonomy to
assume responsibility for their activities with the appropriate follow-up from the leader."

–

“In terms of leadership, autonomy, and responsibility, I'll repeat what I've already said:
they're all intertwined, and by offering autonomy to teams, we're not only making our
members accountable for the decisions they make, but we're also taking accountability.
this accountability.”

–

We will be able to confirm respondents' perceptions of the presence of the autonomy
component by relating it to the responsibility component, which is communicated by the
leaders, using the words stated above. They are interrelated, according to respondents.
There is a belief that these two components, which are transferred, implemented, and
controlled by leaders, will have a significant impact on the daily life of each employee
and team.

–

"Effective leadership requires autonomy and responsibility."

–

“Naturally, accountability is related with autonomy in the sense that the leader fully
trusts his team, and that the objectives will be met regardless of the
conditions/circumstances of the moment.

The preceding statements demonstrate that there is a perception of a link between the
autonomy and responsibility components of effective leadership. Respondents believe that
when a leader gives them autonomy and responsibility, he or she is demonstrating trust in their
employees and teams, which ensures that goals are met.

As previously said, the aforementioned comments emphasize the importance of the
respondents' perceptions of the leader's trust, which is granted by the leader, who, if missing,
will jeopardize the team's autonomy. The need of the leader having autonomy in order to
execute leadership and communicate it to collaborators or team members for decision- making
is also underlined.

Autonomy is also seen as a crucial criterion for the leverage, or development, of an individual's
job, i.e., a better approach to allow each person to control their work, and the manner they
perform it, in order to reach their goals or the company's goals. Autonomy is once again
connected with excellent leadership, which, along with accountability, has become an indivisible
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criterion of a leadership style that followers regard as beneficial to performance and personal
and organizational success.

During the workouts, remarks were acquired from collaborators (independent of their
hierarchical position), sentences that were transcribed below and fit within the autonomy
construct conceptualization.
–

“I believe that a good leader must have a high level of self-awareness, as well as individual
knowledge of each member of his team, including how each is motivated, the best way
to give feedback, whether or not to accompany the person, or if, on the contrary, the
person requires their own autonomy to manage their work, and so on.”

-

"In terms of leadership, I believe that autonomy and responsibility are two essential
characteristics for a successful team, project, or company."

–

“Autonomy becomes important for the growth of teamwork since it allows it to think and
act "on its own";

The importance of autonomy as a crucial aspect in respondents' perceptions of leadership is
clear in the remarks gathered and articulated above. They claim that autonomy and
responsibility are vital for the team's proper functioning or performance, as well as its
development.

The necessity of autonomy in terms of developing ideas, attitudes, abilities, and focusing on
stated goals is discussed. The need of good employee communication is emphasized as a proof
of the leaders' autonomy. Although the results described and commented on above are not very
strong when analyzed quantitatively, we can conclude that the Hypothesis is validated, that is,
while the leader's autonomy is a well-known factor and felt by the followers, it is not a significant
factor in influencing the leadership itself.
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Conclusive Comments

It is noteworthy that leadership has been examined as an interaction process including social
exchange. In this regard, the leader is viewed as someone who benefits not only the group as a
whole, but also each individual member, resulting in the value that his followers place on him
being exchanged. In exchange, group members will acknowledge and accept the leader as a
method of granting him authority to control people. Employees have been given more
meaningful work, as well as as much autonomy, responsibility, and recognition as possible, in
order to make them feel more useful and important. The literature concludes that a leader with
transformational leadership characteristics will grant autonomy and responsibility to their
employees or subordinates by communicating them, and that this autonomy and responsibility
will be perceived and valued by the subordinates, resulting in a return on perceived value.

In terms of the research's empirical findings, the studies reveal that communication is one of the
pillars of leadership, and that leaders who communicate well have stronger professional and
personal relationships, as well as team or employee results. When expressed by the leader, the
factors of responsibility and autonomy are significant and have an impact on employee
perception.

In this context, I give empirical conclusions that take into account both quantitative and
qualitative outcomes.

The effect of the Autonomy dimension on the Leadership dimension was investigated, and the
results of linear regression showed that the adjusted model explains 39.4 percent of the total
variations, with the Leadership dimension as a dependent variable and the Autonomy dimension
as an independent (or exogenous) variable. On the other side, with a value of 0.655, there is a
positive, albeit weak, link between Leadership and Autonomy. When assessing the covariance
between Leadership and Autonomy, the findings show factor loadings of a value not more than
1, in this case 0.092, confirming the aforementioned. We may also confirm the importance
provided by the respondents to the relationship between Leadership and Autonomy using this
qualitative method after studying the statements below where the word Autonomy is
mentioned.
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- "Autonomy / Freedom denotes the ability and type of leadership that can be performed while
keeping the aims and desired outcomes in mind."
- “A leader's ability to promote autonomy and responsibility is inextricably related to his or her
trust in himself, his job, and his or her collaborators.”
- “Today's successful leader is one who can delegate decision-making authority to his
subordinates. This attitude gives employees the impression that the leader has delegated
autonomy and responsibility for resolving conflicts or difficulties without requiring them to speak
with the leader.”
– “Autonomy becomes important for the growth of teamwork since it allows them to think and
act independently.
"Autonomy, in the right measure, facilitates the creation of ideas, values, and interests
channeled toward the same result, as well as for people to assume some form of leadership by
developing their skills, which is a very important responsibility, so that take into account the
possible risks and/or consequences of decisions"
The responses above demonstrate respondents' perceptions of the importance and influence of
the autonomy component on employees when expressed and implemented by leaders. It
promotes decision-making, idea generation, and personal and team development. Always built
on a leadership that gives its people autonomy.

Originality/value

This study examines employee perceptions of organizational leadership and the factors that
influence them, with a particular focus on the relationship between communication and
autonomy as a strategic pilar for a positive perceived leadership culture within organizations.
Ractical implications

Because the goal of this study was to look into the impact of leaders' communication on
employee autonomy and perceptions, it would be beneficial to expand the proposed model to
include all of the researched constructs in future studies (leadership, communication, autonomy
and responsibility) by examining other fields of endeavor, and potentially even doing a
comparative study of the impact of leadership communication on employee responsibility and
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autonomy, taking into account the various fields of endeavor. The inclusion of “Autonomy and
Responsibility granted by the Leader” in a future study of the effect of moderation should be
examined. The research methodologies, working models, operationality (data collection), and
analysis for the above might all be the same; however, by increasing the universe to be
investigated (many sectors), the temporal spectrum would be wider, and the sample would have
to include a larger number of people.

Finally, any inquiry that contributes to a better knowledge of the efficiency, effectiveness, and
even the quality of relationships between leaders and employees or subordinates is thought to
have a good impact on the business, organizational world on a daily basis and should be
considered.
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Abstract

In the Netherlands the share of solo self-employed workers has strongly increased in recent
years and is currently 12 per cent of the workforce. This development is subject to a lot of public
debate as it is feared that this increase is caused by ‘quasi’ self-employment. There still seems
to be little consensus, however, on what constitutes ‘genuine’ self-employment and what not.
Some researchers consider the dependency of the self-employed worker on a principal as ‘quasi’
self-employment, others look at the voluntariness of the decision to become self-employed.
Furthermore, regardless of the chosen definitions, it is unclear whether the ‘quasi’ solo selfemployed workers are indeed the precarious workers, experiencing unfavorable socio-economic
conditions. In this article we present a theoretical framework for ‘quasi’ solo self-employment
and discuss how the various indicators for ‘quasi’ self-employment that are used in the literature
fit in this framework. We then compare the outcomes of different indicators by applying them
to solo self-employed workers in the Netherlands. The data used for the analysis are taken from
the Dutch Labour Force Survey (NL-LFS) 2017 complemented with the EU-LFS ad hoc module
2017 on self-employment. . Our results show that about 7 %of the solo self-employed workers
is dependent on one client. Furthermore, almost 20% of all solo self-employed had an
involuntary start. The correspondence between dependency and involuntariness is very low: less
than 2 % of the solo self-employed workers are both dependent and involuntary.

Dependency is hardly related to the unfavorable outcomes of solo self-employment.
Involuntariness, on the contrary, seems to have some impact on outcomes. Those who became
self-employed because they couldn’t find a job as an employee have a higher probability to be
unsatisfied with their job, to have financial problems or problems due to a lack of work.
Nevertheless, even among the involuntary solo self-employed workers, the majority does not
report negative outcomes.
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Introduction

In many European countries the share of solo self-employed workers has strongly increased in
recent years (Kösters, 2017). In the Netherlands currently 12 per cent of the workers is solo selfemployed, an increase of almost 4 percentage points since 2007. This development is subject to
a lot of public debate. Some state that the increase of solo self-employment is not a sign of more
entrepreneurial activity but that, on the contrary, many employees are pushed into selfemployment because of a lack in alternative employment options.

According to this view employers want to save on labour costs and social security contributions
(Kautonen et al., 2010) by offering workers self-employed arrangements instead of regular
employment contracts. This type of solo self-employed is being supervised by the firm which
makes it comparable to a hierarchical employer-employee working relationship (Thörnquist,
2015), but without all social protection and labour law rights for employees. Others point to the
fiscal facilities that favour self-employment (Kunda, Barley & Evans, 2003). These facilities do not
stimulate ‘genuine’ entrepreneurship but stimulate employees to accept or even demand solo
self-employed arrangements instead of regular employment contracts because these
arrangements seem to lead to higher incomes, at least in the short run. But since these
arrangements do not provide any social protection (such as disability or pension benefits) future
incomes are more uncertain.

The public debate about these workers in the grey area between employment and selfemployment is not limited to the Netherlands. Also, in other countries there is concern about
this supposedly growing group of vulnerable solo self-employed workers. In the UK this debate
dates back to the 1980s, a period that witnessed a considerable growth in self-employment
(Smeaton, 2003). Although this growth was welcomed by the British government as a positive
development contributing to employment growth, other observers feared that the rise in selfemployment was due to a decline in wage – employment opportunities (Bögenhold & Staber,
1991) pushing vulnerable workers towards self-employment. Bögenhold & Staber (1991) found
indeed some evidence that self- employment has risen with unemployment. Moreover Hakim
(1988) showed that about a third of the self-employed had involuntary entered selfemployment. The debate on rising self-employment initially focused on the question whether
the rise in self-employment was a sign of more entrepreneurial activity or instead a rise in false
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self-employment (Smeaton, 2003). In the 2000’s the debate in the UK shifted to the question
whether the new solo self- employed were the successful workers who were pulled towards selfemployment because of the associated benefits or the marginal workers who were pushed
towards self- employment because of a lack of alternative employment options. Böheim &
Muehlberger (2009) find some evidence that in the UK it is indeed the most vulnerable workers
who are pushed into (dependent) self-employment. Other European countries where “quasi”
solo self-employment is subject of debate are Germany (Dietrich & Patzina, 2018), Austria
(Muehlberger & Bertolini, 2008; Heineck, Haider & Neuwirth, 2004), Italy (Muehlberger &
Pasqua, 2006), Finland (Kautonen et al., 2010; Kautonen, Palmroos & Vainio, 2009), the Czech
Republic and Spain (Eurofound, 2017). Research for all these countries focuses on identifying the
vulnerable self-employed workers by making a hard distinction between ‘genuine’ self-employed
workers and the ‘quasi’ and vulnerable self-employed.

Although there is a lot of debate on what is alternately called “quasi”, “bogus”, “false” or “fake”
self-employment there is no generally recognized definition of “quasi” self- employment. On the
one hand there are researchers who consider dependency on a single principal as “quasi” selfemployment and on the other hand are those for whom the involuntariness of the decision is an
indicator of “quasi” self-employment. Furthermore, regardless of the criteria chosen for “quasi”
self-employment much of the literature on “quasi” self-employment implicitly assumes that
“quasi” self-employment leads to unfavourable socio-economic outcomes for workers
considered. In this article we present a theoretical framework for ‘quasi’ solo self-employment
and discuss how the various indicators for ‘quasi’ self-employment that are used in the literature
fit within this framework. We then compare the outcomes of different indicators by applying
them to solo self-employed workers in the Netherlands. Our contribution to the literature if
twofold.

Firstly, by empirically comparing those indicators we provide evidence of their consistency.
In other words, to what extent do the groups of workers labelled as ‘quasi’ self-employed by the
different indicators overlap? Secondly, we explore to what extent self-employed workers who
satisfy some or all of the proposed criteria for ‘quasi’ self-employment indeed experience less
favourable social and financial outcomes of self-employment. The next section presents a
theoretical framework and discusses the various criteria applied in the literature to distinguish
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“genuine” self-employment from “quasi” self-employment. Section 3 discusses the data and
methodology. Section 4 presents the results and section 5 concludes.

Self-employed or not?

Although there is much debate on the topic of so called “quasi” “fake”, “false” or “bogus” selfemployment there still seems to be little consensus on what constitutes genuine selfemployment and what not. Self-employed workers are often defined as” individuals who earn
no wage or salary but who derive their income by exercising their profession or business on their
own account and at their own risk” (Parker, 2004, p8). The literature on self-employment
provides several criteria that are used to distinguish “quasi” self- employed from genuine selfemployment (see for example Szaban & Skrezek-Lubasínska, 2018) but none of these criteria
seems to be comprehensive. The criteria used can be arranged in two dimensions: (1) the degree
of dependence of the self-employed workers on one or on a small number of principals and (2)
the degree of involuntariness of the decision to start a solo self-employed worker.

Dependency on a single principal is a widely used criterion for “quasi” self-employment (see
Böheim and Muehlberger, 2009; ILO, 2003). The idea behind this criterion is that firms have an
incentive to contract out work previously performed by employees to self-employed workers to
save on labour costs and social security contributions (Kautonen et al., 2010). If these selfemployed workers perform tasks within the hierarchy of the firm, this work arrangement is
comparable to a hierarchical employer-employee working relationship, in which the selfemployed worker depends on the firm for his work and income. Usually two forms of
dependency are distinguished, organizational dependency and economical dependency.
Organizational dependency refers to the situation in which the worker is highly integrated in the
principal’s organization. It is the principal who decides on how, where and when the work has to
be performed. Economic dependency occurs when all or most of the self-employed worker’s
income stems from one client (Kautonen et al., 2010).

The prevalence of dependent self-employment varies considerably between countries.
Estimates based on the European Working Conditions Survey (EWCS) 2015 range from 11% of
the self-employed (including self-employed with employees) in Denmark to 63% of the selfemployed in Romania (Williams & Lapeyre, 2017). Among the western European countries,
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Austria and the UK stand out with an estimated 43% of all self-employed being economically and
organizationally dependent. The estimate for the Netherlands is 23% of all self-employed.

Although dependency is clearly an indication of the economic vulnerability of the self- employed
workers, it is questionable whether dependency is a sufficient criterion to« determine whether
the work arrangement is indeed a “quasi” self-employed arrangement. “Genuine” selfemployed, even those who have employees, might also be economically dependent on a single
client (Kautonen et al., 2010). Furthermore, economic dependency may be a temporary
situation, when starting up a business it may take some time to increase the customer base. Also
organizational dependency will probably depend to a large extent on the type of work that needs
to be done and as such not only “false” self-employed workers but also “genuine” self-employed
workers with or without employees may engage in inter-firm cooperation that involve some
extent of organizational dependency on other firms (Kautonen et al., 2010). For example,
franchise-arrangements in which the franchisor dictates how to operate the business. Or the
outsourcing of facility management services like cleaning and catering to contractors. As these
services need to be provided on site of the client, the contractor is restricted how, when and
where the work is performed.

So, dependency may occur even among “genuine” self-employed workers. The reverse is also
true, the absence of economic or organizational dependency does not necessarily imply that a
worker is “genuinely” self-employed. There are many examples of work previously done by
employees now performed by solo self-employed workers, notably in the publishing and creative
industry (Smeaton, 2003, Stanworth & Stanworth, 1997), that are not characterized by
organizational and economic dependency. Digitalization decreases the need to perform tasks
like writing articles, graphic design within the hierarchy of the firm, pushing workers in those
industries often reluctantly to self-employment (Stanworth & Stanworth, 1997).

A second set of criteria to categorize self-employed workers is therefore the involuntariness of
their employment situation. Involuntariness with respect to the decision to become selfemployed implies a lack of alternative employment options (Kautonen et al., 2008; Szaban &
Skrzek-Lubansinka, 2018). For example, because workers could only continue to work for their
former employer by accepting a self-employment arrangement instead of a regular employment
contract or because they were unemployed and did not succeed to find a job as an employee.
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Although there is a lot of public debate on the former, there is little empirical evidence that
“forced” self-employment is indeed very common. Román, Congregado and Millán (2011) used
the European Community Household Panel (ECHP) for the period 1994-2001 and found that only
0.5 percent of all employed workers in their sample switched from salary employment to selfemployment while continuing to work for the same employer. Kautonen, Palmroos and Vainio
(2009) studied involuntary self- employment in Finland and found that in 2006 5% of the solo
self- employed workers were pushed into self-employment by their former employer. Kösters
and Smits (2017) found that in 2016 in the Netherlands less than 3% of the solo self-employed
workers who recently started their own business had been pushed by their former employer.
For the UK it is estimated that in 2000 7% of the solo self-employed workers became selfemployed upon request of their former employer (Smeaton, 2003). However, starting a business
because of unemployment seems to be much more common. For the UK this concerned 26% of
the self-employed in 2000, for the Netherlands 21% in 2016 (Smeaton, 2003; Kösters & Smits,
2017). However, even if the decision to become self-employed was dictated by negative
circumstances the business may still be successful. These successful solo self-employed workers
might prefer to remain self-employed even if they had the possibility to obtain a job as an
employee. Therefore, it is important not only to consider involuntariness at the start of the
career as a solo self-employed worker but also later in the career. Research for the UK (Smeaton,
2003) shows that the vast majority (70%) of the solo self-employed workers prefers to remain
self-employed. Figures from Eurostat (2018) show that for all self- employed (including selfemployed with employees) in the EU-28 an average of 2% would prefer to work as an employee.
In countries like Greece, Italy and Romania this percentage is higher (ranging from 9 to 5%).

In the public debate on solo self-employment the archetype of the “quasi” self-employed worker
is the employee who was forced by his former employer to accept a self-employed arrangement,
performing the same activities as before, still in a hierarchical subordinate working relationship
but now lacking the social protection and labour law rights for employees (Kosters & Smits,
2020). In other words, this archetype of the “quasi” solo self- employed worker, complies with
both sets of criteria of “quasi” self-employment. It is both dependent and involuntary. The
empirical base for this involuntary and dependent solo self- employed worker still lacks,
however.
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Both sets of criteria for “quasi” self-employment point to a certain vulnerability of solo selfemployed workers. Workers who depend on a single client presumably face more economic
uncertainty than solo self-employed workers with a larger client base, since the loss of that single
client implies a loss of all their income generated from self-employment. The same is true for
involuntariness, being pushed toward self-employment by a lack of other employment options
certainly points to a weak labour market position. It is unclear, however, to what extent “quasi”
solo self-employment is related to worse social and financial outcome compared to “genuine”
self-employed workers (Szaban & Skrezek- Lubansinka, 2018).

Research shows that in many Western countries, compared to employees, self-employed
workers have a higher risk on a low income and poverty but also report a higher job satisfaction
than employees (Hyytinen, Ilmakunas & Toivanen, 2013; Hamilton, 2000; Hundley, 2001; Cueto
& Pruneda, 2017). It may well be that self-employed workers trade off a lower income for a
higher job satisfaction, for example due to more autonomy in their work (Cueto & Pruneda,
2017, Josten & Vlasblom, 2017). There is far less evidence on the social and financial outcomes
of “quasi” solo self-employed workers compared to “genuine” self-employed workers. Dirven,
van der Torre, & van den Bossche, 2017 show that workers who are pushed into selfemployment both report less job satisfaction and have lower incomes than those who became
self-employed for the perceived benefits but the differences are small.

Data and methodology

Data

The data used for the analysis are taken from the Dutch Labour Force Survey (NL-LFS) 2017 and
the EU-LFS ad hoc module 2017. The NL-LFS is a household survey in which information is
collected on the labour market situation of the Dutch population aged 15 years and older. The
survey is conducted using a rotating panel with five waves. Respondents are asked about their
labour market situation five times in a time period of one year, having approximately three
months between the subsequent waves. Yearly approximately 3 percent of all households are in
the sample, this comes down to around 200 thousand households. The response rate is almost
60 percent.
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The NL-LFS contains information on the (self-reported) employment status. Respondents who
are employed are asked whether they are employees or self-employed. Those who report to be
self-employed are asked whether they employ employees or not. The solo self- employed
workers are the self-employed workers without employees. Within the group of solo selfemployed workers, we distinguish solo self-employed workers who have their own business or
private practice (solo self-employed entrepreneurs) and ‘other’ solo self- employed workers such
as independent professionals or freelancers (“other” solo self- employed) . In general, the solo
self-employed entrepreneurs are registered at the Chamber of Commerce while the ‘other’ solo
self-employed very often are not. The former usually declare income from profits while the latter
declare labour income other than salary, tips or business profits. The solo self-employed workers
who have their own business may either sell products or sell their own labour/services.

The solo self-employed entrepreneurs who mainly offer their own labour are the largest group
(70%), followed by the solo self-employed entrepreneurs who sell products (22%). There are
considerable differences in work activities between those three groups of solo self-employed
workers. Those who offer their own labour often work in technical or business and
administrative occupations while the majority of the solo self-employed entrepreneurs who
offer products work in sales and PR occupations or agricultural occupations. The ‘other’ solo selfemployed workers are relatively often found in teaching and health and welfare occupations.
Due to those differences in legal, and fiscal status and in work activities we expect that the
incidence of ‘quasi self-employment’ will vary as well between the three groups of solo selfemployed workers. Therefore, in our analysis we distinguish the aforementioned three groups
of solo self-employed workers: (1) solo self-employed entrepreneurs-labour, (2) solo selfemployed entrepreneurs-products and (3) ‘other’ solo-self-employed.

Information on dependency, the voluntariness of the decision to become self-employed and the
social and financial outcomes come from the EU-LFS ad hoc module 2017. This is a questionnaire
module with a yearly changing topic in the European LFS (EU-LFS), which in 2017 addressed the
self-employed (Eurostat, 2018). In the NL-LFS this information is collected in the second wave.
Indicators of quasi self-employment: dependency and involuntariness

The EU-LFS ad hoc module contains information on both economical and organizational
dependency. A solo self-employed worker is considered to be economically dependent on a
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single client if during the last 12 months he or she has been working for only one client or
obtained at least 75 percent of his or her revenue from one client. Organizational dependency
refers to the situation in which it is not the solo self-employed worker who decides about his
working hours but the client (or another party).

Indicators for involuntariness are based on questions regarding the reasons someone had to
become self-employed. Being “forced” by the former employer to the lack of alternative
employment options are reasons that indicate involuntariness. As discussed above,
involuntariness at the start of self-employment does not necessarily imply that the current selfemployed situation is still involuntary. Therefore, we also consider the involuntariness of the
current situation. Self-employed workers are asked whether they have a preference to remain
self-employed or would rather become an employee. The latter case is an indication for current
involuntariness of the self-employment situation. As the current involuntariness is endogenous,
it may also depend on the socio-economic outcomes experienced by the self-employed worker,
we will not treat current involuntariness as an indicator for quasi self-employment but as a
(negative) outcome from self-employment.

Socio-economic outcomes

As discussed above, a common finding in the literature is that self-employed workers, compared
to employees, have a higher risk to experience poverty but report higher job satisfaction. In this
article we focus on poverty and job satisfaction as the main socio- economic outcomes as well.
We do not use a direct measure of poverty, but instead we make use of a set of questions
regarding difficulties experienced by the self-employed workers. More specifically we consider
two indicators for risk on poverty (1) whether the solo self-employed worker reports “times with
little money to live on” as a problem and (2) whether the solo self-employed worker reports
“times when there is no work to do”.

Job satisfaction is measured on a four-point scale. We consider those who report to be satisfied
to some or a large extent as satisfied with their job as solo self-employed worker and those who
report to be not satisfied at all or to be satisfied to a small extent as not satisfied.
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Table 1. Descriptives for solo self-employed entrepreneurs labour and products and 'other' solo self-employed,
2017

Method

For both sets of criteria for “quasi” self-employment discussed above (dependency and
involuntariness) we first determine the proportion of solo self-employed workers for which
these criteria apply. Next we examine to what extent both sets of criteria overlap and classify
the solo self-employed workers in our data set in 4 groups: (1) solo self-employed workers that
are “quasi” self-employed according to both the dependency and involuntariness criteria, (2)
solo self-employed workers who only who fulfill the dependency criteria, (3) solo self-employed
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workers who only fulfil the involuntariness criteria and (4) solo self-employed workers who fulfill
neither set of criteria. To analyse how this classification is related to personal and job
characteristics of solo self-employed workers subsequently we estimate a multinomial logit
model for the probability to belong to each of the four groups. The results of this regression are
presented in the form of average marginal effects. An average marginal effect is the average
absolute change in the probability to belong to a certain group due to a 1-unit increase of the
independent variable (see also Breen, Karlson & Holm, 2018), or in short, the probability to be
in a certain group relative to all other groups. The marginal effects are weighted by population
proportion weights.

Finally, we investigate to what extent self-employed workers who satisfy either one or both sets
of the criteria for ‘quasi’ self-employment indeed experience less favourable social and financial
outcomes of self-employment. For each type of socio-economic outcome, we estimate a logit
model in which the probability to experience such an outcome is explained by the four categories
of “quasi” self-employment and personal and job characteristics.

Results

Incidence of ‘quasi’ self-employment: dependency and involuntariness

About 7 percent of all solo self-employed workers in the Netherlands reports to have only one
client. Another 13 percent has more than one client but generates at least 75 percent
of their income from the main client. So, one fifth of the solo self-employed workers in the
Netherlands is economically dependent on one client. Furthermore, nearly one third of the solo
self-employed workers is organizationally dependent on their clients. About 7 percent of the solo
self-employed workers is both economically and organizationally dependent on their client. This
figure is higher than the EU-28 average of 4% of the self-employed (Eurostat, 2018).

Very few solo self-employed workers report to have started their self-employment career
because their previous employer wanted them to do so (2,5%). A lack of alternative employment
options is mentioned far more often: 17 % of the solo self-employed workers says to have started
because they couldn’t find a job as an employee. All in all, about 19% started their career
involuntary.
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Dependency and involuntariness hardy overlap. Less than 2 % (1.65%) of the solo self- employed
workers is both dependent on a single client and had an involuntary start of the self-employed
career.
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Dependency and involuntariness are indeed related to the type of solo self-employment.
Compared to solo self-employed entrepreneurs who mainly offer their own labour, selfemployed entrepreneurs who mainly sell products have a lower probability of being both
dependent & involuntary self-employed (a decrease of 1.4 percentage points) and also a lower
probability of being dependent& voluntary self-employed (a decrease of 2.8 percentage points).
The ‘other’ solo self-employed workers employed, have a higher chance on the other hand to be
dependent & voluntary solo self-employed workers (an increase 7.8 percentage points) and less
often as independent & involuntary self-employed workers (decrease of 5.9 percentage points).
The differences in ‘quasi’ self-employment between these types of solo self-employed are hardly
related to differences in personal or occupational characteristics. The exception is the lower
probability of solo self-employed entrepreneurs-products to be dependent & voluntary selfemployed, which can be traced back to the lower incidence of these workers in ICT occupations.
In ICT occupations we see a lot of dependent solo self-employed workers but this concerns
mostly entrepreneurs who offer their own labour.

Being both a dependent and involuntary solo-self-employed worker, is related to the
occupational field of the solo self-employed worker. Especially solo self-employed workers in
teacher occupations, sales and PR occupations, business and administrative occupations and
technical occupations have a higher probability to be both dependent and involuntary selfemployed. Those working in agricultural occupations have a lower probability to be involuntary
self-employed. Finally, solo self-employed workers in transport occupations have a lower
probability to be both independent and voluntary self-employed.

Age seems to have little impact on the probability to be quasi self-employed, although we see
that workers between 55 and 65 years have a higher incidence of involuntary self – employment.
These are the workers who, in the Netherlands, after losing their job as an employee, have the
lowest probability to find another employee job.

Surprisingly, educational level doesn’t seem to matter for ‘quasi’ self-employment. Woman have
a higher probability of involuntary solo self-employment. The number of years since the start of
the self-employment career is related to involuntariness. Those that started more than two years
before the interview date are less likely to be involuntary self- employed. This may be a selection
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effect, however, as those who made an involuntary start are probably more like to stop shortly
after the start (because of other opportunities).

Outcomes of solo self-employment

As mentioned before, involuntariness at the start of the solo self-employed career does not
necessarily imply that the current situation is still involuntary, but our results show that these
two types of involuntariness are strongly related. Nearly 9 percent of the solo self- employed
workers say to prefer a job as an employee. For those who had an involuntary start and are also
dependent on one client, this probability is 10 percentage point higher than for solo selfemployed who are not quasi self-employed by either criterion. For those who had an involuntary
start but are not dependent this is nearly 8 percentage points.
Dependency does not seem to be related with current involuntariness.

It is mostly the ‘other’ solo self-employed workers who prefer to work as an employee.
Furthermore, women and solo self-employed workers younger than 25 have a higher probability
to prefer working as an employee. Not surprisingly, solo self-employed workers in agricultural
occupations less often report a preference to be an employee.
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Job (un)satisfaction shows the same pattern as current involuntariness. The overall probability
of being not satisfied with the job is quite low, 1.7%, but this probability is 3 percentage points
higher among those who started involuntary. There are however, no differences in job
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(un)satisfaction between the different groups of solo self-employed workers neither is job
(un)satisfaction related to any of the personal and job characteristics included in the model.

Although job satisfaction is high, a relatively large part of the solo self-employed report financial
problems (19%) or periods without clients (21%). Again, the probabilities to experience any of
these problems are much higher among those who had an involuntary start. Without controls
for the type of solo self-employment or personal and job characteristics we find marginal effects
for the probabilities of experiencing financial problems and periods without work of respectively
15 and 11 percentage points. The type of solo self-employment does matter, however.
Compared to entrepreneurs who offer their own labour, entrepreneurs who sell products have
a higher probability to report financial problems but a lower probability to report periods
without work (about 5 percentage point in either direction). Periods without work seem to be
related to the personal and job characteristics of the entrepreneurs who sell products. They are
working in agricultural occupations more often. Solo self-employed workers in public
administration, protective services and legal occupations, agriculture occupations, health and
welfare occupations and transport and logistics occupations have a lower probability to report
periods without clients. For the ‘other’ solo self-employed workers both the probability of
experiencing financial problems and the probability to experience periods without work is lower
than for the entrepreneurs-labour.

The probability to have financial problems is slightly higher for those between 45 and 65
compared to other age categories and also for those working in artistic occupations (and to a
lesser extent in agricultural occupations). Finally, we see that self-employed workers who started
more than two years ago, have a lower probability to experience periods without work. Again,
this may be the result of a selection process as those who have periods without work more often
are likely to have lower survival rates as solo self-employed.
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Conclusions and recommendations

This paper considers two types of criteria used in the literature to distinguish ‘quasi’ from
‘genuine’ solo self-employment: (1) dependency on a single client and (2) involuntariness of the
decision to start solo self-employment. It is shown that these criteria have a very low
correspondence, that is the percentage of workers that might be classified as ‘quasi’ selfemployed according to both sets of criteria is quite low, less than 2 percent of the Dutch solo
self-employed workers.

Furthermore, it is shown that involuntariness is related to more unfavourable socio-economic
conditions while dependency is not. Self-employed workers who started involuntary have a
higher probability to report financial problems or periods without work. Nevertheless, even
among the solo self-employed workers who started involuntary the majority seems to be
satisfied with their job, don’t have a preference to work as an employee and don’t report
financial problems or a lack of work. In fact, our results suggest that starting self-employment
when there are no other employment options might actually be a good strategy. Moreover,
compared to remain unemployed, starting as a self-employed worker prevents skills
obsolescence and offers the possibility to gain new experiences. Of course, as mentioned before,
the involuntary solo self-employed workers in our data set might be a selective group, as those
who started a business but failed are not in our sample. Future research on involuntary selfemployment should, therefore, take a longitudinal perspective. Comparing the careers of
involuntary starts with the careers of voluntary starters. Additionally, a comparison should be
made with the careers of workers who after job loss, didn’t start solo self-employment but
remained unemployed for some time.
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How to identify workers most at risk of displacementwhen taking decisions
regarding automation?
Emilia Filippi5,
Sandro Trento6,
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to estimate the probability of automation of Europeanoccupations
and analyse how it is influenced by socio-demographic characteristics ofthe worker and jobspecific factors, taking into account the influence of the institutional context in which the
worker operates.
At the European level the probability of automation varies between 0.5074 and 0.6443.
Generally, the probability of automation is lower in institutional contexts characterizedby a
higher employment flexibility, union density and level of human capital (e.g., Belgium, Finland,
Malta, and Sweden). Occupations with a lower probability of automation include professionals
and managers, while those with a higher probabilityinclude clerks, sales workers, drivers, and
assemblers.
European male workers are on average more at risk of substitution than female workers. Age
of the worker does not seem to influence this risk. Education, a vocational qualification and
training aimed at improving worker’s skills seem to protect workers against automation,
especially in contexts where the level of human capital is below the European average (e.g.,
Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania). On the contrary, being employed in a private company increases
the risk of substitution regardless of the institutional context.

Keywords: automation of occupations, technological change, unemployment
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Introduction

Recently, technologies such as robotics and artificial intelligence have advanced enormously and
the same is expected in the future (Brynjolfsson and McAfee, 2014; Ford, 2016; Manyika et al.,
2017). These technologies can now perform complex and non-routine tasks that two decades
ago were considered feasible only by human workers (Arntz et al., 2020; Frey and Osborne, 2013,
2017). Machines can therefore potentially replace workers in many occupations (Blanas et al.,
2019), both in the low- and high-skill ones (Wajcman, 2017).

Many authors (e.g., Arntz et al., 2016; Bowles, 2014; Frey and Osborne, 2013, 2017) have
estimated the probability of automation of occupations and the number of workers at risk of
displacement in different contexts. Moreover, a few authors (e.g., (Nedelkoska and Quintini,
2018; Pouliakas, 2018) examined how socio-demographic characteristics of the worker and jobspecific factors impact the probability of automation.

However, there are some gaps in these analyses. First, the effect of some factors (e.g., age, size
of the organization) is not clear, while other factors require further analysis (e.g., skill level,
public or private sector, training). Analysing the effect of these variables is essential to know
what factors need to be acted upon to protect workers from the risk of substitution. Second, the
impact that the institutional context may have on the probability of automation of occupations
should be considered for several reasons: labour market institutions and employment flexibility
influence the use of automation technologies and investments in training and thus the risk of
substitution (Berg, 2015; Chiacchio et al., 2018); the institutional context can also explain the
differences between countries in the distribution of workers according to their risk of
substitution and the effects that worker and job characteristics have on this risk. The role of the
institutional context must therefore be taken into account.

The aim of this paper is to estimate the probability of automation of occupations in European
countries8 and to analyse how it is influenced by workers’ socio- demographic characteristics

8 4

European countries considered in the analysis are: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy,
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and job-specific factors. For the reasons explained before, the institutional context in which
workers operate is considered. To this end, the European countries considered in the analysis
are grouped into three clusters based on labour market institutions (i.e., employment flexibility
and union density) and human capital index.

The analysis shows that the probability of automation of European occupations varies between
0.5074 and 0.6443. On average, the probability of automation is lower in countries characterized
by a higher employment flexibility, union density and level of human capital. European male
workers are more at risk of substitution than female ones. Education, a vocational qualification
and training aiming at improving worker’s skills reduce the risk of substitution faced by workers,
especially in countries where the level of human capital is below the European average. On the
contrary, being employed in a private firm increases the risk of substitution regardless in all
countries. This study contributes to the literature in these ways. First, the debate on the
consequences of automation on occupations and employment is advanced by considering both
the literature on labour and the institutional theory. Second, this study sheds light on some
aspects that can contribute to reduce the risk of substitution faced by workers, but whose effect
has not been sufficiently examined in the literature. This study also has an empirical contribution,
as it estimates the probability of automation of each European occupation.

This study has both policy and managerial implications. Based on data on occupations that
have a high probability of automation and their characteristics, targeted policies can be
designed to minimize the negative effects of technology, for example through training or a shift
towards occupations that are less automatable. From a managerial point of view, firms could
intervene to protect their workers, for example by providing more training to the categories of
workers that are most at risk of substitution.

Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
and the United Kingdom.
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Literature review

The probability of automation of occupations and the impact of worker and job characteristics

To estimate the probability of automation of occupations, two approaches have been proposed:
the occupation-based approach is based on the idea that occupations can be automated, while
according to the task-based approach tasks are automatable. Frey and Osborne (2013) try to
estimate the probability of automation of U.S. occupations by adopting the occupation-based
approach and considering the capabilities of technology. Specifically, while, as anticipated,
recent technologies can perform tasks that were considered feasible only by human workers,
there are still three technical limitations to total automation. These limitations are related to
three capabilities: perception and manipulation (i.e., the ability to orient oneself and handle
objects), creative intelligence (i.e., the ability to come up with new and valuable ideas) and social
intelligence (i.e., the ability to respond intelligently and empathetically to a human) (Arntz et al.,
2016; Frey and Osborne, 2013, 2017). The probability of automation of an occupation can be
estimated based on the importance of these abilities in carrying out the occupation (Frey and
Osborne, 2013, 2017).

Following the studies by Frey and Osborne (2013, 2017), the issue has been analysed for other
countries, such as Europe and Japan. In these analyses (Bowles, 2014; Brzeski and Burk, 2015;
Haldane, 2015; Pajarinen and Rouvinen, 2014), it has been assumed that the occupations in the
considered country are similar to those in the United States; the probabilities of automation of
occupations estimated by Frey and Osborne (2013, 2017) has been thus applied to the
employment data of the country.

However, this approach (the occupation-based one) has been criticized for three main reasons.
First, tasks and not occupations can be automated (Arntz et al., 2016). Second, tasks content
varies considerably within an occupation (Autor and Handel, 2013) and thus workers face a risk
of substitution that depends on the tasks he performs (Arntz et al., 2016). Third, occupations are
not similar across countries (David, 2017). To overcome these limitations, some authors suggest
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applying the task- based approach following different methodologies. For example, it is possible
to estimate the relationship between workplace characteristics in the United States and the
probability computed by Frey and Osborne (2013, 2017) and apply this relationship to data
concerning other countries as in Arntz et al. (2016). Alternatively, the method of Frey and
Osborne (2013, 2017) can be faithfully replicated using job characteristics rather than
occupations as in Nedelkoska and Quintini (2018).

In addition to estimating the probability of automation, the literature has examined the
characteristics of occupations with a high or low probability of automation and the relationship
between this probability and worker and job characteristics.

Regarding the characteristics of occupations, it emerges that the probability of automation is
low when the worker must collaborate with others, interact with them or influence them (i.e.,
when non-automatable tasks are frequently carried out); on the contrary, the probability is
high when the occupation involves the frequent performance of tasks that imply the exchange
of information or use of hands (i.e., tasks that can be automated) (Arntz et al., 2016).

Analyses of how worker and job characteristics affect the likelihood of automation have in some
cases produced mixed or inconclusive results. For example, while many authors find a negative
impact of education and skills on the risk of substitution (e.g., Arntz et al., 2016; Frey and
Osborne, 2013, 2017; Nedelkoska and Quintini, 2018; Pouliakas, 2018), regarding gender and
age conflicting results have emerged (e.g., David, 2017; Nedelkoska and Quintini, 2018).
Specifically, in Europe men are more at high risk than women because frequently carry out
occupations with a higher probability of automation (Pouliakas, 2018); instead, in OECD
countries, it is men who face a lower risk (Nedelkoska and Quintini, 2018). Regarding age, there
exists a U- shaped relationship for most of the OECD and European countries, however for some
countries a negative relationship has been found (Nedelkoska and Quintini, 2018; Pouliakas,
2018).

Instead, the impact of job characteristics such as public or private sector, size of organization,
industry, type of contract, and tenure have not been sufficiently examined (for some evidence,
see Nedelkoska and Quintini, 2018; Pouliakas, 2018).
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The influence of the institutional context

The context in which workers operate should be considered in this analysis. The institutional
theory posits that all organizations and individuals are conditioned in their choices by the
environment in which they operate; this environment is itself influenced by institutions and
systems (Scott, 2005, 2010).

The impact of automation technologies on employment is also influenced by the institutional
context (e.g., Aghion et al., 2019; Calvino and Virgillito, 2018; Van Roy et al., 2018). The
probability of automation of occupations is in fact affected by both the industrial and
employment structure of a country (David, 2017) and the organization of tasks within the sectors
(Nedelkoska and Quintini, 2018). As a consequence, workers of different countries that perform
the same job, in the same industry, and have the same level of education can face a different
risk of substitution because, due to a different work organization or level of adoption of
automation technologies, they perform different tasks that can be automated to varying extents
(Arntz et al., 2016; Nedelkoska and Quintini, 2018). Moreover, labour market institutions and
the level of human capital should be considered.

Labour market institutions determine how the labour market works, its outcomes and flexibility.
In fact, they affect: (1) firm’s decisions regarding production, technological upgrading, and
training of workers; (2) participation to the labour market, worker’s decisions on the type of job,
working conditions, and worker’s investment in training (e.g., Berg, 2015; Berg and Kucera, 2008;
Checchi and García-Peñalosa, 2008; Pilc, 2015; Van Roy et al., 2018).

Regarding the labour market, the institutional context in which firms and workers operate can
be defined by eight types of institutions (Berg and Kucera, 2008; Checchi and García-Peñalosa,
2008; Eichhorst et al., 2008; Holmlund, 2014; Pilc, 2015): employment protection legislation,
employment flexibility, tax wedge, minimum wage, unemployment benefits, union density,
centralization of wage bargaining, and active labour market policies.
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For the purpose of this paper, labour market institutions are evaluated based on employment
flexibility and union density. Employment flexibility refers to regulation regarding hiring, working
hours, and redundancy rules and cost (Berg and Kucera, 2008). It is among the factors that
influence the impact of technology on employment (Giuliodori and Stucchi, 2012; Ugur, 2020):
it in fact affects the optimal input of labour and capital and robot exposure (Chiacchio et al.,
2018). Generally, a higher flexibility is associated with less adverse or positive effects of
technology on employment (Benavente and Lauterbach, 2008). Union density, which refers to
the share of union members (Pilc, 2015), is among the factors that affects the wage bargaining
system and the level of unemployment in equilibrium (Feldmann, 2013). Union density can also
influence investments in innovation and the use of technology by firms (Fernández-Macías et al.,
2020; Van Roy et al., 2018).

Another relevant aspect that must be considered in the analysis is the level of human capital,
i.e., the stock of skills possessed by the labour force (Goldin, 2016). This aspect can influence the
effect of automation technologies on employment at the firm level as it determines the
occupation (with a high or low probability of automation) chosen by the worker, the work
activities he/she performs, and his/her productive capacity (Autor and Handel, 2013; Bentaouet
Kattan et al., 2018; Goldin, 2016; Van Roy et al., 2018).

To consider the influence of the institutional context on the probability of automation and on
how it is affected by worker and job characteristics, a hierarchical cluster analysis was carried
out to group European countries into clusters of countries with a similar institutional context.
Data were retrieved from three sources: Lithuania Free Market Institute (2019) as for the
Employment Flexibility Index for 2020; Visser (2019) as for union density in 2016/2017; Gatti et
al. (2020) as for the Human Capital Index 2020.

Three clusters of European countries were identified as follows (Table 1):
•

Cluster 1 is composed by 12 countries (i.e., Croatia, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia and Spain) and is
characterized by an employment flexibility index and union density lower than the
European average, while the human capital index is similar to the European average;

•

Cluster 2 is composed by 10 countries (i.e., Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, and United Kingdom) and is characterised by
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a very high employment flexibility index, but a human capital index and union density
below the European average;
•

Cluster 3 is composed by 6 countries (i.e., Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, Malta,
and Sweden), where all the three indicators are above or far above the European
average.

Table 1.

Cluster

Cluster of European countries and their characteristics

Countries

Cluster 1

Croatia, Estonia, France,
Germany, Greece,
Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Poland, Portugal, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain
Cluster 2
Austria, Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Ireland,
Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Romania, United Kingdom
Cluster 3
Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark,
Finland, Malta, Sweden
Source: our elaboration

Employment
flexibility index

Union density

Human capital
index

below the EU
average

below the EU
average

around the EU
average

well above the
EU average

below the EU
average

below the EU
average

above the EU
average

well above the
EU average

above the EU
average

Empirical setting
Data

The database used in the analysis is the European Skills and Jobs Survey (ESJS)for 2014. Data
regard about 49,000 adult employees (aged 24 to 65) from 27 European countries and the
United Kingdom. This database contains information on socio- demographic characteristics of
the worker (e.g., gender, age), job characteristics, job-skill requirements, level of worker’s
skills, education and training, earnings, job insecurity, and worker’s satisfaction.

Method
The method applied consists of two phases.
The first phase aims to estimate the probability of automation of European occupations. The
task-based approach is applied based on the method proposed by Frey and Osborne (2013,
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2017) and by Nedelkoska and Quintini (2018). Specifically, a training set is built by assigning to
some occupations a dummy that indicates whether the corresponding occupation is
automatable or not. These occupations correspond tothose used by Frey and Osborne (2013,
2017). Then job variables describing the technical limitations that prevent automation (i.e.,
creative intelligence, perception and manipulation, and social intelligence) are selected by
relying on those identified by Frey and Osborne (2013, 2017) and those used by Pouliakas
(2018); these variables are listed in Table 2. Finally, using a Gaussian process classifier, the
probability of automation is estimated on the basis of the technical limitations to total
automation.

Table 2. Variables corresponding to the technical limitations to total automation
Technical limitations to total automation

Variables

Perception and manipulation

Technical skills

Creative intelligence

Problem solving skills
Learning skills Learning
tasks
Non-routine tasks
Autonomous tasks

Social intelligence

Team working skills
Planning and organisation skills
Foreign language skills
Communication skills
Customer handling skills

Source: our elaboration based on Pouliakas (2018)

In the second phase, once obtained the probabilities of automation, a logistic regression is run
with the aim to examine the relationship between the probability of automation and some
worker and job characteristics (e.g., gender, age, education, private company, training).
Specifically, the following model is estimated:

Probability of automation = f (socio-demographic characteristics,
job-specific factors,
occupational and industry-specific variables)
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To consider the influence of the institutional context on the probability of automation, the
previous model is estimated separately for each cluster of European countries identified as
explained in Paragraph 2.2.

Variable definition

In the estimation of the probability of automation of European occupations, eleven variables
describing activities corresponding to perception and manipulation, creative intelligence, and
social intelligence are used. These variables, defined in Table 3, either describe the importance
of the skill (on a scale from “Not at all important” to “Essential”) or measure the frequency with
which the task is performed (on a scale from “Never” to “Always”).

Table 3. Description and sources of variables used for estimating the probabilityof automation
Variable name

Variable definition

Perception and manipulation
Technical skills
Categorical variable describing the importance of the skill, with 0
= “Not at all important”, 5 = “Moderately important”, and 10 =
“Essential”
Creative intelligence
Autonomous tasks
Learning skills
Learning tasks
Non-routine tasks
Problem solving skills

Social intelligence
Communication skills

Customer handling
skills
Foreign language
skills
Planning and
organisation skills

Source
ESJS

Categorical variable describing the frequency of this task,
with 1 = “Never”, 2 = “Sometimes”, 3 = “Usually”, and 4 =
“Always”
Categorical variable describing the importance of the skill, with 0
= “Not at all important”, 5 = “Moderately important”, and 10 =
“Essential”
Categorical variable describing the frequency of this task,
with 1 = “Never”, 2 = “Sometimes”, 3 = “Usually”, and 4 =
“Always”
Categorical variable describing the frequency of this task, with 1
= “Never”, 2 = “Sometimes”, 3 = “Usually”, and 4 = “Always”

ESJS

Categorical variable describing the importance of the skill, with 0
= “Not at all important”, 5 = “Moderately important”, and 10 =
“Essential”

ESJS

Categorical variable describing the importance of the skill, with 0
= “Not at all important”, 5 = “Moderately important”, and 10 =
“Essential”
Categorical variable describing the importance of the skill,with
0 = “Not at all important”, 5 = “Moderately important”,
and 10 = “Essential”
Categorical variable describing the importance of the skill,
with 0 = “Not at all important”, 5 = “Moderately important”,and
10 = “Essential”
Categorical variable describing the importance of the skill,with
0 = “Not at all important”, 5 = “Moderately important”,
and 10 = “Essential”

ESJS

ESJS
ESJS
ESJS

ESJS
ESJS
ESJS
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Team working skills

ESJS

Categorical variable describing the importance of the skill, with 0
= “Not at all important”, 5 = “Moderately important”, and 10 =
“Essential”

Source: European Skills and Jobs Survey (ESJS)

In the analysis of how worker and job characteristics impact the risk of substitution faced by the
worker, the dependent variable is given by the Probability of automation. This variable derives
from the first phase of analysis and takes a value between 0 and 1.

Independent variables included are related to these aspects: worker characteristics, job-specific
factors including training, and occupational and industry-specific variables. Among sociodemographic characteristics of the worker gender, age, education, vocational qualification, and
level of skills are considered.

Job-specific factors include: type of organization (specifically, private company), firm size, years
in job, working hours per week, type of contract (specifically, indefinite/permanent contract),
and training (both attendance and underlying reasons). Finally, among occupational and
industry-specific variables the routine intensity of the industry and the occupation of the worker
are taken into account.

The definitions and sources of the variables used in this analysis are shown in Table 4.

Table 4.

Description and sources of the variables used in the regression analysis

Variable name

Variable definition

Source

Dependent variable
Probability of
automation

Variable describing the probability of automation andtaking a
value between 0 and 1, estimated in phase one

Our
estimate

Independent variables
Socio-demographic characteristics of the worker
Gender
Dummy variable taking the value 1 if the worker is male,0 if
female
Age
Age of the worker
Education
Categorical variable describing the highest level of education
or training completed by the worker, with these levels: “No
completed education”, “Low education”, “Medium
education”, “High education”

ESJS
ESJS
ESJS
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Vocational
qualification

Skills
Job-specific factors
Private company

Firm size

Years in job
Weekly hours
Indefinite contract

Training

Training reasons

Dummy variable taking the value 1 if the worker has received
some learning in the workplace (e.g., through
apprenticeships, internships, or other forms of work- based
learning) or if the highest qualification was a vocational
qualification, 0 otherwise
Worker’s level of skills compared to that required for thejob
(self-assessment)

ESJS

ESJS

Dummy variable taking the value 1 if the worker is employed
in a “A private company or partnership”, 0otherwise

ESJS

Categorical variable describing the size of the organization,
with these levels: “It varies”, “Micro and small firm”,
“Medium firm”, “Large firm”
Natural logarithm of the number of years in total the
worker has been working for your current employer
Natural logarithm of the average number of working hoursper
week
Dummy variable taking the value 1 if the worker is employed
on an “Indefinite/permanent contract”, 0 otherwise

ESJS

Dummy variable taking the value 1 if the worker attended
training courses (work-based, classroom based andonline), 0
otherwise
Dummy variable taking the value 1 if the worker attended
training courses stay up-to-date with changing skill needs of
the job or to perform better at the job, 0 otherwise

Occupational and industry-specific variables
Categorical variable describing the routine intensity of the
Industry routine
level
industry, with these levels: “Very low routine-intensive”,
“Low routine-intensive”, “Medium-low routine-intensive”,
“Medium-high routine-intensive, and “High routineintensive”
Occupation class
Categorical variable describing the occupation of theworker

ESJS
ESJS
ESJS

ESJS

ESJS

ESJS

ESJS

Source: European Skills and Jobs Survey (ESJS)
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Results
Descriptive statistics

The descriptive statistics are reported in Table 5.

The majority of workers who took part in the European Skills and Jobs Survey (ESJS) are
male (56%). The average age is 42 years.

The level of education of workers surveyed is medium in 42% of the cases and high in 45%
of the cases. 70% of workers surveyed have received some learning in the workplace or
have a vocational qualification. On average, worker’s level of skills compared to that
required for the job is evaluated as high (81 on a scale of 0 to 100).
64% of workers surveyed are employed in a private company, which in half of the cases is
micro or small. On average, workers have been working for the current employer for 10
years. Workers tend to work around 38 hours per week. In 82% of the cases, workers are
employed under an indefinite contract. 69% of workers have attended training courses
(work-based, classroom based and online); the main reasons are to stay up-to-date with
changing skill needs of the job or to perform better at the job.
About two-thirds of the workers surveyed are employed in an industry with very low, low
or medium-low routine intensity. The most represented occupational classes are: Clerical
support (21%), Professional (21%), Technician or associate professional (16%), and Sales,
customer or personal service worker (14%).

Focusing on skills required at work, the importance of the following skills was generally
rated equal to 7 on a scale of 1 (Not at all important) to 10 (Essential): Technical skills,
learning skills, Customer handling skills, and Planning and organisation skills. The following
skills were rated as more important (8 on a scale from 1 to 10): Problem solving skills,
Communication skills, and Team working skills. Only the knowledge of foreign languages
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has been evaluated as moderately important (5 on a scale from 1 to 10). Regarding job
tasks, around 67% of workers surveyed usually or always carry out autonomous tasks;
lower percentages (i.e., 53% and 57%) of workers perform learning activities and nonroutine activities with the same frequency (i.e., usually or always).
Table 5. Descriptive statistics

Variable

Mean/%

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Technical skills
Autonomous tasks: Never
Autonomous tasks: Sometimes
Autonomous tasks: Usually
Autonomous tasks: Always
Learning skills
Learning tasks: Never
Learning tasks: Sometimes
Learning tasks: Usually
Learning tasks: Always
Non routine tasks: Never
Non routine tasks: Sometimes
Non routine tasks: Usually
Non routine tasks: Always
Problem solving skills
Communication skills
Customer handling skills
Foreign language skills
Planning and organisation skills
Team working skills
Gender
Age
Education: No completed education
Education: Low education
Education: Medium education
Education: High education
Vocational qualification
Skills
Private company
Firm size: It varies
Firm size: Micro and small firm
Firm size: Medium firm

7.2139
0.0417
0.2297
0.3888
0.2965
7.6876
0.0417
0.4212
0.3250
0.2121
0.0614
0.3578
0.3235
0.2573
8.1186
7.9445
6.6974
4.7131
7.4730
7.9797
0.5600
42.2254
0.0022
0.1227
0.4179
0.4572
0.7096
81.7373
0.6424
0.0072
0.5086
0.2508

2.6702
0.1999
0.4207
0.4875
0.4567
2.2833
0.1999
0.4938
0.4684
0.4088
0.2400
0.4794
0.4678
0.4371
2.1641
2.3141
3.3740
3.4360
2.6105
2.2187
0.4964
9.9576
0.0468
0.3281
0.4932
0.4982
0.4540
15.6973
0.4793
0.0845
0.4999
0.4335

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
24
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
1
1
1
1
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
10
10
10
10
10
10
1
65
1
1
1
1
1
100
1
1
1
1
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Firm size: Large firm
Years in job
Weekly hours
Indefinite contract
Training
Training reasons
Industry routine level: Very low routineintensive
Industry routine level: Low routine-intensive
Industry routine level: Medium-low
routine-intensive
Industry routine level: Medium-high
routine-intensive

0.2335
10.2083
38.5252
0.8284
0.6898
0.5247
0.1971

0.4231
9.0943
11.2221
0.3770
0.4626
0.4994
0.3978

0
1
1
0
0
0
0

1
50
168
1
1
1
1

0.1558

0.3627

0

1

0.3303

0.4703

0

1

0.1130

0.3166

0

1

Std. Dev.
0.4028
0.0714

Min
0
0

Max
1
1

0.2789

0

1

0.4097
0.1679
0.2620

0
0
0

1
1
1

0.2480

0

1

0.4105

0

1

0.3519

0

1

0.0979

0

1

0.3652

0

1

Variable
Mean/%
Industry routine level: High routine-intensive 0.2038
Occupation class: Other
0.0051
Occupation class: Building, crafts or a
0.0850
relatedtrade person
Occupation class: Clerical support
0.2134
Occupation class: Elementary occupations 0.0290
Occupation class: Manager
0.0741
Occupation class: Plant and machine
0.0658
operatorand assembler
Occupation class: Professional
0.2145
Occupation class: Sales, customer or
0.1448
personalservice worker
Occupation class: Skilled agricultural,
0.0097
forestryand fishery worker
Occupation class: Technician or
0.1584
associateprofessional
Source: our elaboration
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Correlation matrix: Variables used for estimating the probability of automation

Source: our elaboration

Table 6.

acceptable levels of correlation between the regressors.
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automation (Table 6) and the variables describing worker characteristics, job-specific factors, occupation, and industry (Table 7) show

The analyses were carried out using R software. The correlation matrices regarding the variables used for estimating the probability of

Results

Source: our elaboration

Table 7. Correlation matrix: Variables regarding worker characteristics, job-specific factors, occupation, and industry
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Probability of automation

The probability of automation of European occupations estimated applying the task-based
approach and considering the technical limitations that prevent automation (i.e., creative
intelligence, perception and manipulation, and social intelligence) are shown in Table 8.

At the European level, the probability of automation varies between 0.5074 (for Teaching
professionals) and 0.6443 (for Plant and machine operator and assembler – Other).
Occupations with a lower probability of automation (between 0.50 and 0.55) include
teaching professionals, legal professionals, chief executives, and managers. Instead,
occupations with a higher probability of automation (higher than 0.60) include clerks, food
preparation assistants, personal service workers, sales workers, cleaners, drivers, various
elementary workers, and assemblers. As the probability of automation can give an idea of
the time required to automate it (Frey and Osborne, 2013, 2017), these latter occupations
are likely to be automated relatively soon.

These results are consistent with previous literature: the risk of substitution faced by the
worker is low when tasks that cannot be automated are frequently carried out (e.g.,
collaborate with other people, interact, influence, solve problems), while the probability is
high when routine and thus automatable tasks (e.g., exchange information, perform
calculations, assemble components) are prevalent. Moreover, the skills and tasks related to
technical limitations to automation are rated on average as more important or are
performed more frequently in occupations with a lower probability of automation. The only
exception is customer handling skills, which are more important for occupations with a
higher probability of automation.

In addition to this general trend, it is possible to see differences in the probability of
automation in the three clusters of European countries identified. The probabilities of
automation in cluster 1 (characterised by an employment flexibility index and union density
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lower than the European average and a human capital index similar to the European
average) and cluster 2 (characterised by a very high employment flexibility index, but a
human capital index and union density below the European average) are on average similar,
while the probabilities of automation in cluster 3 (where the three indicators are above or
far above the European average) are on average 0.09 lower than in cluster 1 and 2. The only
exception is given by the occupation Plant and machine operator and assembler – Other,
for which the probability of automation in the cluster 3 reaches 0.9117 while in the others
clusters it is equal to 0.6307 in cluster 1 and 0.6661 in cluster 2.

In general, a higher employment flexibility, union density and level of human capital seem
to protect workers from the risk of replacement. This is consistent with previous literature
exposed in Paragraph 2.2: employment flexibility, together with other factors, moderates
the impact of technological change on employment (Benavente and Lauterbach, 2008;
Giuliodori and Stucchi, 2012; Ugur, 2020) as it affects the use of robots and labour
(Chiacchio et al., 2018); a higher union density may reduce the firm’s incentive to invest in
innovation as unionized workers can reap the rents from technological advances (Van Roy
et al., 2018); finally, the level of human capital affects the choice of the occupation with a
high or low probability of automation and the tasks performed on the job (Autor and
Handel, 2013; Bentaouet Kattan et al., 2018; Goldin, 2016; Van Roy et al., 2018).
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Table 8. Probabilities of automation of European occupations
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Source: our elaboration

Results of regression analysis

The econometric results are presented in Table 9.
For some socio-demographic characteristics of the worker, job-specific factors,
occupational and industry-specific variables there are differences between the three
clusters of European countries; this is not the case for others.

In all clusters, male workers face a higher risk of substitution compared to female workers.
This result is consistent with those found by Pouliakas (2018), according to which European
male workers face a higher risk of substitution given that they frequently perform
occupations with a higher probability of automation and or alternatively more automatable
tasks compared to women.
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Age does not influence the probability of automation in all countries contrary to previous
literature. In fact, Nedelkoska and Quintini (2018) in the case of OECD countries and
Pouliakas (2018) for European countries found that young workers face a higher risk of
substitution.

The impact of education, vocational qualification and the level of skills on the probability of
automation is different in the three clusters. In cluster 1, where the level of human capital
is around the European average, any level of education increases the risk of substitution
faced by the worker. This is contrary to the evidence found by many authors in different
context: Frey and Osborne (2013, 2017) for the United States, Haldane (2015) for the United
Kingdom, Arntz et al. (2016) and Nedelkoska and Quintini (2018) for OECD countries, and
Pouliakas (2018) for European countries. On the contrary, results consistent with the
literature are found in clusters 2 and 3. In cluster 2, where the level of human capital is
below the European average, education produces the desired effect of protecting workers
from the risk of substitution, reducing the risk of about 0.05. Instead, estimates for cluster
3 are not significant at 5%. Moreover, if the type of education received is vocational or the
worker has received some learning in the workplace (e.g., through apprenticeships,
internships, or other forms of work-based learning), the probability of automation is further
reduced in cluster 1 and 2; on the contrary, the impact of this learning is not significant in
cluster 3. The level of skills does not impact the probability of automation in all clusters.
Turning to job-specific factors, in all the three clusters, being employed by a private
company increases the risk of substitution, especially in cluster 3 where this results in a 0.03
increase in risk. Instead, firm size was found not to be significant in increasing or decreasing
the probability of automation.

Worker’s experience (variable: years in job) and type of contract (specifically, indefinite
contract) do not to impact on the probability of automation in all the three clusters. On the
contrary, as the number of working weekly hours increases, the probability decreases in all
clusters. This is likely related to the type of occupation performed: in fact, workers who
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work more hours per week tend to be managers or professionals, which are occupations
with a lower probability of automation.

Having undergone training has no impact on risk of substitution. Instead, what makes a
difference are the reasons for the training. In fact, if the training is aimed at staying up-todate with changing skill needs of the job or performing better at the job, it contributes to
decreasing the probability of automation, especially in cluster 2 where the level of human
capital is below the European average.

Contrary to expectation, the level of routine intensity of the industry does not impact or
even reduce the probability of automation, especially in cluster 1. Finally, the occupational
class increases or decreases the probability of automation depending on the work activities
performed in it and the possibility of automating them.
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Source: our elaboration

Source: our elaboration

Table 9. Econometric analysis
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Source: our elaboration
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Concluding remarks

Final considerations regarding the probability of automation and the influence of the
institutional context

The analyses show that the institutional context in which the worker operates influences both
the probability of automation of occupation and how this probability is affected by sociodemographic characteristics of the worker and job-specific factors.
European occupations have a probability of automation that varies between around 0.51 and
0.64. However, in institutional contexts characterised by a high employment flexibility, union
density and level of human capital, the probability of automation of all occupations except one
is lower than in other institutional contexts, although it is still high (it varies between 0.42 and
0.59).
The estimated probabilities of automation suggest the potential substitution of workers
employed in many occupations in Europe. However, it is necessary to keep in mind three aspects.
First, automation usually affects tasks and not whole occupations (Arntz et al., 2016; Bessen et
al., 2020). Second, within each occupation, tasks are very different (Autor and Handel, 2013) and
not all of them can be automated; the heterogeneity of tasks is partly due to the adjustments
following past waves of automation (Arntz et al., 2016). Third, potential automation (i.e., the
ability to automate a work activity) may not translate into actual automation with the resulting
job losses (Arntz et al., 2016; Bessen et al., 2020; Nedelkoska and Quintini, 2018). In fact, three
types of factors should be taken into account (Arntz et al., 2016; Bessen et al., 2020; Bruno and
Polli, 2017; David, 2017; Frey and Osborne, 2015; Manyika, 2017): factors related to the adoption
of technologies such as the technical characteristics of technology, the investment capacity of
firms, legal or social obstacles to worker replacement; factors regarding tasks, including their
modification over time; and indirect effects such as the new labour demand to produce machines
and the increases in firm productivity.

The institutional context also influences the relationship between the probability of automation
and worker and job characteristics. However, this is only valid for some factors. For example,
education is highly influenced by the institutional context: it is not significant or increases the
probability of automation in countries where the level of human capital is high (cluster 3) or
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medium (cluster 1), while it contributes to decrease the probability of automation in countries
where the level of human capital is low (cluster 2). Another aspect that is influenced by the
institutional context is training and its reason: having undergone training to stay up-to-date or
perform better reduces the probability of automation in all countries, but produces the larger
decrease in countries where the level of human capital is low (cluster 2). This confirms the need
and effectiveness of providing education and training to workers to protect them against the risk
of substitution.

In the case of other factors, the impact on the probability of automation is the same regardless
of the characteristics of the institutional context.

Considerations regarding Covid-19 crisis

The Covid-19 pandemic is having a great impact on employment: the unemployment rate has
increased, people work less hours and in a flexible way, labour force participation is decreased
especially for younger or less educated workers (Béland et al., 2020; Spurk and Straub, 2020).
Covid-19 may also foster work automation and reorganization of operations (Blit, 2020).
Employers have in fact an incentive to introduce technology as a means of defence against future
pandemics: technology can allow to continue production and protect workers from infection
since it reduces social distancing and enables remote work (Blit, 2020; Bloom and Prettner, 2020;
Chernoff and Warman, 2020). This is particularly true for occupations that are at greater risk of
Covid transmission (Chernoff and Warman, 2020). As a consequence, the risk of viral
transmission should be considered in the estimation of the probability of automation. These
probabilities will be higher for occupations such as salespersons and cashiers, clerks and
secretaries, and personal care aids, as these occupations have a high level of viral transmission
and can already be automated to some extent with existing technologies (Chernoff and Warman,
2020). Most affected industries include manufacturing, retail and wholesale, transportation, and
construction (Blit, 2020).

Limitations and future research
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The study is not devoid of limitations. First, the estimates of the probability of automation are
based only on technological capabilities that enable or not automation; other factors that affect
actual automation (i.e., factors concerning technology adoption, the task content and
macroeconomic adjustments) are not taken into account. This is common to all studies on the
topic. In addition, due to lack of data, some factors related to the firm in which the worker is
employed and that can influence decisions on automation (e.g., family or non-family ownership
structure, belonging to industrial districts and supplier-firm relationships) are not considered.
Further analyses could try to estimate a probability of automation that considers these aspects.

As regards the methodology adopted, it should be noted that the American occupation
classification used by Frey and Osborne (2013, 2017) do not correspond perfectly with the
classification of occupations adopted in the ESJS database. A similar limitation applies to
variables describing engineering bottlenecks: there is an imperfect correspondence between the
variables selected by Frey and Osborne (2013, 2017) and those used in the ESJS database. As a
consequence, the estimated probabilities may be subject to limitations.

The impact of Covid-19 on the probability of automation of occupation is another aspect that
requires further investigation.
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Abstract:
The main objective of the paper is to identify and analyze the main imbalances in the euro area
before and during the financial crisis of 2008-2009 compared to the current economic downturn
of 2020-2021 caused by the coronavirus pandemic. In this context, the accumulated
macroeconomic imbalances in the real sector, the loose fiscal policy financed by low interest
rates, which are the main factors for the crisis in the eurozone in both periods, are examined.
To achieve the goal of the study, firstly, the paper analyzes the euro area through the prism of
the cost-benefit analysis of a monetary union and tries to answer the question of whether the
euro area can be considered an optimum currency area and a form of full-fledged economic
integration. Then issue of subsidiarity and policies in the euro area is discussed. The research is
focused on the main imbalance in the real sector, which is the dynamics of the current account
of the balance of payments and its determining factors – increased investment demand, loss of
competitiveness, large capital movements, increase in indebtedness, credit booms and rising
housing prices. On this basis it becomes possible to summarize the main differences between in
the imbalances in the euro area before and during the crisis 2008-2009 and the coronavirus crisis
2020-2021.
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Introduction

The main objective of the paper is to identify and analyze what are the main differences in the
euro area imbalances before and during the global financial crisis of 2008-2009 compared to the
devastating economic crisis of 2020-2021 caused by the coronavirus pandemic. The main
imbalance in the real sector is the dynamics of the current account of the balance of payments,
as a large deficit can be caused by increased investment demand or loss of competitiveness.
Deficits on the current account of the balance of payments are also associated with a large
movement of capital and an increase in indebtedness. The extent to which deficit countries have
an adequate inflow of FDI to manage the current account deficit is also examined. Another
important factor is the expansion of lending and the growth of investments in the non-tradable
sector, including real estate business boom.
Methodology used in the paper includes descriptive analysis, comparative study and critical
analysis. Structurally, the paper covers 5 sections, such as follows: in Section 1 a brief analysis of
the euro area in terms of the Optimum Currency Areas Theory is made; Section 2 seeks an
answer to the question of whether the euro area can be considered an OCA and a form of fullfledged economic integration; in Section 3 the issue of subsidiarity and policies in the euro area
is discussed; Section 4 is devoted to the analysis of the sources of structural imbalances in the
euro area; in the last Section 5 a comparative analysis of the main differences in the imbalances
in the euro area before and during the crisis 2008-2009 and the coronavirus crisis 2020-2021 is
made. The paper ends with a summary of the main findings of the study.

Cost-benefit analysis of the EMU
The extent to which the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) is a successful Optimum Currency
Area (OCA) depends on two sets of issues: the cost-benefit ratio and the extent to which the
OCAs criteria are exogenous (must be met in advance before joining the monetary union) or
endogenous (they are subsequently covered, thanks to accession to the monetary union).
Opinions on these issues are clearly divided between monetarists and Keynesians. At the time
of the establishment of EMU monetarists prevailed: the adoption of a common European
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currency was enough to bring the economies that joined the monetary union closer together.
EMU raises a lively discussion about what form of unification it is. The Optimum Currency Areas
Theory, developed by Mundell (1961), is the necessary basis for the analysis of the eurozone.
According to Mongelli (2002), the OCA theory undergoes 4 stages of development: 1) Pioneering
stage – from the early 60s to the 70s of the XX century, when the idea of a currency area was
born and such terms as “borders”, “criteria” were used, as well as “cost-benefit” analysis of the
monetary union; 2) Stage of reconciliation – in the 70s of the XX century, when different
directions of the theory of OCAs are combined, without tangible contribution, 3) Stage of
revaluation – in 80s and early 90s of the XX century, when the interest in OCAs was renewed and
it evolved into a “new” OCA theory used for the institutional design of EMU, and 4) Empirical
stage – after the mid-90s of the XX century, when all aspects of the OCA theory are studied and
they enter into “implementation" and testing.
The costs and benefits of joining EMU depend on the degree of openness of the economies, i.e.
the intensity of intra-union trade. It is important to abandon an autonomous national monetary
policy and to establish institutions for implementing a common monetary policy. According to
Keynesians, economies have many "rigid" (inflexible) elements. Autonomous monetary policy is
a powerful tool for eliminating imbalances. The adoption of a single currency is a long and slow
process of economic convergence of the countries that join the EMU.
Relatively few countries find benefits in joining the monetary union. This is because key elements
in many economies lack flexibility (especially on wages and prices). Due to the idiosyncratic
nature of the countries, the independent monetary (including currency) policy is a tool for
mitigating the imbalances between them. For monetarists, autonomous monetary policy is
ineffective in correcting disparities in the economic development between countries. Some
economists (Handler, 2013) believe that the euro was created not as an option to choose
between fixed or floating exchange rate systems, but for political reasons – whether to continue
the dominance of the German mark in Europe or to move to a common currency system.
According to De Grauwe (2012), the answer to the question whether EMU is an OCA depends on
the assessment of three parameters: (1) Degree of intra-EU trade; (2) Degree of rigidities of
wages and prices; (3) Degree of asymmetry of external shocks.
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According to De Grawe & Mongelli (2012, p. 10), integration is a source of benefits of a monetary
union, i.e. the greater the degree of integration the more the member countries benefit from
the efficiency gains of a monetary union.
The degree of openness of economies until their accession to the eurozone is very diverse.
Countries with the largest economies and the largest populations in Europe – Germany, France,
Italy, Spain – have lower openness due to their larger domestic markets and domestic
consumption. At the same time, the small economies of Central and Eastern European countries
and the Benelux countries have a very high degree of openness. From a cost-benefit balance,
these countries seem more suitable for joining EMU.
There are also large price differences between countries. Figure 1 shows the deviations in the
consumer price index (CPI) of individual countries from the average harmonized index of
consumer prices (HICP) of the eurozone. Prices in individual countries differ in terms of
transaction costs in retail trade and product differences in countries. The degree of flexibility of
money markets in individual countries also shows whether EMU is attractive to them.
Asymmetry in supply and demand shocks is also important.
One of the main challenges for non-euro area EU member states is to one day meet the
requirements of the OCA theory, expand the euro area and make it a “cheaper” monetary union
where the benefits outweigh the costs. To do this, two important things are needed: to reduce
the degree of real divergence and to increase the flexibility of labour markets.
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Deviation in national CPI related to the average HICP of the euro
area in 2019 (2015 = 100)
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Source: Eurostat; author’s calculations
Figure 1: Deviations in the CPI in the individual countries, related to the average HICP of the eurozone

Can the eurozone be considered an OCA and a form of full-fledged economic integration?

The motives for the creation of the EMU are economic and political. The ultimate goal is for
economic integration to lead to lower prices for consumers, to increase the level of prosperity
in the union and the economic productivity of countries (due to economies of scale, reduction
of unit costs with increasing production and use of raw materials). Successful integration is
characterized by 1) Constant geographical expansion and, over time, a greater degree of
economic and political integration, 2) Sharing of common revenues between the Member States,
3) Common economic and political decision-making, and 4) Willingness to make concessions
between the developed and developing members of the EMU.
In general, the EMU has several main characteristics. It combines a customs union with a
common internal market and a monetary union. Internal trade barriers have been completely
removed and a common external tariff applies throughout the jurisdiction. There is no final
decision on non-tariff goods and services with third countries, nor on labour and capital. EMU
protects the free movement of goods and services, labour and capital on its territory, and has a
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common monetary policy, but only partially integrated fiscal policy. The existence of a fiscal
union would mean a shared fiscal and budgetary policy and would lead to full economic
integration. Another step towards full-fledged economic integration is the creation of
supranational bodies and the gradual transition to a political union.
With an incomplete monetary union, i.e., one in which there is no fiscal union, the government
bond markets are more fragile and the asymmetric shocks tend to increase in government bond
markets and impose high interest rates in countries in crisis (De Grauwe, 2012). In the presence
of a monetary union with a built-in fiscal union, these problems disappear and the costs of joining
EMU are lower.
In the euro area, there are some rigidities in wages and prices, and financial markets do not serve
entirely as risk insurance. There is no mechanism for balancing the uneven consequences among
its member states, in the event of an asymmetric shock, as well as opportunities for stabilizing
economic activity. The reasons are the following: heterogeneous economic structures of the
EMU Member State; relatively rigid labour market; non-fully transparent policy of the ECB when
purchasing government bonds; lack of a centralized fiscal institution; lack of a centralized lender
of last resort; lack (until recently) of a centralized institution with supervisory powers over the
financial system; the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) has no reliable sanctions and is restrictive
in the event of asymmetric shocks.
The euro area is a union of countries with different stages of development. Common monetary
policy is primarily concerned with price stability, which leads to large deviations in real exchange
rates and large current account imbalances between countries. In practice, some policies in the
eurozone go beyond economic logic – such as the violation of the SGP by France and Germany.
Instead of encouraging countries to become more stable, the austerity of the SGP is being
relaxed.
Until 2005 the euro area stood as a diverse group of countries, without a reliable instrument for
maintaining budgetary discipline. Over time, new countries, mainly from Central and Eastern
Europe, joined the euro area and became involved in the formation of the periphery. Even before
the global financial crisis, doubts were expressed about the resilience of EMU in times of crisis.
The population in less competitive countries may oppose the common monetary policy targeting
the core countries of the euro area. In essence, crises are idiosyncratic in individual countries,
making it difficult for the euro area to function as a full-fledged monetary union. According to
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De Grauwe (2012), there are 6 countries in the EMU that form an OCA – Germany, France, the
Benelux and Austria. The more the eurozone expands, the clearer the core-periphery system
stands out, with the periphery countries more difficult to feel the benefits of the union than
those of the core countries.
An objective systematization of the state of the eurozone and an answer to the question whether
the eurozone is a monetary union and an OCA is made by Fritz Breuss (2011, p. 7). In an analysis
of the causes of the euro area debt crisis and the measures imposed, he outlines a framework
based on the OCAs theory. He reveals two main reasons for the euro area debt crisis: (1)
Declining competitiveness (measured by relative unit labour costs, ULC) of eurozone countries
to the eurozone average, drifted apart in the last decade; (2) Rising indebtedness – public debt
increased dramatically in the PIIGS countries (Portugal, Italy, Ireland, Greece, Spain), in particular
in Greece.
The main conclusions Breuss (2011, pp. 8-10) draws are the following: (1) Many euro area
countries are failing to adapt to the monetary union with a new single currency and are
increasing their ULC costs. They cannot compensate for the loss of the currency devaluation
mechanism previously used to improve competitiveness. The expectation that euro area
membership and expansion of intra-trade in the eurozone automatically leads to “more
similarity” (less heterogeneity) and to a “European business cycle” is not confirmed. (2)
According to Krugman, more trade integration could lead to greater specialization and hence to
greater distancing of countries from the OCA zone. Besides the lack of adjustment, this argument
could also somehow explain the move away from competitiveness in the euro area. Schelkle
(2013, p. 40) also confirms that the integration may lead to geographical concentration of certain
economic activities, which could make regions more vulnerable to asymmetric shocks. (3) As
financial market integration deepens, the probability of eurozone countries’ sovereign defaults
declines. The closer euro area countries get to sovereign defaults, the more EMU costs outweigh
the benefits. An increase in the number of eurozone countries being in a sovereign default must
be offset by increased financial integration. (4) The countries of the former bloc of the German
mark are stable candidates for OCA in financial and fiscal terms. One reason for this is that that
the low interest rates after entering EMU has led to a misallocation of funds and to debt-financed
spending in the private and public sectors. Due to lax control by the EU institutions and hence
the disregard for the SGP rules, some euro area countries have accumulated sovereign debt-to-
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GDP ratios far above the sustainability level. These are the PIIGS countries. (5) The further the
euro area economies move away from the 'European business cycle', the more EMU costs
outweigh the benefits. Increasing competitiveness can compensate for real divergence. (6) In
some countries, real divergence cannot be overcome even by increasing competitiveness (due
to the effect of Krugman’s specialization). Two directives from the six European regulations
forming the "six pack" for the reform of the SGP address these issues. Until then, macroeconomic
imbalances have been ignored, although they are the second leading cause of the eurozone
crisis, apart from debt.
Research so far is far from definite as to whether the eurozone is an OCA, because it is
heterogeneous and only some of the countries in it have the necessary characteristics to form
the so-called “European cycle”. For example, as early as 1993, in their study of the symmetry of
shocks in the eurozone, Bayoumi and Eicheengreen divided them into core and periphery. Today,
this division not only persists but also intensifies. The euro area was created for political reasons
rather than to achieve economically viable OCA and full-fledged economic integration. Rather,
the same research refute the “endogenous theory of OCA”. Once entered in the euro area, the
business cycles of the new countries do not automatically become similar to the “core”, nor do
they adjust painlessly to the overall structure and common policies.

Subsidiarity and policies in the euro area
As OCA theory suggests, sufficient economic convergence is needed for the success of the single
currency and for prosperity. However, its practical dimension does not answer how much is
“sufficient”. For the period of “good times” of the eurozone, the fulfillment of monetary criteria
was considered sufficient – fiscal prudence, low budget deficits and low government debts.
These indicators become the convergence criteria without the fulfillment of which the EU
countries cannot join the eurozone. The consequence of the concept and structure of the euro
area are the policies it chooses to implement. The primary objective of the ECB’s monetary policy
is to prevent high inflation, instead of reconciling the management of employment and economic
growth, as are the functions of the US Federal Reserve. The supranational monetary policy is
limited to monitoring and managing monetary indicators because the dominant view is that
monetary policy is sufficient for the economic governance of the euro area. The policies
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incorporate the ideas of the efficiency and stability of the markets, in which the participation of
the state is minimized and the need for flexibility of actions and thinking is neglected – for quick
and painless adjustment to the changing circumstances. It is significant that the EMU budget,
which is redistributed for the implementation of the Union's policies, is only 1% of its GDP, i.e.
very little is incurred at EU level. The EU serves 27 countries with a total population of 450
million. Its budget is comparatively small – just €150 billion annually, less than the budgets of
Austria or Belgium. This is comparable to the national budget of Denmark, which serves 5.6
million people, and is about 30% smaller than the budget of Poland, which serves 38 million
people (European Commission, 2020). EU budget expenditure is less than 1% of the gross
national income of all EU Member States. Unlike national budgets, which are mainly used to
provide public services and finance social security systems, the EU budget is mainly used for
investments (large infrastructure projects, climate-related actions, protection of the EU external
border and so on).
In response to the crisis of 2008-2009 and under the influence of Germany, the eurozone has
adopted a policy of strict budget restrictions – to spend as much as there is, not as much as
necessary. The problem is that with severe budget deficit restrictions and excessive austerity,
countries are deprived of sufficient flexibility in their fiscal policies to avoid a recession, especially
countries in difficulty. The European Commission has the latest sanction, under the SGP and the
European Semester, and can veto a budget that it believes does not meet certain pan-European
conditions. The EU Member States cannot bear the costs according to their local needs. The fixed
exchange rate to the common currency does not allow individual countries to devalue their
exchange rates in order to stimulate their exports and production. Moreover, countries in crisis
are required to make structural reforms, such as changes to pension systems and the labour
market, in order to be compatible and more effective within the existing structure of the euro
area. Instead of restructuring the eurozone and creating the missing institutions, a fiscal and
banking union (in the immediate aftermath of the crisis), countries in crisis should have
restructured their economies and labour markets. The problem is that national structural
reforms are long-term processes that depend on national perceptions and values – i.e. changes
in education, healthcare, energy, intellectual property and transport are long-term. They require
a well-thought-out moment, consistency and pace of implementation, as well as the conviction
of the citizens of the country that they are necessary. Until the crisis, EMU was based on
agreements between the countries and combined a market economy with strong social
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protection systems, but diverse perceptions of the functioning of the economy. Germany has
argued that the eurozone is not a “transfer union” and, together with France, is using its
economic supremacy to impose its views, which are not applicable to the economies of other
countries. These circumstances do not help to achieve a “sufficient” degree of similarity and for
the functioning of the eurozone as an OCA, which distributes resources in solidarity, transferring
them from the less affected countries to the more affected by the crisis.
On the other hand, the Treaty of Accession to the EU introduces the principle of subsidiarity,
which transfers to national, rather than pan-European, responsibility for as wide a range of
public policies as possible. At the same time, a common monetary policy is in place, which sets
the interest rate levels valid in all euro area countries, including those in recession, which need
alternative solutions. This is one of the reasons why the EMU budget is so small. In the absence
of sufficient non-monetary oversight and regulation, the effects of a community’s actions affect
other countries and require coordination or higher-level decisions. The ECB sets interest rates
applicable to the euro area as a whole, without taking into account the idiosyncrasies of
individual countries. Some countries are threatened by inflation, others by recession. It is
difficult for the ECB to set interest rates that satisfy all countries equally, balancing the risk of
inflation and recession.
For example, in 2009 the Baltic countries had a decline in their economies of -14.3% to -14.8%,
Spain, Austria and the Netherlands a decline of -3.8%, Malta – -1.1%, on average for the
Eurozone – -4.5%. The “government debt/GDP” ratio is also indicative. Two countries – Ireland
and Spain – complied with the 60% pre-crisis reference value (2008), but went beyond the 20112012 reference value and joined the PIIGS group. France exceeded the “government debt/GDP”
reference value even before the crisis, but is not in the PIIGS group. Since 2009, the ECB’s key
interest rates have been falling and since 2014 they have been around zero. The problem is that
the ECB is already “physically” restricted in its actions because it cannot further lower its interest
rates to stimulate economic activity.
The 2011 Summit established joint instruments for financial assistance to countries in crisis
(Council of the European Union, 2011). But the tranches of funds by these financial instruments
are directed to troubled countries, accompanied by firm recommendations on what to do the
country – to deprivatize private banks, to take with public funds private debts of troubled banks,
to expropriate some of its citizens’ deposits, to privatize national assets and other. The aim
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seems to have been to pursue national policies that are in line with the views of eurozone
experts, rather than addressing the problems of troubled countries. The decision is
supranational, but the responsibility is national. The result is logical: economic slowdown and
crawling around levels of stagnation – for countries in crisis and for the eurozone as a whole.
Solutions to structural and sectoral problems began to be discussed in 2014, when the banking
union was established to monitor, regulate and strengthen the banking systems in the eurozone.
It can be said that this is a first step towards the restructuring of the eurozone and the acquisition
of sufficient institutional flexibility to facilitate the adaptation of countries to different
circumstances. The principle of subsidiarity and the policies chosen not only do not take into
account the economic diversity of EMU, but also do not help economic growth, employment and
sustainability to deepen convergence.
The following conclusions can be drawn:
First. The principle of subsidiarity presupposes vertical integration in decision-making. It defines
local discretion to conduct policies and their financing and forms of subsidizing local policies
exclusively in crisis situations. In the EMU until the moment of the 2008-2009 crisis, this principle
does not manifest itself, because there are no established mechanisms and institutions to serve
them. In comparison, in the United States, individual states have the freedom to act, but in the
event of a disaster or crisis, there is a mechanism for federal subsidies. On the other hand, there
are certain rules, restrictions and regulations in the euro area that are raised to the level of
fundamental principles, regardless of whether and to what extent they meet the needs of all
countries, according to their specificities. Moreover, decisions are made centrally,
implementation is decentralized, and local governments are responsible for policies.
Second. As is often argued, the euro area has made the wrong policy choice for a joint and shared
exit from the 2008-2009 crisis, imposing austerity and cuts in government spending to halt the
economy’s deficit and debt financing. Not only according to Keynesians, but experience has
shown that cutting government spending is hampering economic growth. Of course, the
criterion is that these costs are not a waste, but productive – such as public investment in
education, R&D, infrastructure, others, which stimulate private economic activity and lead to
increased value added.
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Third. It turns out that the ECB does not have enough powers. Probably even the strongest
defenders of the market economy are already convinced that the markets do not have the
capacity to regulate the economy themselves and conducting monetary policy alone is not
enough. In addition, the ECB’s monetary policy is depleting its capacity as it reaches zero interest
rates. Due to the fact that markets cannot lead to full integration and optimal allocation of
resources, it is probably time for the ECB to extend its scope to factors of production and to
monitor labour markets as well. Of particular importance is that labour market problems have
long-term consequences.

Sources of imbalances in the euro area
At the time of the creation of the euro area in early 1999, political motives prevailed over
economic ones. Eurozone countries had the fastest growth before merging into EMU. Then the
overall eurozone economy slowed. The global financial crisis spread to Europe in the autumn of
2008 and led to a large-scale public intervention to prevent a very deep recession and rescue
failing banks. The pre-crisis framework was unable to respond to the financial crisis, in particular
its systemic nature (European Commission, 2014, p. 2). For example, tools were not available to
deal with the collapse of large cross-border banks. At that time there were 27 different
regulatory systems for banks in place, largely based on national rules and national rescue
measures, although some limited European minimum rules and coordination mechanisms
already exist.
EU governments responded to the financial turmoil with large fiscal bailout packages and
interventions to support banks, which sharply increased budget deficits and government debt in
some countries and sparked a European debt crisis, which proved to be a logical next phase of
the financial crisis. The crisis has also affected the real economy and in 2009 the EU and the euro
area fell into recession. The recession of 2009 triggered the euro area debt crisis. The
accumulated imbalances in the real sector and the loose fiscal policy financed by the low interest
rates were one of the main factors for the crisis of 2008 in the EU.
The euro area countries with a predominant current account deficit are also characterized by
unstable dynamics of this indicator. The imbalance was most pronounced in pre-crisis 2008,
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when Ireland, Greece and Portugal had the largest current account deficits. In 2009-2011 there
was a tendency to reduce the deficit as the largest remains in Greece. Ireland had the lowest
deficit, which it managed to turn into a surplus in 2010-2011.
Regarding the financial account of the balance of payments of the euro area Member States –
the situation is opposite to the above, as the countries with a current account surplus have a
deficit on the financial account, and vice versa. The reason is that countries with current account
deficits need financing, and it is most often obtained through the financial account. As concerns
the FDI, the euro area countries with a current account deficit are examined to what extent they
have an adequate inflow of FDI (on a net basis) with which to manage the current account deficit.
For example, Ireland had a relatively low current account deficit, which at the end of the period
(2011) turned into a surplus. In 2000-2003, the country had very high FDI (18% on average) with
almost zero current account deficit (0.5% on average). The situation worsened in 2004-2006,
when FDI was negative and the current account deficit widened. In general, for the period 20002008 FDI was 5.9% on average per year and managed to cover the current account deficit. In
Spain the current account deficit was higher than FDI during the period 2008-2011 (excluding
2000-2002). The lowest FDI (0.7%) was present in the crisis year of 2009. In general, for 20002008 the FDI was 4.1% on average per year and failed to cover the current account deficit, which
was 6.2% on average. For this reason, we can talk about a loss of competitiveness. Portugal
reported a higher current account deficit than FDI throughout the period 2000-2011. In the years
before the crisis (2007-2008), the current account deficit exceeded 10%, while FDI exceeded 2%.
In general, for 2000-2008 FDI is 3.1% on average per year and fails to cover the current account
deficit, which is 9.7% on average per year. This is a sign of serious imbalances and loss of
competitiveness. Greece had very low levels of FDI in 2000-2011, with the lowest value of 2% in
2006. The current account deficit was very high and in 2006-2009 exceeded 10%. In 2000-2008,
FDI was 0.9% on average per year and was significantly lower than the current account deficit,
which was 9.1% on average per year. This is a sign of very serious imbalances and loss of
competitiveness.
In general, Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Spain stand out as problematic countries. They are
characterized by high current account deficits and insufficient FDI to finance these deficits
(excluding Ireland), structural problems in the labour market (high unemployment, especially
among young people, low employment, rising labour costs), unsustainable high credit growth,
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boom in real estate investment (excluding Portugal). The fiscal policy of Greece and Portugal has
been less prudent and characterized by high budget deficits and high levels of government debts
above the reference values of 3% of GDP and 60% of GDP, respectively, before the 2008-2009
crisis. The fiscal policy of Ireland and Spain was relatively more prudent, realizing budget
surpluses in the period 2002-2007, the levels of government debt were within acceptable limits.
The high budget surpluses were due to the rapid development of construction and real estate,
buffers were not accumulated, budget expenditures were not flexible enough in the direction of
reduction in case of deterioration.

Government debt exceeded the 60% of GDP reference value for many countries even before the
2008-2009 crisis. The average debt level for the euro area was also higher than the reference
value. Greece, Italy and Belgium had the highest debts before the crisis, but Germany, France,
Austria and Portugal were above the reference value. The debt criterion has not been strictly
observed. Underestimation of this criterion is one of the main problems of mutual monitoring of
economic and fiscal policy before the crisis. Financial markets have also not paid enough
attention to the level of debt and government securities yields in the euro area. This
underestimation has led to the accumulation of unsustainable debts, which are financed at low
interest rates, which has allowed some governments to pursue irresponsible fiscal policies.

The other major factor in debt growth – economic growth and interest payments – also had a
significant impact, especially for countries with a deteriorating economic outlook and high debt
levels. This factor has been a major factor in Portugal, Italy and Greece. The increase in public
debt was also caused by public support for the recovery of banks. The government interventions
were in the following 3 areas: 1) State guarantees for interbank lending, as well as for new debt
issues of banks; 2) Recapitalization of troubled financial institutions by injecting capital from the
state or nationalization as a last resort; 3) Increasing the coverage of deposit guarantee schemes.
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Source: Eurostat; author’s calculations
Figure 2: Average annual GDP growth of the euro area (%)

Figure 2 shows how the overall economy of the 19 euro area countries developed during the
various stages: (1) before the creation of the eurozone, i.e. 1995-1999; (2) in the “good times” –
2000-2008; (3) during the recession – 2009-2012, and (4) in the recovery period – 2013-2019.
The average annual growth rate of the euro area is lower than that of non-euro area countries.
During the recovery period the euro area could not reach its pre-crisis levels.
The euro area is a currency union of economies that are diverse in scale and business cycle, of
diverse countries with different languages, identities, cultures, values and management beliefs.
In addition to the core and periphery, countries are divided into rich and poor. According to
critics of the eurozone, its real test comes when member states face an asymmetric shock, i.e. a
change that affects different countries in different way is absorbed. The low recovery rate in
Figure 4 shows that common currency countries are failing. Obviously, there are weaknesses in
the structure and policies of the eurozone that are significantly holding back its economy from
growing. Clearly, after the 2008-2009 crisis euro area countries need more time than non-euro
area countries to recover and return to pre-crisis levels of growth and unemployment.
How stable a union the eurozone is can be seen by comparing it with the other two economic
centers in the world – the United States and China. The comparison with the United States is
particularly interesting, as researches constantly draw a parallel between them as between two
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common currencies areas. Unfortunately, there is not much data for comparison, so we focus
on two indicators: 1) the average annual growth rate of the economy, and 2) the average value
of the total current account balance. The reviewed period is 2000-2019. The euro area economy
is the second largest in the world, after the United States. However, since 2000, of the three
world economies, the eurozone has been the slowest to grow (Figure 3).

Source: Eurostat; author’s calculations
Figure 3: GDP growth of China, EMU and USA (annual, %)

In general, the euro area economy has one and a half times slower long-term average annual
growth rate (1.38%) compared to the United States (2.09%) and 7 times – from China (9.02%).
In practice, it gravitates to the zone of stagnation. The heavy lockdowns in Europe in 2020 during
the covid-19 pandemic are a major factor in the deep contraction that the eurozone is suffering.
The economic downturn in the euro area is sharper than in the United States. "The eurozone is
unlikely to outgrow the United States by a horizon of one to two years" (Bosley & Pickert, 2020).
The situation of the eurozone is different compared to China and the United States in terms of
the current account balance. It can be said that from 2000 until the crisis in 2008, the current
account balance of the eurozone was in deficit in 2000, 2001 and 2006. Moreover, this happened
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in the "good times" (2000-2007), when there was no serious economic and financial test for the
euro area, and tests for its sustainability were made only in scientific research. During the crisis,
there was a significant and growing current account deficit in the euro area as a whole in 20082011 (Figure 4). When the financial crisis hit in 2008 and the United States contracted, in 2009
the United States contraction of 2.5% was far less than 4.5% in the euro area.

Source: Eurostat; author’s calculations

Figure 4: Current account balance of China, EMU and USA (% of GDP)

\The United States is a permanently net borrower, unlike China which is a net lender. The crisis
of 2008-2012 was a stress test for resilience of the economic and financial systems of the United
States and Europe. The sharp current account deficit of the eurozone in 2008 was mainly due to
a jump in the current account deficits of France (7 times) and Italy (2 times). Since 2012, the euro
area has become a net creditor.
The main source is the EU’s large net exports, which are not even between the countries. Longterm net exporters are the former countries of the German mark block (Germany, Belgium,
Luxembourg, Austria and the Netherlands) and Ireland. Net importers are France, Italy, Cyprus,
Greece, as well as the Baltic countries – Lithuania and Latvia.
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The long-term balance (2000-2019) on the current account has a slight tendency to surplus
(0.85%), in contrast to the United States, which has a clear deficit (-3.31%). The current account
position of the eurozone should not be taken lightly, as there are serious discrepancies behind
it. The surplus of some of the countries (5 countries – Germany, Austria, the Netherlands,
Belgium and Finland – generally Northern countries) corresponds to the deficits of the others
(14 countries). The group of countries with current account deficits (Ireland, Spain, Greece,
Portugal, etc.) includes the crisis economies, which turned to the rest of the eurozone and the
IMF for support during the financial crisis of 2008-2009.

Comparative analysis of the main differences in the euro area imbalances before and during
the crisis of 2008-2009 and the coronavirus crisis of 2020-2021

From the beginning of 2020, the whole world is under the heavy blows of the covid-19 pandemic.
The unprecedented health crisis due to the coronavirus has caused a devastating social and
economic crisis. The health-triggered crisis has led to both supply and demand side shocks
(Guerrieri et al., 2020). The coronavirus has produced a highly unusual recession in the euro
area, which affected less sensitive to recession economic sectors (Lagarde, 2020a). In a regular
recession, production and construction are usually more affected by the cyclical downturn, while
services are more sustainable. But during the lockdown in the coronavirus crisis there is a reverse
trend.
In these crisis conditions the accumulated imbalances in the real sector, loose fiscal policy and
low interest rates continue to influence. The containment and mitigation measures to curb the
economic downturn during the devastating crisis in 2020 were quickly introduced in the EU.
These measures have had sudden and profound economic impacts. Support is targeted mainly
at households and the most severely affected economic sectors of the crisis. Small and mediumsized enterprises are the most vulnerable and should therefore be prioritized, as they are less
able to withstand liquidity and solvency risks.
Despite the implemented containment and mitigation measures, the impact of the global
recession and severe financial market turmoil is very strong. Although the crisis is shared
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between countries, the duration and severity of the recession vary, reflecting the different
economic structures of individual EU Member States (such as the importance of global supply
chains, the tourism sector, remittances or, in some cases, falling commodity prices), and their
ability to take effective countermeasures. Some countries are not only suffering a decline in
economic activity, but also a rise in unemployment with renewed pressure on budget deficits
and public debt. Moreover, several countries had a significant need for liquidity even before the
COVID-19 pandemic. Along with the collapse of trade and the shift of risk from emerging markets
in general, many countries are facing acute balance of payments problems.
A comparison of the main differences in the sources of imbalances in the EU in the crisis 20082009 and in the current crisis 2020-2021 shows the following results:
First. Before the crisis of 2008-2009, large imbalances had accumulated in the euro area
countries, which increased their vulnerability to shocks. During the crisis the main imbalance in
the real sector was the dynamics of the current account of the balance of payments, as a large
deficit was caused by increased investment demand or loss of competitiveness. The need for
fiscal consolidation has limited the opportunities for governments to stimulate the economy.
Budget expenditures could not be quickly restructured to focus on growth-friendly areas.
Attempts to resolve the crisis on a lasting basis have failed, despite numerous changes in the
coordination and management of economic policy between countries and the creation of rescue
funds. During the economic crisis in Europe caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the opposite
trend was observed in terms of investment demand – it is declining sharply. The loss of
competitiveness continues. In other words, the imbalance in the real sector related to the
dynamics of the current account of the balance of payments continues.
Second. Deficits on the current account of the balance of payments are also associated with large
capital movements and increasing indebtedness during the financial crisis of 2008-2009. The
current account balances of the euro area countries are generally unstable in the period after
2000 and immediately before the global financial crisis. The large difference in current account
balances is seen as a sign of divergence between the euro area countries, which makes it difficult
to pursue a common monetary policy and calls into question the effectiveness of the monetary
union and the single internal market. In comparison, during the Covid-19 pandemic capital
movements are largely constrained in most countries. This can be treated as a factor in reducing
indebtedness and shrinking the current account deficit.
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Third. The current account deficit is not always caused by a loss of competitive positions. It may
be due to an accelerated process of investing in the economy and a significant inflow of FDI. As
a result of the increased economic uncertainty following the Covid-19 pandemic: the process of
investing in economies is slowing down. FDI inflows are reducing due to slow economic activity
and recession. This is identified as a potential factor in limiting the current account deficit.
Fourth. In terms of credit growth, it is interesting to note how countries with current account
deficits perform in terms of credit expansion. It is noteworthy that the countries with current
account deficits (Greece, Ireland and Spain) had higher credit growth in 2002-2007, which
created risks for the financial performance of banks. In a period of high economic growth and
lack of problems with loan servicing, credit growth is a source of high profits for banks. But during
the economic crisis of 2008-2009, unemployment in the EU is rising, household disposable
incomes and corporate profits are declining, leading to difficulties in servicing large amounts of
credit. This resulted in a sharp deterioration in the quality of banks’ loan portfolios. High credit
growth is combined with investment in the non-tradable sector.
Non-tradable sector often offers higher returns and therefore arouses greater investor interest.
Due to the high growth rates of labour costs, this sector may not be competitive enough and
may not offer such a high return. The attractiveness of the non-tradable sector is not due to
improved productivity, but more often to credit booms and market imperfections that allow for
monopoly rents. The most eloquent example of such a credit boom and attracting investment in
the non-tradable sector is real estate. Rising housing prices attracted great investment interest
in the years before the crisis, which had a positive effect on construction. The worsening
economic situation has halted this trend and led to very adverse effects in some countries, most
notably Ireland and Spain.
Huge fiscal stimulus was granted in accordance with the European Economic Recovery Plan
agreed in autumn 2008. This plan included measures in 4 areas: support for households, labour
market, business and public investment. Some of the countries, such as Greece, did not
participate in the plan, as it was assessed that their fiscal situation is difficult and does not allow
additional costs to be incurred. The net effect for Italy is also zero, as some of the measures save
government spending. The highest incentives in 2009 as a share of GDP were granted by Spain,
followed by Austria and Finland. With the European Economic Recovery Plan, the European
Union has clarified its determination to deal with the crisis by all available means (European
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Commission, 2009). This is also the case with the acute economic crisis 2020-2021 as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic.
On the one hand, the above-mentioned trends in bank lending activity are very similar to those
observed in the economic crisis caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, and on the other hand, new
measures have been introduced in the context of the pandemic. To counteract to the
unprecedented economic crisis of 2020-2021, a number of measures are introduced to alleviate
the financial situation of households and business entities. These measures are intended to make
it easier for people and companies to borrow funds, and to support their access to credit, and
thus to help boost spending and investment, with the ultimate goal of supporting economic
growth.
In response to the pandemic, in April 2020 the European Banking Authority adopted Guidelines
on legislative and private moratoria on loan repayments applied in light of the COVID-19 crisis
(EBA/GL/2020/02). Moratoria on bank loan payments are an effective tool in the short-term
liquidity difficulties of bank customers. Many companies and citizens experience such difficulties
because their work is restricted or suspended as a result of the measures against COVID-19. This,
in turn, adversely affects credit institutions, insofar as under the current regulatory framework,
deferred or terminated loan payments lead to additional costs and capital requirements for
banks. The moratoria enable credit institutions to allow their crisis-affected borrowers to defer
payments without automatically reclassifying loans falling within its scope as restructured or
non-performing.
To respond to the coronavirus pandemic the EU has agreed on a €540 billion package to tackle
the crisis and support workers, companies and Member States. The European Commission has
introduced a pan-European temporary support scheme to mitigate the risks of unemployment
in an emergency (SURE) in order to avoid mass redundancies by companies affected by the crisis.
The Commission has also unblocked €1 billion from the European Fund for Strategic Investments
(EFSI), which is the core of the InvestEU programme for 2021-2027. EFSI is used by the European
Investment Fund to provide guarantees to banks and other lenders. In this way, they are
stimulated to provide liquidity to about 100,000 small companies in the amount of about €8
billion.
The EU’s long-term budget for 2021-2027, coupled with NextGenerationEU, the temporary
instrument designed to boost the recovery, is the largest stimulus package ever
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financed through the EU budget. A total of €1.8 trillion is earmarked to help rebuild a postCOVID-19 Europe. NextGenerationEU also includes Recovery Assistance for Cohesion and the
Territories of Europe (REACT-EU) – an initiative which continues and extends the crisis response
and crisis repair measures delivered through the Coronavirus Response Investment Initiative and
the Coronavirus Response Investment Initiative Plus, and provides a bridge to the long-term
recovery plan.

The ECB is involved in helping the eurozone economy absorb the shock of the 2020 crisis in
various ways. The ECB launched a €1.850 billion Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme
(PEPP) to reduce borrowing costs and increase bank lending in the euro area (Lagarde, 2020b).
This programme is a non-standard monetary policy measure initiated in March 2020 to counter
the serious risks to the monetary policy transmission mechanism and the outlook for the euro
area posed by the coronavirus outbreak. Also, the ECB maintains borrowing at affordable prices.
The ECB has kept its key interest rates at historically low levels, so that borrowing costs remain
low. Low interest rates make it easier for people and companies to borrow money and support
costs and investments. The ECB has increased the amount of money that banks can borrow from
it and made it easier for them to borrow specifically to lend to those most affected by the spread
of the coronavirus, including small and medium enterprises (SMEs). One of the ways in which
the ECB makes borrowing easier is by easing the standards for collateral that banks give it as a
form of insurance when the ECB lends to them (Lagarde, 2020b). The ECB has temporarily
expanded the list of assets that banks can use as collateral. The ECB has also relaxed the measure
it applies to determining the value of these assets. The credit capacity of banks was increased.
Due to the crisis, the ECB is temporarily less strict on the amount of funds or ‘capital’ that banks
are required to keep as a buffer for difficult times. The ECB has also given banks greater flexibility
on supervisory timelines, deadlines and procedures. All these measures help euro area banks
focus on playing their vital role as lenders during the crisis. Banks are expected to use any funds
released to absorb losses and support the economy, rather than paying dividends (European
Central Bank, 2020). The ECB has reactivated swap lines and improved existing swap lines with
central banks around the world in response to the current crisis. The temporary euro liquidity
lines have been extended by nine months to March 2022 (European Central Bank, 2021).
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Governments throughout the EU have also implemented various tax and fiscal measures to
contain the economic fallout. The slowdown in economic activity and employment has led to a
decrease in budget revenues from income tax and corporate income tax. Government tax
measures have included extending deadlines for tax filing, the deferral of tax payments, the
provision of faster tax refunds, more generous loss offset provisions, and some tax exemptions,
including from social security contributions, payroll taxes or property taxes and so on (OECD,
2020, p. 5). Countries have also implemented wide-ranging measures to help businesses retain
their workers through short-time work schemes or wage subsidies. Since the years of the global
financial crisis, it has been established that keeping people working through such schemes is an
effective way of providing income support and limiting job losses. Income support to households
has been expanded in many countries, usually through targeted cash benefits rather than tax
cuts, by facilitating access to sick-leave benefits and expanding eligibility, broadening the scope
of unemployment benefits in particular to self-employed workers in some countries, etc. (OECD,
2020, p. 5). The measures taken by governments and the generous fiscal stimulus as a response
of the COVID-19 pandemic are expected to lead to an increase in debt in a number of countries.

Conclusion
The analysis shows that in less than 15 years, euro area countries have faced serious economic
shocks such as the financial crisis of 2008-2009, which escalated into a debt crisis and the
economic crisis of early 2020 until now. There are significant differences between the causes
and manifestations of these crises and the effects they have had on countries.
During the financial crisis of 2008-2009 and the euro area debt crisis, the southern euro area
countries (PIIGS) proved to be the most unprepared for the crisis and their economies were
highly vulnerable to the negative effects of shocks. As a result, the financial and economic crisis
has hit them very hard. The good times of economic growth before the crisis were not used to
accumulate fiscal buffers and the policy pursued in most countries did not comply with the SGP
rules.
The economic crisis following the covid-19 pandemic has another source, but it manifests itself
in the same destructive way for economies. The outbreak of COVID-19 led to an unprecedented
health crisis and a decline in economic activity unparalleled in recent history. During the
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pandemic, accumulated imbalances in the real sector, loose fiscal policy and low interest rates
continue to have an impact.
In the conditions of the financial crisis 2008-2009 there is a large current account deficit caused
by increased investment demand – a trend that is not observed during the pandemic, when
capital movements are largely constrained in most countries. The process of investing is slowing
down. FDI inflows are reducing due to slow economic activity and recession. Furthermore, during
the crisis of 2008-2009 and the covid-19 pandemic, unemployment in the EU was rising,
household disposable incomes and corporate profits were declining, leading to difficulties in
servicing bank loans.
Governments have taken decisive action to contain and mitigate the spread of the coronavirus
and to limit the adverse impacts on their citizens and their economies. Various measures have
been taken to support businesses to stay afloat and household services, to maintain
employment, to stimulate domestic demand and to stabilise the labour markets. But the
measures taken by governments and the generous fiscal stimulus as a response to the
coronavirus crisis are expected to lead to an increase in debt in a number of countries. In this
way, serious challenges to fiscal discipline will be observed in the future and the assessment of
the degree of its sustainability will change.
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Abstract:

Rampant unethical incidences in public sectors have eroded the public trust towards
government officials. The accusation is that the officials are unethical in their actions, and eager
in enriching themselves instead of protecting the interest of the public. Indeed, unethical actions
are derived from unethical judgments which are influenced by various factors. Applying Hunt
and Vitell theory, the objective of this study is to examine the ethical judgments in relation to
organizational ethical climate, deontological evaluations of rules compliance and teleological
evaluations of perceive consequences. Data were collected from 141 government officials of
Kota Bharu municipal council and analysed using Smart PLS version 3. As hypothesized, the
findings supported that organizational ethical climate, deontological evaluations and teleological
evaluations have significant impact on ethical judgements. This study provides beneficial insights
to the government, policy and lawmakers, municipal councils, and academicians that rule
compliance (deontology), able to quantify the right over the wrong consequences (teleology)
since having a sound organizational ethical climate is vital in the formation of ethical judgments.
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Hence, it is hoped that enhancing ethical judgements among the officials would regain the public
trust towards the municipal council and thus align to the country’s aspiration of becoming a
corrupt free nation in due time.

Keywords: Organizational Ethical Climate, Deontological Evaluation, Teleological Evaluation,
Ethical Judgement.

Introduction

Ethics is a branch of philosophy that manifested by systematizing, defending, and recommending
concepts of what is right and wrong. The concepts guide people in manoeuvring their lives and
forming judgments. Judgments formed in ethical manner would benefit many parties in the long
run although they may incur higher cost to the decision-maker (Strider, 2014). On the other
hand, unethical judgements may benefit the decision-maker but would harm stakeholder and
society (Jackson et al., 2013).

Ethical judgments are the main concern of all sectors; most importantly, those in public sectors
and thus, municipal council officials are not spared either. This is because their main duties are
to deliver services for the betterment of the people and area under their jurisdiction. They have
been entrusted to make the areas under their jurisdictions free from any wrongdoing and
unethical incidences (Osman et al., 2014) apart from promoting sustainability (Joseph et al.,
2019) and improving the well-being and life quality of the citizens (Zakaria et al., 2020). In
performing duties and judgments, they must assure that these tasks are performed within the
acceptable ethical standards (Masters & Graycar, 2016) for the sake of protecting the interest of
the public. Muda and Saat (2019) highlighted that the ethical judgments are the most critical
task in an organisation because the judgments made are not only compatible with values and
beliefs but also uphold the good image of the organisation.

However, poor governance, increasing inequality in socio-economic between residences,
flourishing corruption, and unethical incidences have weakened such efforts. Accordingly, there
was evidence that the council's officials tend to present various kinds of unethical incidences
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such as bribery, making false claim, securing unlicensed business premises, graft and corruption
(Chamunorwa, 2015; Muda & Saat, 2019; Ruzki, 2020). As local authorities are unable to deliver
quality services due to mismanagement of fund, the public is cynical of municipal council and
raises an accusation that its officials are unethical which is attributed to their failure in forming
ethical judgements.

Muda and Saat (2019) highlighted that the ethical judgments are the most critical task in an
organisation because the judgments made are not only compatible with values and beliefs but
also uphold the good image of the organisation. They argued that unethical incidences among
local authorities are found to be due to unauthorized or inappropriate judgment. Thus, with
ethical judgement, the local authority officials should be able to deliver the responsibility in
proper, effective, and efficient manner for the citizen’s benefit. Being aware on the importance
of ethical judgements for the local authority officials, this study aims to examine the factors that
affect their ethical judgements in financial matters.

Many unethical incidences of councils’ officials have been reported around the globe. In Brazil,
Rodrigues et al. (2020) found that Municipal Council's officials are susceptible to corruption and
mismanagement incidences. Meanwhile, councillors of Somalian cities were criticised for failing
to elevate its residents' social status and well-being (Ahmed & Koech, 2019). In the same vein,
Malaysia’s municipal council is not excluded from these predicaments. For example, the
Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission arrested the director and municipal council’s officials for
soliciting and accepting bribes from unlicensed business owners for monthly protection (Anis,
2020). This unethical practices and issues of unethical judgement have eroded the public's trust
towards the municipal councils. Thus, the publics are generally sceptical with the local authority
officials and accuse them of unethical judgements.

Hence, with ethical judgement, the local authority officials should be able to deliver the
responsibility in proper, effective, and efficient manner for the citizen’s benefit. Being aware on
the importance of ethical judgements for the local authority officials, this study aims to examine
the factors that affect their ethical judgements in financial matters. Therefore, following Hunt
and Vitell Theory and prior studies (Bicen & Gudigantala, 2019; Brady & Gougoumanova, 2011;
Bregman et al., 2015; Pan & Sparks, 2012; Ren et al., 2020; Zakaria, 2010), this study attempts
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to extend those prior research by examining the impact of organizational ethical climate and
moral philosophies on ethical judgements of municipal council officials. To fill this gap, at least
partially, and emulating Hunt and Vitell theory of ethics (1986) and prior studies by Abdullah et
al. (2014) and Johari et al. (2020), the objective of this current study is to examine the
relationship between organizational ethical climate, deontological and teleological evaluations
on ethical judgements.

LITERATURE REVIEW & HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT

Underpinning Theory of Ethical Judgements

The framework of this study is based on a prominent theory of ethical judgement by Hunt and
Vitell (1986, 1993). In 1986, the first virtue ethics theory was issued by Hunt and Vitell. They
developed the theory to postulate factors of ethical judgements or decision-making in ethical
problems situation in marketing ethics. Later in 1993, they additionally enhanced the theory by
integrating more elements on environmental and personal influences (Haron et al., 2015).
Russell (2019) claimed that this theory aims at what the individual must do (prescriptive) when
going through their ethical judgements procedure with what they do (descriptive) during that
process. These assessments lead to an ethical evaluation, which influences the person's
behaviour by the intermediate variable of intention. The Hunt and Vitell (1986; 1993) theory,
whose primary interest is in marketing ethics, proposed an ethical judgment model emphasizing
the scenarios involving ethical issues (Hunt & Vitell, 2006; Marta, 1999). Even though this model
is developed for the marketing area, it may often reflect decision-making in other disciplines,
including the municipal council. Many scholars in ethics have applied this theory by guiding them
in empirical research as this theory is applicable for all aspects of making ethical judgements
(Hunt & Vitell, 2006). Moreover, Hunt and Vitell’s theory of ethics is suitable to the other issue
related to ethical judgements (Zakaria, 2010), in which it predicts on how people handle the
situation involving ethical dilemmas (Russell, 2019)

Municipal Council in Malaysia
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To date there are 37 municipals councils in Malaysia. The councils are responsible for providing
public goods and services to each community of citizens living within their localities. Two criteria
were established for the council’s classification which are the total revenue and the number of
citizens serving. The state or district can be designated as a municipal council when it has
accomplished at least 150,000 citizens and earned a revenue of not less than RM 20 million
annually (Statistic of Local Authorities According to State, n.d.). In terms of the Local Government
Act 1976 (Act 171), a municipal council is a local authority formed under the Malaysian local
government. This municipal council has the right to establish its standards and legislation to
serve the citizens but subjected to national regulation (Bello et al., 2017; Osman et al., 2014;
Zakaria et al., 2020). The prominent role of the municipal council is mainly for its citizens such as
to provide goods and services, (Osman et al., 2014) govern and structure its planning, budgeting,
and administration (Gumisiriza & Kugonza, 2020), and carry out the policies to build up the
growth of business environment (Meyer & Neethling, 2017). Hence, the municipal council is
accountable for delivering the services for the city's sustainability and citizens' well-being by
promoting all aspects like safety, economic, social, and environmental development. Kota Bharu
Municipal Council as a local authority also has the same responsibilities and plays a role like other
local authorities in Malaysia. Nevertheless, this municipal council differs from other municipal
councils regarding the incorporating of Islamic ethics in its organization. According to Hassan and
Ahmad (2016), Kota Bharu Municipal Council plays a crucial role in ensuring the city's landscape
in terms of planning, management, and all aspects based on Islamic values.

Ethical Judgement

An ethical judgement is characterised as a legally and morally decision. Hunt and Vitell (1986)
described ethical judgments as judgments that recognise ethical issues and evaluate alternatives
based on the rule system of deontological (non-consequences) evaluations and teleological
(consequences) assessments that are the best approach to solve unethical issue. Moreover, it is
illustrated as how people judge what is “appropriate” or “inappropriate” in the context of
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socially acceptable norms. People consider the action or conduct the guides and evaluate the
wider society's implications (Abdullah et al., 2014; Goebel & Weißenberger, 2017; Singhapakdi
et al., 1994, 1997). Thus, the organizational people can personally evaluate their action, either
ethical or unethical (Sparks & Pan, 2010), and form judgement once they have recognized that a
situation has morally content (McCorvey, 2020). According to Ermasova et al. (2018), ethical
judgments derive values, standards, and services from a process model of public service
motivation to consider their ethical responsibilities in the sense of the public sector. An unethical
incidence due to the failure to apply ethical judgements in the public sector has turned into
ethical issues in performing a task.

Previous study had proven that ethical judgement gives a positive impact on workplace climate
since the officials are able to judge ethical dilemmas concerning independence issues critically
and leniently (Woodbine et al., 2012). Besides that, it may develop awareness of ethical conduct,
reduce unethical incidences (McCorvey, 2020), lead to increasing willingness to disclose
wrongdoing in organization (Latan et al., 2019) and shape fundamental of the profession (Maree
& Radloff, 2007). Correspondingly, Muda and Saat (2019) highlighted that ethical judgment is
the most critical task in an organisation because the judgments made are not only compatible
with values and beliefs but also uphold the good image of the organisation. Thus, with ethical
judgements, the municipal official should be able to deliver the responsibility in proper,
effective, and efficient way for the citizen’s benefit.

Organizational Ethical Climate on Ethical Judgements

Ethical climate describes the officials' perception of how ethical their organizations are (Wesarat
et al., 2017). An organization's ethical climate is one of the elements of an organizational culture
where the officials learn which values are held in high respect and compensated (Appelbaum et
al., 2005). However, they claimed that the leaders could use ethical climates to rationalize
unethical judgements by protecting their interests. Shafer (2015) posited that personnel
perceives unethical climate, especially when they are at the top of the management. They can
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reduce the importance of corporate ethics to rationalize unethical judgements, which is
aggressive earnings management. In contrast, people will lead to more ethical judgements if
they perceive that their organization's ethical climate is relatively supportive.

Hollingworth and Valentine (2015) revealed that ethical climate affects ethical judgements. They
argued that to enhance officials' address workplace dilemmas, organizations should have a
better understanding on the normative influence of ethical climate. A study was conducted using
a sample from a firm with a variety type of business operating in Southwestern regions and
Midwestern of the United States. They found that there is a positive impact between
organizational ethical climate and ethical judgements. Abdullah et al. (2014) examined and
analysed the ethical climate on personnel's ethical judgement for selected Malaysia’s public
sectors in Putrajaya, Selangor, and found a significant relationship between these two variables.
In contrast Johari et al. (2020) found that ethical climate shows no influence on ethical
judgement. Besides that, Kota Bharu Municipal Council has integrated Islamic ethics as
organizational culture. Hypothesis is also developed to confirm that organizational ethical
climate is committed and focused on a system with specific risk limits and ethical corporate rules
and regulations to help employees establish ethical judgments. According to Lewis (2006),
Islamic ethics promote justice and welfare in society and organization by encouraging better
ethical conduct. Thus, as Kota Bharu Municipal Council’s organizational ethical climate builds
upon the principals and ethical framework of Islamic teachings (Shariah), this study develops the
following hypothesis.

There is a significant relationship between organizational ethical climate and
H1:
ethical judgements.
Deontological and Teleological Evaluation on Ethical Judgements

Hunt and Vitell’s framework proposes that an individual's ethical judgement is affected from an
evaluation of the appropriateness or inappropriateness of practice based on the rule known as
deontological evaluation. Meanwhile, an assessment of the consequences of the action is known
as teleological evaluation. Ethical judgments flow from two moral philosophies namely
deontological evaluation and teleological evaluation (Hunt & Vasquez-Parraga, 1993). These two
moral philosophies coexist side by side and offer the best combination for determinant of ethical
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judgments (Macdonald & Beck-Dudley, 1994). They claimed that deontological and teleological
evaluations are not mutually exclusive. Thus, the protection of law cannot stand alone.
Moreover, much of our everyday judgments require us to be familiar with teleological
evaluations, as the moral life is essentially teleological in character (Moizer, 1995).

Therefore, those who rely on deontology alone prioritize law as constitutive references and will
ignore the importance of consequences, the moral worthiness happiness and satisfaction or any
motive other than duty (Valentine & Rittenburg, 2004). Reliance on teleology alone, on the other
hand, would lead one to only emphasize on moral evaluations to consequences. Specifically, the
individual tends to ignore the primary sources of humans’ acts of morality and achieve ethicality
of endings (Valentine & Rittenburg, 2004). As such, it appears that these two moral philosophies
namely deontological evaluations and teleological evaluations are essential and jointly influence
ethical judgments.

According to prior studies (Bicen & Gudigantala, 2019; Bregman et al., 2015; Rallapalli et al.,
1998; Ren et al., 2020; Zakaria, 2010), the findings appeared that the individuals who use
deontological and teleological evaluations are more likely to form ethical judgements. When
investigating the impact of these two moral philosophies context on individual ethical
judgement, past work has reported mixed results. Ren et al. (2020) claimed that the key person
or qualified person in pharmaceutical in China will rely on deontological or teleological
concerning the level of deviations. The higher they face serious deviation, the higher they will
rely on deontological evaluations. In contrast, if the deviation is just a minor case, they prefer to
rely on teleological evaluation in forming ethical judgement to release or reject the drug.
Meanwhile, Sparks and Siemens (2014) found that the undergraduate business students prefer
to choose teleological evaluation rather than deontological when they face the complexity of
ethical judgement tasks. In contrast, Brady and Gougoumanova (2011) conducted the study and
found that the factors of deontological and teleological evaluations do not support ethical
judgement among business executives in European.

Regardless the mixed findings, this study attempts to extend prior research by adopting the Hunt
and Vitell’s framework and extending the core elements of the evaluation towards public sector
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officials; thus, it allows the study to examine how Kota Bharu Municipal Council’s officials form
ethical judgements in an organization. The following hypotheses are then proposed.

H2: There is a significant relationship between deontological evaluations and ethical judgements.
H3: There is a significant relationship between teleological evaluations and ethical judgements

METHODOLOGY

Sample and data collection

The sample was initially drawn from a list of officials who worked at Kota Bharu Municipal
Council. The population consisted of 220 officials from 4 levels namely managerial management
of grade 48-54, executive management of grade 41-44, supervisory of grade 27-38 and support
officials of grade 19-26. For this number of populations, a suggested sample was 140 (Krejcie &
Morgan, 1970) or equivalent to 63 percent of the total population. This study used stratified
random sampling method in selecting the samples. In this method, every sample has a chance
of being chosen as respondents for the population. Data for this study were collected through a
survey method by distributing the questionnaires to the respective respondents through the
person in-charge that was contacted earlier. Accordingly, 250 questionnaires were distributed in
the second week of December 2020. via email, google form, and personal hand-in to the
respondents.

Measurement of variables

This study was carried out to investigate the relationship between organizational ethical climate,
deontological evaluations, and teleological evaluations on ethical judgements among Kota Bharu
Municipal council’s officials. The reliability and validity of the variables were statistically tested
before proceeding for further analysis. Indeed, all the variables used were tested in prior studies
(Abdullah et al., 2014; Johari et al., 2020; Trenkamp, 2009). The measurement of ethical
judgement was adapted from Stanga and Turpen (1991) and tested by Abdullah et al. (2014) and
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Johari et al. (2020) Meanwhile, organizational ethical climate measurement was developed by
Victor and Cullen (1988) and tested by Abdullah et al. (2014), Johari et al. (2020) and Suar and
Khuntia (2004). On the other hand, deontological and teleological evaluations was adopted from
Trenkamp (2009).

RESULTS

Respondents’ Demographic Profiles

Respondents of this research comprised of 83 male (58.9 percent) and 58 female (41.1 percent)
officials.

About 75.2 percent or 106 of respondents were married, followed by 29 or 20.6

percent who were single, 4 or 2.8 percent widower and the remaining 2 or 1.4 percent were
widow. Majority of respondents or about 42 (29.8 percent) were aged between 31 to 40 years.
This was followed by those who were less than 30 years (37 or 26.2 percent), between 41 to 50
years (33 or 23.4 percent) and finally those who were aged between 51 to 60 years (29 or 20.6
percent).

In terms of years of service, majority of the respondents served between 11 to 15 years (48 or
34 percent), followed by those who served for more than 15 years (44 or 31.2 percent), between
1 to 5 years (24 or 17 percent), less than a year (20 or 14.2 percent) and finally the least was
between 6 to 10 years (5 or 3.5 percent). Approximately 40 or 28.4 percent of respondents
were from Engineering and Maintenance department. It was followed by Finance Department
(40 or 28.4 percent), Administrative department (23 or 16.3 percent) and the remaining 19 or
13.5 percent were from Enforcement and Taxation department.

The respondents were mainly from grade 19 to 38 that consisted of 122 or 86.5 percent. Then
it was followed by grade 41 to 44 (15 or 10.6 percent), above grade 53 (3 or 2.1 percent) and 1
or 0.7 percent were those who were between grade 45 to 52. The higher number of grades held
by the official, the higher is his or her level of position. The results of the respondents’
demographic profiles are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Respondents Demographic profiles
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Profiles

Type

Frequency

Percentage (%)

Gender

Male
Female

83
58

58.9
41.1

Marital Status

Single
Married
Widower
Widow

29
106
4
2

20.6
75.2
2.8
1.4

Age

> 0 years
31 – 40 years
41 – 50 years
51 – 60 years

37
42
33
29

26.2
29.8
23.4
20.6

Year of service

< 1 year
1 – 5 years
6 – 10 years
11 – 15 years
> 15 years

20
24
5
48
44

14.2
17.0
3.5
34.0
31.2

Department

Finance
Administration
Management & Evaluation
Engineering & Maintenance
Enforcement & Taxation

40
23
16
43
19

28.4
16.3
11.3
30.5
13.5

Grade/Position

> 53
45-52
41-11
19-35

3
1
15
122

2.1
0.7
10.6
86.5

N=141

The Measurement Model

The Hunt and Vitell Theory of Ethics underlies the research framework of this study. This
framework is used as a model in investigating the factors of ethical judgments of municipal
council’s officials. The model was put to the test using the Sequential Equation Model (SEM) of
Smart Partial Least Square (PLS) version three (3) approach. It was examined in two models
namely measurement and structural.
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Data were analysed earlier in the measurement model. In this model, the data were assessed in
relation to three assessments. The assessments were convergent validity, discriminant validity
and variable inflation factors (VIF).

Convergent Validity

Convergent validity is a test to determine whether items of a construct or variable exhibit a
similar concept. The convergent validity is assessed by three evaluations, as recommended by
Hair et al., (2017), that are average variance extracted (AVE), composite reliability (CR) and factor
loading. The AVE calculates the amount of variances, captured by a construct. The results
indicated that all the AVE values were between 0.737 and 0.803, which were higher than the
threshold value of 0.5 as recommended by Hair et al. (2017).

The second evaluations are composite reliability and Cronbach alpha. These evaluations
measure the reliability or internal consistency of items in a construct. The results indicated that
all values of CR and Cronbach alpha were higher than the threshold value of 0.70 as suggested
by Hair et al. (2017). Meanwhile factor loading is variability of every item and the results showed
that all the values were ranging from 0.833 to 0.913. These values were higher than the
threshold value of 0.60 as suggested by Chin (1998). Hence, the results indicated that the data
met the convergent validity requirements. The results are presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Convergent Validity
Constructs
OEC

Items
OEC1
OEC2
OEC3
DE1

Loadings
0.725
0.814
0.763
0.915

Cronbach Alpha
0.752

CR
0.811

AVE
0.590

0.868

0.918

0.789

DE

DE2
0.903
DE3
0.845
TE1
0.961
0.925
0.947
0.818
TE2
0.846
TE
TE3
0.891
TE4
0.916
EJ1
0.893
0.766
0.804
0.581
EJ2
0.704
EJ
EJ3
0.671
OEC: Organizational Ethical Climate, DE: Deontological Evaluation, TE: Teleological Evaluation, EJ: Ethical
Judgement.
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Discriminant Validity

Discriminant validity is measured to assure that every construct or variable is different in concept
from one to another. The Hererotrait-Monotrait Ration (HTMT) of correlations was used to
assess the discriminant validity. In this assessment, the HTMT values were compared to the
threshold value. All the HTMT values are less than 0.9, indicate that the measurement model
met adequate discriminant validity as suggested by Gold et al. (2001) and Teo et al. (2008). The
results of discriminant validity – HTMT Ration are depicted in Table 3.

Table 3: Discriminant Validity – HTMT Ratio
DE

EJ

OEC

TE

DE
EJ
0.828
OEC
0.220
0.491
TE
0.786
0.728
0.205
OEC: Organizational Ethical Climate, DE Deontological Evaluation, TE: Teleological Evaluation,
EJ: Ethical Judgement.

Variable Inflation Factors (VIF)

Variable Inflation Factor (VIF) detects multicollinearity in regression analysis. According to Hair
et al. (2017), multicollinearity exists if the VIF value is 5.0 or higher, indicating that the
independent variables are highly correlated with each other in a regression model. Results
shown that the VIF values for all the correlations were between 1.031 and 2.046, which were
below than 5.0, indicating that all the independent variables were free from multicollinearity.

Table 4: Inner VIF Value (Lateral Collinearity)
Construct
Organizational Ethical Climate

Ethical Judgement
1.031
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Deontological Evaluation

2.046

Teleological Evaluation

2.043

The data have met all the measurement model’s requirements and can be proceeded to be
assessed in structural model.

Structural Model

In the structural model, the data were analysed in several assessments, that are effect size,
predictive relevance, and hypotheses testing.

Effect Size

The magnitude of effect of independent variables on a dependent variable is assessed by effect
size (f2). The effect size (f2) is interpreted at the structural level is small when the value is in the
range between 0.020 to 0.150. The structural level is medium when the value is in the range
from 0.150 to 0.350. Meanwhile, the structural level is large when the value is larger than 0.350.
Results revealed that the values of f2 were in the range between 0.066 to 0.286 for hypothesized
relationships, showing that the independent variables have a medium effect on the dependent
variable that was ethical judgment.

Predictive Relevance

Predictive relevance (Q2) is to measure the predictive validity of a dependent variable (Stone,
1974). The structural model with Q2 higher than the value of zero is considered to have
predictive relevance. Results showing that the Q2 was 0.272, which was higher than zero, in
which the structural model can provide a prediction of the ethical judgments.

Hypotheses Testing
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After demonstrating all the requirements of the measurement model, data were proceeded to
be analysed in hypotheses testing. In this analysis, the hypothesised relationships between
variables were assessed to conclude as to whether they were supported. The relationships were
indicated by path coefficient in beta value (ß) and tested for their significance in t-values
computed from the bootstrapping method. This shows how the data support the hypotheses
(Chin, 1998; Sang et al., 2010).
The value of R2 or coefficient of determination was also examined. R2 signifies the number of
variances of every independent variable which explains the dependent variable, showing in
percentage value. Results indicated that Ethical judgment was explained by 59.0 % of
organizational ethical climate, deontological and teleological evaluations. The results further
indicated that all the hypothesised relationships were supported.

Ethical judgment was

positively related to organizational ethical climate (ß = 0.165, p < 0.01), deontological evaluation
(ß = 0.485, p < 0.01), teleological evaluation (ß = 0.297, p < 0.01). The result of Structural Model
is presented in Table 5. Meanwhile, the structural Model is shown in Figure 1.

Table 5: Structural Model
Std.
f2
Q2
t-value
Results
R2
Error
H1
OEC -> EJ
0.165
0.074
2.221*
Supported
0.590
0.066
0.272
H2
DE -> EJ
0.485
0.166
2.928** Supported
0.286
H3
TE -> EJ
0.297
0.171
1.737*
Supported
0.108
OEC: Organizational Ethical Climate, DE Deontological Evaluation, TE: Teleological Evaluation, EJ: Ethical
Judgement.
*p<0.05, t value is greater than 1.645. **p<0.01, t value is greater than 2.33. N: 141
Hypothesis

Relationship

Std. Beta
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Figure 1: Structural Model

Discussion

The results supported Hunt and Vitell’s Theory of Ethics (1986,1993) that postulates the factors
of ethical judgments of Kota Bharu Municipal Council officials in the setting of public sector in
Malaysia. Results shown that the percentage of the total variance of independent variable
specifically organizational ethical climate, deontological and teleological evaluations which
impacted the formation of ethical judgements was 59.8%. Hence, the results indicate useful
insights into what leads to official in forming ethical judgements.

Organizational ethical climate was the first factor hypothesized to have a significant relationship
with ethical judgements. Results supported hypothesis H1 (ß1 = 0.165, p < 0.01). The findings
indicate the importance of strong practice on ethical climate as a factor of ethical judgements,
which has been proven in accounting and auditing (Haron et al., 2015; Shafer, 2008), public
sector (Abdullah et al., 2014), business (Hollingworth & Valentine, 2015) and nursing (Hashish,
2017). Stricter and stronger ethical climates tend to enhance ethical judgement (Hollingworth &
Valentine, 2015). Indeed, the municipal councils have taken various initiatives to create a sound
ethical environment at the workplace. This is done through the implementation of code of ethics,
nurturing ethical values, inculcating spiritual and religious value, enforcing stricter and
transparent rules and regulations as well as initiating ethical policy.
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Deontological evaluation was hypothesized to have a significant relationship with ethical
judgements. The results reveal a positive relationship between the variables H2, (ß2 = 0.485, p <
0.01) and support previous research concerning deontological evaluations, which indicate that
this variable influences ethical judgements in various accounting and auditing fields (Pan &
Sparks, 2012; Zakaria, 2010), students (Bicen & Gudigantala, 2019), marketing and consumer
(Bregman et al., 2015; Rallapalli et al., 1998) and pharmaceutical (Ren et al., 2020). The findings
also supported Hunt and Vitell’s Theory of Ethics (1986,1993) that postulates the relationship
between deontological evaluations and ethical judgements in which deontological evaluations
influence ethical judgements of Kota Bharu Municipal Council officials in the setting of public
sector in Malaysia. Thus, the more likely the officials rely on deontological evaluations, the more
likely is the formation of ethical judgements.
Finally, the third hypothesis was formulated to examine a significant relationship between
teleological evaluation and ethical judgements. Results supported hypothesis H3 (ß3 = 0.297, p <
0.01). This current results supports the prior studies (Bicen & Gudigantala, 2019; Bregman et al.,
2015; Pan & Sparks, 2012; Rallapalli et al., 1998; Ren et al., 2020; Sparks & Siemens, 2014;
Zakaria, 2010) in which they also found a significant relationship between teleological
evaluations and ethical judgements. In other words, the more teleological evaluations are relied,
the more likely is the formation of ethical judgements. The officials in Kota Bharu Municipal
Council have no exception in facing the challenging situation which requires them to form ethical
judgement by considering the consequences to the majority stakeholders. As suggested by Russo
(2018), teleological evaluations provide a logical and rational argument for a judgment that an
individual can use on a particular scenario basis and compare the desired results in each
scenario.

Theoretical Implications

This study provides important implication to the theory in which it it supports and enhances the
validity of Hunt and Vitell Theory of Ethics which proposed the variables namely organizational
ethical climate, deontological and teleological evaluations to ethical judgements. Hunt and
Vitell’s Theory of Ethics (1986:1993) can be applied to the context of this study which is municipal
council setting.
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Practical Implications

The study contributes practical implications to the management in which the management
should seriously emphasize on creating strong ethical climate setting in the workplace by having
comprehensive code of ethical conducts, rules, and regulations. This is to guide the officials in
performing their day-to-day services and duties. The management should provide a training to
expose and educate the officials on the importance of ethical judgements to themselves and
other stakeholders. They should be informed on the consequences of actions that would be
taken upon them in terms of disciplinary actions, surcharge or even terminations for any
unethical actions that arouse from unethical judgements. As far as the government is concerned,
this study will encourage them to improve their role for a corrupt free society, for example
prohibiting unethical consequences such as corruption, bribery, misappropriation, and others in
the future, thus enhancing the council's reputation.

Conclusion

The results indicated that all three factors namely organizational ethical climate, deontological
and teleological evaluations were significantly related to ethical judgment. Deontological
evaluation obtained the highest magnitude of impact, followed by deontological evaluation and
organizational ethical climate. The results provide beneficial insights to policy makers, municipal
councils and the municipal officials of the importance of creating strong ethical climate on rulesbased system and the impact of the judgments to various stakeholders. Hence it is hoped that
inculcating ethics within municipal councils would motivate them to form ethical judgments and
thus lead towards a corrupt free institution.

The nature of municipal council officials’ duties requires them to be close and serve the people
within its jurisdiction. They must ensure that the interest of those people is protected by assuring
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them a safety place, good infrastructure and obtain the best quality of services. All this can be
realised if there are no unethical issues and therefore it requires them to be ethical in all spheres
of lives specifically in forming ethical judgements. This finding indicates that ethical judgements
of Kota Bharu Municipal Council officials are related to organizational ethical climate,
deontological and teleological evaluations. These provide competent insights to the policy
makers, authorities, academicians, and municipal councils on the importance of creating strong
ethical climate by educating the officials on rules-based system as well as on the impact of the
judgements to various stakeholders. It is hoped that inculcating ethics within municipal councils
would motivate them to form ethical judgements and thus lead towards a corrupt free
organization.

Limitation and Suggestion for Future Studies

The findings in this study may not be generalizable to all municipal council officials in Malaysia
local government. The sample size only represents municipal council officials from one state in
Malaysia; thus, it does not represent the entire Malaysia. As such, future studies are suggested
to replicate and investigate ethical judgements of municipal council officials in other states. The
similarities and differences are worth to be explored. Another limitation is that this study was a
cross-sectional study whereby the respondents were accessed on their ethical judgements at a
given point of time. The progress and improvement of the judgements cannot be ascertained.
To overcome this, future studies are suggested to engage in a longitudinal period and conducting
it in an experimental setting. The findings can show the progress of ethical judgements of the
officials in a given period of time.
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Abstract
Due Diligence Practice is considered as an internal practice that analyses and identifies the real
situation of a specific organisation, highlighting all risks, so that mergers or future acquisitors
know exactly the organisation’s situation. Furthermore, Due Diligence Practice is frequently
defined as a complex Practice, often associated to mergers and acquisitors having the aim to
collect relevant information, related to the organisation, in order to provide accurate
information of the organisations’ value. It is known that Due Diligence has strategic relevance
and impact for mergers or acquirers, providing a solid ground for final decision or negotiation.
Organisations that do not perform a Due Diligence Practice, may face several management
barriers. These management barriers might lead the company to non-compliance with the
legislation, damaging its reputation and also causing financial damage.
Bearing the relevance of the Due Diligence Practice in mind, it assumes a key-role, being
considered as an input for Management Control Tools, in order to have all information gathered
in an accurate way.
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Purpose:
Based on a review of the relevant literature, many practitioners are becoming strategic in their
organizational decisions. In this light, this research clarifies that Due Diligences gathered in a
Management Control Tool, can support in shareholder engagement, by providing pertinent
information.

Due Diligence Practices can be rewarding in allowing organisations to achieve sustainable
business, as organisations that perform Due Diligence Practices in good quality can be a powerful
source and input for Management Control Tools and furthermore assume informational
advantage and leverage performance and sustainability, independently of being micro, SME’s or
big companies.

Organisations should invest in Management Control Tools to report, internally and externally,
the organisation’s performance. As the Due Diligence Practice has inherent costs, these are often
a cause of resistance to additional reporting and procedures, causing recent organisations to
avoid its implementation. In addition, the main problem that is identified, for having low
implementation of Due Diligence Practices is linked to the fact of lack of awareness of the related
benefits. Reciprocatively Management Control Tools are beneficiated when interlinked to Due
Diligence Practice, as the transparency of the Due Diligence Practice allows accurate and
transparent information, which consequently permits a systematic monitoring of the fulfilment
of the objectives and defined strategy, assuming a relevant complement for organisations.

Theoretical Base: The Due Diligence Practice has gained importance, as it guides managers in
focusing in organisation’s main treats and opportunities. Several European organisations,
independently of their size, are used to perform Due Diligences Practices, namely performing
confirmations to enhance potential business partner’s trust and creditworthiness. Among the
several organisation types, SMEs assume a preponderant role among organisations, as nowadays
more than 24 million are active in the 27 Member States.
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Several studies have highlighted the pertinence of the Due Diligence Practices, especially related
to big organisations, but on the other hand, there are just few studies that relate the Due
Diligence Practice linked to Management Control Tool in SME’s, in order to boost transparency
and performance.

Conclusions, Implications and Limitations:
The future contributions of this research are suitable for both academics and practitioners as it
aligns Due Diligences Practice with Management Control Tools in SMEs.
This investigation aims to contribute to a constructive view of the perceptions of SMEs in relation
to the importance of Due Diligence Practice when interlinked to Management Control Tools.

Stressing out that this very detailed investigation can contribute to a scientific and professional
community for future research. In addition, this research can be a starting point for future
investigations, and consequent internal and external improvements.
On hand of this research, we’ll intend to shed light to a still recent area, as, to the best of our
knowledge few studies have interlinked the Due Diligence Practice to Management Control Tools
to boost transparency and performance. Beside the need to have in depth information of this
research field, it also, on the other hand, figures some limitations, related to the generalization,
as it focuses on a single Case Study. Consequently, in future, Multi Case Studies ought to be
performed, to allow a comparison between organisations.

Keywords: Due Diligence Practice, Management Control, shareholder, merger, performance
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Introduction
Currently, the Portuguese business fabric, mostly composed of Small and Medium Enterprises,
is under strong pressure, with domestic demand falling, mainly due to the impact of the
pandemic on the economy, which extends to a global scale. Thus, one of the paths to recovery
for national companies is through management control, in order to implement strategies,
through practical instruments that effectively promote better levels of performance. If, on the
one hand, SMEs are inserted in a globalised, highly competitive environment and, also for this
reason, are increasingly exposed to risk factors, on the other hand, the set of values and practices
that define their organisational culture and leadership do not seem to have characteristics that
promote risk analysis (Lopes, 2010). Despite this, it is important that managers are aware of their
company's degree of exposure to risks, so that it is possible to act to minimise their effect and,
at the same time, transmit confidence and transparency to stakeholders (Oliveira, 2019). The
companies that best decide to take advantage of this management tool may obtain competitive
advantages over others, since they explore their risks in a more strategic way, using them as part
of the value creation process.

Risk management allows balancing the operational and financial costs of the protection
measures adopted (Peltier, 2004), as such, a review of a company's risk management practices
and procedures can be a significant part of a given Due Diligence exercise.
Therefore, it seems pertinent to study its role in risk management, enquiring how it can
contribute to a more effective management control.
Due Diligence is a complex process, usually linked to the collection of information relevant to the
conclusion of a deal and often associated with Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) (Lajoux & Elson,
C., 2000).While due diligence can sometimes be carried out purely for symbolic, legal or
institutional pressure reasons, it is often the last chance for an organisation to walk away from
a deal that destroys value - thus reiterating its strategic relevance to both risk management and
management control (Puranam, Powell & Singh, 2006).
Good due diligence practices can be rewarding as they allow a company to make good deals and
walk away from those that are not (Wangerin, 2019). By conducting a careful analysis, it can be
concluded that quality Due Diligence can be a powerful source of informational advantage.
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However, this assumes itself in the literature, above all, as a technical need of risk mitigation for
environments that do not have guarantees often taken for granted, so that the management
control process is optimized and allows a better organizational performance.
In this context, the association between risk, its strategic management, and Due Diligence
processes as a powerful control tool, represents the goal of this association, which includes the
perception of its use and its effective contribution to the performance of Portuguese Small and
Medium Enterprises. The importance of this study resides in its contribution to wake up the
managers' corporate conscience for the usefulness and importance of Due Diligence, to focus
the managers' attention in the management information really important for the business and
to promote the alignment between risk perception, the defined strategy and the company's
performance, guaranteeing the performance follow-up and monitoring. It should also contribute
to facilitate, dynamise and diversify the means of access to management information and
present innovation in the form of gathering relevant information and its integration into a
management control model compatible with SMEs.
On the other hand, most of the literature on DD focuses on its practices inherent to Mergers and
Acquisitions of large corporations, which represents a gap in the literature, taking into account
that about 90% of the business fabric is composed of SMEs.

Literature Review
Risk Management
In the conceptual literature, the definition of risk is traditionally associated with uncertainty and
is often linked to the management of financial risks. According to Ecker-Lala (2010), talking about
risk is usually talking about an event that causes negative effects. According to Linsley and
Shrives (2006), this way of understanding risk is representative of the pre-modern era, due to
the fact that at that time risk appeared associated with natural events, whose consequences
were usually negative.
Risk management, as part of the decision-making processes within organizations, dates back to
roughly the late 1940s and early 1950s. There were two strands of risk management, a practice
that has more recently been integrated into the broader concept of enterprise risk management.
One of these strands relates to insurance risk management and financial risk management.
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In the 1970s, companies began to pay more attention to how they managed various financial
risks, such as movements in foreign exchange rates, commodity prices, interest rates and stock
prices. Financial risk management was stimulated by the existence of financial products, which
led firms to quantify risks and consider how risks could be financed internally. Companies also
recognised that insurable risks and financial risks should be managed together, as buying
insurance and buying derivatives to hedge financial risks essentially perform the same function.
This recognition later led to the development of new risk transfer products that combine the two
types of risk.
According to Rochette (2009), traditional risk management was concerned only with the
negative consequences of risk, and its management was primarily aimed at avoiding and
minimising the consequences of risk. Hoyt and Liebenberg (2011) teach that this approach
contributes to increased organisational inefficiencies due to the lack of coordination between
the various risk management departments of the company. However, according to Castanheira
and Rodrigues (2006), this approach ensures awareness of risk prevention.
Thus, and to overcome the limitations of the traditional view of risk management, but also to
provide a response to the stakeholders' ever-increasing demands, which have been
characterised by a greater interest in companies' risk management capabilities (Grunbichler &
Errath, 2007), the concept of enterprise risk management (known by the acronym ERM)
emerged in the 1990s. ERM does not disregard the negative nature of risk, however, it also
perceives risk from a positive standpoint, as a window of opportunity with value creation for the
company. Thus, it is a holistic approach to risks, i.e. it identifies and analyses the globality of risks
in all areas, activities and departments of the company in an integrated manner, recognising the
interdependence between them, throughout the whole organisation (Castanheira & Rodrigues,
2006). Nowadays, ERM is considered a step forward in risk management, assuming a crucial role
in the strategic analysis of companies and in business decisions, being, therefore, a strategic
weapon.

In this context, Dickinson (2001) defines corporate risk as "the measure of the difference
between the results of corporate strategy and those that have been specified as objectives", in
an allegory to the concept of decay. The strategy selected to achieve these objectives
incorporates a certain risk profile, which stems from the various factors that may impact the
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activities, processes and resources chosen to implement the strategy. According to Head (2009),
risk management is a process of planning, organising, directing and controlling resources to
achieve the intended objectives in a context where unanticipated events (of positive or negative
meaning) may occur.
A number of external and internal factors can cause the results of a company's activities to
deviate from those that have been set as objectives. Some external factors are market-related,
such as new market entrants, changes in consumer tastes or the development of new products.
Other external factors arise from a broader context, such as changes in the economy, changes in
financial and capital market conditions, and changes in the political, legal, technological,
demographic and other environments.
Tavares, Pacheco and Pires (2016) prepared a table that intends to demonstrate the evolution
of traditional risk management, resulting in a more current and comprehensive concept,
Enterprise Risk Management (ERM):
Table 1 - Traditional vs. ERM Risk Management
Traditional Risk Management
Risk treated individually
Risk identification and assessment
Risk mitigation
Risk limits
Risk responsibility to be defined
Risk quantification
Risk is not my responsibility
Source: Tavares, Pacheco & Pires (2016)

ERM
Risk addressed across the entire organization
Developing a risk portfolio
Risk optimization
Risk strategy
Responsibilities defined
Risk monitoring and evaluation
Risk is everyone's responsibility

Thus, in a modern perspective, risk management can be materialised in all measures and
activities carried out to manage risk. It deals with balancing the conflicts inherent to the
exploitation of opportunities, on the one hand, and avoid losses, accidents or disasters, on the
other, relating to all activities, conditions and events that may affect organizations and their
ability to achieve their goals and vision, and in most companies, currently, this management is
divided into three broad categories: Strategic Risk, Financial Risk and Operational Risk (Aven &
Vinne, 2007).
Among the main benefits of risk management for companies, according to Oliveira (2010), are
the use of opportunities, reduction of losses due to errors, fraud and other unethical practices;
adequate management of company resources; compliance with regulations and laws; control or
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minimisation of costs; financial solidity; correct identification of the company's deficiencies;
clear identification of objectives; preservation or strengthening of the company's image and
reputation.
An analysis of past events and data in isolation cannot, per se, integrate the current concept of
risk analysis. Only when forecasts of future events or data are also integrated will the referred
concept be applied, in an extensive logic of risk expression, in order to be perceived as a powerful
strategic management tool.

Thus, risk management essentially comprises four interrelated phases: risk identification, risk
assessment, risk management (or treatment) and risk measurement or monitoring (Berg &
Pietersma, 2015). To carry out a risk analysis, one should start by identifying all risks, be they
financial, operational, legal, environmental, reputational, etc. Next, an order of risk prioritisation
will be established according to the impact they may have on the organisation, and then the risks
will be assessed, from the probability of occurrence and their consequences, to the relationships
and conflicts between the various types of risk and what triggers them, as well as identifying the
worst risk scenario for the organisation in question. Finally, the appropriate responses to these
risks must be determined, which may include prevention, mitigation or minimisation issues.
Also, according to Tavares, Pacheco and Pires (2016), risk analysis is one of the phases of a risk
management process, all of which are related to each other and consist in a phase of greater
understanding, where it is necessary to have a better knowledge about the risks, namely their
potential impact (consequences), as well as the probability of occurrence (Torre-Enciso & Martí,
2011).
According to Aven, (2016), "probabilistic occurrence analysis is the predominant method used
to deal with the uncertainties involved in risk analysis, both random (representing variation) and
epistemic (due to lack of knowledge"). Flage et al. (2014) examine the problem and identify
issues that are fundamental to addressing it. One of the issues raised concerns when subjective
probability is not appropriate. The most verified argument is that if background knowledge is
rather weak, it will be very difficult to assign subjective probability with any confidence. Aven.
and Nøkland (2010) add another perspective to this discussion. The key point is not only to
represent available knowledge, but also to use probability to express the beliefs of experts. It is
acknowledged that these beliefs are subjective, but they still inform decision making. Thus, risk
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decisions are increasingly about situations characterized by great uncertainty. Such situations
require different types of approaches and methods, and it has proved to be a great challenge to
develop appropriate frameworks and tools for this purpose. There is a general research focus on
dynamic risk analysis and management, rather than static or traditional risk analysis. In the early
1990s, Eloff, Labuschagne, & Badenhorst (1993) indicated that risk analysis could be done,
essentially, through three different approaches: quantitative, qualitative or combined - the latter
would use techniques associated with both the previous ones. Naturally, the methods to be used
in the analysis are related to the type of information and data to be analysed. According to
Davidsson et al. (2003), "different methods work for different issues, sometimes a superficial
analysis works well and sometimes a more detailed analysis is needed".
Spears (2005) presents a method of risk analysis through a holistic approach, where
managementidentifies the main business functions within the organisation. The main business
functions can be identified through the most important departments of a company, such as the
finance department, marketing, human resources, etc. For each business function identified, the
critical processes should be identified, i.e., those which are vital for the financial sector, for the
stability and operationalisation of an organisation, which will necessarily include the study of the
probability of the occurrence of risks inherent to those processes. One should also take into
account which information within these processes has the greatest impact on their
operationalisation. In this way, as described by Freeman at al. (1997), an analysis of risk
envisaged through this type of approach should be "timely, economical, complete, consistent
and understandable".
It is important to note, therefore, that the level of detail required is mainly related to the stage
of the risk management process one is at. At the beginning, a more generic analysis may be quite
adequate. Thus, when we refer to the risk analysis method, we are, in essence, referring to the
selection of what information is needed, how it is to be obtained and how it is being and will be
handled. According to Also according to Tavares, Pacheco and Pires (2016), risk analysis is one
of the phases of a risk management process, all of which are related to each other and consist in
a phase of greater understanding, where it is necessary to have a better knowledge about the
risks, namely their potential impact (consequences), as well as the probability of occurrence
(Torre-Enciso & Martí, 2011).
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According to Aven, (2016), "probabilistic occurrence analysis is the predominant method used
to deal with the uncertainties involved in risk analysis, both random (representing variation) and
epistemic (due to lack of knowledge"). Flage et al. (2014) examine the problem and identify
issues that are fundamental to addressing it. One of the issues raised concerns when subjective
probability is not appropriate. The most verified argument is that if background knowledge is
rather weak, it will be very difficult to assign subjective probability with any confidence. Aven.
and Nøkland (2010) add another perspective to this discussion. The key point is not only to
represent available knowledge, but also to use probability to express the beliefs of experts. It is
acknowledged that these beliefs are subjective, but they still inform decision making. Thus, risk
decisions are increasingly about situations characterized by great uncertainty. Such situations
require different types of approaches and methods and it has proved to be a great challenge to
develop appropriate frameworks and tools for this purpose. There is a general research focus on
dynamic risk analysis and management, rather than static or traditional risk analysis. In the early
1990s, Eloff, Labuschagne, & Badenhorst (1993) indicated that risk analysis could be done,
essentially, through three different approaches: quantitative, qualitative or combined - the latter
would use techniques associated with both the previous ones. Naturally, the methods to be used
in the analysis are related to the type of information and data to be analysed. According to
Davidsson et al. (2003), "different methods work for different issues, sometimes a superficial
analysis works well and sometimes a more detailed analysis is needed".
Spears (2005) presents a method of risk analysis through a holistic approach, where
management identifies the main business functions within the organisation. The main business
functions can be identified through the most important departments of a company, such as the
finance department, marketing, human resources, etc. For each business function identified, the
critical processes should be identified, i.e., those which are vital for the financial sector, for the
stability and operationalisation of an organisation, which will necessarily include the study of the
probability of the occurrence of risks inherent to those processes. One should also take into
account which information within these processes has the greatest impact on their
operationalisation. In this way, as described by Freeman at al. (1997), an analysis of risk
envisaged through this type of approach should be "timely, economical, complete, consistent
and understandable".
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It is important to note, therefore, that the level of detail required is mainly related to the stage
of the risk management process one is at. At the beginning, a more generic analysis may be quite
adequate. Thus, when we refer to the risk analysis method, we are, in essence, referring to the
selection of what information is needed, how it is to be obtained and how it is being and will be
handled. According to Duijm (2015) the intention of all risk analysis tools and methods is to
ensure that the process is transparent, based on knowledge that reflects hard data. The choice
of method is important, but the knowledge of the participants involved in the analysis group is
equally important (Davidsson et.al., 2003).

The use of risk matrices is increasingly common, as a method of risk analysis. A risk matrix is a
table with two axes: the probability (or frequency) and the impact (or severity or consequences)
(Cox, 2008). Risk matrices are widely used in risk management (Duijm, 2015) and form the basis
for risk management standards and guidelines. They are also often used as formal risk
acceptance criteria for organisations. The use of risk matrices is recommended for setting
priorities and directing resource allocation, and their use has been popularised in areas of
applied risk management, including in the already discussed enterprise risk management (ERM)
(Cox, 2008).
Despite the numerous advantages that risk matrices present as an analysis method, such as their
volatility and the easy adaptation to any organisation, it has, according to some studies, some
disadvantages (Duijm, 2015; Cox, 2008; Levine 2012; Ni et.al., 2010). Users of risk matrices
should be aware of these limitations in order to ensure that the matrices are used correctly. One
of the main disadvantages of risk matrices is associated with the fact that many organisations,
especially large ones, try to standardise the risk management process in the company and use
standardised risk matrices, which may lead to the disregard of relevant factors for a competent
risk analysis.
In any case, a large part of risk analysis methods, except those that are exclusively quantitative
and based only on statistical and mathematical analysis, require some kind of subjective
assessment to be made (Duijm, 2015). This can lead to incorrect weightings and lead to random
decision-making (Talbot, 2011). However, despite the limitations of this method, Talbot
considers that risk matrices are practical and useful tools when used correctly and promote a
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robust discussion around risks, contributing to the consistency of analysis and consequent risk
management.
Increasingly, risk management has assumed a mandatory role in companies, to the point of being
considered indispensable, without which the operation of a company becomes more arduous
(Ecker- Lala, 2010). In Portugal, a study was conducted by KPMG & APQ (2013), which sought,
among some Portuguese SMEs, to identify the most relevant risks and analyse the maturity of
their management practices. Despite being a descriptive study, it was possible to conclude that,
whatever the company, for a greater effectiveness in risk management, the ability to define the
propensity to risk and understand the implications arising from its exposure is necessary.
The concept of Risk Management used in SMEs must be understood in its broadest sense,
because only in this way will risk management policies cover a diversified set of instruments. The
company can carry out an active risk management policy by taking out insurance, contracting
and negotiating with banks, using financial and legal instruments or even through decisions of
an operational nature, such as changing facilities or raw material suppliers. Financial instruments
tend to be widely accepted in the business world essentially due to the flexibility and cost of
their use. Thus, Small and Medium Enterprises often use "over the counter" derivative
instruments, such as guaranteed interest rates (Rocha, 2000).
Thus, the risk management capacity of a firm is often associated in the literature with its ability
to diversify, both in terms of risk perception and measurement, and in terms of the policies and
instruments used to manage it - something that is lacking in SMEs.
The centralisation, often total, of the decision-making power in the person of the manager and
the use of merely intuitive and little diversified management practices characterise a large part
of Portuguese
SMEs. Thus, due to the specificities of the organizational culture of SMEs, which we will address
later on, this type of companies suffer from several difficulties in the risk management process,
as is the case of the creation of their own business identity, where the company needs to convey
a good image in the creation of this identity before its stakeholders (Raghan, 2005) - sometimes
ignoring the management of reputation risk, which has become a priority risk area according to
many experts (Speeding, 2009).
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Not infrequently and when confronted with their limitations in this field, managers of Small and
Medium Enterprises become aware that the analysis and application of risk management tools
would be beneficial if implemented in their organisational structure, however, the difficulty of
knowing where to start or which principles should be followed often arises. In this context, risk
management models or standards arise, which provide a set of guidelines, principles, guidelines
and theoretical foundations, representing a support base for companies to practice effective risk
management. Amongst the most relevant standards or models on risk management, the
ISO31000:2009 Standard stands out. This standard, voluntary in its implementation and
application, is applicable to any industry and type of organization and its reference presents a
set of principles that the company should consider to ensure an effective risk management and
achieve the desired objectives (Knight, 2010). Purdy (2010) ensures that if these principles are
adopted then the different risks tend to be managed more effectively and efficiently. Thus,
according to Tavares, Pacheco, and Pires, (2016), risk management should create and protect
value; be an integral part of all organizational processes; be part of decision-making; explicitly
address uncertainty; be systematic, structured and timely; be based on the best possible
information; be tailored; take into account human and cultural factors; be transparent and
inclusive; be dynamic, interactive and responsible for change and facilitate the continuous
development of the organization. The same authors also add that "ISO 31000:2009 also states
that a risk management structure should be created in the company, consisting of a set of
policies and organisational structures that will subsequently contribute to a better development
and implementation of the stages of the process. Therefore, the structure and stages of the
process are interconnected, the success of one depends on the effectiveness of the other”
(Purdy, 2010).

We will see later on that, with the focus on management control, these guiding principles will
largely serve the purpose of the implementation of instruments such as Due Diligence.
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A Due Dilligence
Due Diligence gained special relevance in the management world when, in a scenario post 1929
Crisis (also known as the Great Depression), the US Securities Act of 1933 appeared. This
enshrined, for the first time, the concept of Due Diligence with the main objective of investors,
prior to making decisions, being conveniently informed about the most relevant details of the
business, thus contributing to a higher probability of success (Harvey & Lusch, 1995). With the
evolution of the mechanisms, instruments, processes and strategies of Management, Due
Diligence came to assume particular relevance in the context of Mergers and Acquisitions.
Result of the translation of the English "Mergers & Acquisitions", or M&A, the expression
"Mergers and Acquisitions", or M&A, is used to refer to legal business that are species of the
genre "business succession" (Coutinho, 2016). In this universe, the subjects involved are
endowed with legal personality and at least one of them will be extinguished, so that its assets
will be assimilated by another. The focus is always on the transfer of assets (rights and
obligations) from one company to another, usually, as aforementioned, as a result of the
extinction of at least one of them.
Thus, nowadays, the term "Due Diligence" is generally used to describe a process that results
from the obligation that an organization must have to act in a zealous way, so as not to harm
itself or third parties, within reasonability standards (Reed et al., 2007), and by natural
consequence of that, to manage the risks inherent to business.
According to Ribeiro (2001), Due Diligence is a procedure of identification of economic, financial
and physical aspects, which include environmental variables that affect or may affect the
financial situation of a company. In turn, Ainsworth (2007) admits the existence of different
types of Due Diligence that are regularly performed on potential customers - companies and
their managers, on potential employees and on potential investors. The same author also states
that, normally, the organisation will agree, in advance, on a model that spells out which
information should be verified, by means of the concrete situation. This is a good example of an
area where an information professional can add real value by stipulating which sources of
information should be checked and in what detail.
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Most of the conceptual literature on the topic defines Due Diligence as a complex process, often
associated with M&A and tending to be related to the collection of relevant information to close
a deal. It is important to mention that the pure conceptual literature on Due Diligence is scarce
and incipient, so most studies focus on the process, providing a practical approach to the
concept, analysing it from different perspectives, according to the associated theme, which gives
an added degree of difficulty to its study within SMEs.
We often see the term "Due Diligence" associated with auditing. Although the concepts may
eventually cross, the scope of the former is much greater. Although they have the same initial
function (analysis of a company's financial statements), the purposes, objectives and methods
are quite different. Unlike Due Diligence, auditing serves to provide a certain degree of assurance
about the financial statements according to its rules and procedures and not to identify problems
that may be of interest to buyers or sellers. On the contrary, DD has the role of providing
potential investors with a more in-depth vision of the company's operations, whether for
investment purposes or for acquisition, thus facilitating their decision making, since they are
already informed about the possible opportunities and risks of the business.
Regarding the referred process and the inherent practices, it is noted that, although Due
Diligence may sometimes be carried out purely for symbolic reasons or in compliance with
institutional pressures, it is often the last opportunity for an acquirer to walk away from a valuedestroying acquisition - thus reiterating its strategic relevance and its impact on the acquirer's
final decision (Puranam, Powell & Singh, 2006).
Ferreira (2002), refers that the Due Diligence designation is attributed to a set of tasks, of
universal use and associated to M&A decisions, organizational or capital restructuring, alliances
between companies or parts of them, investments, loans, equipment acquisitions or other
tangible assets. This set of activities involves the collection, processing, confirmation and analysis
of information about companies, according to the desired objectives. Martins, Menezes and
Bernhoeft (1999) state that Due Diligence corresponds to a multidisciplinary work, developed in
the interest of the buyer and performed with the immersion of the evaluators inside the target
company, with the purpose of raising data and information that are not of public domain and
with the deep amplitude necessary to understand the real situation in which the company is.
If the motivations for DD in M&A have been studied for decades (studies that tend to confirm its
usefulness and impact on business and risk management), the same does not happen regarding
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the same motivations in SMEs. Therefore, it is important to deepen the organisational culture of
these organisations in order to investigate its relation with the (scarce) existence of Due
Diligence processes and practices.
Ogbonna and Harris (2000) studied the relationship between leadership, culture and
organisational performance and empirically evidenced that the performance of an organisation
is influenced by a competitive and innovative culture. The same study also suggests that the
relationship between leadership style and performance is mediated by organisational culture,
that is, an organisation's performance is influenced by leadership style through its culture. While
in the studies carried out by these authors, it is concluded that large organisations whose
cultures have an external orientation are influenced by certain leadership styles, in the present
context of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises, they are influenced by leadership styles when
their cultures have an internal orientation (Costa, 2014).
According to Lopes (2010), it is essential to know people and the culture that they mobilise to
manage organisations. Therefore, it is essential to study the culture of the organisations, as an
intangible but mobilizable asset, as well as the professionals who interact within them. The same
author also assures, regarding the Portuguese organisational culture, that "among its weak
points, the low capacity for planning and the mature elaboration of efficient processes stand out
(low sense of organisation), associated to a group sense but which is rarely reflected in a true
team sense".
As the connection between organisational culture and leadership shows, one of the aspects that
has most influence on the behaviour and success of organisations is the attitude of the owners
and/or managers. There is a tendency for them to shape the business around themselves,
imposing personal characteristics on company processes and employees, and using intuition as
the main basis for decision-making, which hinders proper strategic planning (Levy, 2005). It
normally falls to the managing partner the power of decision directly or indirectly in all areas of
the company, and therefore, in some companies with greater complexity, the selection of human
resources is already made so that there is delegation of decision-making power to some of the
employees (Henchel, 2008). This delegation of power is often done according to the size of the
company. In large companies, there are several people who assess, analyse and manage the
various risks, unlike what happens in SMEs, where insufficient resources sometimes do not allow
this in the most appropriate manner. However, in view of the various studies carried out within
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the scope of risk management in SMEs (some of which mentioned in 2.1.) and despite the fact
that managers and directors of SMEs have organisational difficulties (as revealed in the literature
studied within the scope of organisational culture), it is evident that the elaboration of risk
management planning within a SME may bring benefits in the organisation's risk processes, as
well as bring competitive advantages in relation to the competition and general value.
Thus, due to its versatility and the amount and variety of information it can provide, Due
Diligence presents itself as a process that, by exposing risks and validating opportunities, will
help when it comes to generating an effective strategy in risk management, showing the
usefulness of its practices when it comes to decision making. This is the real motivation for
implementing its practices - their usefulness, both in risk management and also in management
control, and the potentially positive impact - if carried out and executed properly - on the
performance of Small and Medium Enterprises. Although M&A is common among large
companies, it is not an option for most business owners and managers of SMEs. Therefore, the
concept and practices of Due Diligence are also relatively unknown to the Portuguese managers,
serving this dissertation as a motto for the national authors to focus more on this theme, which
is extremely relevant for the reality of the current business context.
There are several reasons to justify the need for the expansion of the DD process, namely the
growing demands of creditors, environmental and social responsibility issues, the globalisation
of mergers and acquisitions, among others. Moreover, the failure of some M&As, with disastrous
consequences such as a drop in productivity and profits, has worried specialists to the point of
wanting to deepen the study of the DD process, thus seeking to generate strategic advantage in
the M&A processes and in the performance of companies in a post-M&A phase.
According to Ribeiro (2001), Due Diligence is a procedure that identifies economic, financial and
physical aspects, which include environmental variables that affect or might come to affect a
company's equity situation. For Perez and Famá (2004), in Mergers and Acquisitions, Due
Diligence procedures are performed as a way to obtain information that may affect the future
of the company and consequently its cash flow and its economic value.
The author Ferreira (2002), referred that the designation Due Diligence was attributed to a set
of tasks, of universal use and associated to decisions of: mergers and acquisitions of companies;
alliances between companies or parts of them; organizational or capital restructuring - initial or
subsequent public offers of sale or dispersion; buy-outs and other similar operations;
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investments in companies; loans; acquisitions of equipment and other relevant tangible assets;
Ainsworth (2007) admits the existence of different types of Due Diligence that are regularly
performed: 1) On potential clients - companies and their managers; 2) On potential employees;
3) On potential investors. The same author also states that, usually, the organisation will agree,
in advance, on a model that explains which information should be verified, according to the
concrete situation - denotes here the open and versatile character of the DD process that easily
fits the size of the organisations This is a good example of an area where an information
professional who advocates Due Diligence practices can add real value, stipulating which sources
of information should be verified and with which details.
Indeed, the process is often geared towards the end goal of the investigation and intelligence
gathering - meaning that due diligence processes relating to M&A, for example, will differ from
those aimed at combating money laundering. In common, all of them will share the fact that
they materialize in a work directed to the identification of all economic, financial and physical
aspects that are or may come to affect (positively or negatively) the patrimonial situation of an
organization (Bertoli & Ribeiro, 2006).
Harvey and Lusch (1995) illustrate the Due Diligence process through a set of auditing practices,
in 7 distinct fields. This process, if properly applied, will generate adequate information about
the tangible and intangible assets of an organization, in each area where there is a need for
investigation, in a pre- acquisition scenario, and, of course, definitely impact the acquisition
decision and approach in relation to the target. According to other authors, the process must
take into account which risk factors of the business - financial and operational - in a logic of prior
study of these variables, so as to obtain knowledge, which will be the greatest asset obtained
through said process, thus mitigating the referred risks (Perry & Herd, 2004).
In the same way, also Puranam, Powell and Singh (2006) reiterate the strategic relevance of the
Due Diligence process for the decision-makers of the acquiring company and in the way they
perceive the acquisition through the information obtained, invoking the Signal Detection Theory
(Peterson et al, 1954; Green and Swets, 1974; Shapira, 1995) - Signal Detection Theory (SDT) which tests the argument that decision-makers can rationally persist with an acquisition even in
light of negative information provided by DD. The intuition behind SDT is that, given two errors
that are not equal in their measure, it is better to err in the direction of the cheaper error.
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According to Boyle and Winter (2010), the key to effective due diligence is rigorous analysis and
fact- checking, cross-checked, on-site by a multidisciplinary team. Only this kind of crossfunctional and thorough approach will adequately arm the decision-makers to ensure a
successful transaction or avoid a costly mistake.
Thus, the conceptual literature on the subject defines Due Diligence as a complex process, often
associated with M&A and tending to be linked to the collection of relevant information for
closing a deal. It is important to mention that the pure conceptual literature on Due Diligence is
scarce and incipient, especially regarding SMEs, so most of the current studies focus on the
process, providing a practical approach to the concept, analysing it from different perspectives,
according to the associated theme (Due Diligence in M&A, Client Due Diligence, Due Diligence in
Anti-Money Laundering, Due Diligence in Transactions, Human Resources Due Diligence, etc.).

Management Control
The origin of management control in business organizations dates back to the industrialization
that occurred in the United States of America, in the second half of the nineteenth century, and
it was in 1892, that the General Electric company became the first company to formally institute
the position of "controller" (Horváth, 2006). The concept of management control began to be
debated from an accounting and financial control perspective, at the end of the 20's, Lawson
having been one of the main authors of the theme at this time and it was only at the beginning
of the 40's that an approximation of the definition of Management Control as the integrated
control of organizations' operational activities began to exist.
Holden, Fish and Smith (1941), present the results of one of the first empirical studies on
organisational control. The authors concluded that management control was a responsibility of
top management, and that control was a comprehensive process, which included goal setting,
planning, accountability, and evaluation of results.
With the growing interest in the subject, it was in the 1950s that an attempt was made to
develop a theory, aiming at the unification of concepts and general models, and that the authors
Koontz and O'Donell (1955) enunciated for the first time a framework of fourteen principles of
management control (later reduced to twelve).
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Up to this point, management control was strongly oriented, as initially mentioned, towards
accounting and financial control. It was from the mid-1960s onwards that the paradigm changed
in order to focus the studies on the relationship between strategy and management control
systems. This paradigm shift eventually gave rise to the so-called strategic planning management
school, which proclaimed that strategy and strategic planning are the keys to governance and
control of organisations of any nature or size, thus supplanting the classical management
principles.
In 1971, Lowe defined Management Control as an information system that enables the
organisation to guarantee the correction of discrepancies between the defined objectives and
the operation. This guarantee arises from the feedback provided by the ascertained information
and its purpose is to allow the company to make the necessary changes with a view to aligning
objectives and reality. It was in this decade that much of the research towards the development
of the relationship between knowledge and management control theory began - this research
gave rise to reviews of the state of the art that advocated a more holistic view of control, instead
of the exclusive focus on the accounting-financial vision.
Already in the 1980s, Anthony (1984), one of the best known and pioneering authors on the
subject, highlights the importance of behavioural factors, emphasising managers' motivation to
achieve organisational objectives. The same author, later on, together with Govindarajam,
redefines the concept of management control, presenting it as a process through which
managers influence the other members of the organisation in the implementation of strategies,
considering that control implies activities such as planning, coordination, communication and
evaluation of information, decision and taking measures that influence people to change their
behaviours.
In this sense, no analysis about the history of management control would be complete without
mentioning two of the authors who have most revolutionised and contributed to the
development of this subject: Kaplan and Norton (1992), who enunciated for the first time one of
the most widespread tools ever: the "Balanced Scorecard" (BSC). These authors argued that
management control was excessively focused on the analysis of numerical data and that the
economic and financial performance of organisations should be assessed through other
dimensions of analysis with more emphasis on the human factor and on intangible aspects.
According to Kaplan and Norton, financial measures were useful when the economy was
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dominated by tangible assets. However, with the evolution of organisations, information,
knowledge and strategy, intangible assets became the greatest source of competitive advantage,
despite the fact that companies were not prepared to measure them adequately (Kaplan and
Norton, 2001).
Management control then came to manifest itself in instruments that enable greater
accountability to operational managers, also possessing behavioural instruments geared
towards performance evaluation, thus enabling greater value creation and the construction of
information to support decision making.

Strategic Management and Management Control
According to Jordan, Neves and Rodrigues (2005), the mission of the management controller is
to animate the process through which managers influence the companies' strategic
implementation. Thus, strategic management will allow projecting the future consequences of
the current decision-making and, concomitantly, will allow perceiving the interconnection
between past and future decisions. As such, the importance of strategic management in
management control can be gauged through the importance and influence that the former has
on the results of the latter, in such a way that a large part of the control instruments and tools,
nowadays, aim at measuring variables that will allow finding out whether the strategy
implementation in a given organisation is being successful or not.
However, it is not only by a good choice of strategy that companies distinguish themselves from
others; the correct and effective implementation of the entire strategic process plays a key role
in obtaining competitive advantages (Santos, 2006).
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Figure 1 – Strategic Process
Source: Santos (2006)

In a simple way, the strategic process can be summarised according to the scheme presented in
Figure 1. However, any management control instrument must represent a dynamic and
interactive model of strategic management capable of ensuring not only performance
monitoring, but also strategy formulation, implementation, evaluation, control and revision
(Santos, 2008).
Liedka and Rosemblum (1996) understand the act of making strategy as the process of managing
the changes to which organisations are subjected. According to them, the process of formulating
strategies is the cognitive component of the change process. In addition, the same authors
indicate that the future of organizations depends on the ability of their members, at all levels, to
think together. This would require the development of a strategic intention by which
organizations should be guided, supported by learning and collaborative processes.
Since the early days of strategic thinking until today, it is perceptible in the literature studied
that there was a clear broadening of the scope and intentions of strategic models, and, in
parallel, there was also a broadening of the professionals involved in strategic planning.
Thus, given the mentioned implications that the strategic management has on the control, it can
also be logically stated that the employees, their attitudes and the organizational culture itself
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have great influence on the management control - having even Jordan et al. (2008) enunciated
this premise as one of the eight principles of management control.
The main task of strategy is to identify and exploit the key competencies that need to be added
and building these competencies becomes essential for long-term competitive advantage.
Munive- Hernandez et al. (2004) conclude that the central issues in the study of strategic
management involve identifying the main characteristics and issues of strategy, as well as the
approaches available for setting objectives and performance targets, formulating, implementing,
controlling and evaluating strategy. This study should naturally take into account all the internal
and external surroundings of the organisation - only then will we have the materialisation of the
holistic aspect of strategic management that has been advocated by more modern authors.
Normally, in order to synthesise the position of the company in its surroundings, combining the
analysis of the external and internal environment, the well- known SWOT matrix is presented,
created in the 1960s by Albert Humphrey, which still today serves as a representative paradigm
for the analysis of the strategic position of organisations and their competitiveness.
Thus, as is evident from the above, managing strategy is not the same as managing operations
or activities. In this sense, Porter (1996) refers that companies can only obtain competitive
advantage if they are endowed with flexibility that allows them to compare processes with rivals,
with a view to obtaining efficiency gains (operational efficiency). In this line of thought, Kaplan
and Norton (2008) consider that it is impossible to implement a visionary strategy without it
being related to operational processes. Operational efficiency can reduce costs, improve quality,
cut times and reduce processes and deadlines; however, without the vision of the strategy, this
operational efficiency will probably not be enough for the company to have a sustainable
performance. According to Sousa (2008), the current situation forces companies to permanently
innovate their management processes. Organisations must adopt new strategies and be
constantly creative. For SMEs, the adoption of these values may determine the difference
between survival and extinction. Azeitão and Roberto (2009) defend the need to find
management solutions that promote the difference, that preserve balances, that control
economic and financial risks and that lead, above all, to a change in mentality. Currently, one of
the main added values that a company can present is its ability to anticipate events. In addition
to the control of accounting information, a new corporate governance is required (Raigón, 2008).
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Furthermore, several studies point out that there is a positive impact of the strategy in SMEs,
namely,
it is referred that SMEs that link operations to their business strategies outperform their
competitors and that the companies that grow the most are those that place greater emphasis
on external factors, such as strategic orientation (O'Regan et al., 2006). Thus, it is urgent to
provide organisations with a careful, clear and systematic management control process so that
managers can assess results, compare them with forecasts and, if necessary, identify the causes
of deviations (Rodrigues et al., 2008).
In order to be effective, management control requires instruments and tools that allow
managers to objectively establish and accept objectives, plan how they will achieve them and
monitor their fulfilment - thus allowing for performance evaluation. Since these objectives are
of diverse nature and not only financial (quality, productivity, innovation, image, among others),
the management control instruments should follow this diversity of nature of the objectives
(Jordan et al., 2007).
As previously mentioned, the management control should serve the whole hierarchy of the
company, however, not everyone has identical needs. If for the Board of Directors, the degree
of achievement of the overall objectives is more relevant, for middle managers the indicators
related to their business area will be of greater interest and for operational managers the
monitoring of the activities, considering the specific objectives and action plans (Simões, 2001).
The various instruments were distributed, by Jordan et al. (2008), into three distinct categories:
1) piloting instruments; 2) behavioural guidance instruments; 3) dialogue tools. Steering
instruments are technical instruments which are necessary for managers to steer or navigate
their organisations by setting goals, planning and monitoring results (Rodrigues et al., 2008). The
same authors identify as steering instruments the operational plan, the budget, the budget
control and the Tableaux de Bord or Balanced Scorecard (BSC). Upstream and under the
responsibility of the management, there is the strategic analysis and the strategic plan.
These instruments should be seen as a control panel of the activities already executed, giving
visibility to the corrective actions to be taken according to the identified deviations (planned vs.
realised). They are the first means of decentralisation to each unit, sector, division, defining
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activity plans, available resources and execution timings for them. They allow performance to be
assessed by comparing initial forecasts with actual data in a given period of time (Poeiras, 2009).
According to Jordan et al (2008), behaviour-guiding instruments make it possible to frame and
channel the actions of managers and decisions in the "right" direction, i.e., with a view to
satisfying the company's objectives and not only local and partial objectives. With the
decentralisation of authority and participation in decision-making it is important to ensure that
managers are aligned with the company's objectives and that everyone is working towards a
common goal.
Thus, there are three key instruments to influence and guide the behaviour of managers aimed
at satisfying the firm's objectives: the organisation into responsibility centres; responsibility
centre performance evaluation and a fair internal transfer pricing (ITP) system (Jordan et al,
2011).
Finally, dialogue instruments are communication mechanisms, such as internal rules and
procedures, meetings, reports and maps. Although simple, these instruments cut across the
entire management control process. There are opportunities for dialogue in the negotiation of
objectives, of the means to be provided in the operational plan and in the budget, in the
monitoring of intermediate results and in the implementation of corrective measures (Rodrigues
et al., 2008).
In view of the above, it is clear that managers at all levels of the organisational pyramid need
management control information. Naturally, the relevant information for an operational
manager will be different from that which is relevant for a top manager of the organisation while the former is based on well-defined and delimited objectives and results, top managers
are concerned with the achievement of the company's overall objectives, strategic, production,
marketing and human resources decisions, among others. However, both for strategic analysis
to represent a substantial contribution to management control, and for the control process to
be well outlined, clear and feasible, information is needed - financial, operational accounting,
legal, environmental, reputational, market, customer and human resources information. It is in
this interdependence that the real weight of Due Diligence processes may reside - being a source
of organized information capable of perceiving risk, upstream, influencing strategic planning in
a positive way, impacting, downstream, the management control process, adding value and
generating competitive advantage that will naturally translate into the performance of SMEs.
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Final Considerations
This working paper approached Due Diligence Practice in a theoretical and descriptive
perspective, in order to study, in the future, the application of this management tool in SMEs, in
effective terms. This empirical application intends to confirm through a qualitative research,
namely an in-depth research, carried out by a Case Study, the importance that the Due Diligence
Practice assumes in SMEs, linked to a Management Control Instrument, to increase transparency
and performance. Considering the benefits related to this Practice, this research confirms the
opportunities and highlights the risks of the Due Diligence Practice when linked to Management
Control Tools. Therefore, keeping in mind this relevance of the Due Diligence Practice, especially
when interrelated with the organisation's performance, linked by Management Control Tools,
an international Case Study was chosen to detail, in depth, the Due Diligence Practice followed
in order to boost transparency and performance.
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Table 1 Descriptives (weigthed percentages)
Number of respondents (N) 4085
%
Type of solo self-employment
entrepreneur-labour 70
entrepreneur-products
22
Other' 8
Sexs Men 62
Female
38
Age 15 to 24 years 5
25 to 34 years 15
35 to 44 years 20
45 to 54 years 29
55 to 64 years 22
65 years and over
9
Educational level
Low 16
Intermediate 38
High 45
Unkown
1
Duration of self-employmentUnnkown
2
≤ 1 year
11
1 to 2 years 8
> 2 years
79
Occupational field Teaching occupations 7
Artistic occupations 11
Sales and PR occupations
11
Business and administrative occupations 14
Managers
3
Public administration, protective services & legal occupations
Technical occupations
17
ICT occupations
4
Agricultural occupations
7
Health and welfare occupations
10
Service occupations 9
Transport and logistics occupations 4
Other 2

1
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Table 2 Marginal effects of the probability on a (in)dependent and/or (in)voluntary selfemployment
dependent &
dependent &
independent &
independent &
involuntary voluntary
involuntary voluntary
Overall probability 0.0165 0.0546 0.1711 0.7578
b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se
Type of solo self-employment
entrepreneur-labour ref
entrepreneur-products
0.015 ***

-0.014 ***

-0.028 ***

0.017 -0.022
0.017 0.065 *** 0.049 **
0.003 0.004 0.007 0.009 0.014 0.017 0.016 0.019
Other' 0.015 0.015 0.078 *** 0.082 ***
0.053 *

-0.059 **

-0.034

- 0.044
0.01

0.011 0.019 0.021 0.019 0.021 0.026 0.028

Female

0.006 0.003 0.03 *

0.038 *
0.005 0.008 0.014 0.016
Age
15 to 24 years ref
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25 to 34 years 0.018 **

0.016 0.05

0.084 *
0.007 0.02

0.028 0.033

35 to 44 years 0.005
0.001 0.043
- 0.047
0.005 0.019 0.027 0.032
45 to 54 years 0.009
0.001 0.037
- 0.044
0.005 0.018 0.027 0.031
55 to 64 years 0.022 **
0.027 0.074 **
0.069 *
0.007 0.018 0.028 0.032

65 years and over
0.009
0.005
0.038
0.042
0.008
0.02 0.032
Duration of self-employmentref

0.037

374

≤ 1 year
1 to 2 years - 0.005
- 0.008
0.015
- 0.002
0.013
0.013 0.03
> 2 years
0.024
*
0.011 0.053
*
0.066
**
0.01
Educational level
Low ref

0.033

0.01

0.022

0.024

Intermediate - 0.006
0.006 - 0.032
0.032
0.006
0.01

0.018

0.02

High 0.005
0.015 0.031
0.021
0.007
Occupational field

0.011 0.019

Teaching occupations
0.026
**
0.042 0.079
0.011
0.008
0.024 0.05

0.021

0.054

Artistic occupations
0.007
0.031
0.023
0.061

375

0.004

0.022 0.05

0.053

Sales and PR occupations
0.032
**
0.018
0.028
0.043
0.012
0.021 0.051

0.054

Business and administrative occupations
0.016
**
0.023 0.045
0.006
0.005
0.022 0.048

0.051

Managers
0.04
*
0.011 0.011
0.019

0.019

-

0.024

0.059

0.063

Public administration, protective services
0
-0.01
0.098
0.108
and legal occupations 0
0.027

0.062

Technical occupations
0.032
***
0.005
0.009
0.027
0.008
0.021

0.052

0.049

0.066

376

ICT occupations
0.008
0.074
*
0.037
0.045
0.007

0.031

0.055

0.06

Agricultural occupations
0.014
0.028
0.144
**
0.102
0.012
0.027

0.048

0.054

Health and welfare occupations
0.005
0.011
- 0.082
0.066
0.003
0.022

0.049

0.052

Service occupations
0.005
0.012
0.026
0.01
0.003
0.022

0.05

0.053

Transport and logistics occupations
0.02
0.059
0.068
0.148
*
0.011
0.032
0.059
Other ref

0.063

Table 3 Marginal effects of the probability on socio-economic outcomes of solo selfemployment
periods
overall probability

current

377

involuntariness
0.086
with current job
0.017
problems
0.192
work

Not satisfied
financial
without

0.21
b/se

b/se

0.03
35 to 44 years 0.135
***
0
0.031
0.029

b/se

b/se

0.01

0.031

b/se

b/se

b/se

b/se

b/se

b/se

0.011 0.03

45 to 54 years 0.105
***
0.003
0.067
*
0.03

0.011 0.029

55 to 64 years 0.098
***
0.006
0.068
*
0.03

0.011 0.03

65 years and over
0.149
*** 0.015 0.034
0.03
0.01 0.032
Duration of self-employment

378

≤ 1 year

ref

1 to 2 years
0.012
- 0.012 - 0.004
0.017
0.009 0.029
> 2 years
0.003
0.007 0.012
0.013
Educational level
Low ref
Intermediate
0.024
0.002
0.007
0.012
High 0.002
0.007
0.003
0.013
Occupational field

0.008 0.022

0.005 0.018

0.006 0.019

Teaching occupations 0.005
0.003
0.081
0.037
0.016 0.047

Artistic occupations 0.046
0.006
0.157
***
0.035
0.016 0.045
Sales and PR occupations
0.058

-

379

0.01
0.044
0.036

0.016 0.043

Business and administrative occupations
0.024
0.008
0.019
0.035
0.014 0.042
Managers
0.054
0.017
0.008
0.04

-

-

0.02

0.05

Public administration, protective services - 0.042
0.044
and legal occupations 0.046
0.017 0.067

- 0.011

Technical occupations
0.048
0.001
0.048
0.035
0.015 0.042
ICT occupations
-0.04
0.001
0.073
0.04

0.017 0.051

Agricultural occupations
0.083
*
0.001
0.102
*
0.036
0.017 0.048
Health and welfare occupations
-0.02
0.002
0.024

380

0.036

0.015 0.044

Service occupations 0.045
0.007
0.021
0.035
0.015 0.044
Transport and logistics occupations 0.025
0.012
0.069
0.04
0.019 0.051
Other ref
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Abstract
“…employee behaviour has radically shifted. Virtual and remote activity has been normalized...
This will all have a long-lasting and profound impact on how we work in years ahead.” (Barco,
2020, p. 5)
The world has changed with the Covid-19 pandemic and employees in all kinds of roles are still
coming to terms with it and university tutors in higher education are no exception to this. This
paper provides an auto-ethnographic account of a university tutor in London from UK Covid-19
lockdown on 16th March 2020 through to March 2021 (the First Covid-19 Year). In this article,
the author draws on weekly reflective accounts and an extensive collection of 42 blog articles
written on issues relevant to his experience throughout the Covid-19 era (Sharp, 2020-21) with
a particular emphasis on issues relevant to knowledge, learning and personal development in
higher education and creativity and art.

This paper is valuable for any higher education academics and practitioners interested in these
areas and it contributes to the body of reflective learning on the changing landscape of thinking,
learning and experience in the First Covid- 19 Year. The paper provides a personal reflective
account through the First Covid-19 Year using river metaphor illustrations. This provides a
context for a table that summarises the 42 blog articles written in the same period which were
categorized and patterns and trends discerned from them. Three areas of thinking featured more
regularly from the blog articles: differences/effects of

face-to-face versus online communication and learning; lifestyle changes that relate to working
from home and creativity. Discussion and suggestions for the future are provided. The author
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concludes that, although the Covid-19 pandemic has had a massive impact on the economic,
social and mental health of many people in higher education and business, there has been a lot
of learning about working from home online and this will almost certainly lead to changes in the
way people work in the future. Also, the author suggests, that, whatever happens in a postCovid-19 world, the significance and need for creative thinking will never go away.

Introduction
On the 4th March 2020 I reflected on my previous few days of work and wrote:
“Coronavirus
How much longer can we keep going with so much travel and “getting together” at events? What
about vulnerable people …?”

Little did I know what was going to happen. I said this was before formal lockdown in the UK was
introduced because of the Covid-19 pandemic which has continued to this day and led me to
articulate my experience as an auto- ethnographic account in this paper. However, what is autoethnography? Auto- ethnography entails individuals telling an experiential personal story of their
experience such that theory and experience merge as they apply knowledge in action, and it
involves personal reflection where feelings (including vulnerabilities) are expressed and both
practical and theoretical implications are discussed (Anderson, 2006; Dann et al. 2019; Du Toit,
2018; Hartog, 2018; Kennedy et al. 2019; Longhurst et al. 2018; Schon, 1983; Sidoti, 2015; Strong,
2019; Ticozzi, 2016; Woodley, 2016).

This methodology is ideal for learning from an experience of lockdown in the UK Covid-19 from
16th March 2020 through to the March 2021 (‘the First Covid-19 Year’). In the First Covid-19 Year,
the author wrote a weekly reflective account and a weekly blog article on issues relevant to his
experience, with a particular emphasis on issues relevant to knowledge, learning and personal
development in higher education, but also on topics that relate to creativity and art. This paper
draws on some of this material to give a personal auto-ethnographic account in the context of
UK business and management tutor at a university in central London for this period.
From this account, the author gives a personal reflection, using a ‘river reflection’ technique,
that entwines practical and theoretical issues relevant to his experience through the First Covid19 Year (Section 2). He also tabulates and classifies a 42 blog accounts from the First Covid-19
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Year (Section 3). The author draws together patterns of thinking, issues and experiences from
these accounts in the First Covid-19 Year to project forward and suggest some areas of change
in the future. The author suggests, however, that, although the Covid-19 pandemic has had a big
impact on the economic, social and mental health of many people in higher education and
business, there is always hope for the future through creative enterprise and adaptation to the
opportunities the future holds.

Personal Reflection on the First Covid-19 Year in Higher Education (HE)

It is just over a year since the national lockdown in the UK was announced to restrict the spread
of the Covid-19 pandemic, and it seems an appropriate time to articulate a personal reflection
on my First Covid-19 Year in HE, in the UK. I work part-time for a university in London and parttime as a volunteer for my local church and, in this section of this paper, I will focus particularly
on my experience in HE in the First Covid-19 Year.

To do this, I would normally refer to weekly personal reflective accounts of my experience that I
write to help me think and learn from things. However, unfortunately, because of Covid-19
restrictions, many of my notes are still in the office since March 2020 and I have been working
in lockdown from home for the last 6 months! So, although I have some personal accounts that
I wrote each week from recent months of lockdown, I decided to look at my diary entries for the
year of March 2020 to March 2021 and recount my experiences through the triggers of events
recorded in my diary, as well as personal reflective accounts from recent months.

This led me to draw four pictures depicting my personal reflection on my experience in the First
Covid-19 Year as a river journey flowing through time. For each of these pictures the time is
depicted down the left side of the river (see purple arrows with dates) and some of my HE
events/activities on the right side of the river (see Figure 1). The river edges and river flow
indicate stress and pressure points in the journey. The more staccato the river edges are, the
more stressed I was feeling. However, the widening of the river indicates greater learning
through that part of the journey (see Figure 1). I hand drew and painted the pictures because I
found this helpful for relieving stress and provide personal reflection in a way that suits my
personality and style.
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Figure 1 Pictorial ‘River Reflection’ – Part 1

The lockdown in the UK started on 16th March 2021. There was a lot of uncertainty as to what
this meant for our lives. I remember thinking ‘I am not sure quite how to prepare for this’ and I
thought about how to change my lifestyle so I could work at home and not use the university
campus. This led to a sense of restriction of freedoms as I was unable to go out and have a meal
in local restaurants. Also, I, like all other UK citizens, were not able to go to a café or pub which
was normal before.
I received training in how to set up a Padlet on the computer and learn about webinar technology
so I could teach online through Blackboard. I met my students from different parts of the world
like Bahrain, Pakistan and Brazil online unless I could meet people face-to-face in London at
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social distance (see Figure 1). I was able to meet a business start-up student from Brazil face-toface in London and we talked about what life may be like post-Covid-19. She believed a blended
flexible learning experience which reflected a future work lifestyle she envisaged would be
preferred by most people.

In April/May 2021 it was stressful working with my professional practice work placement
students. This was because, for the first time in 16 years, we {my team and students} could not
secure work placements for all the students. This reflected patterns of increased unemployment
and recession starting to occur in the world due to Covid-19 restrictions (BBC, 2021). I had a
strong sense of the importance of ‘coming alongside’ my students and working with them harder
than ever to make creative use of this time and support those who had got placements. Also, I
worked hard to sort out suitable alternative learning experiences for those who could not get a
work placement.

On 2nd June 2020 I was invited to a webinar with other authors of a book I had worked on by
writing a chapter for a book called ‘The University of the Future’ (Sharp, 2019). Being connected
across the world has always seemed an encouragement but particularly in lockdown so I was
disappointed when I could not join the webinar because of some technical difficulty for me with
the webinar link.

I seemed in constant level of higher stress through June and July 2020 as I continued to do jogs
in the local area sorting out contingency plans for students who did not get work placements,
supervise students across the world in various lockdown situations, and deal with online training
and a year-long restructuring situation that started before lockdown (see ‘river edges’ in Figure
2). One enjoyment was sitting outside in the Summer sunshine even though I could not travel
for holidays. I found this a helpful way to relax and see people walking by in the street and I
chatted with them or others on the telephone in the sunshine (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Pictorial ‘River Reflection’ – Part 2

In August 2020 there were more complications in the lives of students that required working
through extenuating circumstances. I remembered listening to an interesting radio 4 programme
about ‘HE in Crisis’ on 1st September 2020 (Gyimah, 2020). I found this programme interesting
as I lived through the stresses of working in a HE in the pandemic. My confidence rose with online
working in HE as the plans for doing this came to fruition in a positive way as I started teaching
groups of Enterprise Challenge students online for the first time (see Figure 3).

On a personal level, an added level of stress came with my Dad having a fall and the need to
form a ‘bubble’ and visit him in another part of the UK. He had an operation and then went to
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hospital and came out of hospital and went through rehabilitation. This was an ongoing concern
and extra pressure for me in the First Covid-19 Year.

Figure 3 Pictorial ‘River Reflection’ – Part 3

Finally, November, December 2020 and January and February 2021 followed with continual
teaching online with increased confidence and continual learning for me and others (see Figure
4). I had a particularly stressful period towards Christmas with restructuring coming closer to a
conclusion, the need to mark work and an attempt to get away for Christmas. The attempts to
‘get away’ at Christmas were thwarted by Covid-19 infection rates that, in the end, led to a
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continuation of restrictions. This felt like a real ‘let down’ but I did not really mind because I was
tired and needed a break wherever that was.

In December 2020 I was invited to another webinar that was helpful for connecting with the
world and thinking about Covid-19 and universities in the future. The webinar was held on 4th
February 2021. This time I was able to join the webinar and delegates discussed what the
university of the future may look like and, in particular, with increased online work at university
and commercially. Most delegates at the webinar believed that the trends of the past had been
accelerated in the First Covid-19 Year but social and economic disruption was significantly
different in different parts of the world for historical and political reasons. There was much
discussion about the best ways to address the vastly different education opportunities people
have in the world.

Figure 4 Pictorial ‘River Reflection’ – Part 4
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Overall, looking back on my experience during the First Covid-19 year in HE, I would say my life
became more stressful and busier. Many unexpected challenges increased my stress levels, but
I was very grateful to continue to have a job in HE which I enjoy so much.
Even with the increased stress and pressure in the First Covid-19 Year I can say that I enjoyed my
work in HE as much as ever but as I look forward I hope for a blended learning experience in the
future. In my view, this will make learning experiences better, but it may require even more work
for HE professionals.

Personal Reflection on the First Covid-19 Year in HE in Blog Articles

In this article I reflect on the First Covid-19 Year through the lens of the blog articles I wrote in
it. On average, through the First Covid-19 Year, I wrote one blog article a week during most of
my working weeks. These articles were all relevant to the broad field of interest of the blog (i.e.
knowledge, learning and personal development, with a particular emphasis on HE and the ‘crossover’ of this with business and management in industry). Normally, the blog articles would reflect
on theory related to practice and vice versa. This was a continuation of my personal professional
practice since Autumn 2018, so these articles were not deliberately written with Covid-19 in
mind. It just so happened, that Covid-19 happened!

This article reflects on this body of work to discern any patterns from which we can learn from
this challenging year. I created a table that lists all the articles I wrote in the First Covid-19 Year
with a summary of content (see Appendix 1). Then, I discerned patterns from analysing the
contents of the table. This led to a picture of categories of themes/topics I commented on (see
Figure 5).
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Figure 5 Patterns of Themes in HE from Blog Articles in the First Covid-19 Year

The numbers in the oval shapes (see Figure 5) refer to the identity numbers in the table of blog
articles (see first column in Appendix 1). Some identity numbers appear more than once in
Figure 5. This is because such articles discuss multiple themes. The size of the oval shapes reflect
the number of articles that refer to each theme. The theme most discussed in the blog articles
was the issue of differences/effects of face-to-face versus online communication and learning
(see light green oval in Figure 5). The second most discussed theme was lifestyle changes (light
yellow oval in Figure 5) and creativity (see light blue-green oval in Figure 5). At times, themes
overlapped too. For example, generally, enforced work from home led to more online work
practices which often entailed lifestyle changes. These lifestyle changes required learning how
to communicate online more effectively to build trust that way. In some cases, this led to new
opportunities and innovation (see Figure 5). In virtually all cases, the content of my blog articles
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was influenced by the effects of Covid-19 and the significance of working, almost exclusively,
online.

So what does all this tell us about changes in the world due to Covid-19 and HE thinking among
academics interested in business and management? Clearly, this is a personal perspective.
However, the blog articles were not generated for any other purpose than to reflect on, and
share my learning on themes, from week to week, as I lived through the year. However, it is
interesting to see how these themes compare with themes identified by a group of academics
who wrote one chapter each for a book called Brave New Human launched in June 2020 (Mouret,
2020; Pascal, 2020), which was a book written to reflect on different perspectives on the effects
of Covid-19 (see Figure 6).

Figure 6 Themes of Thought in the First Covid-19 Year (Pascal, 2020)

Clearly, when the two sets of patterns are compared, there are various themes in common
including: changed work patterns/lifestyle; life/work online and IT; care for the vulnerable and
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leadership (see Figures 5 and 6). One significant theme that was not common between my blogs
and the book/discussion forum, was the issue of ‘creativity’.

This was something I discussed, perhaps because it is a particular area of interest of mine, which
may have not been a particular area of interest of the authors of Brave New Human. One
commentator on my blog commented recently that I am a ‘creative soul’, which may partly
explain this. However, there is also a school of thought that suggests that Covid-19 conditions
engender creative thinking and innovation (Mudassir, 2020). However, in the series of blog
articles (Sharp 2020/21), the book (Mouret, 2020) and authors’ discussion forum (Pascal, 2020),
each commentator considered how the current experiences in HE and society may change the
‘way things are done’ in the future. Perhaps that issue is discussed so much because, at present,
it is unclear what will happen and there are so many different factors that affect us all one way
or another. This paper will now consider each of the three most significant topics referred to in
my blog articles in the First Covid-19 Year and that I reflected on in my reflective accounts:
differences/effects of face-to-face versus online communication and learning; lifestyle changes
that relate to working from home and creativity.

Face-to-Face versus Online Communication and Learning

This section summarises some findings from the blog research relevant to this topic (see
Appendix 1). The wider use of such technologies as Zoom opened up the possibility of less travel
and lower carbon emissions which may have environmental advantages but, on the other hand,
perhaps, social disadvantages (blog identity (BI) 4). Although trust is determined by the
behaviour and attitude of people and not technology, it is generally thought that it is more
difficult to establish trust and rapport online than it is to do this face- to-face (BI5 and BI6).

Another issue is the degree to which people may work in offices in the future. Although the real
estate costs are greater in retaining offices, there are advantages of working with colleagues in
an office space that may make it worth it for organisations and individuals. However, Covid-19
conditions have led to a debate on this issue in business (BI9). Online working creates certain
barriers that need to be overcome by inter alia working at interactivity, flexible learning
approaches, variety, creativity, clarity, ‘humanizing’ material, chunking course content and
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adopting a mentoring style (BI17 and BI18). Online working during the First Covid-19 Year has
led to debate about whether face-to-face, online or blended learning suits courses best (BI20)
but there are certainly new
opportunities with internet technologies that link people across, potentially, virtually all parts of
the world (BI24). More challenges were encountered by students learning about professional
practice and seeking to get work placements which were virtually all online too (BI40). However,
similar skills and character traits were learnt/developed by students through their online
experiences to students learning by other means in previous years (BI41).

Lifestyle Changes when People Work from Home

“…employee behaviour has radically shifted. Virtual and remote activity has been normalized.
Productive home working is a reality. This will all have a long-lasting and profound impact on
how we work in years ahead.” (Barco, 2020, p. 5)
This issue overlaps with the changed ways of working discussed in Section 4. However, many
organisations are considering a future where employees have a more flexible lifestyle and work
from home more, which entails redesigning or redeploying commercial real estate (BI26). Many
expatriate workers no longer need to travel as often or as far as they once did (BI37) and the
need for resilience as a character trait has gone up to overcome restrictions (BI7). Along with
these trends, there has been an increased appreciation of the value of books (BI16) and also the
need for care in communities where people may be suffering economically and/or with their
health (BI11).

Creativity in Lockdown
Although a concentration of blog articles on this subject stems partly from my personal
enjoyment of art and running an art club as part of my voluntary work, this area of thinking is
one that some commentators argue has not been hindered in the First Covid-19 Year (Mudassir,
2020). For example, virtually all the creative writing and illustrating may continue or go on,
perhaps, with even greater energy and interest (BI23, BI24, BI25, BI28, BI33, BI34 and BI35).
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Conclusion

The First Covid-19 Year has led to many stresses and challenges that have accompanied a lot of
learning about working in different conditions, largely from home and online. There have been
economic challenges with recession and mental and physical strains/illnesses caused either
directly or indirectly by Covid-19. My personal journey in the First Covid-19 Year reflects this and
reinforces the patterns of discussion and learning expressed by many commentators and
thinkers in HE and business. The future will almost certainly entail a change to the way people
work as so much has been learnt about working online, by so many. However, a blended
approach may well take advantage of the benefits of a mix of online and physical on-campus
working. However, whatever happens in a post-Covid-19 world the significance and need for
creative thinking will never go away.

Footnote

This paper is a compilation of thought from reflective accounts, book chapters, blog articles
(see Appendix 1) and extensive reading as well as practical application of learning.
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Appendix 1 Table of Blog Articles from the First Covid-19 Year
Blog
Identity
1

Date

2

24th
2020

3

30th
2020

4

20th
2020

5

29th
2020

6

6th May 2020

7

11th
2020

May

8

19th
2020

May

9

28th
2020

May

10

3rd June 2020

11

11th
2020

June

12

17th
2020

June

17th
2020

Title of Blog Article
March Reflection on a Knowledge
Management (KM) Action
Research Project through
Written
Notes
March New Phase for Knowledge
Economy – Covid-19

Citation

Notes

Sharp 2020a Reflection on a PhD action research
project through examination of
written notes.

Sharp 2020b Reflection on adjustments to living
well in lockdown and
importance/value of different ways
of meeting virtually.
March Innovate, Collaborate and
Sharp 2020c Formula One collaborative project
Knowledge Exchange under
to use expertise to deliver new
Pressure – Project
ventilators to save
Pitlane
lives.
April
Video Conferencing
Sharp 2020d Pros and cons of the different
or Face-to-Face
approaches to meeting and ‘looking
Communication in
the
into the future’ about this.
Post Covid-19 Knowledge
Economy?
April
Trust and Knowledge Sharing Sharp 2020e Reflection on trust and co- working
among Co- workers
and the significance of trust factors
for doing so in virtual environments.
Rapport and Release from
Sharp 2020f The value of rapport and its
Lockdown
in
the
tendency to increase with face- toKnowledge Economy
face communication.
Resilience Relevant to the
Sharp 2020g Reflection on the issue of resilience
Covid-19
Knowledge
in Covid-19 contexts
Economy
Knowledge Management as Sharp 2020h Value of cross-disciplinary thinking
Cross-disciplinary Research
for employability and how the
subject of knowledge
management complies with this.
Benefits and Disbenefits for
Knowledge Workers of the
Office
Experiential Learning and
Collaborative Knowledge
Sharing

Sharp 2020i

Pros and cons of office work
environment for knowledge
workers.
Sharp 2020j Reflection about learning through
experiential collaborative
learning and how
this may apply in online work.
Language of Care in the Covid- Sharp 2020k Reflection on the use and genuine
19
Knowledge
delivery of care in
Economy
Covid-19.
Auto-Ethnography in the
Sharp 2020l Reflection on the meaning and
Covid-19 Knowledge Economy
usefulness of autoethnography in
the fluid higher education
environment.
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13

23rd
2020

14

1st July 2020

15

22nd
2020

July

16

29th
2020

July

17

5th
2020

18

11th
2020

August Online Learning in Professional Sharp 2020q
Practice in Higher Education
(HE) in
the Covid-19 Knowledge
Economy
August Best Practices in Online
Sharp 2020r
Learning in HE in the Covid-19
Knowledge Economy

19

19th
2020

20

21

22

June

PersonalAuto- Ethnographic
Reflection in the Covid-19
Knowledge Economy

Sharp 2020m Personal reflection on my Covid-19
experience since March 2020 and
areas of economy and society
effected
by the pandemic.
Themes of Thought in the
Sharp 2020n Themes of thought written about
Covid-19 Knowledge Economy
based on the book ‘Brave New
Human’ (Pascal, 2020)
Trust and Twitter in the Covid- Sharp 2020o How
trust
in
Twitter
Knowledge Economy
was undermined
by
a
security
breach, and the effects of this on
society.
Value of Reading in the Covid- Sharp 2020p Reflection on the value of book
19 Knowledge Economy
reading for literacy and learning.

Sharp 2020s Effect of changes in footfall on
economy and society with a focus
on London.
26th
August Learning in Higher and
Sharp 2020t Discussion of which approach may
2020
Professional Education in the
be best for HE learning, including
Covid-19 Knowledge Economy:
pros and cons of blended learning.
Face-to-face? Online? Or
Blended?
2nd
Edutainment
in
Sharp 2020u Discussion of the value of
September 2020
Higher
edutainment in an increasingly
Education in the Covid-19
online learning environment.
Knowledge Economy
7th
Vision for Lifelong Learning in Sharp 2020v Vision of
blended lifelong
September 2020 the Knowledge Economy
learning.
21st
Creative Journeys: Dyson;
September 2020 Disney and The Beatles

24

30th September Oceans of Possibilities: Online Sharp 2020x
2020
Technology in Higher
Education in the
Knowledge Economy
7th
October Creativity in Covid-19
Sharp 2020y
2020
Knowledge Economy: Learning
from Disney and Donald Duck

26

Best practices identified and
discussed.

August Footfall in the Covid-19
Knowledge Economy

23

25

Three states of learning in
Professional Practice in HE
described and discussed.

13th October
2020

Sharp 2020w Three case studies of creative
journeys.
Exploration of the possibilities in HE
with online technology.

Learning from past examples of the
value of creativity in Covid- 19
times.

New Lifestyle Impacts on
Sharp 2020z Reflection on the effect of
Higher Education in the Covidemployee lifestyle shifts,
19 Knowledge Economy
unemployment and mental health
issues on the use of land
in workspaces.
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27

19th October
2020

28

28th October
2020

Application of Knowledge,
Sharp 2020aa How innovations may be made
Innovations and Skills in New
when circumstances change.
Circumstances
Creative Problem-Solver with Sharp 2020ab Case study of a creative problemBikes: Chris Boardman
solver: Chris Boardman.

29

4th November
2020

Constructive
Feedback
and Effective Coaching

31

1st December
2020

32

9th December
2020

Personal Networking Strategy Sharp 2020ae Personal networking strategy
in the Covid-19 Knowledge
explained.
Economy
Personal Networking Strategy Sharp 2020af Application of personal networking
in the Covid-19 Knowledge
strategy in light of organisation size.
Economy: Size of Organisation
Aspects

33

5th
2021

34

15th January
2021

The Power of Illustrations:
Hablot Knight Browne,
Publishing and the Internet

35

20th January
2021
26th January
2021

Patterns of Creativity of
Sharp 2021c Patterns of creativity identified from
Illustrators
illustrators’ work.
Learning from Justinian
Sharp 2021d History angle: learning from the
Plague: the Impact
of
past on changes brought about by
Covid-19
pandemics.
Expatriates, Multi-National
Sharp 2021e Some latest thinking on expatriate
Company Projects and the
work and online working.
Covid-19 Knowledge Economy

30

36

Sharp 2020ac How
feedback
effects
receptivity of a coachee for a
coach.
11th
Leadership in HE in the Covid- Sharp 2020ad Summary of challenges and
November 2020 19 Knowledge Economy
leadership qualities required.

January The Art of Collaboration:
Case Study of Quentin Blake

37

3rd February
2021

38

10th February
2021

39

40

Sharp 2021a Collaboration and creativity of
Quentin Blake with writers.
Sharp 2021b The power of illustrations is
discussed from the time of
Victorians to the internet age.

Social Influencers and Stories Sharp 2021f The links between social influencers
in the Knowledge Economy
and storytelling in the past and
present.
17th February Entrepreneurial Mindset for Sharp 2021g Discussion of significance of
2021
Universities of the Future in
entrepreneurial mindset for
the Knowledge
universities.
Economy
9th
March Online Learning Compared to Sharp 2021h Learning from Covid-19 Professional
2021
Face-to- Face Learning in
Practice experience in HE.
Professional Practice in
Higher Education (HE)

41

9th
2021

42

17th
2021

March Reflections on Online
Sharp 2021i Comparison of learning of HE
Professional Practice in Higher
Professional Practice students with
Education (HE) in the First
pre-Covid years.
Covid-19 Year.
March Personal Reflection on the
Sharp 2021j Personalreflection
of
First Covid-19 Year in Higher
my
Education (HE)
experience in HE in the first Covid19 year.
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Abstract:
Due to the educational constraints caused by the pandemic environment, due to COVID- 19,
preventive measures of contamination were taken. Bearing this pandemic situation, the schools
have been closed twice, so that consequently educational classes were performed online based
on digital support. This adaptation to the new digital environment has required an extreme
support and adaptation of teachers. Bearing in mind that this adaptation is not yet exhaustively
explored in the literature, this research of exploratory nature, focused on the adoption of digital
technology to perform teaching of high school students in Portugal in pandemic situation, was
performed.
Problem and purposes: Considering that literature has still a gap, related to this issue, the
following research question has been placed: “How teachers adapt to the new educational
environment?” Shedding light to the following research objectives i) the impacts of successive
preventive confinement on educational processes ii) the impacts of successive preventive
confinement on the process of teachers’ adaptation to carry out education based on digital
technology.
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Theoretical Base: The approach to the object is based on a theoretical framework composed of
concepts from different theoretical origins. The model of organised anarchy lends the concepts
of 'ambiguity' and 'weak articulation', as well as convokes the notion of ‘tight articulation’ on
which the model of bureaucracy is based on; the theory of organisational learning lends the
concepts of 'organisational learning' and 'learning organisation'.

Methodology: The research uses a qualitative method, specifically the semi-structured
interview of teachers who work in a school located in Portugal.
Data: The sample consists of 15 teachers identified based on the snowball sampling technique.
Qualitative data link content analysis based on theoretical concepts.
Conclusions, Implications and Limitations: Sustained on this research, some insights regarding
the confinements impacts on educational processes and on teachers’ training to perform within
a new digital environment. Regarding impacts on educational processes: it increased loose
coupling educational conditions and processes and stimulated informal collaborative work.
Regarding teachers’ training for digital performance: it increased the collaborative work as well
as reinforced some digital exclusions among teachers. These conclusions may be used to bases
improvement measures oriented towards the organizational conditions and educational
processes. This study allows a deep understanding of this phenomenon in a unique school and
the conclusions cannot be extended to other schools. This weakness can be overcomed by
complementary quantitative studies, which would provide data to be compared with other
similar studies focused on other countries or regions.

Keywords: tight coupling; loose coupling; digital citizenship; organizational learning.
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Introduction

The pandemic Covid 19 situation had a strong impact on both education conditions and
educational processes in non-higher education schools. As preventive measures against the
spread of the virus in school environments, students and teachers were twice sent to
confinement, which lasted for approximately two months respectively. The move from
presence to remote education environment implied mobilisation of digital resources by
students' families, teachers, and the state. Teachers and students had to learn to use new
hardware and software instruments in order to be able to teach and learn, which implied
adaptations that were carried out at different paces, losses of effectiveness and efficiency,
reduced plannability and controllability of the teaching, learning and assessment processes, as
well as of educational co-ordination. Simultaneously, it increased the differences in the
possibilities of success and effective performance among students and of professional
adequacy among teachers.

The unequal conditions for students' success are due to financial and operational nature.
Regarding families, the capacities to mobilise resources (computers and internet) by families
for their children varies according to their income and the number of school-age children. In
the case of teachers, the capacities to mobilise resources for educational processes depend on
the existing resources in schools and, in some cases, on personal financial resources to acquire
specific equipment and tools. In the case of the learning process, the students' performance
was greatly influenced by the availability of computer resources, their personal orientation
towards school qualification and the coordination carried out by teachers and families. In the
case of the teaching and academic assessment processes, teaching performance was influenced
by the school's normative guidelines, the available resources, their abilities to use these
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resources, the cooperative work carried out within the school, especially in the subject groups,
the voluntary help of colleagues who teach computer science, and the personal orientation
towards personal empowerment.
This research is based on several concepts. Specifically, 'loose coupling' and 'tight coupling',
which focus on organisational attributes related to processes and the actions of bodies and
people; 'organisational learning' and 'learning organisation' focus, respectively, on autonomous
empowerment carried out by teachers and the organised integration of such learning into
school processes; 'digital citizenship' allows us to focus on the incorporation of the learning
carried out into educational practices. In this way, we analyse the social, technical and
organisational dimension of school participants' adaptation to the pandemic environment,
including school bodies, teachers, students and their families.
Highlighting the research question “How teachers adapt to the new educational environment?”
the following research objectives i) the impacts of successive preventive confinement on
educational processes ii) the impacts of successive preventive confinement on the process of
teachers’ adaptation to carry out education based on digital technology were placed.

Theoretical framework
Tight coupling is tacitly adopted as fundamental to the bureaucratic model and all organizations
have tight coupling features. It assures hight levels of efficiency and imperative control, which
is based on its technical superiority (Weber, 1964, pp. 334, 337, 215), as it is characterized by
continuity, reliability and precision (Brown, 1979, pp. 144- 145) and by continuity, patterns and
rationalization of the administration (Farazmand,2010, p. 256). Considering that the type of
bureaucracy (enabling) and the degree of formalization (low) constitutes the ‘enabling
bureaucracy’ (Adler & Borys, 1996), the school seems to share this bureaucracy, as “the main
function of bureaucracy for schools is the distribution of duties and rules as a whole (…) in order
to enable teachers to demonstrate professional behaviours” (Koybasi, Ugurlu & Bakir, 2017, p.
206). Thus, schools are bureaucracies of a special kind, which favor the coexistence of tight and
loose coupling.
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All organizations have bureaucratic features, but loose coupling characteristics develops inside
the bureaucratic administrative framework. It is associated to the “properties of
impermanence, dissolvability and tacitness” (Weick, 1976, p. 3) as well as to both
fragmentation of the external and the internal environments (Orton & Weick, 1990, pp. 207208). It makes part of the nature of work (Weick, 1976, pp. 11-12), it is an unintended effect of
intentional action (Thiétart & Forgues, 1995, p. 123), which is favored by the ambiguity of the
action environment (March, 1987) as well as by loosely bureaucratic ties that links the actions
of the participants (Beekun & Glick, 2001, p. 229). The tendency of the educational system is
oriented towards strengthening of its 'tight' dimension. The institutional environment of public
education tends to become more tightly coupled, combining “elements of both top-down and
bottom-up strategies” (Fusarelli, 2002, p. 572) or hybrid-based combining the advantages of
hierarchical centralization and coordination with the advantages of decentralized organization
(Boyd & Crowson, 2002). The application of the concepts of 'tight coupling' and 'loose coupling'
makes it possible to analyse, respectively, governing and educational practices that have
increased and reduced the connection between bodies, processes and people, as well as
between educational ends and means.

The digital innovation in teaching activity has been continuously add progressively
implemented. In recent decades distance education has been significantly developed in the
education sector (Rumble, 2007). Teachers are like digital immigrants, so they are naturally less
tech savvy than digital natives, which triggers differences in technology experiences in both
formal and informal school settings (Hsu et al., 2014, p. 637). Teachers' perceptions of the
benefits of technology use were influenced more by institutional than individual characteristics
and, despite of the recognized importance and benefits, there are still some teachers that feel
afraid or not willing to make this kind of switch (Perrotta, 2013). Teachers report that they do
not have enough time for students to use technology or prepare those who need help to use it
and some teachers who were more comfortable with technology acknowledged that they still
needed to learn technology integration strategies (Hsu et al., 2014). Thus, teachers do not
uniformly recognize or embrace the use of distance education (Mills et al., 2009). Thus, the
expansion of digital citizenship among teachers is a complex phenomenon, as it depends on
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personal perceptions and emotions about the virtues of technology applied to teaching.
Innovation is associated with organisational learning. The “organizational learning depends on
the motivation of the agents” (Coppieters, 2005) and on their perceptions, as when teachers
perceive digital technology as problematic, organizational learning is limited and, contrarily,
when digital technology is perceived as aligned with their beliefs about teaching, organizational
learning occurs (Fauske & Raybould, 2005, p. 34). In this sense, “learning fuels change and
change fuels more learning, forming a virtuous cycle” (Retna & Tee, 2006, p. 141). The adoption
of organizational learning principles to manage innovation implies collective commitment and
this mobilization must be animated by leadership (Harris & Jones, 2018). Thus, organizational
learning depends on the motivations, perceptions, commitments and personal experience of
the school members, as well as process leadership.
Citizenship is not a status, it is rather a process - a “normative way of behave” (Stitzlein, 2020,
p. 83) – and educators must play a central role in education of digital citizens to create a better
world (Buchholz et al, 2020, p.16). They must mix analogic and digital technologies/processes
and, “thinking and acting in hybrid ways change the scope and space for education making it
more inclusive and conducive to the fostering of a digital citizenship that opens up to something
other” (Pedersen et al, 2018:234). Thus, digital citizenship is performed by competent agents.
Digital competence involves “technical skills and practices in using digital technologies”,
“abilities to use and apply digital technologies in a meaningful way and as an appropriate tool
for working”, “abilities to understand the phenomena of digital technologies” and “motivation
to participate and engage in the digital culture” (Lhomäki et al, 2016:671).

Methodology
This qualitative study is performed in a non-higher education school. The interviewees are
teachers who were chosen based on the “snowball” sampling technique called, composed of
15 teachers. The interview is of the 'semi-structured' structure and the interview-guide was
performed based on the literature review of the analyzed topics. The questions were
formulated in a sequential reactive way, as they were chosen from the interview-guide
according to the achieved answers, and their composition is accidental, as in some cases
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questions of the same nature were also spontaneously formulated, but oriented to explore new
aspects of the empirical phenomenon emerging in the interviewees' discourse. Data were
subjected to manifest content analysis and aggregated into topics corresponding to the
theoretical framework.

Results
Considering the research results, related to “tight and loose coupling” in the periods of
confinement, the tight coupling properties were substantially accentuated. In concrete terms,
information and communication acquired special intensity and acuity. The flow of top-down
information about legislative, normative and recommendatory news increased, which was
mediated by the school management and the departmental directorates; the agendas of these
meetings were filled with the sharing of official information and the diagnostic analysis of
educational problems. The down-top operational information flow was also intensified and
diversified: teachers had to inform the head teachers about pupils who were not receiving
relevant information or were absent successively. In both cases, the mode for conveying the
information tended to be written and, in the case of the body meetings, the mode was oral, but
the act of issuing the information was recorded in the minutes. Information of an operational
nature between management and teachers also increased in frequency. They were of a formal
nature, being transmitted by email, sent at scheduled or unscheduled times and could have an
impact on the educational work of the following day.
With regard to meetings, it was confirmed that the number of formal and informal meetings
also increased. In the first case, these are meetings of the bodies - pedagogical council,
departmental council, class council, disciplinary groups - and meetings with parents, which
were oriented to share descriptive information and/or analyse critical learning problems. In the
second case, these were meetings of more variable composition, which could involve teachers
from subject groups or/and other colleagues, even external to the school, which were oriented
to share information about the existence of adequate digital tools, ways of using the known
digital tools, elaborate digital pedagogical documents and digital tests. In this period, the organ
meetings were held in digital media and informal meetings tended to be held on phone
networks or/and social networks.
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In these periods, also the loose coupling properties were greatly intensified. In the process of
evaluating the students' performance, ministerial guidance was communicated to assign similar
marks to those assigned in previous school periods. This guideline was often questioned,
respected and disrespected in class councils. Specifically, there were teachers who, claiming
that nothing relevant was taught, agreed with that guidance, while others, claiming that there
were students who had had real success in the digital environment, considered that it was
unfair not to consider that performance in the assessment of the academic period; finally,
others considered that the guidelines were imperative and had to be respected to prevent
problems with the management. The confinement stimulated increased practices of academic
cheating through document consultation or sharing answers to questions and the uncertainties
of the teaching and learning processes were used by parents claiming higher grades for their
children.
In the teaching and learning processes, the loose coupling property also acquired significant
expression. There were parents who attended the classes together with their children; in one
case, a mother interrupted the teacher to criticise the way of performing a learning exercise
and to announce that she would file a complaint; in another case, a mother sanctioned her son
with a slap on the head when she heard the teacher say that the student had not done his
homework; there was a formal order for pupils to switch on the camera on their equipment,
but some did not switch it on and claimed difficulties with internet connection; some attended
lessons in bed, in cafes and esplanades as well as on buses going to school; timely submission
of homework depended on the existence at home of printing facilities. Finally, the confinement
also created a weak link between the teaching plan and the teaching carried out. Several
planned visits did not take place, contributing to the weak link between the pedagogical project
of the school and the education processes.

Bearing in mind organizational learning the confinements had a profound impact on teachers'
perceptions and emotions about remote teaching and the educational capacities installed in
the school. Specifically, a significant proportion developed digital capacities applied to teaching
and evaluation processes. This training had two dimensions: formative and instrumental. The
teachers' training was a formal and informal process. The formal training was carried out in
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sessions planned and attended by groups of teachers, in which the trainers were IT teachers
from the school and some other teachers with digital skills. Informal training was unplanned
and attended by individual teachers who, as part of their personal relationships, met e-skilled
colleagues from whom they sought help and advice.
Instrumentalization was also formal and informal and consisted in the development and sharing
of teaching and learning assessment tools. The adoption of digital instruments was formal when
it occurred between subject group members in formal meetings and informal when it occurred
between subject group members outside meetings, between members of different subject
groups and between school members and teachers from other schools.
Considering digital citizenship, the confinements have improved educational capacities,
bringing them closer to digital citizenship. The improvements occurred in three dimensions:
relational, pedagogical and digital. Regarding the former, there are teachers who indicate they
have adopted a more comprehensive approach to educational processes. Regarding the
second, there are teachers who acknowledge that they have improved their thinking about
learning processes and learning assessment. As for the third, the most intense and extensive,
part of the teachers made their first contact with file sharing, teaching and assessment tools,
and the vast majority integrated such tools in their educational practice. All respondents
surveyed about the transformation of educational processes said they will not go back to
teaching as they used to do, and some said they will not go back to evaluating with paper tools.

Discussion
Theory sets out the requirements of organisational learning, which include intentionality,
continuity and alignment with organisational goals (Collinson, Cook & Conley, 2006, p.110).
However, this process does not meet all the conceptually established procedural requirements,
as the results reveal that organisational learning was formal and informal, spontaneous and
planned, more oriented towards the achievement of individual than organisational goals.
According to the loosely coupled perspective, bureaucratic control does not shape the teaching
that occurs in the classroom (Gamoran & Dreeben, 1986, p. 629) and thus tight coupling and
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loose coupling are respectively beneficial organisational characteristics for leaders and teachers
(Hautala, et al, 2018, p. 253). The results highlight these theoretical statements.
Digital competence has been used as a special capacity of the citizenship in a knowledge society
(Llomäki et al, 2016) and the speed at which teachers are forced to adapt may have an adverse
effect on teachers' willingness to introduce new technological innovations (Van Braak, 2001, p.
54). Non-higher education has slowly adopted digital technologies to innovate education, but
in these confines, the urgency of change has transformed the educational practices of many
teachers, changing education in schools.
Conclusion
The pandemic environment has substantially changed the educational context of schools,
teachers and students. This transformation has occurred very fast and voluntary, accentuated
the tight coupling and loose coupling properties of school organization and educational
processes, so as, diversified and intensified organizational learning processes and improved
organizational citizenship. This reality stimulates the review of theory about educational
organizations.
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Abstract
Any theory, when applied to real situations, not only describes them but also forms them.
Does the question arise to what extent theorists invent our world?
Perhaps the fidelity of a particular theory is determined by the art of those who apply it in
practice? The more effort and energy are invested in a particular action, the more likely it will
develop and continue.
The paper postulates that modern higher education has to balance the training of both
metacognition and practical skills. There is much research that shows the limitations of the
human organism both physically and psychologically. The abundance of information in the
current era also puts much pressure on the students. The paper claims that before the start of
practical skills training, the students should learn how to collect relevant information, define
what relevant information is, how they will use such information, how to choose the suitable
model to describe and classify information. After gaining some metacognition and research
skills, the students should dive into the practical skills training because they live in the real
physical world and have to prepare to work in it. The paper claims are supported by the
materials and insights gained from teaching several courses in the Higher School of Engineering
in Ural Federal University, Russia.
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Introduction

Theory and practice. It is crucial to building theories; it trains thinking, testing theories in
practice is equally important, setting up an experiment to test theoretical intentions trains the
ability to act, reflection - and testing theories and experimental data and understanding the
results and their influences.

The principle, worked out over the centuries, indicated in the previous paragraph, forms the
basis of a large social (sociological) experiment to create a new format for engineering
education, which resulted in creating an engineering school at UrFU.
VISH is viewed as a complex open system inscribed in various contexts, described below while
focusing on the new reality's significant manifestation.
The beginning of the experiment was laid by the first development program of USTU-UPI, one
of the projects aimed at improving engineering education.
Since 2007, Russia has implemented three large-scale programs for the development of
universities, and in each of them, the experiment was redefined in connection with the
emerging priorities and changes.

It is necessary to mention the great work on creating a new format for engineering education,
which resulted in the comprehensive state program "Ural Engineering School."
Science and education are international, and we see competitiveness globally as a target for
universities' development. Based on this, a whole pool of international and federal projects
related to engineering training was comprehended. The main ideas and results of these projects
are included in the modeling and are being tested in the Higher School of Engineering's
educational practices.

The introduction into the educational practice of the Russian Federation of the Federal Law "On
Education in the Russian Federation" of 2012, aimed at harmonizing the Soviet system of
personnel training with international approaches, was accompanied by the design and
implementation at the institutional level of models and mechanisms aimed at giving flexibility,
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sustainability and competitiveness of educational systems, the creation of partnership
mechanisms with enterprises of the economy and the development of network forms.
Partnership models and mechanisms run like a red thread through several projects to develop
and test various new format aspects.

At the stage of transition to a new reality (the world after a pandemic, a new technological
order, a digital society, etc.), the classic dilemma is exacerbated: on the one hand, it is necessary
to introduce new and advanced technologies to be competitive, on the other hand, to ensure
socialization, to constantly seek and to maintain the balance of conservatism and innovation,
the very systemic dynamics of sustainable development.

The aspects mentioned above are the primary contexts in which the experiment is being
implemented to create a new format for engineering education, modeling, and optimizing
educational programs for training engineers.
The experimental problem statement, methodology, specific research, and design methods
follow from the designated problems (identification of discrepancies) between dynamically
changing technologies, emerging global challenges and traditions, foundations, and
stereotypes of the educational system.

The research carried out as part of the experiment is interdisciplinary. Design methodologies
include both rigorously scientific expert workshops as well as brainstorming and project
sessions using creative techniques.

Theories arising at the stage of conception and design are being finalized to working prototypes
and are being tested; feedback allows the system to be adapted to university life's realities.
Agile methodology allows the creation of complex information systems, provides the necessary
flexibility in the development and implementation process and prompts response to changes.
In 2018, at the CDIO conference in Japan, at the Kanazawa Institute of Technology, the phrase
"Agile education" was used for the first time in training engineers.
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In addition to strict formulations (as in the paragraph "Statement of the problem of studying
the educational environment"), the appendix contains fixations obtained in brainstorming and
expert discussions.

Various visualization and formalization techniques not only highlight unexpected perspectives
of familiar situations but also allow to reveal new content, to redefine concepts. For example,
the idea of developing program maps, proposed in one of the brainstorming sessions, made it
possible to move away from the traditional tabular form. The word "map" is associated with
navigation, scale, topography, bank card, game, punched card, contour map, geophysical,
administrative, etc. Sketching techniques work well for this kind of visualization. The
visualization obtained during the brainstorming phase provides a kind of integrity that may not
be achieved with rigorous modeling.

HSE Strategies and Focus

The modern engineer has to operate under conditions of uncertainty and severe constraints
generated by the high dynamics of technological change, exponentially growing volumes of
data, the growing complexity of the technosphere, and global threats.
Digitalization is a global formalization and algorithmization, and artificial intelligence is defined
and redefined, cognitive science is developing. A human, like artificial intelligence, needs to
develop cognitive abilities to survive in the digital world. This message can be viewed as a
hypothesis for further research.

Digital transformation, the transition to new technology platforms, gives rise to many problem
situations and technological solutions projected onto science and education, penetrating
educational programs into the university management system.
Science today is developing primarily due to instrumentation (computer technology, technical
penetration into the microworld, instrumental and laboratory facilities, processing of big data,
etc.).
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Focus 1. Evidence-Based Education (EBE)

Discussions of learning problems in the logic of evidence-based-education at the beginning of
2021 within the Yurait Winter School framework (URL: https://urait.ru/info/teacher-school)
made it possible to make essential fixations related to learning in the modern world.
EBE is the principle that educational practice should be based on current scientific evidence and
not on tradition, personal judgment, or other factors.

EBE (by analogy with medicine) is nothing more than a toolkit that allows you to compare
educational practices and determine the degree of their effectiveness. Educational practices
need to be formalized based on the logic of scientific data's applicability, for example, to
describe the program using a systematic approach as a complex open system. In this case, it is
correct to apply the methods of situational modeling, optimization, etc.
Key questions and answers in the logic of evidence-based education:
Q: how to properly organize research work?
A: it is necessary to search for the results of relevant research (conferences, articles,
internships, etc.).
Q: In what areas of science should we look for evidence in the study of educational systems?
What methods and tools to use for research within educational programs?
A.: methods and tools of psychology, neuropsychology, cognitive psychology, sociology,
systemology, artificial intelligence, etc.
Q: how to promptly make adjustments to the already functioning (operating) training
(education) mechanisms? In addition to traditional questionnaires on stakeholder satisfaction,
what characteristics and criteria should be used in monitoring systems?
A.: Monitoring and system of essential criteria.
Q: How do learning strategies change when we talk about education in the logic of evidence?
A: Looking into the future and setting the goal of training engineers for developing industries,
we can distinguish the following learning strategies that are invariant concerning subject areas:
· goal setting in conditions of high dynamics of changes.
· metacognition (training of thinking).
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· a lot of practice - situations in which "knowledge at your fingertips" appears, mentoring,
mentoring, tutoring.
· learning outcomes methodology.
· flexibility: network format, effective feedback, the flexibility of learning rhythms.
· the balance between classics and innovations, research and implementation, individual and
group work, etc.
· design thinking and visualization.

Focus 2. Experiment, research competencies, and instrumental techniques´

The relevance of this focus directly follows from the attitude towards evidence-based
education.
Academic culture is characterized by an experiment and a laboratory where this experiment is
carried out, the experiment's idea and correct setting, choice of methods for obtaining and
processing data, and much more. Everything that forms the natural science worldview, research
competencies, and instrumental techniques. In the laboratory, an understanding of the
methods of science and experimental methods is formed.

A laboratory space does not exist without workshops where skills and abilities to work with
equipment are trained. Craftsmanship and craftsmanship are a necessary part of engineers'
training, being a researcher and a craftsman is equally vital for an engineer today.

Associated with workshops and masters are WorldSkills approaches, representing a redefinition
of professional skills in a new format. The choice of specific skills and their correct
implementation in educational programs, taking into account the designed system for the
formation and assessment of learning outcomes, is one of creating educational programs.

Focus 3. Why the Game?
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The academic format in its classical understanding is freedom of thought, comprehension of
the universe, and communication-based on respect, exchange of ideas, evidence-based
discussions, and reasoned speeches. This is where the enduring value of university life lies.
Play is inherent in human existence (like our smaller brothers) and manifests our nature. What
is there in the game that attracts and captivates us? Play is a way of realizing our desires, striving
to win, getting satisfaction from the emotions we experience, and much more. There is one
more feature of the game: you are, as it were, protected from reality. You can go into the game
many times and try, try, try, and quit if you're tired.

There is, of course, the situation of gaming competitions, but this is a "sport of great
achievements" for gamblers and, of course, fans who are captured and carried away by
emotions.
Someone playing realizes himself and makes money, and this aspect is not discussed here.
What is it about the game that made us include game technology in our model of training
engineers?
Regulations. They can be jointly installed and executed, negotiated on their change. This is for
a modern engineer whose primary competence is to model, design, and prototype makes it
possible to experience on emotional level situations of change.
Role behavior and the ability to change roles give a holistic view of communication in a specific
situation.
Organizational and activity games - serious training of managerial competencies.

Focus 4. Effective, student-centered teaching

The massification of education gives rise to problems related to students' availability of
information for perception and assimilation, the complexity and volumes of which are
constantly increasing.

A significant factor in modern educational practice is the displacement of well-formalized,
algorithmic knowledge into the field of automation and robotization. Even though the modern
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education system copes very well with learning algorithms, the problem associated with
algorithms' number and complexity is becoming more acute.

This issue is expanding and concretizing with artificial intelligence's direct participation, which
is developing and actively displacing humans in many areas.

The question of what and how to teach modern engineers are constantly updated with the
dynamic development of technologies, including information. In engineering training, training
of thinking and communication, the ability to make decisions and act in situations of uncertainty
and limitations are becoming more and more critical.

Empirical observations and studies, and experiments conducted in the field of cognitive science
led to the following conclusions related to the development of intelligence and, accordingly,
efficiency:
•

Overcoming yourself - taking on a task is more complex than you can solve.

•

Train undeveloped abilities (if visual, then you train verbal abilities and vice versa).

•

Integrity - to use emotional intelligence and all channels of perception in learning.

•

Unity of form and content.

•

Metacognition (training meta-thinking).

•

Gaming technologies and gamification.

•

Conditions of mental and mental stress

•

An ergonomic environment includes work areas and coworking and relaxation areas,
climate control, functional furniture, uninterrupted Internet access, convenient
information services, balanced meals, and much more.

Student-centered learning is:
•

Take responsibility for your results.

•

Work hard and on an equal footing.

•

The right questions.

•

The skilled teach those who want to learn.

•

Sincerity, collaboration, and cooperation are all about the education of the future.
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Statement of the research problem

Conceptual framework

Scientists from various fields of knowledge are engaged in understanding the problems
associated with training systems. In connection with the relevance of this direction, new
exciting developments are constantly emerging. As part of the research, it was necessary to
summarize the theoretical and practical experience in developing and applying training systems
(environments).
Analysis of information (theoretical and practical research, existing technologies, traditional
methods, and innovations) in education, information technology, and cognitive science led us
to the following conclusions.

Problem
Today's problem is not so much technical and technological aspects as sociological,
psychological, and didactic aspects. New technical capabilities require new methodological
ideas that consider both new social needs and perception characteristics characteristic of the
era of digitalization.

In connection with the advancing, in comparison with the humanitarian fields of knowledge,
the development of technology and technology today, one can single out the central
contradiction - the discrepancy between the high level of development of technology and
technology and their use in the educational field.

In the described experiment on modeling and optimizing the educational system
(environment), a target model of training personnel for engineering was developed. The study
of this model in the process of experimental training of Ural Federal University students,
conducted from 2010 to 2021, was presented.
The study was carried out to validate the educational system model and implement its
optimization for engineering training.
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Research methods

In the study of the formulated problem, the following techniques of general scientific
methodology were used:
Qualitative and quantitative types of social experiment; formalization of the actual educational
process; analysis of stages, forms, and types of educational activities; idealization and further,
taking into account and generalization of the results obtained - synthesis and modeling.
Also, as a technique of general logical methodology, a systematic approach was used that
provides consideration and comparison of alternative solutions and the selection of those of
them that provide optimization, the most outstanding efficiency, and minimization of the costs
of various kinds of resources (time, classroom, money, etc.) in complex networks of
interactions.

The main requirements of the systematic approach:
1) identification of the dependence of each element on its place and functions in the system,
taking into account the fact that the properties of the whole are not reducible to the sum of
the properties of its elements.
2) analysis of the extent to which the system's behavior is determined both by the features of
its elements and by the properties of its structure.
3) study of the mechanism of interdependence, the interaction of the system and the
environment.
4) study the nature of the hierarchy inherent in this system.
5) providing a plurality of descriptions for multidimensional coverage of the system.
6) consideration of the dynamism of the system, its presentation as developing integrity
capable of self-organization.
Systems engineering tools were used for modeling and optimization.
The object of the research was the process of preparing students for engineering activities.
The research subject is the educational environment of the Higher School of Education, the
principles of its creation, the didactic model, the integration of technologies for effective
teaching.
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Hypothesis

The creation of an open educational environment in the logic of system dynamics (the network
principle, technologically and informationally rich), the presence of an academic culture
(research, tutoring, scientific discussions, individual trajectories, etc.), and student-centered
learning allow us to form relevant competencies for successful professional activity.

Within the framework of the experiment, the following tasks were solved:
1) development of a model of the educational environment "Skills Growing System."
2) testing the model and getting feedback.
3) validation and optimization of the model.
4) scaling.
5) monitoring

The criteria for the effectiveness of the learning process in our case are:
- student activity, manifested in participation in competitions, competitions, conferences,
publications, etc.
- employment of graduates, provided with competencies formed in the learning process;
- the degree of demand for the learning outcomes stated in the program in specific businesses

Problems of professionalization of students of engineering programs

We understand professionalization as a continuous multidimensional process aimed at
achieving a particular person's success and effectiveness in economic activity.
Today, traditional engineering boundaries are blurring, and the profile of an engineer is
changing with the technology change.
The search for effective engineering program models led to the need to distinguish between
"education" and "training."
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Education is, first of all, the formation of a natural science worldview, engineering position,
thinking techniques, mastering general engineering languages of mathematics, programming,
etc. This is a fundamental component of educational programs.

The professional component of training programs for engineers is the most dynamic and
resource-intensive, has its specifics for each industry, and requires professional engineers and
experts' participation.

Universities are primarily research and scholars who have an academic reputation. To what
extent should a modern engineer be proficient in research techniques? Is it "education" or
"preparation"?

Focusing on professionalization requires the allocation of competencies specific to engineering
activities, on the one hand, on the other, the characteristics of the environment that allow the
formation of these competencies, and on the third, personal characteristics and abilities that
allow mastering these competencies. The three aspects outlined above, in fact, set the
problems associated with the professionalization of a particular student who has chosen
engineering for himself.

The first problem is - what kind of profile should a graduate of engineering programs have?

The Russian practice of identifying areas of training, which arose during the planned Soviet
economy, is morally outdated. The updating of educational programs by building compliance
with professional standards rests on the quality of professional standards, which affect only at
the level of colleges and blue-collar occupations.

In the presence of indicators of the effectiveness (efficiency) of universities associated with
graduates' employment in the specialty, we have, at best, compliance with the plans for staffing
specific industrial enterprises, formed without taking into account the dynamics of changes in
technology.
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The existing system of planning the state order for specialists' training ensures an influx of
personnel to enterprises. Then the enterprise itself "brings" the graduate to the required level
of qualification.

An important conclusion follows from this analysis, confirmed by research - industrial
enterprises increasingly value the fundamental basis, good general engineering training and,
most importantly, soft skills in graduates - the ability to build communication, see and
formulate a problem, and look for solutions. Great importance is attached to the ability to act
and get results in limitations and find non-standard solutions.

The solution that we have found for the indicated problem is as follows: we form a professional
outlook, train a range of competencies and, most importantly, instill the need for training and
professional improvement.

How these or those competencies fit into the profession for a specific production, workplace,
technology (etc.), the student understands when he undergoes internships at an actual
enterprise.

The second is the problem of the environment in which future engineers are trained. Three of
the most problematic factors can be distinguished from the variety of environmental factors.
Roles of participants in the educational process. What competencies should those who teach?
Training complexes. Traditional educational laboratories, formed according to the principle of
consolidating knowledge gained from lectures, are not effective. Will the everywhere emerging
spaces for the implementation of design technologies be able to provide the required
efficiency?

How to effectively use the opportunities of open education and a variety of contests and
competitions?

The third pool of problems is directly related to the student's personality, motivation, goal
setting, biological data, socialization, etc.
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The identified problems have been translated into tasks and are being tested in the initiative of
UrFU, called "New format of engineering education."

Professionalization mechanisms

The program is an open system that is included in both Russian and world educational contexts.
The program includes academic mobility in all its diversity, internships at industry enterprises,
participation in various competitions and competitions. The program's peculiarity is that all
these activities of the student are taken into account and re-read into his total labor intensity.
Another essential feature is that first-year students are immediately involved in various
educational activities together with older students. There are no barriers between courses.
There are events in which all students work on an equal footing.

Such a program is challenging to execute, especially in the context of typical educational
situations of a class-lesson streaming system, since the organizational model is based on
student-centeredness, which presupposes, first of all, the student's activity, his motivation to
achieve a result and responsibility for his choice, especially the future profession.
It turned out to be possible to implement this model with the introduction of a tutor-mentor's
role (tutoring in the traditions of British universities and mentoring in the traditions of the
Russian engineering school).

This role ensures student-centeredness and the operation of a mechanism that allows atypical
educational situations to be built into the overall cumbersome and unwieldy university system.
The program's design feature that provides these capabilities is the presence of an end-to-end
training and production workshop, with a total labor input of more than 40 c.u.

SCP is a series of competency training and interdisciplinary (convergent) activities in which
these competencies can be captured and assessed. The UPP also includes internships at
enterprises (practices). However, they are performed based on the principle of studentcenteredness, which implies the student's great responsibility - the student must find an
internship himself. The tutor helps him formalize his choice.
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Various competitions and conferences fall into convergent events. After completing the
internships, at the beginning of the academic year, a conference is held at which students of
different courses demonstrate the learning outcomes and present their work results, which
they have developed or acquired at industrial enterprises.

Great importance is attached to updating academic formats - research work, scientific
discussions and seminars, and participation in various scientific conferences. Getting into a
research team, in which, next to young scientists, students work from different courses and
different universities' programs, students acquire a culture of academic thinking and learn
scientifically based argumentation of their decisions.
All the variety of open education resources are available to students, and a tutor helps to align
with the formal curriculum. Tutors are not only teachers but also skilled students who have
already mastered a specific skill and want to transfer their knowledge and skills to others. They
have already confirmed their qualifications by going through hackathons, Olympiads,
WorldSkills competitions.

A master class (workshop) is one of the priority forms of classroom studies, which, along with
lectures, discussions, and seminars, create conditions for active learning.
Allocation in the structure of the program of the educational and production workshop, which
is extended through all semesters and has a close connection with all courses (disciplines), on
the one hand, on the other hand, the presence of the role of a tutor-mentor creates an effective
mechanism for coordinating all student activities to acquire professional qualities
(competencies), which allow you to shape a professional career following your aspirations.

Upon completion of the training, the graduate of the program already understands very well
that his professional competence consists of a set of specific competencies that require
constant improvement and knows in which centers of competence they can be acquired.

Course: Logic and Ontology
The course Logic and Ontology is included in the educational program as the basis for the
formation of metacognitive thinking, reflection, and training in constructing theories.
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The course Logic and Ontology is aimed at forming a worldview and mastering the techniques
of thinking.
Based on the results of the course, students will be able to:
•

Build logically correct arguments,

•

Analyze statements for logical contradictions,

•

To determine their position in relation to their profession and the labor market,

•

Describe and supplement their ontology,

•

Plan a further learning path.

Socratic conversation, scientific discussion, and presentation of ideas are the main
methodological techniques that make it possible to reveal the student's analytical abilities to
the greatest extent and develop logical thinking. The main creative work is writing an essay on
one of the selected topics related to ontology and epistemology. Besides, to test tasks to
consolidate terminological and conceptual knowledge, expert assessment, including peerassessment, is of great importance.

The course "Logic and Ontology" is one of the first courses students encounter when they enter
the Higher School of Engineering at UrFU. It is read in the Fall semester of the first year in the
"System Analysis and Management" bachelor's program. The course consists of two parts: logic
and ontology, which are taught simultaneously. During the logic part, the lecturers convey to
students the basics of predicate logic and first-order logic. Students are being taught the
particulars of engineering thinking during the ontology part, as well as what ontology is and
how to check its validity against reality. There are also several lectures on personal information
filters, information hygiene, and converting texts into schemes and models.
The COVID 19 pandemic brought several changes to the tools and methods used in the course.
During the first half of the semester, on-site teaching was done once per week for the students'
seminars. The lectures were moved entirely online in synchronous mode. The second half of
the semester was taught entirely online, as the university entered into the quarantine mode
once again.
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The cohort of the students entered in 2020 was undoubtedly different from others. First of all,
the students admitted were writing the computer science portion of Unified State Examination
(ЕГЭ in Russian), instead of physics one as all previous cohorts. Second, the students'
psychological state was indisputably affected by the COVID 19 pandemics, as it was the reason
for the delay of the USE (usually done in June, it was delayed by several weeks). The added
stress of the delayed admission examinations and the stress from the quarantine measures
students encountered while still in school made the new cohort more aware of the postpandemic world's risks and fears. Moreover, the lack of university social experience in the fall
semester due to the quarantine measures made students disappointed in their university
experience. They hoped to make some new connections during the first semester of their
higher education period and could not do so.

Conclusion

The professionalization model of the new format for engineering education is based on a
student-centered approach. Not teaching, but learning. Motivation and initiative, the ability to
make informed choices, make decisions, and take responsibility for them. Moreover, to do this
during the period of study, he learns from his mistakes, disassembles real cases and
experiments, and is accustomed to research and scientifically based decisions, not for the
development of sciences, but the practice of engineering.

Network forms allow integrating into the "learning" educational activities that the student has
attracted from various competence centers, be it another university or an enterprise where he
trained.

Experience shows that only student activity and a student-centered approach can make
networks fully operational.

The question remains - what first is the study of theory, then verification in practice, experience,
and experiment. Alternatively, the theory arises as a comprehension of the experiences
obtained in practice. Success and efficiency (learning) and other specific labor activity (labor
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activity). Among the factors influencing the success and design of the educational program and
the skill of those who teach and the student's motivation. We can say the following - reflection
as the ability to comprehend the experience of activity and communication, to identify mistakes
and draw the appropriate conclusions is a mandatory component of education and must be
present as an essential activity both in individual courses and in interdisciplinary educational
events.
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Abstract:
Managers of biomedical research organizations need to have profound knowledge about
technological trends that affect their core business in order to recognize opportunities and
make prudent decisions on information technology-dependent strategic initiatives. The
business of research organizations, in general, and of biomedical research organizations, in
particular, is the production of novel knowledge. Competitiveness is often determined by the
access of researchers to limited explicit and tacit knowledge in laboratories. This review surveys
the state of the art of technical solutions to increase the efficiency of experimental work and
provides a managerial perspective on their advantages and risks if such systems were
implemented in research organizations. The article intends to inspire further advancement of
assistance systems and encourage their implementation in research organizations. For this
purpose, an iterative approach of literature review was applied starting with a technical
overview of various assistance designs followed by a focused evaluation of their advantages
and risks. The reviewed assistance concepts effectively assist experimental work, but none of
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them is standardly used in biomedical research-based sectors and some even remain in
prototypic stages.
Considering their advantages and disadvantages, undesired risk-benefit or cost- benefit ratios
oppose broader adoption.

Keywords: Biomedical research, Laboratory assistance system, Strategic initiative, Systemic
effect, Technological trend

Introduction
The mission of biomedical research organizations is to expand knowledge in the fields of
biochemistry and bio-technology for application in medicine (Flier & Loscalzo, 2017; National
Research Council (US), 2011). The underlying processes of knowledge formation are initiated in
wet labs, where researchers generate information in iterative cycles of experimental work and
data analysis (Assmus, Herwig, Cho, & Wolkenhauer, 2006; Chao, Mishra, Si, & Zhao, 2017).
The professional life of biomedical researchers is challenging. In their role as knowledge
workers, biomedical researchers are highly dependent on knowledge, which can only be
acquired through extended, specialized education and continuous studying of scientific
developments. In their role as knowledge workers, they acquire data and gather information
which is needed to drive forward their own projects resulting in the production of novel
knowledge (Flier & Loscalzo, 2017; Kridelbaugh, 2017; McKinney, 2019). Considering the vast
amount of novel scientific knowledge generated and published every year (Altbach & de Wit,
2018), the inherent challenge and most limiting factor in biomedical research is finding the
simplest access to explicit and tacit knowledge, when and where it is need, i.e. on the job
(Stocker, 2010).
This review provides an overview of recent technical solutions specifically designed for the
assistance of experimental work in biomedical research. Its primary focus is on organizational
challenges and risks of strategic failure, if those assistance concepts are implemented in
strategic initiatives. The study was inspired by the notion that general managers need to have
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profound knowledge about technological trends and their organizational and managerial
implications, in order to recognize opportunities and make informed decisions about
information technology (IT)- dependent strategic initiatives (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018). Based on
this rationale, evaluations and potential systemic effects on biomedical research organizations
will be discussed for each assistance concept.
The framework of the sociotechnical theory of formal, organizational information systems (IS)
will be consulted in order to anticipate systemic effects (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018). IS can be
downscaled into the four components: “people” and “structure” components build the “social”
subsystem. It is defined by human elements, like skills, motivation, the interaction of colleagues
with each other, and the management of the entire system, which can also refer to an entire
organization. The second half of IS is called “technical” subsystem, which consists of the
“technology” and “process” components (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018). If IT-dependent strategic
initiatives introduce novel “technology” components into preexisting IS, three types of systemic
changes may occur (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018):
•

In so-called “first-order” changes only the “technology” and the “process” components

are affected (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018). For example, the introduction of a more advanced pipetting
robot replacing an older model.
•

In a “second-order” change, also the “people” component controlling the “technology”

and “process” components is affected (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018). For example, people working with
a newly introduced software program or novel lab equipment may require special training so
that they possess the needed skills to use the equipment.
•

A “third-order” change is the most complex, since it affects all four components of an IS

(Piccoli & Pigni, 2018). If IT-dependent strategic initiatives require structural reorganizations to
justify investments, people could lose their jobs and conflicts within the different levels of
management might be the consequence (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018).
Categorizing risks of strategic initiatives according to the three levels of systemic changes allows
an approximation of their potential impact. Thus, managerial risks of “first-order” changes have
the least potential impact, while “third-order” changes involve the highest risk of systemic
failure (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018).
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If the sociotechnical model view of IS is transferred to biomedical research, any laboratory
equipment represents a “technology” component. The “process” components are lab routines,
which may be established by organizational regulations or individual researchers. Together, lab
equipment and lab routines define an experimental laboratory, which is the analogue to the
“technical” subsystem.
Laboratories belong to research organizations, which represent the “social” subsystem. Their
employees, including researchers, laboratory technicians, maintenance workers, leadership
personnel, and others, compose “people” components, while their interactions with each other
is predetermined by the organizational “structure” component, which refers to
departmentalization, hierarchies, and administration (Figure 1).

The aim of this review is to raise the awareness of technological trends in the development of
assistance systems and to highlight a lucrative market niche. This article points at
revolutionizing opportunities for efficiency improvements in biomedical research. It should
serve as inspiration for scientific communities of various fields, including but not restricted to
technical, biomedical and management research, in order to further advance these
technologies and to encourage decision makers to integrate them in research organizations.
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Fig. 1 Systemic effects of information technology-dependent strategic initiatives in biomedical research
organizations. Together, an experimental laboratory and an entire research organization constitute an information
system consisting of four system components (framed, grey boxes). Introduction of a novel laboratory equipment
by information technology-dependent strategic initiatives will induce systemic effects, because of the
components’ interdependencies (double-headed arrows). Depending on the number of system components
affected, three different levels of relative risk of strategic failure are to be expected. “First-order” changes, which
affect only laboratory equipment and routines, involve the lowest risks (green), compared to “second-“ (yellow)
and “third-order” (red) changes, which additionally have an impact on employees and organizational structures,
respectively (own depiction derived from the framework of the sociotechnical theory of formal, organizational
information systems by Piccoli and Pigni (2018))

Iterative cycle of systematic literature review
The review presented in this paper has two objectives:

(1)

The identification of concepts and solutions, which were recently designed to

specifically assist experimental work in biomedical research.
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(2)

The evaluation of the reviewed concepts and solutions from a managerial perspective.

The approach to achieve both objectives, which consisted of a combination of a systematic and
a repetitive cycle of literature review, is illustrated in Figure 2. First, Google Scholar, as primary
search engine, was thoroughly browsed using combinations of the following keywords as search
terms: assistance, automation, biomedicine/biomedical, concepts, designs, digitalization,
experiments/experimental, industry/industrial, information, internet of things, knowledge,
management, models, notebook, organizations, research, science, software, solutions,
systems, technology/technological, trends, and wet lab/laboratory. If the titles and abstracts
found did not cover technical solutions or assistance concepts specifically conceived for
biomedical research or any related field, they were excluded from further analysis. The
remaining documents were thoroughly analyzed. Seven categories of technical assistance
solutions were identified: automation, quasi-ubiquitous assistance, electronic laboratory
notebooks, tabletops, pipetting assistance, smartglasses and voice assistance. In order to
achieve information whether underlying technological developments started before the
respective publications, the cycle of literature research was repeated by analyzing the citations
in the publications or using refined search terms, respectively, including the identified
categories. Technological developments and trends, which were discontinued more than two
decades ago were excluded. Afterwards, the literature research was repeated with a focus on
evaluating studies, and managerial and organizational research articles. For this purpose,
additional keywords were combined in search terms: challenges, evaluation, impact,
implementation, return on investment, and test. 61 publications (research articles,
methodological papers, conference papers, reviews, books, and webpages), which contributed
insights or hints on technical solutions and trends, organizational opportunities, and managerial
problems, were included in this review.
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Fig. 2 The steps made to achieve the review objectives

Recent assistance concepts and their organizational aspects
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Automation
In general, automation is a form of assistance, because it is the execution of processes “with
only minimal involvement of an analyst” (Hawker, Genzen, & Wittwer, 2017), that results in
higher data quality, as a consequence of reduced variability, less errors and improved
turnaround times (Berry, 2006; Genzen et al., 2018; Hawker et al., 2017), which is the “time
from ‘order to result’” (Berry, 2006) or “the time it takes to process each sample or run”
(Hawker et al., 2017). Eventually, increased efficiencies of automatized processes will improve
key performance measures, like the return on investment (ROI) (Genzen et al., 2018; Hawker
et al., 2017; Lippi & Da Rin, 2019).
In the context of biomedical research, the main advantage of automation is better
reproducibility of experimentally acquired data (Genzen et al., 2018; Hawker et al., 2017), which
contributes to cost reduction because lower amounts of required material and sample volumes
result in less expenses, decreased needs of storage space and lower burden of waste (Lippi &
Da Rin, 2019). The possibility to reduce personnel, for example technicians, has also a significant
impact on cost reduction (Genzen et al., 2018; Lippi & Da Rin, 2019).
Automation even entails considerable improvements, which are less directly linked to cost
efficiencies. For example, automatically executed processes lower biohazard issues of manually
performed tasks and allow researchers to remain focused on experimental work, which they
are trained and hired for. In further consequence, automation facilitates the establishment of
standard operating procedures (SOP), because of streamlined and simplified processes (Genzen
et al., 2018; Lippi & Da Rin, 2019).
However, there are also substantial challenges and risks, which organizations need to overcome
before they can benefit from automation. Strategic initiatives may consider machines, like
pipetting robots (Chapman, 2003; Hamilton, n.d.; Tecan Trading AG, n.d.). In such cases, the
major issues are related to the required infrastructure, like space, electricity or IT, and the
possible burden of noise and temperature. All of these issues may require arrangements, which
further elevate the high initial costs or could permanently compensate the cost advantages of
automation (Genzen et al., 2018; Lippi & Da Rin, 2019). Such arrangements also include
precautions to prevent downtimes, including the establishment of “back-up” systems (Lippi &
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Da Rin, 2019), employment of engineers and the formation of spare part depots (Genzen et al.,
2018). Downtimes bear significant risks because automation is followed by the loss of manual
skills (Bainbridge, 1983; Lippi & Da Rin, 2019). Therefore, personnel builds a psychological
dependency on automation over time, which makes switching back to manual processes
difficult (Lippi & Da Rin, 2019).
According to the sociotechnical theory by Piccoli and Pigni (2018), automation is a “first-order”
change, because the social side of IS is not affected. However, the aforementioned risks
demonstrate that automation as a concept of assistance in biomedical settings should rather
be viewed as “second-order” change, because researchers are indeed substantially affected. In
addition, researchers who are supposed to work with novel technologies need to adapt before
being able to take advantage of it, which actually is an example of “second-order” change
(Figure 1) (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018). Depending on the automating system, personnel might need
to acquire new qualifications (Lippi & Da Rin, 2019) and receive specific training (Genzen et al.,
2018). Therefore, strategic initiatives should take into account that such arrangements inherit
the risk of people’s natural “resistance to change” (Dent & Goldberg, 1999; Piccoli & Pigni,
2018). Another important “second-order” risk factor is potentially queuing or overcrowding
personnel at available workspace, especially if automating equipment is limited in laboratories.
This problem is a “second-order” risk, because overcrowding researchers would make them
mutually block (negatively affect) each other. The consequences would be decreased
turnaround times, which would be exactly the opposite of the purpose of automation (Genzen
et al., 2018; Lippi & Da Rin, 2019; Piccoli & Pigni, 2018).
Automation could even inherit “third-order” risks. Loss of tacit knowledge or changing roles of
personnel could impair innovation processes because of a less frequent occurrence of events
with learning opportunities (Ansari, Hold, Mayrhofer, Schlund, & Sihn, 2018). In such case, the
organization may need to adapt its innovation strategy to remain competitive, which might
demand structural reorganizations (Figure 1) (Gassmann & Enkel, 2004).
Obviously, the above-mentioned challenges are mostly relevant for strategic initiatives
considering robotic systems. Automation with software applications are rather prone for
cybersecurity issues, especially mobile applications using cloud services (Austerjost et al., 2017;
Piccoli & Pigni, 2018). Hence, automation in software applications need to go hand in hand with
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investments to mitigate cybersecurity risks and depend on decisions for trade-offs between
costs of potential damages and costs for establishing IS security. Therefore, the optimal strategy
reflects the best guess of anticipated impact of possible cybersecurity breaches (Piccoli & Pigni,
2018).
Whether biomedical research laboratories benefit from the advantages of automation depends
on the type of automation and the laboratory’s objectives (experimental or diagnostic). Hawker
et al. (2017) suggest, if “80% of the daily workload […], covering most routine handling
situations, can be standardized and automated, the laboratory will achieve a dramatic
reduction in its labor usage and costs, which should be sufficient to justify the investment in
automation and the planning and evaluation time involved”.

Quasi-ubiquitous assistance
Researchers are commonly facing the inevitable challenge of generating and accessing naturally
separated digital and paper-bound information at different locations in experimental
laboratories. One of the first assistant systems addressing these logistics problems was the
Labscape application, which is a ubiquitous assistance system specifically designed for
biomedical research, first published in 2002 (Arnstein et al., 2002). Its concept relies on multiple
fixed installed touch- sensitive computers (tablets), which are distributed throughout an
individual laboratory (Arnstein et al., 2002).
Nowadays, “ubiquitous computing” has reached a different level and becomes consistent with
the original vision by Weiser (1991), since progressive computerization and interconnectivity of
various devices is increasingly surrounding people in their everyday life (Lyytinen & Yoo, 2002,
2006). Today, ubiquitous and pervasive computing are termed the “Internet of Things” (Lee &
Lee, 2015; Piccoli & Pigni, 2018), which is a trend even spreading into research laboratories,
since mobile devices became commonplace (Perkel, 2017; Pew Research Center, 2019). Thus,
the “quasi-ubiquitous” principle of installing computing devices at multiple fixed locations
might be considered outdated. However, the idea of researchers using smartphones or tablets
in laboratories also has substantial disadvantages. Bringing mobile devices from outside the
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laboratory obviously bears contamination risks, and carrying mobile devices from place to place
within laboratories could either result in distractions or logistics problems, because of hands
being occupied or workspace being reserved for different equipment (Echtler, Häussler, &
Klinker, 2010; Scholl, Wille, & Van Laerhoven, 2015; Aurélien Tabard, Hincapié-Ramos,
Esbensen, & Bardram, 2011). Therefore, applications based on the “fixed devices”-design of
Labscape still might be highly suitable in modern research laboratories.
Labscape was designed to minimize movement of researchers between locations in
laboratories and reduce the mental effort of recording information. The underlying idea is to
provide a ubiquitous opportunity to digitally access and modify protocols during the execution
of experiments, but at the same time, respecting and minimally interfering with natural
workflows of experiments (Arnstein et al., 2002). Labscape was quantitatively evaluated in a
study which demonstrated its proof of concept (Consolvo, Arnstein, & Franza, 2002). For that
purpose, lag sequence analysis was applied which breaks “an observation […] into a sequence
of sampling intervals called ‘lags.’” (Consolvo et al., 2002). Then the number of occurrences of
predetermined events are counted in each lag (Consolvo et al., 2002). The analysis indicated
that Labscape did not increase, but rather reduced the number of personnel’s movements
during the tasks included in the study (activities associated with deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
amplification, gel making electrophoresis and image capturing). Furthermore, Labscape testers
claimed that recording was easier when Labscape was available, which facilitated switching
between tasks, because of the reduced need to memorize information. In fact, information was
more often recorded, when Labscape was available, compared to working without Labscape.
Eventually, the analysis suggested that Labscape has the potential to integrate into the natural
workflow of experimental activities (Consolvo et al., 2002). These observations indicated that
the introduction of (quasi) ubiquitous systems in experimental research laboratories results in
improvements of workflows in laboratories.
Nevertheless, personnel still would need to adapt their lab routines after the introduction of
ubiquitous computing systems. In terms of the sociotechnical theory, researchers are affected,
which means that “second-order” changes would be expected (Figure 1) (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018).
The inherent risk factor is people’s natural “resistance to change” (Dent & Goldberg, 1999;
Piccoli & Pigni, 2018), which could end in laboratory staff leaving the newly implemented
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assistance system unused. Therefore, personnel should acquire special training, so that they
become familiar with the new system’s functionalities and benefits.
An additional “second-order” risk is related to personnel overcrowding or queuing at available
workspace (comparable to the risk by automation, as mentioned above). The higher the
number of users or the lower the number of fixed devices installed, the higher the likelihood of
overcrowded workbenches with access points to the ubiquitous system (Borriello, 2006). The
inherent “second-order” risk is researchers blocking each other’s experimental workflows
(Figure 1) (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018).
If the ubiquitous computing system is connected to the Internet, strategies of IS securities to
obviate external cybersecurity threats should also be established (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018).

Electronic laboratory notebooks
In research and development, experimental work must be recorded to demonstrate the
implementation of good laboratory practice and to support further planning of experiments by
facilitated search of errors, promotion of thought processes, easier communication, and legal
binding and protection of intellectual properties (Bird, Willoughby, & Frey, 2013; Kanza et al.,
2017). The primary tool for that purpose have been paperbound laboratory notebooks (pLNs).
However, technological advancements and the trend towards digitalization initiated the
development of electronic laboratory notebooks (eLNs), which are slowly replacing pLNs
(Gerlach, Untucht, & Stefan, 2019; Kanza et al., 2017).
Fundamental advantages of eLNs are enhanced record keeping of experiments, easier
traceability of data and facilitated sharing of results and protocols between scientists, which
enhance overall reproducibility and avoid redundant executions of already performed
experiments (Butler, 2005; Du & Kofman, 2007; Kanza et al., 2017; Machina & Wild, 2013;
Nehme & Scoffin, 2006). Presumably, exact figures about time saved vary between scientific
sectors, departments and even individual laboratories, which have different agendas, but
according to literature, scientists in the drug discovery section can “sav[e] approximately 1 hour
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per week” (Nehme & Scoffin, 2006), while others even conclude that, “on average, 9 hours per
week” can be spent on other activities when working with eLNs (SciNote, 2018).

Therefore, it can be concluded that, in general, eLNs improve efficiency in management,
documentation and communication of data and information, which has a measurable impact
on the ROI. For example, if researchers have to spend less time retrieving and preparing data
for presentations or planning and reproducing experiments, because documentations of
previously executed experiments are readily available, they have more time to focus on further
experimental tasks.
Depending on the aims of strategic initiatives, the ROI is either increased because 1) the same
number of objectives are achieved with less expenses (primarily personnel and material costs),
or 2) because more objectives are achieved with the same expenses as before the eLNdependent initiative (Machina & Wild, 2013; Nehme & Scoffin, 2006).

Further key aspects of eLNs are facilitated demonstration of compliance to authority
regulations and better protection of intellectual property rights. For these purposes,
organizations establish SOPs which dictate researchers to design and record experiments
according to GxP guidelines (Du & Kofman, 2007). In order to demonstrate GxP compliance,
SOPs stipulate recording and reviewing of experiments within a specific time limit. Therefore,
researchers must record and sign off their experiments, which then witnesses, who are other
experts, must review and approve by signature. Obviously, these processes are inefficient and
time-consuming, if done manually in paper-bound laboratory notebooks (pLNs). Besides, long
intervals between dates of completing experiments and witnessing may inherit risks of losing a
“first-to-invent status” when filing a patent. Implementations of eLNs (with e-signature
features) clearly accelerate these processes and thus reduce possible legal matters (Du &
Kofman, 2007; Nehme & Scoffin, 2006).
Despite the many advantages of eLNs over pLNs, roll outs of eLNs are long overdue. Especially
in academia, implementation seems to be slower than in industry sectors (Butler, 2005; Dirnagl
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& Przesdzing, 2016; Kanza et al., 2017; Walsh & Cho, 2013). eLNs have some notable
disadvantages. The major drawback of eLNs is their dependency on computers, which explains
why eLNs only slowly overcome the barrier between laboratories and office space (Echtler et
al., 2010; Myers et al., 1996; Aurélien Tabard, Hincapié-Ramos, & Bardram, 2012). Computers
are not necessarily mobile and they need to be fueled with electricity, whereas pLNs have
“infinite battery life” (Kanza et al., 2017), which raises concerns that digital information in eLNs
is more easily lost, compared to physical copies of pLNs (Butler, 2005).
Another argument against eLNs is the simpler use of pLNs, since handwritings and sketches
are more straightforward to include in pLNs than in eLNs (Du & Kofman, 2007; Kanza et al.,

2017; Walsh & Cho, 2013).
Since both pLNs and eLNs have different advantages, paper/electronic-hybrid solutions have
been developed (Costa-Cunha & Mackay, 2003; Mackay, Pothier, Letondal, Bøegh, & Sørensen,
2002; Aurélien Tabard, Mackay, & Eastmond, 2008; Yeh et al., 2006). However, the recent
distribution of tablet computers (Pew Research Center, 2019), which support access to eLNs
and can be operated with an electrical stylus, are considered as more advantageous
alternatives to pLNs (Guerrero et al., 2016; Guerrero et al., 2019).
Nevertheless, strategic initiatives for implementation of eLNs are still facing opposition.
Common hurdles are high cost, organizational difficulties and risks associated with their
implementation. Costs and risks are high, because integration of eLNs needs researchers to take
user trainings and requires the establishment of necessary infrastructures, like back-up
systems, which cause additional ongoing costs, because of continuous maintenance.
Acquisition costs can be substantially elevated, if eLNs are incompatible with preexisting
systems or equipment (Dirnagl & Przesdzing, 2016; Du & Kofman, 2007; Kanza et al., 2017;
Machina & Wild, 2013).

The establishment of necessary IT infrastructures involves “third-order” risks, because the
provision of continuous maintenance and cybersecurity services requires structural
reorganizations (Figure 1) (Du & Kofman, 2007; Machina & Wild, 2013; Piccoli & Pigni, 2018).
Another important “third-order” risk is associated with potential incompatibilities of eLNs with
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existing lab equipment and IS. eLNs are enterprise software applications (Nehme & Scoffin,
2006), which means that they “span (all) organizational functions” (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018).
Research organizations may include diversified research groups or departments using different
technologies or methods, which could have varying compatibilities with eLNs (Bird et al., 2013;
Butler, 2005; Guerrero et al., 2016). If new eLNs significantly change (Kanza et al., 2017) or do
not simplify researchers’ lab routines, eLNs likely remain unused (Butler, 2005).
The implementation of eLNs also involves “second-order” changes (Figure 1) (Piccoli & Pigni,
2018). The above-mentioned need of researchers to take user trainings implies a “secondorder” risk, because they need to adapt to the new software program. Another “second-order”
risk is related to simplified data sharing when using eLNs. Even though Walsh and Cho (2013)
reported that surveyed scientist appreciated the facilitated traceability of data, researchers
might be reluctant to share information with colleagues until publication, if they claim
ownership of their data as their intellectual property (Bird et al., 2013). Accordingly, the
purpose of eLN- initiatives to establish a more collaborative environment, could have opposite
effects within highly competitive organizations.

Tabletops
The natural barrier separating lab and office spaces is a major limiting factor in biomedical
research, because it forces researchers to switch back and forth between both areas, if they
need to access or generate digital information during the execution of experiments (Echtler et
al., 2010; Aurélien Tabard et al., 2012; Aurélien Tabard et al., 2011). Recent developments of
tabletop surface applications specifically tackle that problem. The BioTISCH and the eLabBench
were inspired by specific needs in molecular biology. Of both, the eLabBench is more advanced,
because it offers more functionalities and higher adaptability to researchers’ working habits
(Echtler et al., 2010; Aurélien Tabard et al., 2011). A major feature of the eLabBench is the
activityDock bar, which allows researchers to access digital resources or attach digital data
either in the laboratory with the eLabBench or with a computing device running the
activityDock application. Other functionalities include access to eLNs, Web-based resources or
annotation of digital information about test tubes in virtual rack layouts. The main interaction
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with the screen is facilitated through an infrared light-emitting diode pen; high infrared
detection thresholds prevent unintentional activation (e.g., by elbows resting on the screen).
The eLabBench has been evaluated in studies with testing scientists, which demonstrated its
proof of principle of integrating lab and office activities (Aurelien Tabard, Gurn, Butz, &
Bardram, 2013; Aurélien Tabard et al., 2012; Aurélien Tabard et al., 2011).
Replacing lab benches with tabletop systems might raise concerns that the giant screen could
distract users from their activities (Aurelien Tabard et al., 2013; Aurélien Tabard et al., 2011).
Seven scientists, who had different practical skill levels (“three post-docs, two Ph.D students,
and two bachelor students”), tested the eLabBench for 16 weeks (excluding 3 instructing
weeks) (Aurélien Tabard et al., 2012). The study indicated that the eLabBench was overall well
received, since the participants used its various functionalities to access or modify digital
information. Users accessed and modified digital information for different purposes (Aurélien
Tabard et al., 2012):

(1)

Access to protocols

(2)

Modification of active protocols during the execution of experiments

(3)

Consultation of previous activities for development purposes

(4)

Planning activities

(5)

Execution of activities in a collaborative manner

The functionalities most often used were virtual rack layouts for annotating information about
single test tubes held by the real racks. The possibility to work with rack layouts without the
need to retrieve the real racks was particularly appreciated (Aurélien Tabard et al., 2012).
Further, the users’ approach to organize physical and digital objects on the tabletop surface
was investigated. For that purpose, the integrated top-mounted camera for taking photographs
of the tabletop surface was applied. The camera was activated in intervals of 10 seconds
throughout entire working session (excluding absences) for the entire 16 weeks of the study
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period (Aurelien Tabard et al., 2013). The analysis revealed that the users had preferential zones
to place physical objects and main sites of interaction with digital objects. Users organized
physical objects, so that minimal occlusion (10 to 20 % of the recordings) of digital objects
occurred (Aurelien Tabard et al., 2013). These observations demonstrated that the users were
not distracted by the eLabBench, but rather integrated it in their activities, as they would do
with an ordinary work bench (Aurelien Tabard et al., 2013).
Taken together, the eLabBench supported experimental workflows by facilitated access to
digital information during experimental work and by moving some activities from the lab to the
office space, as for example labelling test tubes (Aurélien Tabard et al., 2012; Aurélien Tabard
et al., 2011). Accordingly, tabletop systems have the potential to increase efficiencies in
biomedical research, because smoother experimental workflows would result in improved
turnaround times.
The study on the eLabBench also allows speculations on possible organizational systemic effects
and accompanied risks of tabletop-dependent initiatives. Research staff might require
appropriate training on working with a tabletop system before they can efficiently integrate its
functionalities into their workflows. However, the above- mentioned observations of the
eLabBench suggest low risk that users would be reluctant to adapt, because testers appreciated
its functionalities (Aurélien Tabard et al., 2012).

Even though a client-server model is a promising solution to implement multiple tabletops in
laboratories, initiatives would inherit substantial challenges and costs, because of necessary lab
renovations (removal of existing workbenches) and the establishment of the IT-infrastructure,
including the required hardware and IT staff fulfilling maintenance and other services (e.g.
cybersecurity). The inherent structural reorganizations would elevate the risk structure of
initiatives for the implementation of multiple tabletop units from a “second-order” to a “thirdorder” level (Figure 1) (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018).

Pipetting assistance
The execution of experimental assays involving liquid management of small sample volumes is
mentally demanding and error-prone (Aurélien Tabard et al., 2011). Hile, Kim, and Borriello
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(2004) designed a prototypic pipetting assistance system, which guides researchers through
complex pipetting schemes involving multi-well assay plates and records finished pipetting
steps. The system consists of a camera and a software program to control a projector. The
camera detects visual markers on pipette tips and multi-well plates to derive their relative
orientations and positions.
Depending on the pipette’s position, the projector guides the experimenter by illuminating
single wells, into which liquid needs to be transferred, and enhances the assay plate with
additional projected information, like well names or completed wells. In parallel, accomplished
pipetting steps are digitally recorded by a software program (Hile et al., 2004).
At the time of its publication, the pipetting aid system had been tested with three researchers
who contributed to its development. Therefore, their feedback on the system’s applicability
should not be considered as objective opinions (Hile et al., 2004). Nevertheless, their
preliminary user feedback indicated benefits and pitfalls of this assistance concepts, which
allows speculations on potential systemic effects of implementing initiatives. The testers stated
that the system was helpful in keeping track of the pipetting steps. Especially, the projected
information about treated and untreated wells would be convenient after interruptions of
work. Besides, the concept of receiving directions for sequences of pipetting steps or warnings,
in case of hovering over wrong wells, was well appreciated. Eventually, the testers reasoned to
save time, because of the system automatically recording the session (Hile et al., 2004). These
observations indicate that the benefits of implementing pipetting aid systems are improved
turnaround times and greater reproducibility of complex pipetting experiments.
A technical obstacle appeared to be the detection of the pipette tip and its relative orientation
to assay plates. The testers had to adapt their pipetting techniques by tilting the pipette more
than usual, so that the camera could detect the markers on the pipette. In order to assure liquid
transfer into the correct wells, testers are used to touch the walls of single wells during liquid
dispersion. However, the inherent problem with this pipetting technique was occasional,
erroneous detection of neighboring wells (Hile et al., 2004). These observations indicate that
implementation of a pipetting aid system might force users to adapt their pipetting routines.
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Therefore, investments in pipetting systems inherit the potential “second-order” risk of
researchers leaving the pipetting assistance system unused (Figure 1) (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018). In
order to minimize that risk, users should be educated about the system’s benefits and trained
on its proper usage.
If only one unit is installed, there is the potential “second-order” risk of overcrowding or
queuing researchers (Figure 1) (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018). This problem could compromise
turnaround times, because of users blocking each other’s work routines or team-internal
frictions. In this case, the installation of multiple pipetting aid systems should be considered as
a countermeasure.

Smartglasses
Soon biomedical research laboratories could be revolutionized by smartglasses replacing
ordinary safety goggles. One of the best known smartglasses is Google Glass, which integrates
the following hardware components: a side-mounted camera viewing along the line of sight of
the wearer, a microphone, a touchpad, speakers, various sensors, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi
communication devices, and a head-up display (Google, n.d.; Mitrasinovic et al., 2015). Since
smartglasses basically are goggles, they allow generating and accessing digital data in a handsfree manner, which has the potential to lower distractedness of users, while they are
performing hands-on activities. Multiple studies evaluated the application of Google Glass for
streamlining and capturing processes in surgical settings. Google Glass was primarily used for
documentation by recording videos or taking photos, for searching information on the Internet,
for voice or video conferences, and for displaying patient-related data, like vital signs or
previously recorded images. Even though those studies revealed room for improvements of
software solutions to navigate data resources, they demonstrated the feasibility and
applicability of using Google Glass (Wei, Dougherty, Myers, & Badawy, 2018).

Especially the opportunity to access and navigate digital protocols in a hands-free manner has
a high value-adding potential in biomedical research. Hu, Chen, Okerlund, and Shaer (2015)
developed a Google Glass prototype application, which displays experimental protocols on the
Google Glass screen. Users can navigate between individual working steps either by giving short
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vocal commands, like “Next” or “Previous”, or swiping a hand within the camera’s field of view.
The prototype application was tested with “11 participants who used [Google] Glass for at least
two hours a day” (Hu et al., 2015). Users appreciated to have information on active working
steps in their line of sights and being able to interact with electronic protocols by voice
interaction, since it would make them feel more confident and allow smoother working. Some
testers even continued using their smartglasses in office areas, for example to “check e-mails
and share photos” (Hu et al., 2015). Inspired by the idea of hands-free access to digital
resources, recent developments of electronic laboratory notebooks consider compatibility with
smartglasses (Guerrero et al., 2016; Guerrero et al., 2019).
Since smartglasses promise improvements of operational efficiency, general managers and
associates of various industries consider implementation of smartglasses in their organizations,
as was revealed in a recent survey. However, strategic initiatives are facing opposition, because
their “expected or required return on investment (ROI) of 3–5 years” are difficult to justify (Kim,
Nussbaum, & Gabbard, 2016). Justification of the ROI is probably further undermined by
difficulties of “integration with existing operation management software and IT infrastructure,
and protection of security and privacy” Kim et al. (2016). Data security and privacy concerns
were also mentioned in various evaluating studies on the usage of Google Glass in surgical
settings (Wei et al., 2018) and are even considered as generally one of the most discussed
problems of working with smartglasses (Hofmann, Haustein, & Landeweerd, 2017).
Other issues are related to the development of software programs. The aforementioned test
of the prototype application by Hu et al. (2015) points out challenges with both hands-free and
hands-on input modalities. Testers had problems in using gestures, like swiping with a hand,
tilting the head or blinking, in order to navigate protocols (Hu et al., 2015). Studies on the usage
of Google Glass in surgical settings reported similar issues (Wei et al., 2018), which indicates
unsolved problems with lighting or contrasting background conditions (Hu et al., 2015). Using
the touchpad turned out to be no feasible alternative if users wore gloves. Besides, solutions
for convenient switching between different slide shows (protocols) and the menu are also still
to be found. Testers of the prototype application had to swipe through all slides in order to exit
protocols and enter the menu (Hu et al., 2015).
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Apart from the software problems, there are concerns regarding potential health issues.
Common conditions are headache or visual fatigue, but the most notable problem is nausea
because of motion-sickness, which is often associated with head- mounted displays providing
full-immersive virtual reality (Herzog, Buchmeister, Beharic, & Gajšek, 2018; Hofmann et al.,
2017; Sahin, Keshav, Salisbury, & Vahabzadeh, 2018). Since a wide distribution of smartglasses
is still to come, there are only limited studies available, which address potential health issues
after long- term usage of smartglasses (Hofmann et al., 2017), or visual health effects of working
with displays in front of only one eye (Herzog et al., 2018). A recent study by Herzog et al. (2018)
indicated that working with smartglasses for 4 hours impairs visual acuity and “can cause
scotomas and, thus, impairment in the visual field and vision” (Herzog et al., 2018).
Furthermore, there are still unknown effects on human behavior. For example, usage of
smartglasses may change the way users interact with each other or influence users’ quality of
activities because of the knowledge that the integrated electronic devices for recording and
communication could theoretically be exploited for surveillance or monitoring purposes
(Hofmann et al., 2017).
In conclusion, smartglasses promise significant improvements of efficiencies in biomedical
research, but initiatives must consider substantial “second-order” risks, because the true
impacts on experimental workflows and the employees’ performance are currently difficult to
assess (Figure 1) (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018). If working with smartglasses is cumbersome, users
could lose interest and switch back to standard safety goggles (Hu et al., 2015).

Voice assistance
Voice user interfaces (VUI) are integral components of smartglasses, which enable hands-free
computing by using vocal commands. Any device with a microphone and speakers could serve
as voice assistance system and provide the ability to access and receive digital information,
while performing hands-on activities. For example, Vitro, which is a prototypic voice assistance
system designed to guide users through standard cell culture protocols, utilizes Apple AirPods
paired with a MacBook Pro as VUI. It has been tested with five scientists who had different
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levels of practical experience in cell culture techniques (Cambre, Liu, Taylor, & Kulkarni, 2019).
Overall, the study revealed bivalent opinions by the participants. One tester confirmed the
benefit of receiving guidance through working steps of a protocol, which helped to remain
focused on current activities. However, other participants seemed to overestimate the systems
functionalities. They wished Vitro would provide tacit knowledge, like advice on pipettes to use
or hints on common mistakes. These findings indicated that users may perceive voice assistance
either as equipment having defined functionalities or as a personalized tutoring system
(Cambre et al., 2019).
The major drawbacks of voice assistance systems are probably data privacy and security issues,
similar to smartglasses with VUIs (Hofmann et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2016). Using smart speakers
in private settings frequently raises concerns about privacy and data security (Cowan et al.,
2017; Lau, Zimmerman, & Schaub, 2018). However, the feedbacks by the testers of Vitro
indicated that users of VUIs are less concerned about privacy in non-private environments
(Cambre et al., 2019).
Nevertheless, the managerial perspective must always expect external threats, when planning
strategic initiatives involving smart devices (Lee & Lee, 2015; Piccoli & Pigni, 2018). As the
Internet-of-Things is increasingly pervading laboratories, new types of risk emerge, like
individual laboratory instruments becoming targets by hacker attacks (Perkel, 2017). For
example, a recently published design of voice assistance system, which applies VUIs of smart
speakers and cloud services in order to remotely control and manage laboratory instruments
naturally raises concerns about unauthorized manipulations of connected instruments
(Austerjost et al., 2018).
An important challenge when working with voice assistance is the vocal input modality. Voice
control may either become infeasible in loud work environments (Kim et al., 2016) or distract
other colleagues in close vicinity (Austerjost et al., 2018); in reverse, people having
conversations nearby may inadvertently activate VUIs. This was a notable problem observed
when testing the Vitro prototype. Its wake word-free design substantially influenced the way
participants of the study communicated, if they knew that Vitro would “listen”. In order to avoid
unintended activation, some “participants pantomimed gestures and mouthed”, instead of
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speaking with colleagues (Cambre et al., 2019). Consequently, wake words should be
implemented in voice assistance designs.
In conclusion, voice assistance for biomedical research is still in its infant stage. Feasible
strategic initiatives dependent on voice assistance systems are currently risky, because of their
intrusive effects on working habits. Similar to smartglasses, software solutions are yet to be
developed, which cancel out the weak points and win the trust of potential users.
Consequently, the potential “second-order” risks of strategic initiatives being a failure currently
seem to outweigh the potential benefits of hands-free machine interaction (Figure 1) (Piccoli &
Pigni, 2018).

Conclusions
The reviewed assistance concepts all have the potential to effectively improve the efficiency of
wet lab work in biomedical research organizations, but none of them were identified as
mainstream in this business sector and some concepts even remained in prototypic stages. The
tables below provide a synopsis of the different surveyed assistance concepts. Considering their
advantages (Table 1) and disadvantages (Table 2), undesired risk-benefit or cost-benefit ratios
are probably reason for slow adoption or discontinued advancements.
Even though the assistant concepts would increase reproducibility of experiments, which would
eventually improve ROIs, strategic initiatives for implementation would inherit substantial
systemic effects. All the reviewed assistance concepts impact individual work routines of
researchers. Therefore, investments are risky because if users cannot adapt and integrate the
new assistance components into their experimental workflows, they would either switch back
to the previous lab equipment or experimental efficiencies would be permanently impaired.
Next to unfavorable risk structures, the review identified incompatibilities or costs as frequent
barriers to adoption. Incompatibilities might often be accompanied with mismatches between
objectives of research organizations and the benefits offered by new technical solutions. If
innovations promise insufficient added value, organizations could lose interest in further
developments and decision makers likely miss new trends and possibilities in markets. For
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example, unawareness was previously suggested as contributor to low distribution of eLNs
(Walsh & Cho, 2013).
Maybe, conditions of the market must change, before the reviewed assistance concepts will
revolutionize industries, because they have typical features of disruptive technologies. A
disruptive technology “offers a different set of attributes than the technology the firm currently
uses” and a “performance improvement rate […] higher than the rate of improvement
demanded by the market” (Piccoli & Pigni, 2018). For example, smartglasses with integrated
electronic devices have different functionalities than standard safety goggles and higher
performance improvement rates than needed because, even though application software
programs of smartglasses can be developed for specific purposes (Hu et al., 2015; Scholl et al.,
2015), the primary reason to use goggles is eye protection.

Presumably, current assistance concepts are ahead of their time. However, market situations
will soon force research-based organizations to revise their innovation strategies, because the
revolutionizing era of “smart labs” has just started (Perkel, 2017; Schemel, Carreau, DiMambro,
& Uerz, 2018).

Table 1 Technical advantages of the reviewed assistance concepts
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Table 2 Challenges and risks of the reviewed assistance concepts
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Abstract

This study aimed at investigating the effect of organizational culture on knowledge sharing (KS).
Specifically, the study examined the effect of trust, innovation, shared vision and conflict on KS.
The study used a case study approach. An online survey was used to collect data. The survey
was emailed to all 295 employees of the Civil Service Bureau in Bahrain. In total 102
questionnaires were received giving a response rate of 35%. Multiple regression analysis was
used to test the hypotheses. The study found that trust has a moderate positive and significant
effect on KS (b=0.589***), shared vision has a very weak positive and significant effect on KS
(b=0.098*), innovation has a weak positive and significant effect on KS (b=0.229***) and that
conflict has a weak negative and significant effect on KS (b=0.199*). The study also found that
the educational level had an effect on knowledge sharing.

Keywords: knowledge sharing, trust, innovation, conflict, shared visions.
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Introduction

Among the many types of knowledge management activities, knowledge sharing (KS) is seen as
fundamental because it enables individuals to acquire knowledge, be more innovative and
ultimately contribute to enhancing organizational competitiveness (Wang, Wang, & Chang,
2019; Wang and Noe, 2010; Jackson et al., 2006). In order to accomplish this, employees are
encouraged to purposefully share their knowledge with fellow employees therefore, allowing
them to acquire diverse range of skills and competences (Renzl, 2008). But knowledge sharing
requires a positive purposeful interpersonal interaction between employees. An environment
built on trust, a shared vision of what needs to be learnt and personal innovation that
guarantees that knowledge is generated to be shared. However, in practice, this is not easy to
come by. Although most of employees’ daily dealings and interactions at work are positive
(Nezlek, Wheeler & Reis, 1983; Watson, 2000), research indicates that negative events, such as
episodes of interpersonal conflict, hold more potency than positive events with regards to their
effects on individual well-being (Rook, 2001; Taylor, 1991). This is why it has been considered
necessary to examine what factors influence knowledge sharing, a key component of
knowledge management (Osterloh & Frey, 2000). Therefore, many researchers have
investigated the human and organizational factors that influence knowledge sharing.
There has been an abundance of literature investigating human factors such as trust, selfefficacy and personal value of knowledge. However, less attention has been given to conflict
and even lesser combined trust, innovation and conflict in one study. This study attempts to
investigate the effect of trust, innovation, shared vision and conflict on KS.
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Literature review

Knowledge sharing
Davenport (1997) defined knowledge sharing as voluntary and distinguished it from reporting.
While reporting involves the exchange of information based on some routines or structured
formats, sharing implies a voluntary act by an individual who participates in the knowledge
exchange even though there is no compulsion to do so. According to Hendriks (1999),
knowledge sharing suggests a relationship between at least two parties — one that possesses
the knowledge and the other that acquires the knowledge. Individuals in organizations have
always created and shared knowledge and therefore knowledge sharing was considered to be
an activity that took place automatically.

Knowledge sharing involves the interaction of activities that include dissimilation, feedback and
absorption between individuals (Davenport & Prusak, 2000). The sharing of knowledge is
recognized as a main and vital component of knowledge management, which requires
employees’ willingness to exchange and disseminate knowledge, consequently ensuring
knowledge becomes available and is made known to other employees (Sohail & Daud, 2009).
Enabling efficient knowledge sharing in organizations is not easy. The challenges are often
related to motivating people to share knowledge, identifying the key people to share their
knowledge, organizing the existing knowledge and making knowledge easily accessible (Logan,
2006).

There are a variety of factors which facilitate and interfere with the knowledge sharing practices
of employees. It may be personal, social or organizational factors. The present study focuses on
trust, innovation, shared vison and conflict in addition to demographic variables. Other factors
that have been identified as influencing knowledge sharing behavior are sensitivity of
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knowledge (Weiss, 1999), organizational support and motivation (Szulanski, 2000; von Hippel,
1994), reciprocity and open communication (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998) and trust (Andrews &
Delahaye, 2000; Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1994).

Trust
A culture of trust is very important for effective knowledge sharing. For most of the processes
which are related to knowledge trust is important for instance knowledge transparent creation,
sharing and utilizing knowledge (Khesal, Samadi, Andira, Musram & Zohoori, 2013; Gilbert et
al, 2000).Trust between the receiver and giver of knowledge is a facilitator of knowledge sharing
practices in any organization. Blau (1964) contended that trust was crucial for keeping and
growing links and relationships for sharing knowledge, and that result to a high-quality
knowledge sharing. Knowledge sharing may be stimulated by trust (Holste and Fields, 2010;
Kipkosgei, Son & Kang, 2020). Lack of trust is a significant barrier for KS in organizations
(Mohajan, 2019). Lack of faith in others can be a barrier to share knowledge (Lee, 2018). It is
assumed that trust can expedite communication as members with high trust toward others
could share knowledge and information without delay therefore starting knowledge sharing.

Many researchers found a direct relationship between trust and knowledge sharing (Kim & Lee
2006; Chiu et al. 2006; Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). The absence of trust means that little or no
knowledge will be shared between organizational members (Andrews & Delahaye, 2000).
Accordingly, it is hypothesized that:
H1: the higher is the trust the more is knowledge sharing

Shared vision
Researchers argued that shared vision include many facets of a cooperative relationship. It
usually depicts common values and beliefs, mutual goals and understanding in a collaborative
relationship (Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Parsons, 2002). It is the collective manner the employees
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perceive the world and understand it. It is made from collective assumptions, perceptions,
understanding, goals and mental images (Wang & Rafiq, 2009).
Effective leaders have a vision for their organization, its purpose and its future direction. But
their vision can fail if they are unable to transmit their objective in a meaningful manner to the
employees so that alignment between management and staff is achieved. A vision has to be
shared in order to do what it is meant to do; inspire clarity and focus the work of the
organization. The shared vision implicitly shows what is important and what is not. What to
collect and give attention and what to ignore. It shows the importance of knowledge and
knowledge sharing.

A shared vision is closely linked to organizational culture. Researchers argued that an
organizational culture creates a feeling of identity and belonging and commitment to its goals
(Ha˚kanson, 1995). As such, a sound organizational culture can in a way help construct a shared
vision between organizational members.

Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) argued that a shared vision embodies the collective goals and
aspirations of the members of an organization. Furthermore, the pivotal role of a shared vision
in inter-firm/unit sharing and exchanges was brought forward in the organizational cooperation
literature. A shared vision is a necessary condition for sharing and exchange to occur (Dyer &
Singh, 1998). Shared values and understandings between parties in an exchange relationship
facilitate meaningful communication that is essential in both the exchange and combination
required for knowledge creation. Yli-Renko et al. (2001), based on the previously mentioned
work of Nahapiet and Ghoshal’s (1998) argued that shared vision enhances relative absorptive
capacity (Lane & Lubatkin, 1998) in knowledge assimilation process in the exchange and allows
firms to engage more into knowledge acquisition and exploitation. Based on previous literature,
the following hypothesis is formulated:
H2: the more is a shared vision the more is knowledge sharing

Innovation
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Historically, there has always been an assumed relationship between innovation and
knowledge creation. That is to say it is believed that innovation entails the generation of new
knowledge. Many researchers adopted this perspective. For example, Subramaniam and
Youndt (2005) argued that innovation consists of an ongoing pursuit of harnessing new and
unique knowledge; Du Plessis (2007) identified innovation with the creation of new knowledge
and ideas to facilitate new business outcomes; and Lundvall and Nielsen (2007, p. 214) who
stated that ‘‘innovation represents – by definition – something new and therefore adds to
existing knowledge’’. More importantly an innovation culture is conducive for knowledge
sharing as it encourages organizational members to express themselves freely and openly
bringing out novel ideas (Lu, Zhou & Leung, 2009). Based on the previous discussion, the
following hypothesis is proposed:
H3: the higher is individual innovation the more is knowledge sharing

Conflict

There, little research on individual or interpersonal conflict and knowledge sharing (Liang et al.,
2007). Interpersonal conflicts are defined as disagreement among team members (Robinson&
Shaver, 1973), and involve personal issues such as mutual dislike among team members. Pondy
(1967) argued that conflict can be understood more appropriately if it is considered a dynamic
process that underlies a variety of behaviors and can be analyzed through a sequence of interrelated episodes. Different forms of conflicts among individuals in a group or organization can
lead to different ways in which the related individuals share and use knowledge, which may, in
turn, lead to different performance-related outcomes (Jehn, 1997). Conflicts among parties are
usually disruptive, deviant and unproductive activities (Putnam, 1994). A recent meta-analysis
(Pelled et al. 1999) suggests that both task and interpersonal conflicts are consistently linked
with worse performance and can negatively affect performance and satisfaction of an
organization.
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Although a few recent works have emphasized the significance of considering these two factors
to gain an understanding of knowledge sharing issues, they either take conflicts as implicit
consequences of trust and/or knowledge sharing (Huang, 2009; Rechberg & Syed, 2013), or
take trust as an implicit and unexamined consequence of interpersonal conflicts (Kakar, 2018).

H4: the higher is the conflict the less is knowledge sharing

Methodology

Population and sample
The study used a case study approach. The population of the study consisted of all employees
of the Civil Service Bureau in Bahrain. An online survey was sent by email to all 295 employees
and managers. In total 102 questionnaires were received giving a response rate of 35%.

Measures
Organizational culture was measured by measuring its different dimensions: trust, shared
vision, innovation and conflict. Using a five item Likert scale Trust was measured by 6 items
developed by Sabbir and Hussain (2014). Shared vision was measured by 5 statements
developed by Griese et al., (2012). Innovation was measured by 3 statements developed by
McKnight et al., (2002). Conflict was measured by 5 statements asking about certain events that
the participants may have faced developed by Ilies, et al. (2011). The dependent variable,
knowledge sharing was measured by 6 items developed by Valasek (2009).

Data collection
An online questionnaire was developed. It consisted of 19 statements measuring the study
variables and the demographic variables. An email was sent to all 295 employees at the Civil
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Service Bureau in Bahrain. In total 102 questionnaires were received giving a response rate of
35%.
The reliability of the variables was measured by Alpha Cronback. Table 1 shows the Alpha
Cronback of all variables. Except for conflict all variables exhibited high reliability with values
exceeding the accepted 0.5.

Table 1: Alpha Cronbachs’ values
Variable
Trust
Shared vision
Innovation
Conflict
Knowledge Sharing

Alpha Cronbach
0.6
0.9
0.8
0.4
0.8

Data Analysis and hypotheses testing
Multiple regression analysis was used to test the hypotheses. Table 2 shows the results of the
regression analysis.

Table 2: Multiple regression analysis results
Variable
Constant
Trust
Conflict
Innovation
Shared vision

Regression
coefficients B
1.070
0.589
-0.199
0.229
0.098

Standardized
coefficients
1.070
0.589
-0.199
0.229
0.098

Calculated t value
2.206
5.489
-2.416
3.380
1.758
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Multiple (R)
correlation
coefficient
Determination
coefficient (R2)
Calculated F
Significance

0.650

0.422
17.545
0.000

The study found that trust has a moderate positive and significant effect on KS (b=0.589***),
innovation has a weak positive and significant effect on KS (b=0.229***), shared vision has a
very weak positive and significant effect on KS (b=0.098*) and that conflict has a weak negative
and significant effect on KS (b=0.199*). T test was used to determine if there was significant
differences in knowledge sharing according to gender. The results showed no significant
differences according to gender. ANOVA was conducted to test for differences in knowledge
sharing according to education, experience and job level. The results showed that only
education had a significant effect on knowledge sharing.

Discussion and conclusions

This study aimed at investigating the effect of organizational culture on knowledge sharing (KS).
The study found evidence that the higher is trust the higher is KS which is consistent with many
studies such as Kim and Lee (2006), Chiu et al. (2006), Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), Lee (2018)
and Butler and Murphy (2007). The study also found support that the existence of a shared
vision results in higher KS. This is in accordance with the literature and studies such as Yli-Renko
et al. (2001), Nahapiet and Ghoshal’s (1998) and Lane and Lubatkin (1998). The study also found
support that the higher is individual innovation the higher is KS. This is consistent with the
literature especially the studies of Subramaniam and Youndt (2005); Du Plessis (2007) Lundvall
and Nielsen (2007). The study found evidence that the higher is conflict the less is KS. This is
consistent with the studies such as (Jehn, 1997), Putnam (1994) and Pelled et al. (1999). The
results are in accordance also with the organizational culture that exists at the Civil Service
Bureau in Bahrain as there is a culture if trust and innovation among employees. Being a
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government organization helps a lot as it reduces conflict among employees. Governmental
organizations in Bahrain seem to have less competition among employees and there is a great
emphasis on tolerance, brotherhood and kindness. This is also helped by leadership with
translates into a shared vision that also builds on trust and innovation. There exists many
schemes for innovation that rewards employees in the government sector generally and at the
Civil Service Bureau in Bahrain specifically.
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The future of a digitalized craft sector? 3 possible scenarios for the craft
sector.
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Introduction

The craft sector is constantly changing. The rapid changes driven primarily by digitalization, (re)globalization, climate change and demographic change are creating new challenges, both
locally and globally (Benedikter & Kofler, 2019; European Commission, 2018 & 2020; Janta et
al. 2015; McKinsey, 2017; World Bank 2016). Companies are forced to constantly adapt and
reinvent themselves. The current digitalization process, accelerated by the COVID-19
pandemic, can be considered as the fourth industrial revolution and is driven by IT advances
and the evolution of information technologies. It is a profound process of change that is having
a lasting impact on our entire societies and economies and that is accompanied by an implicit
shift in mentality and values, also in the craft sector (Sennet, 2019).

The aim of this paper is to shed light on the dynamics created by digitalization and to provide
orientation for future action and decision-making processes. For this purpose, we have outlined
three future scenarios9 based on the degree of digitalization. Future scenarios can be defined
as hypothetical futures that provide a vision of how society or parts of it could develop by 2050.

9

The development of future scenarios is part of the Interreg V-A Italia-Austria project FuturCRAFT in
cooperation with LVH, Innovation- und Technologietransfer Salzburg, Confartigianato Vicenza und t2i. The
project aims to create the basis for craft enterprises in the regions to participate and qualify themselves for the
digital working world of the future. For further information: https://www.eurac.edu/de/research/center-foradvanced-studies/projects/Pages/FuturCRAFT.aspx.
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The goal is to foster “futures literacy”- shorthand for the ability to imagine different possible
futures (UNESCO, 2019)

Method

We developed three future scenarios based on a large number of empirical studies at various
levels of analysis. After an extensive literature review, nine semi-structured interviews were
conducted with international experts. In a second step, we developed a Delphi questionnaire
(Häder, 2009) based on our previous analysis. Fifty international experts in the field of craft and
digitalization were asked to give their assessment of the future craft sector. All of these results
served as a starting point for the focus groups, which were held with craftspeople and other
experts from various sectors. In a final step, based on all previous results, three future scenarios
for the craft sector in the project regions were developed.

For the creation of our future scenarios, we relied on the “Manoa method” developed by
Wendy Schultz (2015). As a first step, we identified four main megatrends that are having a
profound impact on our societies: digitalization, which was the most important trend for this
analysis; globalization; demographic change; and climate change. The effects of each
megatrend on the craft sector are identified, grouped based on their similarities and assigned
to the corresponding scenario (ZukunftsInstitut, 2021).
For each of these rough scenarios, concise headings are selected that aptly summarize its
characteristics and which help to delineate and to concretize each scenario which should be as
objective, consistent and concrete as possible.

For our scenarios we selected three main dimensions: the craft sector in general; the three
main sectors which are construction, manufacturing and general services; and competences
and training. For rendering the scenarios more plausible, we made use of present examples and
fictitious craftspeople living and working in the respective scenario, so-called drivers and

personas (Fergnani, 2019).
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Future scenarios

Scenario I – The “niche” craft

In this scenario, increasing individuality is central. Competition is characterized by competitive
thinking and concentration in market niches which entails an augmented degree of
specialization in the craft sector. The gap between rural and urban areas is intensified by
increasing regionalization. On the customer side, there is a renaissance of values: the familiar,
the secure, the authentic, the traceable and the local are gaining in importance and are in
greater demand. Therefore, the craft sector is characterized by the old and the familiar.
Traditional role models and hierarchical thought and action patterns are transferred to the
younger generations. Business succession is a key challenge in the craft sector, especially in
light of the increasing aging of society and the integration of women into the sector.

The craft sector

In this scenario, newly introduced technologies are used almost exclusively in the management
part of the company. New accounting and human resource management software as well as
cloud solutions to share and edit documents are used. ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), the
digital control of the production system and so-called digital twins which allow craftspeople to
send digital copies of their products outside of Europe are significant innovations. Blockchain
validations enable transparent tracking and guarantee the originality as well as high quality of
the products and protect against counterfeiting and imitation. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is
mainly used for marketing strategies. 5G is guaranteed nationwide and is fully implemented in
all business devices. These innovations mainly affect the working processes and allow to save
time and to increase efficiency. However, at the core the work of craftspeople itself remains
almost unchanged. Craft businesses position themselves in market niches – a strategy that
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allows them to maintain high quality and specialization. However, specialization and the small
size of crafts businesses slows down the so-called spillover effect210. An important resource for
the future is the new generation of young entrepreneurs which have grown up in a digital world.
Being digital natives does, however, not necessarily mean being able to handle new software
or new technology correctly. Education and training are therefore all the more important for
future craftspeople. Other important challenges may be the resistance to change on the part
of the previous generations and the integration of women in the strongly male-dominated
sector. The strength of this scenario remains the high added value of craft enterprises which
nevertheless manage to remain competitive in an increasingly global market. The high degree
of specialization and the high quality of services and products offered allow them to position
themselves in market niches.

The construction sector

In the construction sector, digital technologies such as building information modeling (BIM), 3D
design and augmented reality (AR) are used to simplify the planning phase and to enhance
communication between co-workers and customers, but they are not yet usable for the
construction phase. Augmented reality, for instance, enables workers to follow subsequent
work steps simulated by an algorithm by wearing special glasses that are connected to a BIM
system. Drones are mainly used for monitoring and documentation on the construction site.

The manufacturing sector

In the manufacturing sector, which is already more automated than construction, new
technologies are leading to improved human-machine interfaces (HMI) through touchscreens,
virtual and augmented realty (portable) devices. These interfaces allow the workers to interact

10

Based on the assumption that craftspeople learn about the use of digital technologies from bigger and more
digitized businesses. If they collaborate with less digitized suppliers and customers, the spillover effect could be
slowed down.
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with machines through speech and gesture recognition and can be used simultaneously. The
human component remains indispensable when dealing with machines and basic data
competence is required to execute all phases of the work process.

The general service sector

In the general service sector, data is of central importance, especially with regard to
communication and customer relations which can be handled in a faster, simpler and more
efficient way through a new order management, electronic invoicing and augmented reality.
Internally, craft businesses use cloud-based wikis to access useful information and descriptions
of workflows.

Competences and training

The public-school system remains at the heart of vocational training. In order for craft
businesses to remain competitive, basic digital skills and soft skills such as management and
communication skills are central and therefore become part of the curriculum. Apart from that,
the curriculum remains almost unchanged. Competences regarding the craft itself remain at
the heart of vocational training and are mainly taught by former crafts people.

In the private sector, some pioneering companies are investing individually in private courses
to strengthen the digital skills of their employees. Educational institutions and associations are
increasingly focusing on valorizing the knowledge of the experienced in order to consciously
combine “old” and “new” (i.e., digital) knowledge. A dual vocational training system was
established throughout Europe with the possibility to access university with a master
craftman’s certificate. The recruitment of young craftspeople as well as some online training
courses increasingly take place in an online format, especially since the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Drivers

OpenHandwerk is a startup that offers craft and service companies a software to manage the
complete workflow including invoicing on a multi-cloud. In addition, OpenHandwerk supports
companies in their communication with customers. All this increases the process optimization
and efficiency of the companies11.
The “Deutsche Qualitätsrahmen für Lebenslanges Lernen (DQR)” assigns the bachelor’s, master
craftman’s certificate and technician’s degree to the same level since 2013. The aim is to make
educational qualifications more comparable at the European level12.

Persona

Ida, 24, is junior manager of the roofing company of her father, Anton. Ida is the fifth generation
in the company’s succession and has learned the traditional techniques, which have not been
taught in vocational schools, from the father and grandfather. Already her father was
specialized in the restoration of old roofs and roofs which are under monument protection.
Today, they are one of a few specialized companies in this market niche. Since Anton is planning
to retire, Ida decided to continue running the business. However, she is planning to implement
some important changes which her father has resisted up until now. For instance, she is fully
committed to implement clouds, internal wikis, new accounting and management software as
well as drones for the inspection of roofs. Since her employees are not very familiar with these
technologies, Ida wants to invest in digital courses for them. As one of the few female workers
in this mainly male-dominated field Ida’s goal is to encourage other young women to learn this
profession.

https://inside.deutschestar(27.04.2021)
11

tups.org/2019/05/22/startup-of-the-month-may-openhandwerk/

https://www.bmbf.de/de/der-deutsche-qualifikationsrahmen-fuer-lebenslanges- lernen-1238.html
(27.04.2021)
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Scenario II – The Automated Craft

In this scenario, humans and machines work hand in hand and technology and robotics.
Monotonous and dangerous work processes are increasingly automated and standardized
which means that some work is becoming safer, faster and easier. Cooperation and
collaboration between urban and rural areas as well as among companies, customers and
actors from research and development is central in this scenario and provides fertile ground for
startups and innovations and allows to address socio-political challenges at the local level. The
craft sector is concerned with regionality and sustainability and works mainly with renewable
energies and, as far as possible, with local resources.

The craft sector
In this scenario, new technologies and digitalization which is driven by larger companies,
professional associations and incubators play an increasingly central role. Nonetheless, the
human factor remains fundamental. Innovations are reflected in the products and services in
terms of greater environmental sustainability as more and more companies are paying
attention to more sustainable ways of production.

Machines are fully integrated in the Internet of Things (IoT) and interlock autonomously
(advanced automation). AI is integrated into business clouds to manage and process
information. Machine and deep learning techniques help to optimize production processes and
customer management. 3D printers are not just used in the planning phase but also in the
operational phase, for instance in the production of small construction parts. Not just 3D but
also 4D printers become important tools. They can print objects that change their structure in
response to external stimuli (e.g., changes in temperature, light, pressure). Robots often assist
and take over physically demanding work. Drones are used to transport materials and goods.
In this scenario, data literacy and cybersecurity are crucial given the amount of data that is
collected by working with AIs and robots. It will be taught at vocational schools which
increasingly cooperate with companies due to the importance of digital skills. The high energy
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demand of automation is met by optimizing production dynamics and using sustainable energy.
In this scenario doubts and ignorance about the potential of technology have been reduced and
the positive aspects of digitalization are recognized and implemented in most parts of human
life.

The construction sector

Digital technologies such as BIM, 3D design and augmented reality (AR) are used not only in the
planning phase but also in the construction phase. Some building components are
manufactured through rapid prototyping (RP), 3D printing and additive layer manufacturing
technologies. On the construction site, exoskeletons assist in working with large loads, while
robots help with cement production, welding and masonry. In this scenario, new technologies
are central and indispensable but they remain a tool and require the craftspeople and their
digital skills such as visual programming (no-code/low-code) skills.

In the manufacturing sector

Digitalization enables machines to communicate autonomously with each other (advanced
automation) so that production steps are largely automated. Decision-making software
monitors all production steps and cloud solutions provide a solid and comprehensive data base
with which AI can work. All information is managed and processed by machine and deep
learning. However, the work of craftspeople is supported but not replaced by technology.
Craftspeople increasingly become computer technicians as well since they need to intervene if
machines are not working properly or when they need to be reset.

In the general service sector

In the service sector, digital technologies such as AR, VR and 3D are particularly used for the
visualization of projects and for the purpose of customer advisory services. Furthermore, AR
also helps in the practical implementation of projects as craftspeople use special glasses to see
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the end product during the production process. Drones can dispatch small loads quickly and
easily. 3D printers are used to produce small (but also larger) elements and components
without having to rely on suppliers.

Competences and training

In this scenario, the combination of manual, digital skills and social/soft skills (e.g., personality
development and self-reflection) is becoming increasingly important and is promoted
throughout the entire educational path. Given the huge amount of data collected every day,
data literacy as well as skills related to cybersecurity and programming are indispensable in the
craft sector. Digitalization has therefore become an integral part of the curriculum, especially
in vocational schools. Cooperation and collaboration between vocational schools, companies
and professional associations has intensified. Curricula are no longer written exclusively by
schools but jointly with companies and research institutions. Compulsory schooling until the
age of 18 has had a positive effect on vocational training. Vocational schools not only turn their
students into skilled workers in the craft sector but also take on a broader training mandate.
Another crucial aspect is the (re-)training of older people as part of lifelong learning and as a
means to reduce the digital divide. While teachers of digital subjects are almost exclusively IT
experts, extracurricular skills are taught by consultants or psychologists and technical skills by
professionals. In this scenario, teachers are required to spend a few months in a partner
company and to regularly attend training sessions on the latest technologies in order to
constantly develop themselves to meet the current needs and requirements.

Drivers

ZF was the first company in Germany to use drones for the delivery of spare parts on its factory
premises. Another example of the use of drones in logistics is Thyssenkrupp Steel, which uses
drones to deliver laboratory samples.13
Wawrla, L.; Maghazei, O.; Netland, T. (2019) Applications of drones in warehouse operations.
Whitepaper. ETH Zurich, D-MTEC, Chair of Production and Operations Management.

13

https://helsinkismart.fi/about/
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The Helsinki-Uusimaa region in Finland is addressing global challenges such as climate change,
urbanization and digitalization at the local level through the cooperation of different actors
(smaller and larger companies, the public sector, research and education centers) and the
development of smart innovations and long-term solutions.14

Scenario III: The cyborg craft

In this scenario, the boundary between humans and machines will blur by 2050. Technology
and artificial intelligence are a fixed component of people and their everyday lives.
Digitalization enables people to shape and change their (working) lives according to their wishes
and to overcome physical boundaries. AI can collect, evaluate, and implement data from all
over the world – anytime, anywhere. Through international networking and technological
progress, craftspeople can process orders worldwide, regardless of their physical location.
Contact with people from all over the world promotes thinking in an international context and
global solidarity in terms of social sustainability. Traditional working time models are being
rethought and adapted. The 30-hours-week has found its way into the craft sector. People now
work more independently and with greater commitment and have a better work-life balance.

The craft sector

All steps of the production process are connected with each other and can communicate in real
time. 6G makes it possible to use the IoT to its full extent. Workers no longer have direct contact
with the tool or the machine but are connected to a computer and an artificial intelligence (AI)
that manages everything (robotic process automation). Products are transported and moved
by the AI. The intervention of craftspeople happens sporadically and is only necessary to correct
the production process in case of anomalies or to reprogram the tasks assigned to the
machines. Low-code or no-code machine learning enables not only the calibration of individual

14
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machines but also that of the AI itself. Programming skills are provided by the educational
system and various training institutions. For instance, every craftsman or - woman needs a
digital driver’s license to control drones and program robots. New technologies are unleashing
enormous potential and leaving plenty of room for creativity and are thereby creating new job
profiles. Craftmanship can now be divided into two strands that are more or less balanced
depending on the sector: one is more artistic and conceptual, the other more technical and
related to IT and the management of robots and machines.
The global labor market and a balance between smart working and professional as well as
private freedom make it possible to find better qualified workers from other countries.
Moreover, the cryptocurrency system has been institutionalized worldwide.

In the construction sector

Prefabrication processes, modular construction and off-site processes are leading to a merging
of production and construction processes. Almost the entire construction process takes place
in the factory which allows for increasing automation since robots and numerically controlled
machines can be used. They are acting completely autonomously and are networked and
coordinated by an AI. New 3D printers make it possible to print in new types of recycled
materials. In general, the building of the future will be modular and will take place off-site in a
controlled environment. The modules will be transported to the construction site by drones
that are controlled by AI.

In the manufacturing sector

In the manufacturing sector, the craftspeople are responsible for managing the collaboration
between machines and robots with the help of AI which manages drones in their task of
bringing the material from the warehouse to the production line, monitors all production steps
and sorts the deliveries. Droids and drones help to find information about the product and give
customers an initial idea of the finished work. Once the document is digitally signed by the
customers via subcutaneous ship or face ID, the data is immediately transmitted to the
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company network and production will be initiated immediately. Despite the high degree of
digitalization of the sector and complete automation, the craft imprint is always necessary.

In the general service sector

In the general service sector, technologies and AI can bring improvements in terms of customer
relations. Customers can submit individual requests on digital platforms. Their requests are
processed by AI which works out the best measures for the new inquiry. Customers can view
the product through AR and possibly make further changes. Craftspeople are constantly
connected to the IoT during their activities. Computers or tablets are replaced by smart glasses.
The issue of data security is central, so that access to sensitive data is only possible with chips
and face IDs.

Competences and training

The shortage of qualified workers has been overcome thanks to new training systems that have
emerged from partnerships of specialized companies. Vocational schools have a mainly
coordinating/organizing role. Learning content is primarily determined by research centers and
experts, in consultation with companies. Model high-tech companies exist for each profession
and provide young craftspeople with the required digital skills. Teachers (researchers and digital
experts) lecture directly from the workshops of the model companies or from the construction
sites. Students can be on site or connected virtually from home. In this case, teachers can
visualize the class with holograms. Emotion AI provides feedback on students’ engagement and
show whether they are confused, stressed, or bored. The importance of soft skills has
decreased in this scenario because craftspeople mostly work online and the contact with
customers is reduced. Despite the high degree of digitalization, social sustainability is taught in
courses and implemented in the firms.

Drivers
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Researchers at Harvard University have developed small construction robots that work
together in swarms and build projects according to a plan. The robot swarms work like termites
without a command center. They are equipped with sensors that allow them to detect other
robots and prevent collisions.15
Spain is the first country to test the four-days-week. The pilot project will begin in fall 2021 and
aims at giving people more time for creative work and other activities.16

Persona

Marie, 41, is a self-employed programmer. What she loves most about her work is that she can
choose her own assignments. On her website, she receives orders from all over the world.
Marie is Australian by birth but moved to South Tyrol with her wife Susanna who owns a hair
studio. She spends most of her working time in a coworking space. Even on vacation, she always
has her PC with her. Susanna can work from abroad as well. With smart glasses, she can advise
her customers remotely. Her three robots then carry out the cut. Sometimes Susanna thinks
back to the old days when she had to stand in the hair salon herself. Standing for hours was
very hard. That's why she got herself an exoskeleton years ago which made it easier for her to
stand. The self-propelled cleaners that removed hair from the floor were also a great help. So
were the drones that had taken over blow-drying. When she bought her first robot, Susanna
didn't think it would eventually replace her completely in the salon. But since robots not only
take care of haircuts but can also speak with customers, Susanna can work remotely with a
clear conscience and travel together with Marie.

Conclusion

The process of digitalization, driven by IT progress and the development of information
technologies, makes it possible to innovate products and services offered by craft businesses

15

https://archdesk.com/blog/the-future-of-construction-industry-digitalisation-tools/

https://www.tagesschau.de/wirt(27.04.2021)
16

schaft/weltwirtschaft/viertagewoche-spanien-test-101.html
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and to optimize the work processes. However, there are fears and uncertainties about the
possibilities and implementation methods. The aim of this report is to shed light on the
dynamics generated by digitalization and to outline possible future scenarios in order to provide
a map for orientation in the near future.

Future scenarios are plausible descriptions of the future over a period of 10 to 30 years. They
try to capture the way in which various societal actors (individuals, companies, consumers,
organizations, institutions, etc.) could interact and shape their lives, societies and economies.
It is important to reiterate that scenarios are not predictions but plausible descriptions of what
might happen. They can be understood as narratives built around carefully interwoven
storylines and drivers, based on present facts and trends. Future scenarios help to select
forward-looking strategies. They highlight uncertainties, provoke thinking-processes and
initiate learning-processes. The ultimate goal is not to select one of the scenarios and aim for
it. Rather, the aim is to be inspired and to embark on various development paths that seem
appropriate for one’s own company.

Of all megatrends, digitalization seems to be the one that will have the greatest impact on the
craft sector. Technological innovations such as big data, 3D and 4D printing are already having
a significant and lasting effect on almost every aspect of the craftspeoples’ working lives. New
technologies will undoubtedly lead to increased production capacity and ease of physically
demanding or dangerous work. The success or failure of technological change will depend,
among other things, on the distribution of technologies within and across regions and countries
as well as on the speed of adaptation by policymakers, business leaders and individuals. Each
of these actors will play a key role. Policymakers and business associations can provide
incentives (monetary and non-monetary) but it is up to craft businesses to figure out how to
anticipate change and how to adapt themselves accordingly. By elaborating different scenarios,
each of which depends on different interactions between the underlying megatrends, this
report aims at helping craftspeople to understand and anticipate the ongoing changes and to
better adapt to future challenges.
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Abstract:

The relationship between gender and profitability in the context of Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) is a less studied topic in the broader context of performance determinants.
Thus, the objective of this paper is to examine whether women’s leadership of the firms’ board
of directors and senior management teams enhances financial performance. Contributing to fill
this research gap and based on the agency and stakeholder theories, it is used a balanced panel
data of 4.806 Portuguese SMEs for the period from 2010 to 2019. The results from the randomeffects model evidence the absence of a broad significant relationship, albeit with some slight
evidence of a negative relation, moderated by firm age and present in some specific sectors of
activity. Given the SMEs importance in the majority of countries, the results and implications of
this paper can be generalized to other economies.

Keywords: Financial performance; Gender diversity; SMEs; Agency theory; Stakeholder theory
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Introduction

In the last decades, Portugal witnessed an increasing participation of women in the labour
market, but women presence in firms’ leadership or top management teams increased slowly.
According to D&B (2020), in 2020, women occupy 26,7% of leadership roles in Portuguese
private firms and their presence in top management roles has increased in all sectors, but
particularly in retail and general services. Women occupy one third of the firm’s positions with
decision power, mainly in the areas of human resources and marketing, albeit representing 49%
of the labour force. Nevertheless, these numbers steadily increased in the last decade.
Comparatively with other OECD countries, Portugal is slightly above the average in terms of the
share of women managers and share of women seats on boards (OECD, 2020). Nevertheless,
the high women participation rates in the labour force imply that the country still has a way to
go.

The academic literature and the press both accompanied that evolution, increasingly discussing
the greater participation and presence of women in top management positions. For instance,
several countries implemented more or less mandatory quotas applied to quoted companies
but the situation in the Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) is less researched. Apart from the
benign characteristic of policies seeking to foster the advancement of women in business, it
stands apart the question of the sign of the relationship between gender on boards or in top
management teams and firm performance.

The specific case of women presence in senior management is part of the broader issue of
board diversity and its impact in firm performance. Traditionally, most researchers in
economics consider the board as a single entity, where the only heterogeneity considered is
whether directors are independent from managers (Adams et al., 2010). As highlighted by Rose
(2007), the composition of corporate boards is of

vital importance within corporate

governance, where the aim is to promote the interests’ alignment of managers and
stakeholders. According to Van der Walt and Ingley (2003, p. 219), “the concept of diversity
relates to board composition and the varied combination of attributes, characteristics and
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expertise contributed by individual board members in relation to board process and decision
making”. Diversity is valued and represents a strategic corporate issue (Campbell and MinguezVera, 2008). So, the question is if gender diversity is relevant, enhancing the board
competencies and promoting firm financial performance. This question is less studied in the
context of SMEs which form the majority of firms in any country.

The following section presents a literature review, ending with our main research question.
Section three presents the variables, the data and the methodology to be used. Section four
presents the empirical results and its discussion and the final section concludes the paper,
presenting its limitations and future research avenues.

Literature review

The effects of the presence of women in corporate financial outcomes can be analyzed
through the lens of two well-known theories: agency theory (Jensen and Meckling, 1976;
Aguilera et al., 2008) and stakeholder theory (Donaldson and Preston, 1995; Carter et al.,
2003).

On one hand, from an agency theory standpoint, where boards are considered to perform an
important monitoring role, it is expected a neutral effect of women presence on firm
performance. According to Tirole (2001), a good corporate governance structure should select
the most capable managers to lead the firm in its particular context. If board membership
choices or leadership positions in management selection are made according to gender rather
than economic considerations, that could result in poor leadership with negative
consequences in terms of firm performance. So, a priori, is impossible to tell whether
promoting greater female participation will improve or impair financial performance.
On the other hand, firms are open systems interdependent with a broad set of stakeholders
(e.g., shareholders, activists, politicians, consumers, etc.) that could exert pressure on firms to
appoint women as directors or senior managers. Stakeholder theory (Donaldson and Preston,
1995) provides a useful framework to study the relationship between gender and
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performance. According to this theory, a diversified and heterogeneous board of directors or
senior management team enhances creativity, judgement and the quality of decision-making.
Thus, the role of the board or senior management is not restricted to maximising shareholder
value but is also concerned with the other stakeholders’ interests, promoting more
sustainable global relationships. Institutional investors can compel firms to greater diversity
(Gillan and Starks, 2000). Related to this, firms with higher shareholder concentration are
under less pressure to promote board diversity (Kang et al., 2007). This resource dependence
theory views firms as operating in an open system and needing to exchange and acquire
certain resources in order to survive, creating a dependency between the firm and external
units (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978). According to these authors, organizations can accrue three
specific benefits from board linkages with the surrounding community: i) advice and counsel,
ii) legitimacy, and iii) channels for communicating information and for gaining preferential
access to commitments or support from important elements outside the firm. Eventually, the
higher diversity in the board of directors and senior management teams provides the firm the
human, social and relational capital necessary to enhance firm performance (Hillman and
Dalziel, 2003).

Considering that boards act as monitors and advisers of management, both agency and
resource dependence perspectives should be taken in consideration when studying the
possible relations between board diversity and firm performance (Adams and Ferreira, 2007).

The effect of board diversity on a firm’s performance depends heavily on ownership
configurations (Ben Amar et al., 2013). The relative strength of minority shareholders, family
ownership and the presence of institutional shareholders exert all pressure for the
appointment of women to the board (Nekhili and Gatfaoui, 2013). In Portugal, the civil law
system, characterized to inadequately protect minority shareholders (La Porta et al., 1999;
2002), promotes high ownership concentration that together with a prevalence of family firms
and institutional presence, could have conflicting effects on women presence in boards.
There are several arguments supporting a positive influence of a higher diversity in the board
of directors or senior management teams in firm performance (Carter at al., 2003; Rose, 2007).
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Internally, a higher diversification enhances creativity and innovation by firm members, taking
advantage of all the pool of skills, competencies and experiences available in the firm and giving
lower management levels an incentive to put more effort in their work, since they observe
opportunities to be promoted (Bilimoria, 2000; Fondas and Sassalos, 2000; Zelechowski and
Bilimoria, 2004; Petersen and Philpot, 2007; Anderson et al., 2011; Gul et al., 2011; Ali et al.,
2015; Opstrup and Villadsen, 2015; Perryman et al., 2016). Externally, a higher diversification
sends a positive signal to the firm’s stakeholders, such as suppliers, consumers and the entire
community, improving the firms’ image and reputation, linking it with important suppliers and
attracting well qualified job applicants (e.g., Bilimoria, 2000; Singh and Vinnicombe, 2004;
Kakabadse et al., 2015). Thus, gender diversity within boards or senior management teams
increases firm’s legitimacy in the view of the public, the media and the government, improving
its access to resources. However, in a highly diversified context, emotional conflicts between
directors or managers, decreased communication, entrenchment of opinions, individual or subgroups’ personal agendas and time-consuming process of decision-making could undermine
firm performance (Adams and Ferreira, 2007; Hillman et al., 2007; Ali et al., 2015). These
problems are even more important if the firm is operating in a highly competitive environment
where the ability to react quickly to market shocks is an important issue. Nevertheless, in this
paper we hypothesize that the benefits should outweigh the costs. The presence of women on
a board of directors or leading a firm is often seen as a good business decision because women
directors are hypothesized to increase firm value through their performance (Simpson et al.,
2010). If it is evidenced that women leaders provide an additional source of economic benefit
to firms, comparatively to men of equal qualifications, firms should be willing to hire and
promote women. This economic incentive would reinforce ethical and social pressure to give
equal opportunities to women. However, there is no a priori theoretical link leading to a direct
relation between gender and firm performance, with contributions to that link coming from
different fields (e.g., organizational behaviour or social psychology). For instance, Daily and
Dalton (2003) argue that women directors may have non-traditional backgrounds and provide
unique perspectives, experiences and work styles as compared to their male counterparts.
Other authors argue that women change the group dynamics of communication, interpersonal
interaction, and decision-making in a positive way, leading to more creative and innovative
decisions, with positive impacts on performance (McInerney-Lacombe et al., 2008).
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Although conceptual arguments support a positive link between female leadership and
performance, there are also reasons to expect either no relationship or even a negative
relationship. As argued by Simpson et al. (2010, p. 10), “(…) the effect of board gender diversity
on financial performance is contingent on the circumstances that exist for a particular company
at a specific time”. An important caveat pointed by Simpson et al. (2010), is that variables such
as board characteristics, shareholding structure and performance are largely endogenous, thus
creating estimation and interpretation problems (Adams et al., 2010). Also, Ferreira (2015, p.
108) is sceptical, arguing that “it is very hard to disentangle diversity effects from the effects of
other individual and group characteristics that correlate with measures of diversity”.
Additionally, as argued by Nekhili and Gatfaoui (2013), the presence of women may lead to
stronger conflicts within the board if they are appointed following mandatory quotas or
constrained by societal pressures rather than on the basis of their merit, skills and experience
(Campbell and Minguez-Vera, 2008; Adams and Ferreira, 2009; Ahern and Dittmar, 2012).
Several papers have sought to analyze the relationship between firm performance and gender
diversity in the boardroom. However, the results from these studies are mixed, with most
earlier papers focused on US data and large and listed firms.

In the context of US firms, Shrader et al. (1997) found a negative relation between the share of
women on boards and several financial indicators. On the contrary, several authors (e.g., Farrell
and Hersch, 2005; Kochan et al., 2003) found no evidence of a significant link, whereas Adler
(2001), Fenwick and Neal (2001), Carter et al. (2003), Erhardt et al. (2003), Welbourne et al.
(2007), Simpson et al. (2010), Groysberg and Bell (2013) and Opstrup and Villadsen (2015),
among others, evidenced a positive relationship between women presence in boards and firm
performance. In a review of the literature, Post and Byron (2015) evidenced that although the
relationship between female board representation and market performance is near zero the
relationship is positive in countries with greater gender parity (and negative in countries with
low gender parity).

In the European context the evidence is also mixed. Campbell and Minguez-Vera (2008) found
a positive effect of gender diversity on firm value for quoted Spanish firms, but Du Rietz and
Henrekson (2000), Smith et al. (2006) and Randøy et al. (2006) evidenced the absence of a
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significant relationship for, respectively, Sweden, Denmark and a sample of Scandinavian
countries. Rose (2007) also found no significant relations on a sample of Danish quoted firms.
Parrotta and Smith (2013), also employing Danish data, evidenced a negative association
between female CEO and firm’s risk attitudes, which is consistent with the theoretical
assumption according to which women typically are more risk averse than men and put more
efforts in monitoring firm activities. Arun et al. (2015) concluded that in the UK women
presence in boards is associated to lower earnings, suggesting that women have a more
conservative financial management. Lückerath-Rovers (2013) analysed the financial
performance of 99 Dutch quoted firms with and without women in their boards of directors.
Applying the Catalyst and McKinsey methods she concluded that women presence in the board
enhances performance. Using a sample of non-financial Spanish SMEs for 2003-2008, MartínUgedo and Minguez-Vera (2014), found that the probability of women on the board increases
with firm performance and family ownership, but decreases with corporate ownership and firm
risk. The authors also found a positive effect of the presence of women board members on firm
performance, thus confirming that the presence of women is positive for economic reasons.
Boubaker et al. (2014) in a study for French firms in the period 2009-2011 evidenced a negative
effect between women’s percentage in boards and firm performance. These authors suggested
that the negative effect could be explained by the women’s higher risk aversion. On the
contrary and more recently Nekhili et al. (2018), with a sample of French firms argued that
women CEOs perform better in non-family firms.

Earlier evidence suggests that women are typically confronted by an invisible barrier preventing
their rise into leadership ranks, the glass ceiling effect (Morrison, et al., 1987). Nevertheless,
the last couple of decades witnessed remarkable examples of women breaking through that
glass ceiling, with an increased female participation in senior management positions. The glass
cliff effect coined by Ryan and Haslam (2005) means that women are likely to be placed in
positions of leadership in problematic circumstances of general financial downturn and
downturn in firm performance. So, this organizational context makes it harder for women to
perform and be perceived to perform effectively, which could be a possible explanation for the
negative link between gender diversity at the board and firm performance (Bruckmüller et al.,
2014).
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Nevertheless, several empirical studies do not support that hypothesis (Farrell and Hersch,
2005; Ryan and Haslam, 2006; Adams et al., 2009; Pacheco et al., 2020).

In sum, according to Adams and Ferreira (2009) and Adams et al. (2010), the impact of board
diversity on performance is likely to be heterogeneous, with some firms benefiting from more
diversity while others do not. Although the different studies indicate mixed results, in part due
to different estimation methods, countries, types of firms and periods studied, this should not
diminish the validity of the majority view that gender diversity in the boardroom is beneficial
to shareholder or firm value.

Considering the literature review made above, we can now present our main research question:
Do SMEs where the president of the board of directors or the leader of the management team
is a woman present higher levels of financial performance?
Additionally, using a set of control variables it is also tested the potentially moderating role of
some firm characteristics in influencing the gender-performance relationship and possible
differences between industrial sectors.

Variables, data and methodology

Variables
Regarding performance, previous papers used a broad range of performance measures, from
firm value (e.g., Tobin’s q: Carter et al., 2003; Adams and Ferreira, 2009; Nekhili et al., 2018),
to accounting measures (e.g., ROA or ROI: Erhardt et al., 2003; Martín-Ugedo and MinguezVera, 2014) as well as internationalization measures (Pergelova et al., 2018; Idris and Saridakis,
2020). Due to data availability, this paper uses the ratio EBIT to total assets (REBIT), easily
available from financial statements and generally considered as a key performance indicator.
Alternative measures such as ROA or the ratio between EBITDA and total assets (REBITDA) will
also be tested.
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Prior studies measured the variable gender in different ways: a dummy variable, indicating the
presence of at least one woman on the board or that the board is led by a woman; women’s
proportion on the board; or index measures of gender diversity (e.g., Blau or Shannon
indexes). Albeit diversity indexes are more suitable measurements of diversity than a dummy
variable indicating the presence or women’s proportion on the board, given the availability of
data, the present paper uses a dummy variable. So, when the firm is led by a woman the
dummy variable (WL) assumes the value of 1. Additionally, for the cases where also exists a
board of directors, it will be used another dummy variable considering the gender of the firm’s
president of the board (WP).

Focusing on the links between gender diversity and financial performance, we need to
consider potential disturbing factors, which could affect the quality or strength of such
relation. Such factors are usually introduced as control variables, which may affect
performance: these variables are firm leverage, size, age and export orientation. It is explored
the potential moderating role of those firm characteristics in influencing the genderperformance relationship, because specific characteristics could affect the “gender bias”
(Arzubiaga et al., 2018).

Leverage (LEV), computed as the ratio between total liabilities and total assets, is expected to
have a negative impact in financial performance (Pacheco, 2020). It is also tested if
indebtedness moderates the relation between gender and financial performance. Firm size
(SIZ), computed as the log of total assets, is also included as a control variable and it is expected
a negative sign. Size is also tested as a moderating variable. Larger and more visible
organizations are likely to be under the most scrutiny, feeling more pressured to conform to
societal expectations and thus increase female representation in their senior management
(Hillman et al., 2007; Terjesen and Singh, 2008). So, it is tested if firm size positively moderates
the relationship between gender and financial performance. Firm age (AGE) and export
orientation (EXP) are included to counter potential moderating effects (e.g., inertia). The impact
of age on profitability tends to be an empirical question (Coad et al., 2013; Capasso et al., 2015),
but we expect that age has a negative influence and moderates the gender-performance
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relationship. Empirical studies with SMEs evidence a general positive relationship between
exports and profitability, albeit with the possibility of a “liability of foreignness” at earlier stages
of the internationalisation process (e.g., Hsu et al., 2013).
Finally, variables measuring the number of shareholders (NS) and the number of
managers/directors (NM) will also be tested, being expected negative relations with financial
performance due to lower agency costs (Andres, 2008).

Because our data spans the period 2010-2019, we also include dummy variables to control for
year fixed effects. Additionally, the nature of an industry is also likely to affect the relationship
between gender and financial performance. There is a higher proportion of women managers
in service sectors (e.g., retailing and banking) than in more industrial sectors (e.g.,
manufacturing or information technology) and even within the manufacturing sector there
could exist significant differences between industries (Brammer et al., 2007; Hillman et al.,
2007; Ferreira, 2010). Firms operating in certain industries face different kinds of pressure from
stakeholders. For instance, industries with a large female employment base (e.g., textile and
wearing) should benefit from a large pool of resources, with positive impacts on performance.
Thus, the firm’s industrial sector can moderate the relationship between gender and financial
performance.

Data
After the identification of the hypotheses to be tested as well as the dependent and
independent variables, it is necessary to describe the data collection process for the sample
characterization over which our empirical study will be made. Our objective is to analyse a
sample of Portuguese industrial SMEs pertaining to 22 industrial sectors, obtained from SABI, a
financial database powered by Bureau van Dijk. In preparing the data, firstly, firms with less
than 10 employees were excluded. Secondly, in order to obtain a robust sample, only firms with
complete data and positive debt ratios or assets greater than liabilities were included. Thirdly,
in order to eliminate outliers, observations below (and above) the 1st (and 99th) percentile were
winsorized. After applying all the above criteria, the data used in this study consists of a
balanced panel data of 4.806 firms, observed in the 10-year period between 2010 and 2019.
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Table 1 presents a detailed description of our sample. The sample accounts for a turnover over
18,5 billion Euros and total assets over 22 billion Euros in 2019. The sample presents 585
medium firms (12,2%) and all relevant sectors are represented. Table 1 allows to ascertain that
there are relevant differences between sectors for some of the considered variables. As can be
observed in Table 1, around 35% of firms are led by a woman, with relevant differences
between sectors. For instance, there is a higher percentage of firms led by a woman in those
sectors characterized by larger firms (e.g., sectors 17, 21 and 30). Table 1 presents values for
2019, but dividing our sample in two sub-periods (2010-2014 vs. 2015-2019), respectively
associated with a period of negative economic growth versus a period with positive growth, we
clearly see that in the second period firms present higher profitability (6,1% vs. 5,4%), lower
debt (53,1% vs. 53,8%) and export more (34,2% vs. 29,8%).
Table 1 – Distribution of the sample by industry classifications

Industry Classification (CAE)

Nr. of
Firms

Profitab.
(%)

Total
Debt
(%)

Average
sales
(th€)

Average
age

Export
to
Sales
ratio
(%)

% of
firms
led by a
woman

Beverages and tobacco (11/12)

134

3,7%

50,1%

4.812

36

28,3%

40,3%

Textiles (13)

311

3,8%

51,5%

4.706

32

32,4%

40,8%

Wearing apparel (14)

456

4,1%

53,9%

3.940

29

62,4%

44,3%

Leather and related products (15)

353

3,4%

52,4%

3.766

30

52,6%

31,4%

Wood and of products of wood and cork
(16)

310

5,3%

43,6%

3.023

28

22,6%

24,1%

104

4,5%

54,9%

7.016

32

15,7%

49,0%

195

3,2%

54,4%

1.976

33

4,3%

29,7%

135

6,9%

48,2%

6.828

35

18,0%

47,0%

22

2,6%

58,7%

14.114

42

21,5%

68,2%

Rubber and plastic products (22)

307

6,1%

50,2%

5.397

30

22,8%

37,5%

Other non-metallic mineral products (23)

441

6,1%

48,6%

3.217

32

31,5%

37,2%

55

7,1%

49,4%

7.092

33

31,0%

38,2%

978

5,8%

51,8%

2.973

29

27,6%

30,3%

28

8,5%

40,7%

5.264

24

38,7%

39,3%

Paper and paper products (17)
Printing and reproduction of recorded
media (18)
Refined petroleum, chemicals and manmade fibers (19/20)
Pharmaceutical products (21)

Basic metals (24)
Fabricated metal products (25)
Computer, communication and electronic
equip. (26)
Electrical equipment (27)

110

6,6%

45,5%

4.030

32

28,4%

39,1%

Machinery and equipment (28)

271

7,1%

47,6%

4.160

32

34,2%

36,9%

87

5,6%

49,4%

5.028

30

37,8%

32,2%

Motor vehicles, trailers and parts (29)
Other transport equipment (30)

25

5,6%

48,9%

8.358

37

47,3%

56,0%

Furniture (31)

353

5,0%

55,5%

2.290

27

29,8%

27,2%

Other manufacturing activities (32)

131

5,5%

48,0%

2.579

29

23,2%

38,9%

4.806

5,3%

51,2%

3.855

31

32,3%

35,5%

All industries

Notes: Values for 2019. Sectors 11/12 and 19/20 are aggregated since the sample only comprises a very small
number of firms in sectors 12 and 19. Profitability = EBIT/Total assets; Total debt = Total liabilities/Total assets.
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Methodology

In order to attain our research objective, we apply a panel data methodology, which presents
several advantages, namely better effects’ detection and measurement, minimization in
sample bias and control of individual heterogeneity (Gujarati and Porter, 2010). Panel data can
be estimated trough three different regression models: Pooled Ordinary Least Squares (POLS),
Fixed Effects Model (FEM) and Random Effects Model (REM). Applying the Breusch-Pagan and
Hausman tests to choose the most appropriate regression technique, the Breusch-Pagan test
leads to the rejection of the null hypothesis (LM = 20368,7; p-value = 0), indicating that REM is
more appropriate than POLS and the Hausman test leads to the acceptance of the null
hypothesis that REM is preferable to FEM (H = 1070,22, p-value = 0). The REM is estimated with
robust standard errors (Arellano, 2003), which correct for residual heteroscedasticty issues and
with year-dummies.
According to Baltagi (2005) and King and Santor (2008), a REM specification is more convenient
than FEM when the number of cross-section units (4.806 firms) is greater than the length of
time period (10 years), the sample does not cover the whole population, and a time-invariant
variable like women leadership is used. All these conditions are valid here.
Notice that, endogeneity issues could arise in random effects estimates. Considering that we
do not possess valid instruments in the data set to deal with the potential endogeneity of our
variables of interest, we prefer to apply a random effects approach since it is well known that
the choice of less valid instruments can lead to any kind of results (Ferreira, 2010). The random
effects results do not establish the direction of causality. However, in the present paper we
cope with potential endogeneity issues performing alternative regressions in order to evidence
the robustness of our results.
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Results

Descriptive statistics

Before estimating the different models, we present in Table 2 some descriptive statistics and
the correlation matrix of the variables. The sample’s mean values for the different variables,
differentiating between the two kinds of firms are presented, together with the results of a test
for differences in mean values between the two sub- samples. This test evidence significant
differences between woman led and non- woman led firms, with the latter being smaller,
younger, less export-oriented and displaying higher levels of indebtedness.

Table 2 – Descriptive statistics and correlation matrix
Woman
led
firms

Nonwoman
led
firms

Mean
differ.
(t-test)

5,6%

5,7%

0,55

WL

…

…

WP

10,4%

13,7%

LEV

50,5%

51,5%

SIZ

8,1

7,6

AGE

3,4

3,3

EXP

35,2%

30,7%

NS

2,6

2,6

NM

4,9

3,4

REBIT

…
-1,30
(***)
1,53
(*)
-13,64
(***)
-7,65
(***)
-4,19
(***)
-1,13
-18,19
(***)

WL

WP

LEV

SIZ

AGE

EXP

NS

NM

-0,013
(***)
1

0,015

-0,279
(***)
-0,024
(***)
-0,078
(***)
1

0,053
(***)
0,209
(***)
-0,017
(***)
-0,096
(***)
1

-0,130
(***)
0,101
(***)
0,055
(***)
-0,221
(***)
0,325
(***)
1

0,063
(***)
0,058
(***)
0,021
(**)
0,030
(***)
0,055
(***)
0,285
(***)
1

-0,098
(***)
0,016
(***)
-0,034
(***)
0,044
(***)
0,206
(***)
0,077
(***)
0,013
(***)
1

-0,023
(***)
0,275
(***)
-0,056
(***)
-0,125
(***)
0,333
(***)
0,557
(****)
0,162
(***)
0,276
(***)
1

-0,045
1

Notes: First three columns computed with 2019 values. REBIT = EBIT/Total assets; WL = dummy variable assuming
the value of 1 if the firm is led by a woman; WP = dummy variable assuming the value of 1 if the firm’s president (if
existent) is a woman; LEV = Total liabilities/Total assets; AGE = log of firm’s age; SIZ = log of Total assets; EXP =
Exports/Total sales; NS = Number of registered shareholders; NM = Number of directors. * p < 0,10; ** p < 0,05;
*** p < 0,01.

Table 2 also presents the coefficients of correlation of the variables used in the model.
Problems of correlations between variables that could affect the validity of the econometric
results due to multicollinearity are negligible since only in one case it is above 50%. Since the
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variable NM is going to be used only occasionally, the problem of collinearity between
explanatory variables will not be particularly relevant.

Econometric results
Table 3 presents the results for the REM with year-dummies, where it is analyzed the influence
of gender, plus the set of control variables, on firm performance.

Table 3 – Random Effects Model results

C

I
0,135
(***)

WL

II
0,135
(***)

III
0,124
(***)

IV
0,140
(***)

-0,003 (*)

V
0,060
(***)
-0,002

VI
0,059
(***)

VII
0,020
(***)
-0,001

VIII
0,066
(***)
-0,004
(**)
-0,127
(***)
0,016
(***)
-0,031
(***)
0,007
(***)
-0,002
(***)
-0,004
(***)
14,0%

-0,001

WP
-0,134
(***)
0,014
(***)
-0,030
(***)
0,010
(***)
-0,000

-0,134
(***)
0,014
(***)
-0,030
(***)
0,010
(***)
-0,000

-0,131
(***)
0,013
(***)
-0,027
(***)
0,010
(***)
-0,000

-0,136
(***)
0,015
(***)
-0,032
(***)
0,009
(***)
-0,000

-0,128
(***)
0,018
(***)
-0,020
(***)
0,005

-0,128
(***)
0,018
(***)
-0,020
(***)
0,005

-0,000

-0,000

NM

-0,003
(***)

-0,003
(***)

-0,003
(***)

-0,004
(***)

-0,002
(***)

-0,002
(***)

-0,110
(***)
0,013
(***)
-0,022
(***)
0,008
(***)
0,001
(**)
-0,003
(***)

Overall R2

13,7%

13,7%

13,1%

14,1%

14,1%

14,1%

15,6%

LEV
SIZ
AGE
EXP
NS

Notes: Dependent variable: REBIT (except models VII and VIII, where it is, respectively, ROA and REBITDA).
Standard-deviations presented in brackets. * p<0,10; ** p<0,05; *** p<0,01.

Models I and II use the complete sample; Models III and IV consider, respectively, the subsamples with woman-led (n = 1.705) and non-woman led firms (n = 3.101); Models V and VI
consider only the sub-sample of firms with a board of directors (n = 933) and Models VII and VII
use as dependent variables, respectively, ROA and REBITDA.
The results evidence the absence of a relation between gender and profitability, with all control
variables presenting significant results and the expected signs (with the exception of the
variable NS). Models II and VIII even evidence a slightly significant negative relation between
gender and profitability, thus giving a negative answer to our main research question.
Nevertheless, in sum, it seems that gender has a neutral effect on financial performance, a
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result consistent with several previous papers (e.g., Randøy et al., 2006; Rose, 2007, among
others). Given the intermediate position occupied by Portugal in terms of gender parity and its
high women participation rate in the labour force, our results partially conform with the
argument by Post and Byron (2015). According to these authors, the relationship between
female board representation and performance is negative in countries with lower gender
parity.

Regarding the control variables, leverage, size and age evidence always a significant impact in
profitability, displaying the expected signs. Larger, younger and less leveraged firms tend to
present higher levels of financial profitability, confirming previous results found in the literature
(e.g,, López-Garcia and Aybar-Arias, 2000; Pacheco et al., 2020).
A final word for the significant negative impact of the number of managers/directors,
evidencing the potential negative effects on performance of lower coordination and alignment
of interests associated with larger management teams.

Results for different firms’ size, age, economic period and possible moderating effects

In this section we discuss how sensitive our results are to some robustness checks. Firm size
and age are usually confirmed as important determinants of financial performance. In order to
study age differences, the original sample is divided in young vs. old firms, respectively, firms
incorporated after 2000 or before that. Regarding size, larger firms, here associated with the
“medium firm” criteria, are firms with total assets above 10M€ in 2019. Additionally, since the
period under analysis is characterised by strong differences in terms of economic growth, we
divide our sample in two distinct periods. The “recession years” span the period 2010-2014,
with Portugal evidencing an average negative rate of growth in the period, whereas the “growth
years” (2015-2019) are broadly characterised by a robust recovery of the economy. The
estimation results are presented in the left-hand panel of Table 4. As can be seen, the negative
impact of leverage on profitability is stronger in younger and larger firms, whereas the fact of
the firm being led by a woman continues to be rather irrelevant. Distinguishing between time
periods also evidences that the macroeconomic context surrounding firms is not relevant for
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the gender-performance relationship. It was also tested a dummy variable assuming the value
of 1 for the period 2010-2014, being obtained a significant coefficient (results not presented).
The right-hand panel in Table 4 presents the results for the interaction variables in order to test
whether the effects of debt, size, age or internationalization are additive or not to the genderperformance relationship. Apart from age, moderating effects seem to be absent. Regarding
firm age, the variable WL is significantly negative but the interaction variable is significantly
positive, evidencing that the age of the firm has an incremental role on the negative
relationship between female leadership and profitability.

Table 4 – Random Effects Model results: sub-samples of firms and moderating effects

C
WL
LEV
SIZ
AGE
EXP
NM

Young
firms
0,167
(***)
-0,005

Old
firms
0,129
(***)
-0,002

Medium
firms
0,155
(***)
0,001

-0,170
(***)
0,009
(***)
-0,022
(***)
0,006
(*)
-0,004
(***)

-0,124
(***)
0,016
(***)
-0,034
(***)
0,010
(***)
-0,003
(***)

-0,154
(***)
0,010
(***)
-0,021
(***)
0,011
(**)
-0,003
(***)

Small
firms
0,133
(***)
-0,003
(*)
-0,131
(***)
0,015
(***)
-0,032
(***)
0,009
(***)
-0,003
(***)

Recession
years
0,156
(***)
-0,002

Growth
years
0,180
(***)
-0,001

-0,130
(***)
0,009
(***)
-0,032
(***)
0,009
(***)
-0,002
(***)

-0,145
(***)
0,011
(***)
-0,038
(***)
0,011
(***)
-0,002
(***)

LEV x WL

Moderating effects
0,136
(***)
-0,005

0,136
(***)
-0,004

-0,136
(***)
0,014
(***)
-0,030
(***)
0,010
(***)
-0,003
(***)
0,006

-0,134
(***)
0,014
(***)
-0,030
(***)
0,010
(***)
-0,003
(***)

0,141
(***)
-0,019
(**)
-0,134
(***)
0,014
(***)
-0,032
(***)
0,010
(***)
-0,003
(***)

0,000

SIZ x WL

0,005
(***)

AGE x WL

0,002

EXP x WL
Overall R2

0,135
(***)
-0,003
(*)
-0,134
(***)
0,014
(***)
-0,030
(***)
0,009
(***)
-0,003
(***)

17,1%

12,5%

18,6%

12,9%

12,3%

14,6%

13,7%

13,7%

13,7%

13,7%

Notes: Dependent variable: REBIT. Young firms are firms incorporated after 2000 (n = 1.282); Old firms (n
= 3.524); Medium firms are firms with total assets higher than 10M€ in 2019 (n = 585); Small firms (n = 4.221);
“Recession years” are 2010-2014 and “Growth years” are 2015-2019. Standard-deviations presented in brackets.
* p<0,10; ** p<0,05; *** p<0,01.
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Results for the different sectors of activity

Some prior studies show industry to be a significant determinant of performance, so that we
repeat the analysis distinguishing between sectors of activity. Table 5 presents the results
estimated trough a Random Effects Model (REM) with year dummies.
As evidenced by Table 5, the coefficient of the variable WL is mostly negative but rarely
significant (exceptions are sectors 13, 27 and 28). These three sectors are characterized by
above-average percentages of woman-led firms and slightly older firms. Nevertheless, these
results evidence the neutrality among sectors of the gender- performance relationship.

Table 5 – Regression (Random Effects Model) for the different manufacturing sectors

14
0,089
(***)
0,000

15
0,117
(***)
-0,004

16
0,134
(***)
-0,006

17
0,133
(***)
-0,002

18
0,194
(***)
-0,009

19/20
0,085
(**)
0,009

21
0,032
0,000

22
0,173
(***)
-0,008

-0,072
(***)
0,009
(**)
-0,022
(***)
-0,002

13
0,162
(***)
-0,016
(***)
-0,133
(***)
0,007
(***)
-0,030
(***)
0,012

-0,164
(***)
0,024
(***)
-0,045
(***)
0,006

-0,179
(***)
0,018
(***)
-0,035
(***)
0,004

-0,118
(***)
0,012
(***)
-0,027
(***)
0,008

-0,124
(***)
0,011
(***)
-0,026
(***)
-0,004

-0,091
(***)
0,006
(**)
-0,037
(***)
0,032
(**)

-0,117
(***)
0,013
(***)
-0,019
(**)
0,051
(***)

-0,089
(***)
0,013
(***)
-0,019
(**)
0,007

-0,136
(***)
0,009
(***)
-0,027
(***)
0,004

Overall R2

14,2%

13,3%

15,2%

18,3%

13,1%

17,2%

18,0%

13,9%

13,8%

18,6%

C

23
0,147
(***)
-0,002

24
0,186
(***)
-0,014

25
0,172
(***)
-0,003

26
0,134
(**)
0,022

30
0,177
(*)
0,030

31
0,162
(***)
-0,003

32
0,251
(***)
-0,000

-0,091
(***)
0,010

-0,126
(***)
0,010

-0,142
(***)
0,010
(*)
-0,018

-0,216
(**)
0,019

-0,013

-0,135
(***)
0,008
(***)
-0,032
(***)
0,012
(**)

-0,147
(***)
0,005

-0,039
(***)
0,037

-0,134
(***)
0,010
(***)
-0,035
(***)
-0,001

28
0,155
(***)
-0,018
(***)
-0,132
(***)
0,015
(***)
-0,037
(***)
0,015
(*)

29
0,128
(***)
-0,016

-0,094
(***)
0,009
(***)
-0,028
(***)
0,016
(***)

27
0,106
(***)
-0,026
(***)
-0,131
(***)
0,019
(***)
-0,030
(***)
-0,010

14,7%

15,3%

12,4%

12,5%

16,3%

C
WL
LEV
SIZ
AGE
EXP

WL
LEV
SIZ
AGE
EXP
OverallR2

CAE 11/12
0,086
(***)
-0,007

15,5%

-0,022

0,007

-0,053
(***)
-0,037

17,5%

12,8%

17,7%

-0,051
(***)
-0,003
17,8%

Notes: Standard-deviations presented in brackets. * p<0,10; ** p<0,05; *** p<0,01.
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Conclusion

The present paper studied the link between women leadership and firm financial performance,
departing from the assumption that gender is a significant variable for the success of the firm.
Nevertheless, it is evidenced that women leadership does not influence Portuguese SMEs’
performance, thus not accepting our main hypothesis. Possibly, some of the different results
found in this paper can be explained by the fact that a large number of previous papers focused
on large and listed firms and used different proxies for performance and gender. So, our results
do not tend to justify current policies implemented in some countries, although directed to
large and quoted firms, trying to promote the advancement of women in business. Additionally,
these results give support to the agency theory perspective, that considers a neutral effect of
gender on performance. Probably due to SMEs’ lower visibility and sensitivity to community
pressure, the stakeholder theory does not seem to be present here.
Our results should be considered with caution. The main reasons why gender does not seem to
influence firm performance are certainly related to SMEs’ particularities and the quantitative
nature of the present study. An implication from our findings is therefore that more research is
needed in order to further exploit that relationship. Case studies could reveal more insights into
the nature of the decision process in small and medium firms’ corporate boards. Quantitative
studies may fail in capturing board members interpersonal relations, as well the complex nature
of the decision process. As argued by Ferreira (2015), when discussing policies that promote
women in business, it is better to focus on potential benefits to society that go far beyond
narrow measures of firm profitability. Women presence could be irrelevant for profitability,
since it does not provide significant economic benefits, albeit continues to be an ethical
imperative.
Regarding future developments, and besides the development of case studies about the effects
of gender related variables on firm profitability and other performance related variables, an
interesting research could be to cross firm level data with the legislation on gender equality, in
order to observe the magnitude of the response given by firms. Additionally, given the high
percentage of SMEs that are family firms, it would be interesting to study the interaction of
family related variables with the gender- performance relationship.
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This paper represents one more step towards a deeper understanding of how women in top
managerial positions effectively can affect firm performance. If future studies confirm the link
between CEO gender and SMEs’ profitability that could have relevant consequences in terms
of policy recommendations for those firms, providing further support for governmental policies
or recommendations aimed at favouring gender equality among firms’ top management teams.
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Abstract
There is widespread agreement that knowledge has become a primary source of production and
economic development. However, this construct remains "confined" by a restricted group of
industries and firms. Knowledge is incomplete and unequally distributed in society.
This study pursues a normative approach to the knowledge economy, bridging the
unprecedented disruptions caused by the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak and a more global and uniform
knowledge spread. Its goal is to demonstrate that knowledge is a social vehicle in which technical
indivisibilities in production and risk exposure necessitate collaboration between businesses and
governments.
The paper argues that the dynamics of digital transformation from the Covid lockdown should
be leveraged to include more winners in the knowledge economy. This will require increased
collaboration between businesses and their stakeholders to attain scale, as well as the creation
of a funding structure provided by the government when private financiers are unable to manage
the risk involved in the development of intangible assets, and the establishment of a corporate
governance system that supports knowledge transfer between winners and the rest of
community.

Keywords: Knowledge Economy; Covid-19; Cooperation; Corporate Governance; Financing
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Introduction

One of the most debated economic issues of our time is inequality. According to Stiglitz (2012)
and Piketty (2015) the rich have, over the past few decades, been getting richer, and the poor
poorer. Inequalities between generations, between various areas, and between elites and
people who feel alienated by modern society have all become more prominent.

Scholars have come up with a number of theories to explain the growth in inequality. The rise of
contemporary technology, the rise of globalization, and the underlying tendency for money to
accumulate are three of the most notable. This set of causes must also include the knowledge
economy that is still confined to a small circle. “It has not spread widely in the economy; it
remains restricted to insular vanguards of production in the control of an entrepreneurial and
technological elite. And it therefore fails to reveal its full potential” (Unger, 2019, p. 6).

As unsurprising as that axiom may appear, it has significant implications for the economy in
general and company structure in particular. However, as a result of the developments that took
place during the pandemic crisis' lockdown, everything could change significantly. This study
looks at the influence of firms' and governments' responses to the economic crisis caused by the
Covid-19 outbreak, focusing on speeding up production digitalization and business model
changes, which are seen as crucial potential for the effective spread of a knowledge economy.
The Covid-19 crisis has accelerated current tendencies in the digitalization of business models.
Without a clear plan, many companies were forced to develop new capabilities in order to
respond quickly to remote operations, such as launching new goods in a matter of days and
maintaining virtual connections with customers.

But now the question is: will the post-Covid-19 crisis deepen the divide between people at the
top and bottom of the economic development power curve? Or will it have the opposite effect,
acting as an equalizer of possibilities in terms of knowledge dispersion across economic agents?
This paper argues that, along with the faster pace of change and the threads separating the
winners and losers in the global corporate-performance race, there is a once-in-a-lifetime chance
to unlock major strategic movements to (finally) globalize knowledge as a crucial factor of
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economic growth. So, this study isn't about how to pursue significant strategic adjustments
consistently across the economic cycle to improve the prospects of outperforming peers, or on
the organizational inertia that often prevents these huge shifts from being realized; this analysis
aims to show that the economic growth gap between top corporate performers and everyone
else does not have to be enlarged considerably, as was the case during the global financial crisis,
by a massive reshuffling of corporations along the power curve, but now not only in the
electronics, energy, and financial-services sectors.

Financial investors are being cursed for extreme income inequalities and economic instability.
As a result, internationally, corporate governance rules of best practices mirror OECD (2015)
guidelines on board independence and diversity, and large companies gradually adapt governing
structures and strategies to achieve broader economic objectives. The World Economic Forum
preaches a shift from the dominant shareholder value maximisation to responsible capitalism,
fostering the theme of ‘purpose’ as to motivate stakeholders around a common and more
equally goal. Do that is looking for knowledge economy as a social vehicle, whose more
egalitarian expansion requires cooperation with stakeholders and public funding to overcome
market gaps.

The nature of knowledge

Non-rival and non-excludable

Knowledge is not novel to economic theory. Marshall (1890) and Veblen (1906), for example,
were early economic pioneers who emphasized the value of information for economic evolution
and competitiveness. As Marshall (1890) states, very clearly, our most powerful engine of
production is knowledge; it allows us to tame nature and force her to fulfil our desires.
Knowledge is aided by organization.

After that, the neoclassical theory, which was more concerned with equilibrium than with
change, seemed to have forgotten about the subject. Solow (1956) recovered the construct, yet
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knowledge remained external to growth models. It wasn't until Romer (1990, 1994) that
knowledge was included as a factor in growth theories. The economics of knowledge,
endogenous growth theory, and other methods have focused on innovation processes and the
economic preconditions, attributes, and impacts of knowledge. New knowledge allows for more
realistic evaluations of situations, changes in production functions, increased productivity, and
the replacement of old technology with newer, better performing ones.

But, first and foremost, what is knowledge? The term "knowledge economy" does not have a
single definition or clear idea. Knowledge-based economies are those that are directly based on
the creation, dissemination, and use of knowledge and information, according to the OECD
(2005). In the framework of the integration of new knowledge at each level of the production
process, the essential factors of the knowledge economy include a higher ratio of the economy's
dependency on intellectual capacities than on physical inputs or natural resources (Powell &
Snellman, 2004).

As an economic category, the knowledge economy has its own traits and typologies, as well as
peculiarities in terms of its mode of production, diffusion and transformation into innovation,
and involvement in economic growth dynamics and spatial organization. The knowledge
economy examines and debates the institutions, technology, and social rules that can assist the
creation and use of knowledge, based on the realization that, due to the unique qualities of
knowledge, the traditional mechanisms for allocating resources utilized in the world of tangible
goods do not operate well enough to optimize knowledge spread.

Arrow (1969) considered that knowledge had, in economic terms, three characteristics that
would distinguish it from other goods:
•

Indivisible: to be usable, a minimum size is required. Because the fixed costs required in
attaining a certain knowledge are regarded constant costs, they do not vary with the level
of their use, which means the more use some knowledge has, the lower its unit cost
(knowledge creates growing returns).

•

Inappropriate: whoever created it is unable to appropriate a proportion of the market value
that it allows to be generated.
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•

Highly uncertain economic value, given that the economic success resulting from its
production and application is inherently uncertain. This means that if it doesn't yield results,
the knowledge investment is "wasted."

Later, with the identification of three fundamental economic aspects of knowledge, Romer
(1990) refined the Arrow list:
•

Non-rival good: it is not consumed in use and is susceptible to simultaneous use by multiple
users, being able to be replicated without a previously defined limit; a non-rival good can
thus be anything whose content may be replicated. Non- rivalness gives rise to positive
externalities, yielding additional benefits to society beyond those accruing to the investing
firm.

•

Non-excludable: a concept that comes close to being partially Arrow’s inappropriate
characteristic. The firm investing in the creation of new knowledge may not be able to
prevent others from using it, nor can it be sure to get compensated by the firms that use
this knowledge.

•

Cumulative: makes it feasible to distinguish between knowledge as capital – that is, as a
means to carry out an action and accomplish a result (which we might call know-how) – and
knowledge as an intellectual input, which allows the production of new knowledge and so
broadens the range of possible future actions.

Knowledge has the features of a pure public good to the extent that it is both non-rival and nonexcludable. If knowledge with these features is to be developed at all, it may need to be
supported by the government. This is true of a lot of basic scientific research carried out in
universities.

However, not all knowledge is a public good, and the private sector does invest heavily in
research and development. The reason behind this is that a significant amount of knowledge is
at least partially excluded. Other firms may find it difficult or expensive to obtain second-hand
knowledge, for example, due to confidentiality or the high cost of learning. Some knowledge is
tacit, meaning it is ingrained in the minds of individual researchers or the organizational
structure of an investment firm. As a result, even if the investing corporation is able to capture
at least some of the earnings from its discoveries, some unpaid knowledge remains.
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Cowan et al. (1999) suggested a knowledge taxonomy based on the discovery of a matrix that
distinguishes between codified and uncoded information on the one hand, and manifest,
alluded, and latent knowledge on the other. Articulated knowledge (and therefore codified) is
the case in which knowledge is condensed and is recognized as such by the group that "works"
it; it can be said that in this case there is a codebook that is used as a central piece in the
processes of creating and applying knowledge. Non-articulated knowledge it is the case that the
existing knowledge is not explicitly referred to as such in the exercise of cognitive activities by
the groups that exercise them.

The divisions between codified and tacit knowledge, or explicit and implicit knowledge, are often
used, yet they are both problematic and inadequate. According to Fujita et al. (1999), Maskell
and Malmberg (1999), the more codified or public the knowledge involved, the more mobile it
is, and once codified, that knowledge is practically instantly available to all enterprises at zero
cost regardless of their location. Making high-quality knowledge widely available and accessible
does not guarantee that it will be understood and accepted. Only one side of the coin concerns
the quality and accuracy of knowledge codification. The cognitive capacities, interests,
motivation, attention, emotions, and prejudices of potential recipients of information, as well as
the milieu in which they are embedded, are on the opposite side.

Knowledge, due to its own characteristics, generates a set of externalities, from which society as
a whole can benefit, making it difficult for those who produce this knowledge to appropriate all
the economic fruits of their effort; these externalities are distinct according to the model of
knowledge production of the type R&D or learning by doing. Knowledge's externalities enable it
to contribute to increasing returns, so counteracting the tendency of other elements of
production to generate falling returns.
The accumulation of knowledge is a key factor in the growth of economies.
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Confined knowledge economy

Because knowledge spillovers benefit the economy as a whole, stopping them outright would be
detrimental. It's easy to ignore the reality that the knowledge economy is still "limited" to a few
industrial and service clusters, and is almost always linked to production processes based on
cutting-edge technology and information technology.

Today, the industries that supply the instruments for scientific advancement, such as those
linked with information and telecommunications, as well as those involved with health and life
sciences, are where the most intensive knowledge and technology activity is concentrated. The
externalities make knowledge creation and dissemination aware of agglomeration effects,
resulting in the concentration of "knowledge-based" activities in a small number of locations
around the world.

The proximity of centres that produce knowledge, the weight of tacit knowledge in the
generation of technological innovation, the existence of an extensive and diversified pole of
qualified human resources that “circulate” between companies, the existence of financial
intermediaries that explore the risk inherent in the uncertainty in the results of R&D activities,
are just as many key factors for knowledge-based activities to cluster.

However, unlike previously advanced production methods, the knowledge economy has no
inherent ties to any specific industry. Its ability to manufacture goods and services at nearly any
scale, aided by its distinctive technology, would open up the world of small company to it, if it
weren't entirely inaccessible to it for other reasons. Yet its confinement has stubbornly
persisted.

Profit incentives and market power exacerbate this entrapment. Large global corporations that
dominate the information economy find ways to outsource routinized and commoditized
aspects of their manufacturing processes. They subcontract these monotonous duties to semiskilled labour organizations operating in parts of the world remote from their headquarters,
using traditional mass production methods (Unger, 2019).
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It hasn't extended far in the economy. Instead, it's confined to a few isolated production
vanguards controlled by commercial and technological firms. As a result, it is unable to
demonstrate its full strength. Rather than being a growth force for the few, the knowledge
economy has the potential to become globally inclusive. Furthermore, confining the knowledge
economy to the periphery of all production sectors has significant implications for the abovementioned inequality.

The current pandemic emergency, on the other hand, has demonstrated that knowledge, as a
non-rival, partially non-exclusive, and cumulative asset, overlapped other production elements
that were limited to its distribution channels. The time has come to consider the potential of
launching an "explosion" for the intersectoral globalization of the knowledge economy.
The vast usage of information technologies in this pandemic environment has demonstrated the
potential for knowledge sharing in an organization, and thus stimulated the production of
knowledge and innovation, through two key mechanisms: they turn knowledge into a usable
asset for the company, and they encourage the construction of networks of new relationships
within the organizations.

It should be stressed, however, that more knowledge economy dispersion does not imply a
reduction in the ability of the most forward-thinking entities in the process to innovate. “The
more advanced and mature a knowledge economy (creativity economy) and knowledge society
(creativity society) are, the more knowledge, innovation, and creativity can be absorbed and are
even being demanded for further progress” (Dubina et al., 2012).
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Covid-19 crisis as a trigger

A once-in-a-lifetime chance

The knowledge economy is being propelled forward by two forces. The first is that economic
operations are becoming more complex, and the second is that economic events are becoming
more global (Houghton & Sheehan, 2000). However, as we have seen, this did not result in
balanced growth; rather, inequalities have worsened significantly.
Until now?

The age of the Internet and radical innovations in information and communication technologies
have opened new possibilities to transfer information and knowledge over distance. With Covid19 lockdown, communications, software, and computers provided up completely new avenues
for quickly and efficiently disseminating knowledge. Executives were enticed to invest in
knowledge management because it promised to bring all of a company's unique knowledge to
bear on every problem or issue it faced. And, of course, progress was made. However, if the goal
were to employ a company's finest proprietary knowledge to solve every problem it
encountered, knowledge management, in its current form, has only scratched the surface.

In times of crisis, the burning platform is clear, leaders are often in military-command mode, and
precrisis budgets have become obsolete. When no one needs to be convinced of the need for a
quick reaction and the particular targets set before the crisis no longer apply, reallocating
resources is easier. Consider it a gigantic “unfreeze”. This is a rallying cry for the company and
its resources to be unfrozen in order to jump into new trends and aggressively reallocate
resources to a permanent corporate knowledge-innovation culture.

Lockdown measures and the practice of teleworking have aided the shift to a digital economy,
with significant implications for labour market functioning and international commerce in
services. Even before the pandemic crisis, economic digitalization was considered as a future
trend that may boost production and efficiency. Many governments have established policies
aimed at facilitating the digital transition in this setting. However, the crisis and teleworking
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experiences accelerated the digital transformation significantly, likely outpacing the impact of
most governmental programs aimed at this goal and prompting workers and businesses from all
sectors to adopt communication technology they had never used before.

Although it is difficult to anticipate whether these benefits will last beyond the confinement
period, it is feasible that the success of this experience may lead to permanent changes in the
way people work – many organizations will likely consider hiring teleworkers for some shifts,
allowing for better space management.
This reality can contribute to improved efficiency in production processes by allowing for lower
operating costs, but it can also lead to significant changes in the labour market and international
trade, particularly in the services sector. The capacity to work and provide services remotely and
across borders will greatly simplify international service transactions. Disfellowshipping between
one's place of living and one's place of work opens up previously unexplored opportunities in
terms of mobility and labour market competition.

But can this dynamic be fostered in the post Covid crisis? I believe so. However, we must take a
step forward and seize this opportunity to implement significant organizational changes that are
consistent with the company's social mission in regard to all of its stakeholders, generating more
and better value. It is critical to emphasize that stakeholder approach is currently dominant in
corporate strategy.

The knowledge as a social vehicle: cooperation and governance

The successful company is able to take advantage of economies of scale and scope while also
building resilience to risk. Indivisibilities in production – due to technological nature – and risk
exposure – because to unanticipated shocks like Covid-19 – necessitate individual cooperation
and explain why the enterprise exists.

Individuals following self-interest find labour division boosts productivity and minimizes the
effort required to produce products and services, but the cost of negative shocks is better
addressed collectively, according to Adam Smith. According to Kay (2019), the whole is greater
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than the sum of its parts. As a result, one may argue that the corporation is a social vehicle, a
group of people who have agreed to share pooled expenses and rewards and confront risks
collectively. Individuals must commit to a sharing rule that allocates expenses and rewards to
each other if continuity – i.e., knowledge, innovation – is the goal.

The company exists because it serves a societal function that is inextricably linked to the social
and technological surroundings. It is a cooperative endeavour, and the value created by the
enterprise can be seen as an economic rent to some extent, thanks to the knowledge economy's
collective action.

Knowledge, according to several authors, is an “open system” that is part of a larger network. It
cannot be considered as a stand-alone “entity”, and external interconnections are an integral
aspect of the organization. Problems can only be solved jointly by all stakeholders in this system
view, in order to maximize the network. Individual remedies are almost always inadequate. That
suggests that businesses should not be self-contained entities.

Simply put, sharing knowledge regarding consumers, competitors, goods, production practices,
emerging research, and the like across an entire firm has a lot of value. In practice, of course,
companies find it far more difficult than do individuals to take advantage of all this knowledge.
An individual’s knowledge is self-contained, always available. But in companies — including small
ones — it can be hard to exploit the valuable knowledge in the heads of even a few hundred
employees, particularly if they are scattered in different locations (Nascimento, 2020).

The truth is that the real value of knowledge comes from producing and transferring it, not from
managing it. And realizing that a company's truly valuable knowledge rests largely in being
perpetually connected is critical to attaining this goal. “There is growing evidence that the
process of invention is generally a collective effort that necessitates the interaction and
coordination of a multitude of economic actors” (Cohendet & Meyer- Krahmer, 2001).

The traditional view of economic growth is that it is built on increasing productive capacity
through greater investment and leveraging income through expanded exports (as in an export-
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based model). The neoclassical growth model, on the other hand, shows that new investment
can only bring an economy to a stable equilibrium, because depreciation and replacement
investments eventually diminish the returns from existing production. Knowledge provided the
solution to the question of what could maintain economic growth and what could not.

When firms are unable to reach cooperation, and delegation is not feasible, a merger is likely to
follow, particularly if the producer needs to control the provision of an essential input, or
idiosyncratic asset as Coase (1937) refers. When value chains become global and parts are
crafted everywhere, coordination becomes essential.

But cooperation alone, as high levels of training, qualification, and competence, as well as big
investments in education and research, do not guarantee economic success, but they do offer a
possibility, if not a must, for tackling certain challenges, avoiding unintended consequences,
solving forthcoming difficulties, seizing opportunities, and adopting certain technologies on time
(Meusburger, 2009). More, much more, is required in terms of institutionalization, corporate
governance, and direct financing of the knowledge economy.

Because political and legal systems empower financial markets and allow shareholders to
dominate the use of capital, the company appears to have lost its knowledge social mission.
However, value maximisation is neither a strategy nor a goal, and shareholders should not be
prioritized over other stakeholders. Value is nothing more than a metric by which one's
performance and success are measured. Stakeholders, not just shareholders, are what drives
company behaviour (Kay, 2019).

To sum up, the knowledge economy may suggest new law, a revised corporate charter centred
on risk sharing and market power mitigation, where accountability may need to be extended
outside enterprises' traditional limits and legally enforced as such. In other words, the bottom
line is that governance norms should be strengthened, and that these should be imposed as
good practices in knowledge management by businesses.
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The financial approach to corporate governance is rooted on the principal agent problem and
focus on the need to protect investors from moral hazard and adverse selection arising on
asymmetric information between managers and owners. Under this framework, corporate social
responsibility is ad-hoc to the model, used opportunistically to maximise firm value through
reducing the cost of financing. Empirical results about the relationship between corporate social
responsibility and corporate financial performance are mixed, but the majority suggest the link
is there (Nascimento, 2020).
This paper challenges the classical principal-agent approach and explores a broad and
widespread view of corporate governance. It brings contemporaneous political concerns about
the role of the firm for social cohesion and economic development. It’s a broad perspective,
where corporate governance means good management practices, and the full understanding of
the firm as a social institution. And evidence shows that companies with best practices
outperform those that do not.

Knowledge economy financing

The necessity of collaboration between enterprises and their stakeholders is demonstrated by
knowledge as a social vehicle. However, this is insufficient. It is clear that the expansion of the
knowledge economy – as we described it and reinforced in the aftermath of the Covid crise – is
inextricably linked to funding.

Capital-intensive production processes require significant investments, and there are numerous
instruments fit for each circumstance, considering the risks associated with the company model.
As a result, business strategies that leave significant amounts of residual risk in the organization
necessitate contracts and finance equivalents that can handle them. For example, the
development of new knowledge, require investors able to support the eventual failure, such as
private equity funds, to list only one of the partners available for this purpose.

In other circumstances, financing knowledge can be accomplished by establishing tight relations
with suppliers and customers. Customers can engage in the knowledge process in exchange for
better purchase terms or a response capacity that is more tailored to their specific demands,
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such as product customisation. As a result, they fill in for financial capital investors while also
agreeing to share risk with the company.

In other cases, as seen in practice, innovative businesses are unable to obtain funding from
financial institutions due to a lack of real assets and investors' lack of understanding of the
business model's and management's ability to generate the money required to remunerate and
repay the invested cash. In these cases, supplier and customer cooperation – through the
provision of guarantees or letters of comfort – might be critical.

Figure 1: Unlock knowledge economy in post Covid crisis

The challenge of financing knowledge investment is not solely focused on the number and form
of hazards, and it is important not to overlook their significance. Typically, a strategic investment
entails a significant amount of information asymmetry between those who promote and
streamline the project and those who finance it. The issue of risk is generally combined by the
issue of information asymmetry. To begin with, intangible assets often make up a bigger
percentage of overall assets in innovative businesses. When seeking external financing, such
assets are more difficult to utilize as security. Second, young creative enterprises are inherently
riskier and have a shorter track record than older organizations.
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The particularly severe asymmetric information and agency problems that characterise
knowledge production investment tend to make external finance costlier and more difficult to
obtain. By addressing the information and incentive issues directly through better monitoring
and risk sharing, equity financing in general – and venture capital in particular – tends to be the
preferred form of external financing for such firms.

As a result of the preceding, the private sector is not always capable of meeting expectations.
Situations in which market failure necessitates public intervention.

A public subsidy, often in the form of a tax credit that allows a corporation to deduct some of its
R&D spending from its tax bill, is the most common policy measure used to compensate for
underinvestment in R&D. But it’s not enough. As a result, state initiatives – such as national
development banks – must create funding tools for enterprises to invest in the modernisation of
their business models and grow in a continual and sustainable manner.
Without the support of external organizations to the company, the acquisition of capital
indispensable to the knowledge production and spread process makes the company and its
business model unfeasible.

In addition to knowledge spillovers, public intervention to support R&D may also be justified by
market failure in finance.

Also, collaboration between commercial and public institutions has proven to be an effective
way to overcome market shortcomings and respond to specific problems. Managers must be
able to balance the two dimensions of risk and information asymmetry that are inherent in
innovation/knowledge and business growth investment processes.
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Conclusions

Knowledge at the company level goes far beyond the creation and adoption of new technologies
or the creation of new products. Taken in the broad sense, knowledge comprises any and all
contributions to the strategic decision, with an impact on the company's business models, such
as, for example, expansion into new markets, requiring additional investments and
organizational changes to satisfy new demand; or repositioning in the value chain, in order to
respond more effectively to latent demand. Knowledge is a business process that seeks efficiency
gains and improvements in risk management in production.
Advocating for a functional view of knowledge involves taking a holistic approach, which has
ramifications for corporate management design and, ultimately, corporate governance
standards. In an ocean of unconscious cooperation, the knowledge economy is the epicentre of
conscious power.

The analysis in this paper adds to the literature by examining the impact of the Covid-19 crisis,
as well as the immediate adaptations, on the knowledge economy's unconstrained growth,
which has remained mainly confined to the edges in which it thrives, and, as a result, has been
stifled in the expression of its core attributes and the realization of its greater potential.
Given the importance of knowledge in economic growth, policymakers must have a deeper grasp
of the intricate systems that support knowledge generation and corporate innovation. It is
becoming increasingly evident that the rate of innovation and productivity development will
remain stagnant unless policymakers continue to enhance the broader economic environment
that encourages businesses to develop. Productivity is fuelled by knowledge.

The dynamics of digital transition from the Covid-19 lockdown should be leveraged to include
more winners in the knowledge economy, according to this research. How do you do it?
Cooperation, product and corporate governance rules, and the supply of financial and other
means allowing new innovative enterprises to expand swiftly when successful are all critical
factors in this process.
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The Risk Analysis in the Safety and Security Concepts: A Literature Review”
Chandra Pimenta Martins17
Abstract:

This essay proposes to thoroughly explore scenarios where Safety and Security concepts are
applied and the main issues underlying them: Risk and what can be studied to avoid them.
Technological Risks, Terrorism Risk, and biological risks. Around concepts such as social security
and social safety; security management; security culture; security/safety, high-risk systems, and
socio-technological risks; globalisation and systemic risks under different perceptions; existential
risks. Risk framework as risk influencing factors; understandings at various levels to prevent
critical incident notification systems; what commitments and actions are taken after September
11th, 2001; Future reflections and orientations on the security climate: Security in the area of
transport. Most of these concepts are inevitably applied in emergency situations, greater use of
the health-emergency disaster, risk management framework to complement current responses
to COVID-19 and the risk of similar phenomena in the future. The study is based in the systematic
review as a methodological approach to explore useful findings into the existing construction
safety literature and to identify the lack of knowledge for future research. For this work 35
papers were analysed. In recent years safety culture has received significant attention in the
literature. Despite much research, there is still little consensus as how to define safety culture,
so many researchers are forced to redefine safety culture in relation to their specific area of
interest, leading to further diversification in the field. With all this rapid transformation in our
dynamic world, we feel that we do not have adequate models of accident causation, so
considering security threats, there is a need for urgent and effective analysis of different risks.

KEYWORDS: Safety; Security; Risk; Prevention; COVID-19
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Introduction

Despite all efforts to design safer systems, we still witness severe, large-scale accidents, do we
have adequate models of accident causation in the present dynamic society? The socio-technical
system involved in risk managements includes several levels ranging from legislators, over
managers and work planners, to system operators. Rasmussen (1997). This system is presently
stressed by a fast pace of technological change, by an increasingly aggressive, competitive
environment, and by changing regulatory practices and public pressure. Traditionally, each level
of this is studied separately by a specific academic discipline, and modelling is done by
generalising across systems and their hazard sources. Also, Abdo et al. (2018) defends that safety
and security are analysed separately when they should not be. This is because a security threat
can lead to the same dangerous phenomenon as a safety incident. The introduction of connected
systems and digital technology in process industries creates new cyber-security vulnerabilities
that can be exploited by sophisticated threats and lead to undesirable safety accidents. Thus,
identifying these vulnerabilities during risk analysis becomes an important part for effective
industrial risk evaluation. We also consider especially important the approach to systemic risks
such as biological, chemical, health, structural and others.

Theories

Rasmussen (1997) defends that it is argued that risk management must be modelled by crossdisciplinary studies, considering risk management to be a control problem and serving to
represent the control structure involving all levels of society for each hazard category.

In accordance with Abdo et al (2018) their study first contributes a new global definition of
industrial risk that covers safety and security. In the safety domain, risk is described as a set of
undesirable events scenarios with their related likelihoods and impacts. In the security domain,
risk is described as a set of scenarios that consist of threats exploiting vulnerabilities with the
attached likelihoods and impacts.
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In both cases (safety and security), the risk is measured by a pair Likelihood/severity. Indeed, if
we consider an undesired event that can be generated from a component failure (safety) or a
cyber-attack (security), it is preferable to keep a double measure of likelihood (safety, security)
rather than aggregating the two-likelihood information into one. This gives a better idea on the
importance of the two aspects and eventually to detect an attack.

Thus, Abdo et al. (2018) proposed methodology to analyse safety/security risks is based on three
main steps:
✓ identifying risk scenarios: It is proposed a methodology that combines BT (Bowtie) with
adjusted AT (Attack Tree) to identify the safety and security related causes and consequences
of the undesirable events being studied. BT analysis is one of the most popular methodologies
used in probabilistic safety analysis). AT is widely used to represent and analyse risk scenarios
related to cyber-security. However, combining BT and AT analyses can be effectively used for
an integrated safety/security assessment of critical systems. This methodology identifies and
considers all safety incidents and security threats that can lead to the same undesirable event
generating damages.
✓ likelihood evaluation: as BT and AT offer likelihood evaluation for safety and security risk
scenarios, respectively, then the combined ATBT offers the same option for a safety/ security
risk scenario. But the sources of risk for safety and security are from different nature. Usually,
the likelihood of cause events related to safety are very low in comparison to the likelihood of
security related cause events. For this reason, different likelihood scales, one for safety and
another for security are defined to characterize the likelihood of input events. This
differentiation helps in identifying the sequences of events (minimal cut sets) that are purely
related to safety, security or to both. The resulting output of different types of cut sets offers
richer information for decision making and provides inputs for intrusion detection systems.
✓ severity of consequences evaluation: this step aims to quantify the loss in terms of system
assets, human life, and environmental damage if the undesirable event has occurred. Here, the
severity of an individual scenario is considered to be the same whatever the causes are related
to safety or security. (Abdo et al. 2018)
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There has recently been an increasing political and research interest in the Zero Accident Vision
(ZAV): the vision that all accidents are preventable. Or, as by Zwetsloot et al. (2017) explained it
‘‘ZAV is the ambition and commitment to create and ensure safe work and prevent all (serious)
accidents to achieve safety excellence”. There are, however, a few of such studies demonstrated
that the member- organisations of the Finnish Zero Accident Forum were substantially improving
their safety performance (in terms of loss time incidents) over time, while the average company
safety performance in Finland remained stable. (Zwetsloot et al. 2017). According to Zwetsloot
et al. (2017), ZAV implies a need a proactive safety culture, where risks are not only controlled,
but are also anticipated, recognised, and adequately dealt with, and where there is a continuous
desire to improve safety. This implies strongly shared safety values and involvement and
‘ownership’ by all members of the organisation (owners, managers, and employees). There has
recently been a shift in focus from measuring safety culture to safety climate.

Corporate safety culture has been considered as a contributory factor in accidents by many
industrial accident investigations, and it is now generally accepted that organizations with a
strong safety culture are more effective in preventing workplace accidents and injuries.
Occupational safety and health (OSH) practitioners or advisers are an integral part of effective
risk management systems and have a significant role to play in improving health and safety at
work. The prevention of work-related injury and illness is of crucial importance to employees,
industry and wider society. Corporate safety culture, which describes shared values within an
organization which influence its members’ attitudes, values and beliefs in relation to safety, is
now generally accepted as having a strong influence over workplace accidents and injuries. (Chib
and Kanetkar 2014).

However, in recent years safety culture has received significant attention in the literature.
Despite much research, there is still little consensus as to how to define safety culture and what
it is comprised. Due to this lack of agreement, much of the safety culture research has little more
than safety management strategies in common. There is, however, a degree of acceptance of
the close relationship between safety culture and organisational culture. (Edwards, Davey, and
Armstrong 2013)
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For example, in 2003, the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment announced a grant
programme for interventions in companies to improve safety at work, focusing particularly on
changes in organisational or management factors that were designed to have an impact on what
was called safety culture. The objective was to reduce accidents by changing their safety culture
and aspects of their safety management. The amount of energy and creativity injected by senior
managers and, above all, by the coordinator (safety professional) also appeared to be a
distinguishing factor. (Hale et al. 2010).

Managers’ strong commitment to safety is a key element of a successful safety management,
culture and climate. Several studies have approached managers’ commitment from the
employees’ point of view, but research approaching commitment from the managers’ viewpoint
is scarce. (Tappura, Nenonen, and Kivistö-Rahnasto 2017).

According to Zohar (2010), organizational climate is made up of shared perceptions among
employees concerning the procedures, practices and kinds of behaviours that get rewarded and
supported about a specific strategic focus. When the strategic focus involves performance of
high-risk operations, the resultant shared perceptions define safety climate. A key attribute of
organizational climate is that it involves employee perceptions regarding selected characteristics
or features of their organizational environment. Given the availability and variety of perceptionbased constructs in safety management research (e.g., risk perception, management style,
organizational flexibility), climate perceptions must be distinguished from other types of
organizational perceptions. The foregoing discussion highlights many distinctions qualifying
organizational perceptions as safety climate perceptions. (Zohar 2010).

Still about safety climate, to Yulita, Dollard, and Idris (2017), the alignment between espoused
(saying) and enacted (doing) psychosocial safety climate (PSC; a climate for worker psychological
health) is important to consider in relation to health and work outcomes. Globally, work stress
is a major challenge for both workers and organizations due to worker psychological and physical
ill-health and financial losses associated with reduced work engagement, sickness absence, and
workers compensation. The European Union for Occupational Safety and Health statistics
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showed that nearly one-third of European workers experienced work-related stress with an
estimated cost of EUR 20 billion annually. (Yulita, Dollard, and Idris 2017).

Psychosocial safety climate (PSC) is a specific facet of organizational climate for worker
psychological health and well-being; it concerns management commitment, management
priority communication systems, and participation and involvement of all stakeholders within
organizations, in relation to worker psycho-logical health and well- being. As a climate concept,
PSC is assessed by the shared perceptions of employees about organizational policies, practices,
and procedures for employee psychological health and safety. (Yulita, Dollard, and Idris 2017).
According with Martínez-Aires, López-Alonso, and Martínez-Rojas (2018) Occupational Health
and Safety (OHS) in building construction remains a worldwide problem in terms of workplace
injury, illness and fatality statistics. Construction Safety requires care and planning throughout
the project life-cycle, from the design phase to maintenance. The application of Building
Information Modelling (BIM) is currently experiencing rapid growth in construction operations,
planning and management, as well as in Safety Management. Thanks to the use of this new tool,
we can expect to see a change in the way that safety is addressed. The main result shows that
the growing implementation of BIM in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC)
industry is changing the way safety can be approached. Potential safety hazards can be
automatically identified and corresponding prevention methods can be applied using an
automated approach. (Martínez-Aires, López-Alonso, and Martínez-Rojas 2018).

Risk analysis in a global interpretation:
Le Coze (2017), take the risk analyses for a Global interpretation, he defends that
conceptualising the global is now at the heart of many of current problems and challenges, not
least of which is safety. When confronting safety with the category of the global over the past
30 years from the point of view of large-scale threats, one candifferentiate three consecutive
conceptualisations of types of risks: High-risk systems and socio-technological risks (1),
Globalisation and systemic risks (2) Anthropocene, transhumanism and existential risks (3). It is
argued that our vision of societal safety must be understood through an appreciation of how
these global challenges the management and governance of safety, and why in this light our
contemporary situation is now one of generalised complexity.
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High-risk systems and socio-technological risks
According with Le Coze (2017) a range of authors from various backgrounds found Charles
Perrow’s 1984 book, Normal Accidents, to be a cornerstone statement to engage in the
development of a research agenda committed to the problem ofmanaging high-risk and large
technical systems. Perrow’s portrayal of technical systems so tightly coupled and interactively
complex that accidents become a normalfeature of their operations proved appealing to many
authors, including those in cognitive engineering, sociology, psychology, political science, history
and engineeringduring a decade, the 1980s of high-profile explosions, crashes and shipwrecks,
amongwhich Exxon Valdez, Bhopal, Chernobyl, the Challenger. These events caused the deaths
of many people working for the companies involved and sometimes populations in the
surroundings. From there, a rich tradition of various research strands has steadily produced
many key contributions to conceptualise safety and accidents. (Le Coze 2017). According with
Guldenmund (2000), those manmade disasters e.g. Chernobyl, Challenger, Exxon-Valdez, has a
profound impact in both political and societal views on safety.

Globalisation and systemic risks:

Beck (2008) and Giddens(2002b), both sociologists, see a relationship between risk and our most
recent waves of globalisation. Beck (2008) develops the concept of the World Risk Society
because nuclear (Chernobyl’s radioactive cloud did not stop at the Ukraine’s borders), chemical
and genetic then ecological, financial and terrorist risks are cross border issues, the world must
come together to organise itself to find preventive solutions. Giddens (2002b) has a slightly
different starting point, since he approaches the process of globalisation because of modernity
expanding in every corner of the world (capitalism, industrialism, the nation state). Whereas for
Beck risks are globalised in the sense that they are not bound geographically, globalisation (Beck,
2008) for Giddens (1191 and 2002) is the source of new risks. So, a definition of globalisation is
the increase of interactions and flows on the world stage. Liberalisation of trade and finance,
privatisation, deregulation, an IT revolution in the early 1980s and reinforced in the aftermath
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of the collapse of the USSR, engendered a novel geopolitical, economic and international
landscape.

It is also the moment when the notion of globalisation gains prominence in the social sciences
and on the political stage, researchers keeping up with these transnational mutations. The
events in the first part of the 2000s, e.g., the internet bubble (2000), 9/11 (2001), Katrina (2005)
and SARS (2003) and SARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19 (2020), (SARS-CoV-2 refers to the virus, while
COVID-19 indicates the disease) were now tied to the established notion of socio-technological
risks. The combination now represented four different types of risks: financial, natural,
pandemics and terrorist. The OECD (2003) reports combined these different categories under
the new terminology of “emerging systemic risks” and represents a landmark document in this
respect. The OECD (2020) reports alerts air pollution is the world’s single largest environmental
health risk, accounting for an estimated 4.2 million premature deaths a year from outdoor
pollution, and 3.8 million premature deaths from indoor pollution. It is estimated that 9 out of
10 people breathe air containing high levels of pollutants apud (WHO, 2020) air pollution
exposure dramatically increased the risk of death during the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS) outbreak in 2003, which was caused by another type of coronavirus. However, empirical
evidence on the link between air pollution concentrations and COVID-19 impacts is currently
lacking from most other countries due to the emerging nature of the crisis and the absence of
sufficiently data on COVID- 19 cases and mortality.

The systemic risk argument is based on that our more than ever interconnected world, any local
event can have ripple effects throughout the world globally (e.g., financial crisis, pandemics,
natural catastrophe); but the reverse is also true: because globalisation is a major source of the
transformation of our ecosystems through climate change, these global changes have localised
effects (e.g., hurricanes, the rising level of oceans).

According with Martin, Tomkinson, and Scott (2017) since the terrorist events of the 11th of
September 2001, the world as it was once known was changed forever. It was these catastrophic
terrorist actions that saw the dawn of a new era with heightened security across many everyday
areas of society that had not previously witnessed such scrutiny or control. Coupling this
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elevated risk of physical and technical aggression with the ever-increasing global per capita
energy demand requiring considerable attention and policy to ensure its long-term safety and
security.

Critical infrastructures, e.g., the power grid or water distribution network, are cyber- physical
systems (CPS): physical processes and components are connected over information and
communication technologies (ICT), which are critical for correct system operation. As computing
power and network transmission speeds increase, new applications for industrial control
systems (ICS) build on advances in ICT to improve the efficiency of the underlying physical
systems. These new applications create a tighter integration between physical processes and the
cyber domain. Furthermore, systems are becoming more interconnected and thus more
complex. It is important to analyse the implications this increased use of ICT and resultant
complexity has on the safety of these cyber-physical systems. This is necessary to ensure that
safety requirements are identified and addressed as part of the system design process. Alongside
safety aspects, cybersecurity threats to cyber-physical systems are becoming a concern. The
Stuxnet virus or an attack on a German steel mill, showed how successful cyber-attacks can cause
physical damage. Current approaches to examining cybersecurity for cyber physical systems are
often based on an analysis of ICT protocols or network configurations and are therefore strongly
based by information security concerns. Additionally, the effects of cyber-attacks need to be
analysed from a safety perspective. In this way, the potential impact of cyber-attacks on the
safety of physical processes can be identified. To accurately quantify these impacts, an
understanding of the relationship between cyber-attacks and physical processes is needed,
requiring dedicated safety and security analysis techniques. (Friedberg et al. 2017)

Global and systemic become allied in such ways. The terrorist attacks in Madrid (2004) and
London (2005), the tsunami and the flu in East Asia (2004) were also an important part of the
2006 World Economic Forum report. Understandably, it is also the moment when the concept
of critical infrastructures takes centre stage in some publications as a reaction to this evolving
global context.
The continuity and sustainability of our contemporary lifestyles depend on the proper
functioning of these critical infrastructures and our trust as individuals in their reliability and
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safety (Giddens, 1991). This concept of systemic risks in relation to critical infrastructures is now
well integrated in the discourse of globalisation: financial risks, supply chain risks, infrastructure
risks (transportation, energy, and internet), pandemics and health risks inequality and social risk.
In other words, from the early work of Beck and Giddens in the 1990s, the notion of systemic
risk has become a standard way of addressing safety problems in a globalising world.

In accordance with Renn et al (2020) the notion of systemic risks describes phenomena of
functionality losses at the macro-level involving multiple agents at the micro-level. In this
understanding, agents, in a general sense, are conceptualized as elements of a system that
interact with each other and with the system’s environment. In this context, in technical systems,
agents may be part of a technical infrastructure, such as generation, transmission, and control
units in the electrical grid. The systemic risk in this case is, for example, the breakdown of the
grid as a whole or the release of toxic material due to the failure of electric security systems. In
ecosystems, agents, such as harmful chemicals interacting with a fish population in a river,
constitute the systemic risk of irreversible destruction of the population. In the global climate
system, interacting agents comprise the solar radiation, clouds, greenhouse gases, the oceans,
and the earth surface, which in conjunction with each other constitute the systemic risk of
climate change. In social systems, humans are the agents interacting with each other and with
the system´s environment, with systemic risks manifesting themselves in radical movements
leading to social unrest and revolutions. An adequate analysis of systemic risks and their
governance remains a serious challenge (Renn et al, 2020).

Anthropocene, transhumanism and existential risks

The intensity and extent of human activity on earth is sufficient to modify considerably the
dynamic of our planet. This is a scientific term framing the underlying causes for what is known
for several years, even decades now, as global warming, triggering climate change. But it does
more than this by both materialistically and metaphorically assimilating humanity as a geological
force. (Le Coze 2017).
Two years before proposing the Anthropocene but without link to it, the “Transhumanist
declaration” was signed in 1998 by many authors. Transhumanism is the project of alleviating
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humankind of many of its (supposedly) biological, physiological, cognitive and social limitations.
It is the realization of the cyborg, an augmented human advocated through the convergence of
the latest technoscientific advances such as complexity and information sciences,
bioengineering, nanotechnology and neurocognitive sciences. As for the Anthropocene, such a
Transhumanist materialisation could concretely move humans beyond the traditional divide or
dualism of human nature existing independently of its technological milieu. In this context of
intense debates and controversies over technology, earth and human activity, the ideas of
collapse and existential risks have, in the past decade, translated into new risk categories that
which would provoke threats of exceptionally large scale. (Le Coze 2017)

As Beck (1999) argued, the industrial and technical evolution of modern society has given rise to
an era of risk production, which is global in nature with local in impact. In this risk society, the
number of real and perceived threats continues to grow and take less transparent forms that
exceed existing countermeasures. (Beck, 2000). For example, nebulous terror networks,
unpredictable flu outbreaks, and rapidly escalating infrastructure failures are now rivalling the
traditional military threats from state-based enemies. Moreover, events such as the terror
attacks in Oslo, Norway on 22nd July 2011 and in Nice, France on 15th July 2016, committed by
single individuals, reveal a type of internal vulnerability that cannot be uncovered and/or
resolved by traditional efforts that aim to ensure territorial integrity. The less transparent nature
of today’s threats can also be seen in the increasing practice of integrating cloud computing in
critical infrastructures, such as mobile and fibre optic networks, power distribution systems, and
clean water supply. (Høyland 2017)

The complex and globalized threat pictures and approaches facing contemporary society are
embedded in and reflected by the concepts of societal safety and societal security. (Høyland
2017).

In the late 1990s, Aven et al. (2004) apud Høyland (2017, p. 32), at the University of Stavanger
suggested that societal safety involves the ability and efforts to (1) prevent undesirable events
from occurring, (2) prevent and handle the consequences of undesirable events when they do
occur, and (3) quickly return to a desired normality after an undesirable event. A few years later,
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the Norwegian Parliamentary White Paper No. 17 defined societal safety as “the society’s ability
to maintain critical societal functions, to protect the life and health of the citizens and to meet
the citizens’ basic requirements in a variety of stress situations” (Høyland 2017).

An example of this was an unpredictable explosion accident in Drevja, Norway, a consequence
of fire in a mobile explosive manufacturing unit (MEMU) carrying precursors for the on-site
production of bulk explosives at noon on 17 December 2013, where residences up to 350m away
from the site were greatly affected. In addition to this, a residential house had been ignited by
fragments and burned to the ground. In total, 20 buildings were affected, and 22 people were
evacuated. Fortunately, there were no human injuries or fatalities. (Due-Hansen and Dullum,
2017)

The current organization of public administration, however, still fosters siloed thinking and turf
wars around the principle of responsibility and each sector’s respective area of expertise. Most
of the implemented changes can be characterized as structural; diagnoses made after the terror
attacks pointed at cultural aspects. (Nilsen, Albrechtsen, and Nyheim 2017).

Risk Framework

Risk influence methodology was developed to help stakeholders concentrate on identification
and analysis of ‘‘soft” factors that may affect the risk level. These factors are called risk
influencing factors (RIF’s) which are understood as ‘‘a set of conditions which influence the level
of specified risks related to a given activity or system”. (Yang, Haugen, and Li 2017). A ‘‘condition”
refers to a relative stable property of the system or its environment. RIFs that influence human
performance and human error probability in human reliability analysis are also termed as
performance shaping factor, or performance influencing factors. Risk indicator, as a measurable
representation of the RIF, was introduced as an operational variable of theoreticalRIFs. One
RIF can be represented by one or several risk indicators. The risk indicatorsare used to assess risk
on a quantitative perspective. (Yang, Haugen, and Li, 2017) Risk influence methodology is
perceived as a good candidate to model the activity-related risk, as a key input to operational
planning decisions. There are several riskinfluence frameworks that integrate organizational
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and human factors in a structured way. We must evaluate how these frameworks and identified
risk influencing factors (RIFs) can be used for activity - related risk analysis. Operational
management RIFs, direct organizational RIFs, personal risk influencing factors, task
characteristics RIFs, technical system RIFs, and environmental RIFs are relevant for activity
performance risk – the risk associated with performing the action. Operational management RIFs
influence planning, which is important to identification of interactions while estimating period
risk – the risk for a plant or facility over a period. (Yang, Haugen, and Li, 2017) The sources of
RIFs of the frameworks can be divided into four categories: accident/incident databases, Safety
Management System (SMS) and reporting systems, organization theories, SAM, SoTeRiA and
Phoenix are rather generic frameworks. MACHINE is a generic model that has been applied to
analyse railway accidents. WPAM and x-factor are developed from nuclear industry where
impact of human errors on system risk have been widely recognized. The line of research from
ORIM, BORA, to RISK_OMT has been focusing on oil and gas industry, where increased
engagement has been into impact of human factors on major accident causation. (Yang, Haugen,
and Li, 2017).

The Safety and Security concepts related to RISK in the Transport Field:

Transport safety and security are different issues because safety is associated with risk while
security is associated with uncertainty. “Safety risks” originate from unintended failures, errors
or misfortunes whereas “security risks” originate from deliberate or malicious attempts to
disrupt, disable or destroy. The term “security” is the prevention of unlawful interference with
passengers and transport infrastructure and must give users confidence in the use of transport,
while term “safety” refers to the methods and measures to protect people from the risks causally
related to and arising from transport. (Gromule, Yatskiv, and Pěpulis 2017).
For passenger terminals with the concentration of vehicles and passengers’ accumulation the
problem of increasing the level of safety and security becomes more significant. Passenger
terminals often operate 24-hours a day and are placed where people congregate, especially
during peak hours. It is expanded risk landscape terrorism, criminal activities. (Gromule, Yatskiv,
and Pěpulis 2017).
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Despite the remarkable efforts that were put via different systems to achieve safety in maritime
transport, there has still been a rise in the quantity of hazardous accidents/incidents which in
turn fuelled the worries on the issue of safety and environment. To improve safety and better
protect maritime environment, it is of utmost importance that ship accidents are being
investigated by the experts and outcomes are communicated to the authorities. (Kececi and
Arslan 2017).

In the huge context of port operations and complex logistic system with its variety in operations,
the port worker performs his duties in a dangerous and, many times unhealthy environment,
and the risks increase in relation to the load being moved, exposing workers health to permanent
danger. (Motter and Santos 2017).

Safety management in organizations may include general policies, systems of formal procedures
and work practices related to the promotion of safety in the workplace. Safety communication
is an example of specific practice. In a highly positive safety atmosphere, the level of involvement
and motivation of operators often exceeds expectations and safety behaviour will lead to
positive results. (Motter and Santos 2017).

In Air Transportation area as, concerned Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) use basic
metrics such as frequency of traffic counts and number of incidents to express their safety
performance. Several authors argue that these generic indicators fail to represent the overall
safety performance of the system as well as the underlying safety perspective of the operational
fraternity. (van der Westhuizen and Stanz 2017), A critical incident is considered any and every
occurrence that departs from normal routine and that originates from the process at large, the
technique applied by the operator or the environment. (van der Westhuizen and Stanz 2017)
The reporting of critical incidents is therefore an essential part of the learning process and the
underreporting of incidents is likely to have a negative effect on the probability and severity of
future incidents, subsequent organizational learning as well as the performance of the system.

Due theSARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19 Pandemic what kind of risks can we find?
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The outbreak of the 2019 novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has caused more than 100,000
people infected and thousands of deaths. Currently, the number of infections and deaths is still
increasing rapidly. COVID-19 seriously threatens human health, production, life, social
functioning and international relations. (Zhou et al, 2020) Given the public health emergency of
international scope, as well as the classification, on 11th March 2020, of the COVID-19 disease
as a pandemic, most countries have declared a total lockdown to prevent the spread of the SARSCoV-2 Virus. This lockdown has affected all areas of the society and was imperative to safeguard
the economy, so the governments created a financial support line, aimed at meeting the financial
needs of micro-enterprises whose activity was being strongly affected by the economic
consequences resulting from the outbreak of the disease COVID-19. (Martins, 2020).

The risk of contagious, to prevent the spread and the people to get ill the government declared
mandatory teleworking without prejudice to safeguarding the worker's privacy, regular contacts
with the service and other workers, preferably through electronic communications and
teleconferences, and without any kind of cut in salary and benefits. According with Wang et al
(2020) the outbreak has set new requirements for sustainable risk management. These
requirements to Medical Support raised the Risk of Infecting medical staff which medical
personnel face the risk of infection, and even death.

The risk for cyber-attacks: As for cyber security, recommendations were made to limit exposure
to cybercrime, such as using secure connections via the services' VPN, changing passwords for
the Wi-Fi network and router, using updated equipment and applications with antivirus, and
communicating any situation to the employer, attempted cyber bullying, aggression and cyberattacks. In the health area, guidelines are given to help manage anxiety levels, highlighting the
role of managers in contributing to the well-being of their workers during this period.
(Martins,2020). In this context, Milasi, González-Vázquez and Fernández-Macías (2021)
defended to as the Covid-19 pandemic has suddenly thrust millions of people into telework,
workers had to adapt to new digital and collaboration tools, and to new ways of communicating
with co-workers, supervisors, and clients. They had to make this transition quickly, often without
training, and in some cases, without having the adequate digital skills and a suitable working
space at home, remain more exposed to the cyber.attacks.
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Millions found themselves jobless within mere months of the COVID-19 virus appearing in
Europe. Several millions more were laid off temporarily or had their working time cut, while
businesses closed their doors, many uncertain whether they would open again. Households saw
their finances whittled down through lack of income, and some sank below the poverty line. Yet,
extraordinary interventions by governments across the board, and supported by the European
Union, did much to mitigate the shock that the economic restrictions had on businesses, workers
and families. (Eurofound, 2021)

With most people lockdown at home, the business, the bars and restaurants, the shops, and
other services were closed which affect the economy, here we find the severe risks of
unemployment and gradual poverty.

According with the Eurofound report “living, working and COVID-19, published on 10th May
2021: The risk of mental illness has increased all 2020 year. The parents in telework and the
children in online schooling has increase the frustration, and many of them declared often too
tired to carry out household tasks.

Fourteen months after the first COVID-19 cases appeared in the EU, with most of the countries
still going through long lockdowns, the population of Europe is showing palpable signs of
extreme fatigue. With mental well-being reaching its lowest level since the onset of the
pandemic, the shares of people claiming to have lost their jobs and asking for financial support
are growing. Many Europeans are in a financially fragile situation, and since summer 2020 this
share has increased among those already in a precarious position. The protracted closure of
schools is likely to amplify inequalities in education among young people and to accentuate
differences in gender roles – with the tangible risk that decades of gains in gender equality could
be lost in a very short time. While the rollout of an effective vaccination campaign is essential to
win the battle against the COVID-19 virus and finally head down the path towards recovery, clear
and transparent communication about the safety of vaccines is of the most importance in order
to assuage the concerns of citizens and address their vaccine hesitant.
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Methodology:

The study is based in the systematic review as a methodological approach to explore useful
findings into the existing construction safety literature and to identify the lack of knowledge for
future research.

For this work 32 papers were analysed and were published in the following journals titles: Safety
Science (18); Journal of Information Security and Applications (2); Computer and Security (2);
Economics and Finance (3); Procedia Engineering (1;) Energy Policy (1); Accident Analysis and
Prevention (1); all from Elsevier and Civitas (1) published in 2020, and three articles from Brazilian
editors, one from 1991 and two from 2002. One book published in 2020 and e three reports
published two in 2021 and one in 2020.
For the articles from the Safety Science:2 articles were published in 2020, 1 article was published
in 2018, 11 were published in 2017; 1 in 2013; 1 in 2010; 1 in 2000 and 1 in
1997.
The articles from Journal of Information Security and Applications were published one in 2020
and the other 2017; the Computer and Security articles were published one in 2018 and the other
in 2018.
The Economics and Finance articles were published one in 2020, one in 2018 one in 2014.
The articles from Energy Policy and Procedia Engineering were published in 2017 and the article
from Accident Analysis and Prevention was published in 2010.
The research was made by web of Elsevier electronic database for the keywords “Risk” “safety”,
“security” and “safety and Security” only in the title field was considered.

The result shows many articles, and for more research, the reference section of some papers
was consulted in order to reveal additional publications on these concepts, but only have been
chosen 32 articles for this study and those who we can split the fields where the concepts of Risk
in Safety and Security is applied.
The database searches also returned citations related to these concepts such as societal risk,
societal resilience securitization which could on further investigation enrich the understanding
of risk in security and safety concepts not pursued here.
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We also consider in citations and bibliography two books related to the subject in study from
Ulrich Beck, "World at Risk", Cambridge, from Polity Press, and “A Sociedade Global do Risco.
Uma discussão entre Ulrich Beck e Danilo Zolo". available em http://lgxserver.uniba.it (Italian
site for philosophy) text translated by Assmann, S. J.Philosophy Department. UFSC. An article
from other book was considered for the recently publication with the title Knowlwdge
Management and Post Covid-19 New Normal in Universities. In Remenyi, D., Grant, K., & Singh,
S. (Eds.). The University of the Future(pp.133-140). ACIL. For the COVID-19 we consider three
repports two from OECD published respectivly in 2020 and 2021 and one from Eurofound
published in 10th may 2021.

Findings:

On a theoretical level the study shows cases the interesting multi-dimensional reality to system
safety that emanates from social context across organizational levels, such as the corporate
safety culture which has been considered as a contributory factor in accidents by many industrial
accident investigations, and it is now generally accepted that organizations with a strong safety
culture are more effective in preventing workplace accidents and injuries. Managers’ strong
commitment to safety is a key element of a successful safety management, culture and climate.
Psychosocial Safety Climate (PSC) is a specific facet of organizational climate for worker
psychological health and well-being; it concerns management commitment, management
priority communication systems, and participation and involvement of all stakeholders. Also, the
application of Building Information Modelling (BIM) is currently experiencing rapid growth in
construction operations, planning and management, as well as in Safety Management, reducing
the rate of accidents in the construction area. Safety management in organizations may include
general policies, systems of formal procedures and work practices related to the promotion of
safety in the workplace. Safety communication is an example of specific practice. In a highly
positive safety atmosphere, the level of involvement and motivation of operators often exceeds
expectations and safety behaviour will lead to positive results.
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When confronting safety with the category of the global over the past 30 years from the point
of view of large-scale threats, three consecutive conceptualisations of types of risks were found:
High-risk systems and socio-technological risk; Globalisation and systemic risks and
Anthropocene, transhumanism and existential risks. It is argued that our vision of societal safety
must be understood through an appreciation of how this global challenge the management and
governance of safety, and why in this light our contemporary situation is now one of generalised
complexity

Some arising technologies will present both a threat and an opportunity, e.g., the application of
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology in routine nuclear/security monitoring and
emergency/security assessment are of considerable promise, but at the same time present a
security threat, as many nuclear sites are not currently fully prepared for the detection or
prevention of coordinated incursions. Also, and in alongside safety aspects, cybersecurity threats
to cyber-physical systems are becoming a concern.

The concept of systemic risks in relation to critical infrastructures is now well integrated in the
discourse of globalisation: financial risks, supply chain risks, infrastructure risks (transportation,
energy, and internet), pandemics and health risks inequality and social risk. The industrial and
technical evolution of modern society has given rise to an era of risk production, which is global
in nature but local in impact. In this risk society, the number of real and perceived threats
continues to grow and take less transparent forms that exceed existing countermeasures.

In accordance with Renn et al (2020), potential threats that can be characterized as systemic
risks include risks of failure, cybercrime, cybersecurity, misuse of data, protection of privacy,
inequitable access to digital services, and many others. In this context, thus, a major challenge is
to increase society’s reflexive capacity with respect to digital risks, which are systemic by nature
even if they manifest at smaller scales This includes the anticipation of threat scenarios that
endanger important accomplishments and values of stakeholders in society.
The risk influencing factors (RIF’s) which are understood as ‘‘a set of conditions which influence
the level of specified risks related to a given activity or system”. Risk influence methodology is
perceived as a good candidate to model the activity-related risk, as a key input to operational
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planning decisions. There are several risk influence frameworks that integrate organizational and
human factors in a structured way such as related risk analysis. Operational management RIFs,
direct organizational RIFs, personal risk influencing factors, task characteristics RIFs, technical
system RIFs, and environmental RIFs are relevant for activity performance risk – the risk
associated with performing the action. Operational management RIFs influence planning, which
is important to identification of interactions while estimating period risk – the risk for a plant or
facility over a period. Van der Westhuizen and Stanz (2017), founded the essence of reporting to
be approached from what appears to be a blended concept of complementing and opposing
philosophies and practices. There is a healthy hope or belief that operational staff and pilots will
report critical incidents because it is the noble thing to do – apart from the prominent reality
that is referred to as a regulatory requirement to report incidents. While the European
Commission and the EU Member States have launched recovery funds and implemented several
important initiatives to alleviate the economic and social impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
results of the Eurofound Report highlight the need for a holistic approach to support all the
groups hit hard by the crisis in order to prevent them from falling further behind. Failing to
prevent the rise of economic and social inequalities among citizens and Member States risks
undermining even more the already weak trust of Europeans in their institutions, as well as
triggering political discontent against the European social contract that binds all of us together.
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Conclusion:

In recent years safety culture has received significant attention in the literature. Despite much
research, there is still little consensus as how to define safety culture, so many researchers are
forced to redefine safety culture in relation to their specific area of interest, leading to further
diversify in the field.

There is a growing threat posed directly in conjunction with physical attacks by more
technologically advanced methods. The global evolution of smart technologies is unabated, with
the world having evolved unrecognisably over the past half a century, mostly for good – with the
invention and accessibility of the internet recognised as pivotal in our history. Despite the
immense benefits that these technologies have brought to society, smart technologies more
widely may also be viewed as one of the greatest potential threats to global nuclear security over
the foreseeable future.

With all this quick transformation in our dynamic world we consider that we do not have
adequate models of accident causation so considering security threats, there is an urgent need
for complete and effective safety risk analysis.

Risk does not always deserve our best attention and its management is often left in the
background. To develop mechanisms that allow an effective risk management, it is necessary,
first to know how to identify them, considering that there is not just one single risk, but a set of
several. These, in turn, will be greater in number the more complex the activity under analysis.
Since each of these risks assumes a different degree during each activity, it is necessary to
prioritise them, allocating resources to the execution of treatment plans for those classified as
the most serious. The prioritisation of the various risks is estimated by the probability of each
one materialising in the incident and the impact should that incident occur. Once the risk has
been identified, mapped and prioritised, a realistic quantification must be made of what the
effects of this risk will be, bearing in mind the impact that a loss will have on its various economicfinancial indicators and its capacity to absorb it.
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According with Renn, et al (2020) in an attempt to develop a theory of systemic risks with
possible elements of governance strategies, it is rewarding to realize that systemic risks in any
domain show analogies to complex physical, cyberengineered, chemical, and biological systems.
Understanding systemic risks and providing good governance advice relies on a combination of
realism and constructivism that integrates novel modelling tools from complexity sciences with
empirical data from observations, experiments, or simulations and evidence-based insights
about social and cultural response patterns revealed by quantitative (surveys) or qualitative
(participatory appraisals) investigations. The complex relationships between requirements for
risk reduction, for example, to mitigate climate change, and a political regulatory system which
needs to allow for an entire universe of trade-offs and conflicting values, constitute difficult and
often unresolvable problems for systemic risk governance.

With the Coronavirus pandemic we will certainly increase the use of digital solutions where and
when they do bring benefits. The extreme social conditions we live in now clearly show the limits
of the digital process – it is as if digitalization was implemented as an experiment in most drastic
circumstances. Digital will increasingly use when solutions need to be massified and/or there is
a lack differentiation. (Tomé, et all 2020). The quick transition to digital work, often without
training, and in some cases, without having the adequate digital skills and a suitable working
space at home, increased the exposure to the cyberattacks.
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Objective: The innovation of this article consists in the development of the simplest option
valuation Genetic Algorithm (GA) model and compare its accuracy with the well-known BlackScholes option valuation model (BSM).
Data and Methods: FaceBook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix and Google (FAANG companies) are
selected to test the model recording relevant data each two minutes. Eureqa GA software was
used to find the simplest solution.
Conclusions: The most important contribution is the accuracy of the simplest GA Model over the
traditional BSM model.
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Introduction

Warren Buffett calls derivatives ‘financial weapons of mass destruction’. He criticizes the Black–
Scholes options price model in a letter send to Berkshire Hathaway’s shareholders in 2002 using
an example based on Costco with an “insane” distortion. This commentary is an incentive to start
developing new, accurate and simpler models worldwide (Black & Scholes, 1973; Buffet, 2002).
Further, options have changed since 1973; nowadays, most traded options are short term ones,
with a strike price closer to the underlying price. The introduction of the high frequency trading
as well as huge price movements (volatility) also play an important role. This issue generated a
new line of investigation to improve option valuation (Bradford, 2010). Options became popular
because paying a lower price, gives the opportunity to earn several times the money invested
(the contract price is called a premium) without assuming any financial responsibility beyond the
premium. Besides, you can buy options for expanding (Bull) or declining (Bear) markets.
Moreover, American broker commissions are low.

Options are derivatives whose value mainly depends on the price of the underlying asset. An
option is a contract that gives the owner the right, but not the obligation, to buy (call option) or
sell (put option) the underlying asset at a strike (the given price) on a given expiration date in
the future. There are two option types: American options have the right, but not the obligation,
to cancel the contract anytime, but European options do not have this right. Most traded options
worldwide are American options. In any case, alternative securities market opportunities should
be considered an efficient source of financing (Małecka, 2017a, 34-43; Małecka, 2017b, 393-401,
Małecka, 2016, 11-24).

Trading options are a zero-sum game – for any buyer’s profit, there are seller’s losses. Trading
language has its own words, such as long and short18. With these four bricks (long call, long put,
short call and short put), with different strikes and different expiration dates, several strategies
and decide could been constructed to analysing the risk and the profitability in a given market
situation. When an underlying asset price moves, an army of trading operations (more robot
than human) moves the options price properly into a new equilibrium.

18

When investors buy an option, they are long; they are short when the sell transaction takes place.
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This article tries to join the genetic algorithm (GA) branch of artificial intelligence (AI), with
options derivatives in a keep it simple way for application to the companies Facebook, Apple,
Amazon, Netflix and Google (FAANG), the fastest growing on the National Association of
Securities Dealers Automated Quotation (NASDAQ). NASDAQ is appropriate for analysing the
multivariable behaviour of some options (Vila Biglieri & Małecka, 2019, pp. 81-101). The
simplification consists of selecting only the most relevant variable to valuate option prices. The
random day selected was July 7th, 2020. a The GA model valuation was estimated on Eureqa
Software and compare its accuracy with the BSM option pricing model.

Literature Review

The first neural network (NN) document was related to medical electronics (Martin, 1956). Years
later, the mathematics and medical background was created (Shipley, 1966; Griffins 1966). In
this early era, there was a lack of processing power and storage. However, both aspects were
improving and ultimately became available to investigators. J. H. Holland is considered the
Genetic Algorithms (GA) pioneer (Holland, 1975). The first financial NN article was published in
January 1993 and compared discriminant analysis with artificial neural networks by Y.O. Yoon,
G. Swales and T. M. Margavio (Yoon, Swales & Margavio, 1993). Two more articles were
published in that same year on financial distress patterns using in NN and multilayered
backpropagation for finance analysis (Coats & Fant, 1993; Chang, Sheu & Thomas, 1993). J. M.
Hutchinson and his scientific team were considered a pioneer in option pricing using learning
networks (which until today is called neural networks) (Hutchinson et all., 1994). Some years
later, S. H. Chen and W. C. Lee started using a GA to price options. At the beginning of the XX
century, the cost reduction in data storage and technology make AI and big data available to
financial researchers (Chen & Lee, 1997; Yao, Li & Tan, 2000).

Artificial intelligence has continued to develop NN using machine learning (ML). Today, ML is a
promising field for improving the BSM, predicting and forecasting the cryptocurrency index
predicting bank insolvency and providing a Foreign Exchange19 (FOREX, FX) visual analysis,

19

Forex, FX - an over-the-counter foreign exchange market in which banks, large international corporations,
governments, central banks and institutional investors from around the world carry out currency exchange operations
24 hours a day using telephone networks, IT connections and information systems.
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starting a new promising branch called finance vision (Chowdhury, Mahdy & Alam, 2020; Karacor
& Erkan 2020; Petropoulos, Siakoulis & Stavroulakis 2020; Chowdhury, Rahman, Rahman, 2020).
Currently, NN analysis is based on evolutionary computation, within which GAs are the most
prominent example. The GA tries to solve a problem as nature does, finding a function that
reduces the mean absolute error (MAE) between input and output data (Mitchell, 1996).

Artificial intelligence is fighting to win against the human brain. One typical way in which this
battle is fought is through challenging games, where NNs were designed to win against humans
– as humans are slow compared to computers, to the next step consists in play machines against
machines (self-play) to increase learning speed (Yuandong, Ma, Gong et all, 2019; Silver, Hubert,
, Schrittwieser et al, 2018; Silver, Hubert, , Schrittwieser et al, 2017, 1140-1144; Silver, Huang,
Maddison et all, 2016).
Promising GA financial applications are trading systems with multiple kernel adaptative filters,
producing profits from market instability with Robo-Advisors, creating a dynamic guaranteed
option hedge system and the GA application for the German market to calculate option prices
as an alternative to the BSM (Huang, Chiou, Chiang et all, 2020; Ahn, Lee & Ryou, 2020; Herzog
& Osamah, 2019; Song, Han & Jeong, 2019).

From the financial perspective, option pricing is one of the most challenging problems in financial
engineering and the aim of this article. The Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE), which
opened in April 1973, represents the ideal place to study options. By June 2000, the total notional
amount of derivatives worldwide was the equivalent of $18,000 for every person on Earth
(MacKenzie & Millo, 2003).

The theory of option pricing developed by F. Black and M. Scholes in 1973 and then by R. C.
Merton in 1976 was a crucial breakthrough, bringing Scholes and Merton the 1997 Nobel Prize20.
The BSM is the most frequently used option price valuation model. This model assumes no
transaction cost, market efficiency, no dividends, constant volatility and a risk-free interest rate.
Additionally, stock behaviour should follow a Brownian motion.

20

F. Black died in 1995.
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The BSM for a European call option is formulated as follows (formula 1):

=

1 −

2

Formula 1. European Call Option Formula

A European put option is formulated as follows (formula 2):

=−

− 1 +

− 2

Formula 2. European Put Option Formula

where
1=

ln

+

+ 2
√

and
2= 1−

√

Abbreviations stand for:
C – call option price
P – put option price
S – current stock price
K – strike price
r – risk-free interest rate
t – time to maturity
N – normal distribution.

The BSM has been updated by several authors from all over the world, among others: H. Zhang,
F. Liu R.G. Batogn, A. Atangana. Currently, the BSM is a reference, but investigators are
developing new pricing and forecasting models to reduce risk and increase profitability. By
researching the French market, a deviation has been identified between market price and BSM
estimation. Continue this case, based on empirical evidence G. Bakshi, C. Cao and Z. Chen have
found necessary to include stochastic volatility in the BSM which have been used in the
presented research results (Zhang, Liu & Turner, 2016, 1772-1783; Batogna &Atangana 2019;
Aboura 2013; Bakashu, Cao & Chen, 1997).
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Methodology

The aim in this article consists in the valuation performance of the BSM option pricing with GA
models for the FAANG companies. The original idea was to find the similarity between
normalized underlying and call price (with strike closer to the underlying price and next Friday
expiration date). The hypothesis consists on develop the simplest valuation model using the
option and underlying price evolution. Starting with Call options (figure 1).
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Figure 1. Normalized Call and underlying prices

It should be noted how some call prices are outliers. Options prices overreact on the underlying
price movements as it can be observed at 35 data (up FB price) and 155 data (down FB price)
(figure 2).
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Figure 2. Normalized Put and Zero – Normalized underlying prices

In order to compare normalized, normalized underlying prices is required. The inversion consists
in subtracting normalized underlying prices to zero. Appreciation requires the Put prices are less
accurate than Call prices. The initial distortion is generated by a AAPL bear market on the
previous day, which raise the Put prices. At opening, Put prices are adjusted quickly, keeping
slightly over the inverted normalized price till midsession, falling below the inverted underlying
price almost to the session end, with a relevant rebound on the last trading minutes.

Financial markets generate a huge quantity virtue of data. Interactive Broker´s API delivers data
every 200 milliseconds. Nevertheless, the two-minute period is selected to have graphs which
can be printed on a paper. The database consists of more than 300,000 call and put option
observations which contains the underlying price, one standard deviation option strikes,
expiration dates, ask, bid, last, volume, the Interactive Brokers (IB) model, maximum, minimum,
news, etc.21. In this study, the IB model information which is the best estimation of the BSM have
been assumed, which is specifically designed for American options, using the U.S. interest rate
and best guess dividend payment schedule based on historical data.

21

Data provided by Interactive Brokers (https://www.interactivebrokers.eu/es/home.php).
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The NASDAQ22 is open from 9:30 to 16:00, Eastern Standard Time, for a total of 390 minutes. At
a given moment (2020-07-14 at 19:40:14) the ability to download 1,862 stock and option prices
every 2 minutes – in this way have been shown Apple stock quotes and its options static graph
(AAPL) (figure 3).
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Figure 3. Bidimensional graph with last option prices by strike and expiration date

It deserves emphasis how call prices are lower as the strike increases and are higher with longer
expiration dates. Call and put price cut between 382.5 and 385; in other words, call and putprices cross on the underlying price. 07-24 Call and Put intersection is displaced slightly to the
right and the 07-31 intersection slightly more, indicating a growing market expectation for AAPL
price.

Option prices are smooth when they are closer to the expiration date and the underlying price;
for example, grey and yellow lines are smoother than light blue and green lines. The importance
of the line marked in a dark blue should be emphasized (put 07-24) because it has a lower point
on 402.5, almost touching the yellow line (put 07-31). As the market is betting on raising AAPL

22

The NASDAQ Composite is a stock index calculated on the US NASDAQ stock exchange which for the first
time exceeded the level of 1000 points on July 17, 1995. On March 10, 2000, it reached the level of 5132.52 points,
signaling the peak of fascination with shares of IT companies, including internet companies.
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prices, the market is avoiding trading puts. This 402.5 price is obsolete, but bid and ask prices
have corrected the gap, making it impossible to buy at this lower price. Next trade will correct
this put last price. To improve visualization the same information in a tridimensional image has
been analysed (figure 4).
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Figure 4. Tridimensional graph with last option prices by strike and expiration date

In this article, a dynamic approach is required to set the GA models. Taking data every two
minutes will produce 195 observations per business day. The model studied 959 observations,
an average of 191.8 observations per company due to some data are lost because there is no
last option price until the first option transaction after the market opening.

The Eureqa23 software processes the information and generates GA sequential solutions,
increasing the size24 to obtain the global optimum model, defined as the model with the smallest
MAE. To simplify our models, all the BSM variables have been checked (underlying price, strike,
expiration date, volatility, risk-free interest rate and dividend yield) to find the most relevant
variable. Simplification was achieved in the following steps:
•

the FAANG do not pay dividends, so dividends were excluded

23

Nutonian is the creator of the Eureqa software and was bought by the DataRobot Company
(https://www.nutonian.com/products/).
24
Size is the number of formula components.
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•

the Eureqa software indicates that risk-free interest rates have little relevance to
explaining options price changes, so the risk-free interest rate was excluded

•

on the NASDAQ, the main option volume is from options with the strike closer to the
underlying price and with the next Friday expiration date; the most traded options
have been checked, ensuring liquidity and performance; in this way, data from strikes
and expiration dates were excluded from the model.

By carrying out further research by way of further simplifications, the last price is selected as the
most relevant variable to explain options price. Ask and bid prices are not real prices because a
price must be born from an interchange between sellers and buyers.

The methodology presented in the article is inspired by Herzog and Osamah, who applied the
GA to the German market to compute option prices, compared it to the BSM and found that the
GA had a smaller MAE on the market price, demonstrating that the GA model outperforms the
BSM (Herzog & Osamah, 2019).

Therefore, it was introduced in the research methodology following improvements which the
main assumptions concerned:
•

applying the GA model to the American market only

•

developing a valuation model using the underlying price to evaluate the
option price for FAANG companies.

The randomly selected day was Tuesday, July 7th; the put and call options selected were those
with strike prices closer to the opening price and next Friday expiration date, four days before
to their expiration date (table 1).
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Table 1. Data of selected companies, opening prices and variation

Sample (2020-07-07)
Name

Ticker

Opening price

Put & call strike

Facebook
Apple
Amazon
Netflix

FB
AAPL
AMZN
NFLX

239.08
375.12
3 042.59
496.34

240
375
3 040
500

Google (Alphabet)

GOOGL

1 496.87

1 500

The values and presented research results were achieved through an introduction to the
methodology the following steps:
1) accessing the database to retrieve FAANG information (underlying last price, call last price,
put last price and the BSM data)
2) generating a table with the underlying price of the t period
3) uploading the table to Eureqa, allowing for the use of exponential and logarithm tools to
improve accuracy; Eureqa searches for the global optimum using the following the GA Valuation
Model formula (formula 3):

_
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_"( _" #
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Formula 3. GA Valuation Model

To receive the estimates and research results presented in the article, as well as all samples to
evaluate the option price as a linear function of the underlying the data from the July 7th have
been used. By carrying out calculations in accordance with the methodology presented earlier
the two models are required, one for call options and other for put options.
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GA Valuation Model Call (GAVMC)

According to run Eureqa to estimate GAVMC, and the equation for the simplest (size=5) and best
linear function with the lower MAE is found, which formula consist in
% &
$

= 0.926645053709684 5

% &
$

% &
$

(formula 4).

− 0.0228446942131238

Formula 4. LCP9%:; Model Value

This is the simplest model and have surprising accuracy. It has an R2 of 0.91781811 with a MAE
equal to 0.075100222 and a mean square error (MSE) equal to 0.17424785. The Eureqa software
has been stopped because the complexity increase are unable to achieve a relevant MAE
reduction what was presented in the graph represents GAVMC and call last prices (figure 5).
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Figure 5. GA Valuation Model Call

On this way two zones, the green and the yellow ones were highlighted. The green zone has
some AMZN call option prices (blue circles) that are unfitted by GAVMC (red lines). In the yellow
zone, there are 5 unfitted blue circles with a higher deviation.

The most realistic interpretation of the green zone is that the market was expecting an increase
in AMZN share prices in the first session quarter, but this expectation disappears. The same
reasoning can be used to explain NFLX based on higher underlying price growth. This kind of
market behaviour is based on option prices that depend on the offer and demand. When an
underlying price goes up, a huge demand with a normal offer will produce a price increase that
must be paid by the buyers if they want to make the deal (table 2).

Table 2. Comparing the BSM and the GAVMC Call

Avg. Market value call
Avg. BSM value call
Avg. GA-value call
Market vs. BSM call
Market vs. GA call

Option price ($)
16.9101
15.9219
16.7764
0.9882
0.1333

MAE

MSE

1.7187
0.6334

8.5768
1.6802

Observations
959
959
959
959
959

The data analysis showed the market average minus BSM average (0.9882), greater to market
average minus GAVMC average (0.1333). Both average comparisons are significant in the
contrast test. Checking the GAVMC with Market MAE equal to 0.6334 was found. Comparing
with the BSM and Market, the MAE is 1.7187, more than twice the GAVMC result. The MSE
difference between the two models is astonishing, and GAVMC is more than 5 times more
accurate than BSM. The sign test25 analysis reveals GAVMC price and call option changes in the
same direction 716 times of 959 observations (75.66%) while BSM call only changes 519 times
(54.12%).

25

The sign test compares increases and decreases on option price with changes on BSM or GA model.
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GA Valuation Model Put (GAVMP)

The Eureqa finds the best linear function equation for GAVMP with a lower MAE, in the way of
following

% &
$

equation (formula 5):

% &
$

= − 0.938619752602708 5

Formula 5.

% &
$

% &
$ Model

− 0.0377854933228916

Value

Again, its accuracy is slightly better than GAVMC, R2 is 0.93714964, the best model finds a slightly
higher MAE (0.12170196), and MSE is 0.24866046.
To understand the model, a graphical representation has been presented and analysed. It is
worth emphasizing that there is a tendency in which the graph is similar to an inverted Figure 3
because puts have axis symmetry (figure 6).
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Figure 6. GA Valuation Model Put
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At the beginning of the session, the huge unfitted option prices has been observed, especially
on FB and AMZN. Possible explanations for GAVMP valuation differences are as follows:
1) most of the outliers appear at the opening; this is well known effect – Put option opening

price variations are greater than those of Call variations on most trading days
2) theoretically, Put and Call contracts are symmetrical; on paper, traders’ behaviour has

less tolerance for losses than profits – the traders are in a different mental disposition
when they are buying puts than when they are buying calls
3) there are a common trader expressions: stock prices walk up the stairs slowly and down

by elevator quickly (Lasvignes 2020); it never rains but it pours; when stock falls, it falls
quickly; the demand for Put options increases quickly and prices grow exponentially; this
rising price must be paid by those who are looking get in the business
4) at the session middle, on the FB, AAPL and NFLX bottom, some unfitted low put prices

can be found. In this case, as owners are not keen to accept losses, they wait for another
underlying price change, which explains why the call model prices are lower than call
prices (table 3).

Table 3. Comparing the BSM and GAVM Put
Avg. Market value put
Avg. BSM-value put
Avg. GA-value put
Market vs. BSM put
Market vs. GA put

Option price ($)
15.5586
14.9869
14.9931
0.5717
0.5655

MAE

1.2507
1.0652

MSE

5.1563
2.6013

Observations
959
959
959
959
959

Sign Test performance is supporting the GAVMP better performance with 70.59%, while BSM
STP has a 54.64%.
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Conclusions
The stock market is dependent on a wide range of variables, some of them highly unpredictable
(nowadays mostly e.g: Covid-19 and its subsequent permutations, Cryptos, Donald Trump’s
tweets, Presidential Elections, Brexit updates). Traders understand such dynamism as part of the
experience. In one sentence, trading is enjoyable and only sometimes money can be made.
Presented in the article data were the results of research in the field of main contributions:
-

how linear equation GA models can valorate options prices with an overall better
performance than the BSM model

-

comment upon and graphically show some practical aspects of trading.

As the conclusion the summarize the relevant parameters of each model and application was
received (table 4).
Table 4. All parameters statement
MODEL
R2
Model MAE
Model MSE
Market vs. BSM averages ($)
Market vs. GA averages ($)
Market vs. BSM MAE
Market vs. GA MAE
Market vs. BSM MSE
Market vs. GA MSE
Market vs. BSM STP26
Market vs. GA STP

GAVMC valuation
0.9178
0.0751
0.1742
0.9882
0.1333
1.7187
0.6334
8.5768
1.6802
54.12%
75.66%

GAVMP valuation
0.9371
0.1217
0.2487
0.5717
0.5655
1.2507
1.0652
5.1563
2.6013
54.64%
70.59%

FAANG’s options are successfully valuated with GAVMC and GAVMP based on the next
evidences:
1) GA models have a R2 coefficient higher than 90%.
2) the average differences between Market vs. BSM vs. GA is always lower in GA models
– the contrast test checks averages and concludes they are significantly equal

26

Stands for Sign Test Performance.
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3) MAE and MSE models are lower as valuation models and higher as prediction and
validation models
4) the compare of market prices with the BSM and GA models gives result: the MAE is
always better for GA models than for the BSM, supporting the use of linear equations
for valuation
5) sign Test Performance (STP) has better performance on GA models than BSM.
Some option prices are explained graphically at the top of Figure 5 highlighted by green and
yellow circles. The reason is because option prices depend on the offer and demand. When an
underlying price goes up quickly, a high call demand will produce a huge call price increase. This
can be paid by the buyers if they want join to the business. Buyer and seller behaviour (robot or
human) is impossible to predict in a mathematical way at a given moment. This conclusion
supports the notion that sometimes reality is unpredictable; the market has its own life.
Beginners think it will be easy to win money at the stock market, but normally, they find the
opposite to be true. Broker ads reveals that more than 70% of its investors lose money. The
market belongs to experienced investors who know their own way to trade. Hence, any research
or publication to disseminate financial knowledge that helps in making decisions is significant
and serves to ensure that inexperienced people do not lose money.
Currently, the market has plenty of high frequency traders (HFT) who can make decisions in
milliseconds, paying big money to have their servers some metres closer to the clearing house
to save precious milliseconds. This advantage allows them to know when somebody places a
buying order, buy the open positions, increase the price on available orders one or two cents
and close the order with a slight profit multiplied by a million daily operations. At the end of the
day, HFT close all operations. Concern about this lack of ethics, IEX27 is created a fair clearing
house. They solve the speed differences using 60 kilometres of optic fibre to force everybody to
have similar trading delays. However, traders care less about this, and they trade on IEX as well
as on other clearing houses. Despite the many demonstrated results, more samples are
necessary to compare this GA development across broader periods and markets to increase
accuracy in a learning-by-doing approach.

27

https://iextrading.com/ (last access, 20210407).
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Abstract:
Despite its increasing appearance in management literature, there is still a long way ahead to
understand organizational phronesis (practical wisdom) profoundly. The Aristotelian concept
that merges intellectual and moral virtues is still little known by both researchers and
practitioners. This article's purpose is to empirically test Rocha and Pinheiro's (2020b) theoretical
framework concerning organizational phronesis and its relationships to organizational
spirituality and knowledge management. We conducted two surveys in English and Portuguese
languages (n = 365) to address the article's purpose. We ran the descriptive analysis with IBM
Statistics SPSS version 27 software and utilized the Smart PLS version 3.3.3 to conduct a partial
least squares structural equation modeling. This research is a first step to broaden and
empirically ground our understanding of organizational phronesis. It is the first attempt to
investigate the concept in terms of employees' perception empirically.

Keywords: organizational phronesis, organizational practical wisdom, organizational spirituality,
knowledge management, organizational learning
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Introduction
Practical wisdom (phronesis) is the "right reason applied to the art of living" (Pigliucci,2019, p.
89). Experiential knowledge fuels reasonable actions in complex situations inwhich there is no
right answer (Aristotle, 1893; Desjardins, 1995; O'Grady, 2019). From an eudaimonial
perspective, it is "the ability to determine and undertake the best actionfor 'common goodness'
in a speciﬁc situation" (Nonaka & Toyama, 2007, p. 378). Phronesis is essentially moral and
embedded in character (Halverson, 2004).

In the organizational context, "a practically wise organization is both a virtuous and a learning
organization" (Rowley & Gibbs, 2008, p. 367). Society calls for practically wiseorganizations that
deliver products and services that meet their current and future needs by doing good (Nonaka
& Takeuchi, 2019, 2021). Despite its increasingappearance in management literature, there is
still a long way ahead to understand organizational phronesis (practical wisdom) (OPW)
profoundly.

Practical wisdom merges intellectual and moral virtues. It is still little known by both
researchers and practitioners. The concept can be approached through several lenses,both at the
individual as well as organizational level. Understanding organizational phronesis, a complex
and interdisciplinary construct, requires research concerning its relationship with other
constructs. Knowledge management (KM) and organizational spirituality (OS) are viable
perspectives to investigate the concept (Rocha & Pinheiro,2020a, 2020b), as they are recurrent
in research addressing phronesis in business. Following this emergent research branch, this
article's purpose is to empiricallyaddress a theoretical framework concerning organizational
phronesis and its relationships to organizational spirituality and knowledge management
(Rocha & Pinheiro, 2020b) using partial least squares structural equation modeling.
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Literature Review
Organizational Phronesis

The Aristotelian concept of phronesis has recently attracted researchers' interest in
management studies (e.g., Ames et al., 2020; Sasse-Werhahn et al., 2020). Knowledge
management, in particular, has recently seized on the concept. According to Nonaka and
colleagues (2014; 2007), phronesis is complementary to tacit and explicit knowledge and
considered a metafaculty that moderates the latter categories of knowledge, based on
judgments about what serves the common good (Bierly et al.,2000). Accordingly, Rowley (2006,
p. 257) defines wisdom as "the capacity to put intoaction the most appropriate behavior, taking
into account what is known (knowledge) and what does the most good (ethical and social
considerations)". Fundamentally, practical wisdom is tied to the wise person and,
correspondingly, Bierly et al. (2000) outline three individual pathways to build phronesis (i.e.,
personal experiences with one's environment; spirituality imparting faith, courage, and hope;
passion providing self-efficacy). Researchers agree, however, that phronesis can become
organizational phronesis through organizational learning (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 2019, 2021;
Rowley, 2006; Rowley & Gibbs, 2008). Elaborating on this organizational perspective, Rowley
(2006, p. 262) characterizes a wise organization as "mak[ing] sophisticated and sensitive use of
knowledge us[ing] judgment - …] - to] weigh[t] the interest of multiple stake holder's - sic!];
tak[ing] into account wider social and ethical considerations; exercise[ing] wisdom in decision
making - …]; tak[ing] a long-term perspective". Nonaka and Takeuchi (2011, 2019, 2021) have
further developed this concept, arguingthat wise leadership is key to spreading and seeding
phronesis in others to become aresource from which the organization can benefit.
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Knowledge Management
Adopting a metaphorical approach, knowledge can be understood as energy that manifests
itself in different forms, and each form can transform into another (Bolisani & Bratianu, 2018;
Bratianu, 2015a; Bratianu & Bejinaru, 2019a, 2019b). One should consider three fields, rational
knowledge equating explicit knowledge, emotional knowledge as the response to the
ambiance, resulting of emotions and feelings, and spiritual knowledge as values and ethical
principles (Bolisani & Bratianu, 2018). "Spiritual knowledge is essential in decision making since
rational arguments are strongly influenced by the value settings" (Bolisani & Bratianu, 2018, p.
19). Knowledge management is crucial for enhancing members learning capabilities and
providing value to rational knowledge through a transformation provided by spiritual
knowledge (Bratianu, 2015b; Bratianu & Bejinaru, 2019a, 2019b).

Considering the efforts an organization makes to manage knowledge (Hislop et al., 2013), we
highlight that knowledge is the object of strategies (Bolisani & Bratianu, 2018). "Knowledge is
not only a resource but also a product itself that can be the objectof a market transaction. People
are knowledge seekers because they have to solve problems in conditions of uncertainty and
incompleteness information" (Bolisani & Bratianu, 2018, p. 27). Hence, knowledge
management should expand the assessment of knowledge quality and measurement of the
organizational learning support to organizational performance (Bolisani & Bratianu, 2018), both
in economic and social terms. A learning organization is a context where members can
continually discover how to change and create their reality (Senge, 1990). Consequently, a
learning organization should produce knowledge and sway societal changes (Bolisani &
Bratianu, 2018).

Organizational Spirituality
Spirituality is a dimension of human experience; it is a human phenomenon existing, at least
potentially, in all individuals (Elkins et al., 1988, p. 8). Once that spirituality is acomplex and
multidimensional construct comprised of numerous major factors (Elkinset al., 1988, p. 9), in
this research, we use Elkins et al. (1988) humanistic- phenomenological concept of secular
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spirituality. "Spirituality, which comes from the Latin, spiritus, meaning 'breath of life', is a way
of being and experiencing that comes about through awareness of a transcendental dimension
and that is characterized by certain identifiable values in regard to self, others, nature, life, and
whatever one considers to be the Ultimate" (Elkins et al., 1988, p. 10). The authors offer nine
components (i) transcendent dimensions, (ii) meaning and purpose in life, (iii) missionin life, (iv)
sacredness of life, (v) material values, (vi) altruism, (vii) idealism, (viii) awareness of the tragic,
and (xix) fruits of spirituality (Elkins et al., 1988, pp. 10–11; Takahashi, 2019).

Organizational spirituality determines an organization's identity (Rocha & Pinheiro, 2020a).
Therefore, it comprises organizational values, mission, vision, discourse, practices, and
outcomes. Workplace and individual (members and leaders) spirituality are organizational
spirituality elements (Rocha & Pinheiro, 2020a). "Workplace spirituality is a framework of
organizational values evidenced in the culture that promotes employees experience of
transcendence through the work process, facilitating their sense of being connected to others
in a way that provided feelings of completeness and joy" (Giacalone & Jurkiewicz, 2003, p. 13).
Three main perspectivescan approach it: "(a) Human resources: Spirituality enhances employee
well-being and quality of life; (b) Philosophical: Spirituality provides employees a sense of
purpose and meaning at work; and (c) Interpersonal: Spirituality provides employees a sense of
interconnectedness and community" (Karakas, 2010, p. 92). In organizationalspirituality, we
seek guidance to a humanized strategy.

Theoretical base
We used Rocha and Pinheiro's (2020b) hypotheses as inspiration to this quantitative analysis.
This section presents the theoretical framework.

From knowledge management towards organizational practical wisdom
Knowledge management and organizational learning are foundational to organizational
practical wisdom (Bierly et al., 2000; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 2019; Rowley& Gibbs, 2008). Putting
knowledge into action leads to knowing and experience, which is essential for developing
practical wisdom (Aristotle, 1893). Organizations need to manage emotional knowledge
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(intuitions and feelings), rational knowledge (theories, concepts, and mental models), and
spiritual knowledge (values and future vision) (Bratianu & Bejinaru, 2019a) to become a wise
company. Nonaka and Takeuchi (2019)suggest that phronesis is elevated tacit knowledge.

In terms of collective knowledge, it is perceptive in symbolic communication asmetaphors and
other figure speech embedding in organizational memory, as a group's common language.
Hence, individual knowledge shapes collective knowledge (Cook & Brown, 1999; Erden et al.,
2008; Grant, 1996; Senge, 1990), and the common purpose bonds it (Erden et al., 2008; Nonaka
& Takeuchi, 2019; Popper & Lipshitz, 2004; Senge, 1990). Based on that, Rocha & Pinheiro
(2020b) propose the first hypothesis (H1) about knowledge management having a direct
positive effect on organizational phronesis:

H1: Knowledge management fosters organizational practical wisdom (phronesis).

From organizational spirituality towards knowledge management
Bratianu (2015b) proposes spiritual knowledge, a persons' values and future vision, as
complementary to rational and emotional knowledge. Individual spirituality is a person's
values, state of mind, way of being, and manner one experiences awareness about a
transcendent dimension (Elkins et al., 1988). The epistemological base of organizational
spirituality is the organization's values, mission, and vision (Rocha & Pinheiro, 2020a), and it is
the cornerstone of organizational learning (Senge, 1990). Spirituality might guide
organizational knowledge management, bringing sense to all knowledge possessed by
members and teams. Accordingly, the second hypothesis (H2) regarding the positive direct
effect between organizational spirituality on knowledge management reads as:

H2: Organizational spirituality fosters knowledge management.
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From organizational spirituality towards organizational practical wisdom (phronesis)
Wisdom is a recurrent topic in spirituality research (Izak, 2013). "Both wisdom and spirituality
share elusive qualities and metaphysical nuances while being frequently deliberated themes in
ancient treatises" (Takahashi, 2019, p. 626). Academics have been trying to locate a relationship
between both concepts recently (Takahashi, 2019). However, there is controversy about this
relationship (Jeste et al., 2021). So, the third hypothesis (H3) states that organizational
spirituality has a direct positive effect on organizational phronesis:
H3: Organizational spirituality fosters organizational phronesis.

From organizational spirituality towards organizational practical wisdom (phronesis) through
knowledge management

Beyond rational knowledge, it is essential to consider that spiritual knowledge also plays a role
in decision-making (Bratianu & Bejinaru, 2019a). Decisions that apply the right means and
achieve good outcomes (phronetic decisions) require high-level values (Aristotle, 1893). Bierly
et al. (2000) defend three pillars to organizational wisdom: experience, passion for learning,
and spirituality. Therefore, based on the direct effects of the second and third hypotheses, we
propose the fourth hypothesis (H4), that knowledge management has a positive indirect effect
on the relationship between organizational spirituality and organizational phronesis:

H4: Knowledge management mediates the relationship between organizational spirituality
and organizational (phronesis).
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Research Design

Measures
To address the article's purpose, we conducted an online self-perceived survey to measure
knowledge management (KM), organizational spirituality (OS), and organizational phronesis
(OPW). It includes an adapted version of Kolodinsky and colleagues' (2008) scale of
organizational spirituality and Rocha and colleagues' (forthcoming) scale of organizational
practical wisdom.
Three experts on knowledge management, strategic management, and quantitative data
analysis for management evaluated the questionnaire's content and comprehensibility. We
conducted the linguistic validation of its translation to guarantee the English version
measurements are consistent with the Portuguese version. We pretested the questionnaire to
ten respondents, Portuguese, and English speakers, who gave feedback about their
comprehensibility. Hence, we changed some wording in the items. We evaluated the three
scales by Exploratory (EFA) Factor Analysis conducted in IBM Statistics SPSS version 27 software.
The factor structure was also examined using a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) performed
in Smart PLS 3.3.3 software, as proposed by Hair et al. (2019) and Hair et al. (2018).

Sample and data collection
The study includes Portuguese- (Lusophone) and English-speaking employees. Afterapproval by
the Ethics Commission, we sent the survey on social media (Instagram, Facebook, Linked In, and
Research Gate), e-mail, and mobile messages. We also sentthe survey to Brazilian, Portuguese,
South-African, Malaysian, Algerian, and Austrian universities, industry federations, and
companies listed in free databases. The surveywas available online in two links of Google Forms,
one in Portuguese (from November 2020 until March 2021) and the other in English (from
January 2021 until March 2021).Contributors answered the survey on a 5-point Likert scale from
1 – "I completely disagree" to 5 – "I agree completely" (Hair et al., 2019; Likert, 1932). A total
of 365 employees answered the survey, 207 in Portuguese language and 158 in English. Thefinal
sample is suitable in size (Hair et al., 2017, p. 48).
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Data Analysis
We have separated the analysis of the results into three parts. The first part corresponds to the
data's descriptive analysis, performed in IBM Statistics SPSS version 27 software. Absolute and
relative frequencies describe categorical variables.The second and third parts consist of the
Structural Equation Model (SEM) analysis. The partial least squares structural equation modeling
(PLS-SEM) has higher statisticalpower for exploratory investigation examining still developing
theories (Hair et al., 2019, p. 7). We utilized the Smart PLS version 3.3.3 software (Ringles et al.,
2015) toconduct a PLS-SEM because of its capacities to be used in exploratory research, witha
theory not fully grounded (Bido & Da Silva, 2019). "It enables them to estimate complex models
with many constructs, indicator variables and structural paths withoutimposing distributional
assumptions on the data" (Hair et al., 2019, p. 3). The second part communicates the
measurement model's analysis, evaluating the convergence and discriminant validity; the third
part entails the structural model analysis (Hair et al., 2019). These last two analyses result in
either support or non-support of the hypotheses.

Descriptive analysis

We conducted the descriptive analysis with SPSS 27 software (Table 1 and 2). The sample
comprises 46.8% (= 171) male, 52.9% (= 193) female, and one respondent (0.3%) preferred not
to answer the gender. Even during the COVID-19 pandemic (WHO, 2020), 49.6% (= 181) of the
respondents were working on-site, only 20.3% (= 74) were in home office, 0.8% in layoff (= 4),
and others 29.3% (= 107) in a mixed condition. The respondents are from 41 nationalities; we
compiled in the first table 17 nationalities with more than one answer. Table 1 displays other
information about the respondents.
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Table 1. Respondents' sociodemographic information.
Age

Literacy

Number

%

Number

%

18 to 29 years

116

31.80%

Up to high school

51

14.00%

30 to 39 years

99

27.10%

College

100

27.40%

40 to 49 years

100

27.40%

Postgraduate

69

18.90%

50 to 59 years

44

12.10%

Master's Degree

97

26.60%

60 to 69 years

4

1.10%

PhD

48

13.20%

2

0.50%
Number

%

84

23.00%

70 years or more

Nationality
Brazilian

Department

Number

%

142

38.90%

Administration

Portuguese

68

18.60%

Sales

40

11.00%

Austrian

51

14.00%

Finance

36

9.90%

Other

24

6.60%

Operations

51

14.00%

Indian

16

4.40%

Research and Development

45

12.30%

Indonesian

14

3.80%

Human Resources

12

3.30%

German

13

3.60%

Other

93

25.50%

Pakistani

6

1.60%

Missing

4

1.10%

Malaysian

5

1.40%

Total

365

100.00%

Spanish

5

1.40%

Serbian

4

1.10%

Bulgarian

3

0.80%

Hungarian

3

0.80%

Russian

3

Polish

Time in the company
Number

%

Up to 1 year

73

20.00%

0.80%

1 to 5 years

132

36.20%

2

0.50%

5 to 10 years

53

14.50%

South African

2

0.50%

10 to 20 years

55

15.10%

Slovak

2

0.50%

More than 20 years

52

14.20%

Croatian

2

0.50%

Concerning the companies’ year of foundation, we received 272 answers, while 93 missing
values: 9.19% (= 25) of the companies were founded up to 1901; 8.45% (=23) between 1902
and 1950; 45.95% (= 125) between 1951 and 2000; 19.48% (= 53) between 2001 and 2010;
16.9% (= 46) in the last ten years. We also asked where their organization is situated. The
answers indicate that companies are located in 38 countries; we list 18 countries with more
than one answer. Table 2 exhibits the summarized companies' characteristics.
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Table 2. Companies' characteristics.
Companies' headquarters location

Industry

Number

%

Number

Brazil

131

35.90%

Agriculture

2

0.50%

Portugal

75

20.50%

Retail

27

7.40%

Austria

72

19.70%

Civil Construction

15

4.10%

Indonesia

13

3.60%

Manufacturing

34

9.30%

%

Other

12

3.30%

Services

227

62.20%

India

10

2.70%

Public Administration

60

16.40%

USA

9

2.50%

Spain

6

1.60%

Germany

5

1.40%

Up to 10

United Kingdom

5

1.40%

11 to 50

55

15.10%

Iraq

5

1.40%

51 to 250

49

13.40%

Switzerland

4

1.10%

More than 250

193

52.90%

Pakistan

3

0.80%

Serbia

3

0.80%

China

3

0.80%

Canada

2

Hungary
France

Number of employees
Number
68

%
18.60%

Annual revenue
Number

%

Up to 2 million

98

26.80%

0.50%

2 to 10 million

49

13.40%

2

0.50%

10 to 50 million

51

14.00%

2

0.50%

More than 50 million

89

24.40%

South Africa

2

0.50%

Nonprofit

42

11.50%

Missing

1

0.30%

Missing

36

9.90%

Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling
We conducted the model analyses. The sample size is suitable to a significance levelof 1% and
a minimum R2 value of 0.10, with a 1% probability of error (Hair et al., 2017, p. 48). We
conducted a default PLS Algorithm and a PLS Bootstrapping with 5000 subsamples and
defaulted advanced settings, with a 0.05 significance level. We connected all latent variables
for initial calculation. We selected a Path weighting scheme and 300 maximum iterations and 7
for stop criterion, with default advanced settings. Hair et al. (2017) determine the reasonable
limit of less than 5% of missing data per indicator. No indicator had more than 2.7% of missing
values. Hence, we handled all missing values by mean replacement. Figure 1 provides a
schematic of the PLS-SEM, with the path coefficients and the p-values of Student's t tests
obtained through the bootstrapping module. It shows that, in all cases, the correlations and
regression coefficients are significant.
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Figure 1. PLS-SEM with the values of path coefficients and p-value of Student's t testsobtained through the
Bootstrapping module of SmartPLS

Measurement Model Assessment
We followed Hair and colleagues' (2019) indications to evaluate the model. To assess the
convergent validity, we used the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) because it explains "the
extent to which the construct converges to explain the variance of its items" (Hair et al., 2019,
p. 9), considering scores bigger than 0.50 as acceptable (Hair et al., 2019). The Composite
Reliability (CR) was used to "assessing internal consistency reliability" (Hair et al., 2019, p. 8).
Table 3 reveals that all AVE are above 0.5 and all CR exceeds 0.7, reflecting a great convergent
validity.
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We consider Cronbach's Alpha (Cα) score as a conservator quality criterion (Hair et al., 2019).
Hair et al. (2019) indicates that values between 0.708 and 0.95 are satisfactory to good. Table 3
shows Cronbach's Alpha scores meeting these criteria and indicating internal consistency
reliability.

We conduct Fornell-Larcker Criterion (FLC) and Heterotrait-monotrait ratio (HTMT) of
correlations to assess discriminant validity (Hair et al., 2019; Voorhees et al., 2016). All values of
HTMT are below 0.85 as recommended for conceptually different constructs (Hair et al., 2019).
The HTMT value of H3 reflects the context of latent variables being constructs at the
organizational level measured by the members of an organization. Hence, the analysis unit is the
individual perception of an organizational phenomenon. It is more homogeneous than if each
case was an organization (Bido & Da Silva, 2019, p. 8).

Table 3. Construct Reliability and Validity scores and Discriminant Validity.
Construct Reliability and Validity
Fornell-Larcker Criterion
CR
AVE
KM
OPW
OS
Cα
KM
0.906
0.926
0.641
0.800
OPW
0.925
0.938
0.626
0.698
0.791
OS
0.935
0.945
0.633
0.689
0.785
0.796
Discriminant Validity
HTMT
CI95% (HTMT)
KM -> OPW
H1
0.757
0.667 - 0.831
OS -> KM
H2
0.740
0.664 - 0.811
OS -> OPW
H3
0.840
0.796 - 0.882
Cα - Cronbach's Alpha; CR - Composite Reliability; AVE - Average Variance Extracted;
FCL - Fornell-Larcker Criterion; HTMT - Heterotrait-monotrait ratio; KM - Knowledge Management; OS Organizational Spirituality; OPW - Organizational phronesis.

We used the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) to measure collinearity issues (Hair et al.,2019). In
this analysis, initially, we withdrew one item (OPW 10) because the VIF wasabove 5, showing
possible critical collinearity issues (Hair et al., 2019). Ideally, the VIFvalue should be below 3
(Hair et al., 2019). However, this model presents five items with VIF values between 3 and 5.
We decided to keep them because their VIF were below 5 and closer to the value of 3.
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Structural Model Assessment

After a satisfactory measurement model assessment, the following step assesses thestructural
model (Hair et al., 2019). We conducted a default blindfolding-based cross- validated
redundancy measure Q2 (Hair et al., 2019, p. 11). The obtained results are between 0.25 and
0.50, showing the model's medium predictive accuracy (Table 4).
Table 4. Smart PLS Algorithm, Blindfolding analysis and Path Coefficients between the latent constructs.
VIF

LV
KM
KM
OPW
OS
Effects
KM -> OPW
OS -> KM
OS -> OPW
OS -> KM -> OPW

R2 Adjusted

OPW
1.906

1.000

Q2

OS
0.474
0.661

0.295
0.409

1.906
H1
H2
H3
H4

PC

t-value

p-value

0.299
0.689
0.579
0.785

5.172
19.943
11.376
34.543

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

f2
0.139
0.906
0.522

CI95%
0.186 – 0.411
0.616 – 0.756
0.475 – 0.674
0.740 – 0.827

KM - Knowledge Management; OS - Organizational Spirituality; OPW - Organizational phronesis;PC - Path
coefficients; VIF - Variance Inflation Factor; CI - Confidence Intervals;
LV - Latent variable.

We also considered the R2 adjusted, a measure of the percentage of the dependent variable's
variation explained by the model (Table 4). In KM, its value is weak (<0.5), while OPW presents
a moderate value (0.5<R2<0.75) (Hair et al., 2019, p. 11). To measure the effect size, we also
provide f2. The results presented in Table 4 displays that H1 (KM -> OPW) has a small effect
size (values between 0.02 and 0.15), whereas H2 (OS -> KM) and H3 (OS -> OPW) have a large
effect size (f 2> 0.35) (Hair et al., 2019).
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Table 5. PLS Predict analysis.
RMSE
Items
PLS-SEM
naïve LM benchmark
KM 7
0.922
0.925
KM 1
0.957
0.968
KM 3
0.839
0.826
KM 2
0.993
0.985
KM 6
0.919
0.875
KM 5
0.928
0.950
KM 4
1.016
1.026
OPW 4
0.830
0.850
OPW 1
0.832
0.832
OPW 7
0.730
0.712
OPW 6
0.763
0.770
OPW 3
0.822
0.823
OPW 5
0.800
0.823
OPW 8
0.832
0.850
OPW 2
0.780
0.787
OPW 9
0.769
0.782
KM - Knowledge Management; OS - Organizational Spirituality; OPW - Organizational phronesis;RMSE - Root
Mean Squared Error.

We conducted the PLSpredict (Table 5) to assess the model's out-of-sample predictivepower
(Hair et al., 2019, p. 11; Shmueli et al., 2016). By analyzing Table 5, most PLS-SEM analysis
indicators yield smaller prediction errors (RMSE - root mean squared error) than the naïve LM
benchmark, which indicates a medium predictive power (Hairet al., 2019, p. 13).

Table 6. Importance-Performance Map Analysis.

Path coefficients
KM
OPW
0.299

IPMA
Indirect effects
KM
OPW
OS

Total effects
OPW
0.299

OS
KM
KM
OPW
OS
0.689
0.579
0.206
0.689
0.785
KM - Knowledge Management; OS - Organizational Spirituality; OPW - Organizational phronesis;

OS
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All Outer Loadings presented a value above 0.7 (Hair et al., 2019). Once the model has
substantiated explanatory and predictive power, we assess its statistical significance and path
coefficient relevance (Hair et al., 2019, p. 13). We conducted an Importance-Performance Map
Analysis (IPMA) to compare the structural model's total effects (Hair et al., 2019, p. 13). Table 6
and Figure 2 display the effects scores.

KM - Knowledge Management; OS - Organizational Spirituality; OPW - Organizational phronesis.
Figure 2. Importance-Performance map by SmartPLS version 3.3.3 software.

Model comparisons

Rocha and Pinheiro (2020b) suggest other hypotheses, such as the moderator effect of
organizational spirituality on the relationship between knowledge management and
organizational phronesis. Hence, to future confronting between models, we provide theBayesian
Information Criteria (BIC) (Hair et al., 2019), KM = -224.579 and OPW = - 380.379.
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Discussion
This research's main objective is to understand the effects of knowledge management and
organizational spirituality on organizational phronesis. We hypothesized four possible effects.
A detailed data analysis confirmed all hypotheses (p < 0.01), reinforcing previous results
(explained in the second and third sections).

Concerning H1 (Knowledge management fosters organizational practical wisdom), the direct
effect of knowledge management on organizational phronesis, the path coefficient is the lowest
in the model (= 0.299). Regarding H2 (Organizational spirituality fosters knowledge
management) and H3 (Organizational spirituality fostersorganizational phronesis), the direct
effect of organizational spirituality on knowledge management and organizational phronesis,
the path coefficients have satisfactory values (= 0.689 and 0.579). Therefore, the mediate effect
(H4: Knowledge management mediates the relationship between organizational spirituality
and organizational) is partial, even with a highly satisfactory value (= 0.785). There is a
mediating role of knowledge management in the relationship between organizational
spirituality and organizational phronesis. Knowledge management alone has little effect on
organizational phronesis. Adding knowledge management as a mediator to the relationship
between organizational spirituality and organizational phronesis enhances the direct effect.

Implications for Theory and Practice

This research has both theoretical and practical implications. Our study examined
organizational phronesis in terms of employees' understanding from a perspective of
organizational spirituality and knowledge management. Prior research focuses on leaders,
managers, and consultants. We address this gap to integrate organizational phronesis with
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organizational spirituality as a key factor. The results show that organizational spirituality fits
well in the research model. Therefore, the framework enriches extant research on
organizational phronesis, and the results can help us understand organizational phronesis
profoundly. As a valuable uncovering, this article demonstrates that organizational spirituality
is critical to the embodiment of organizational phronesis. Remarkably, it is crucial for providing
the long-term vision and passion for learning to a continuous and highly efficient humanized
strategy.

Regarding the practical implications, as this research investigated members' perceptions about
organizational phronesis and how organizational spirituality and knowledge management affect
it, the research model can give significant hints to leaders from their followers' perspective. For
example, organizations can grasp their members' necessities concerning the alignment of
values, interconnectedness, meaning, and purpose as a starting point to giving a sense of
purpose to knowledge management and enhance organizational phronesis towards a
humanized strategy.

Limitations and Future Research

Regardless of its innovativeness and contribution, this article has limitations. Data collection via
online survey can be challenging due to lack of sample randomization, although its use is
widespread. Future research should further sharpen the survey and replicate it with
representatives sampling and/or in other languages. Also, testing the different responses to
these constructs in several cultures and multicultural organizations. Finally, the theory of
organizational spirituality and organizational phronesis is still in an early phase. Therefore, there
are still endogenous issues. Using qualitative and mixed methods will enrich our understanding
of organizational practical wisdom and organizational spirituality, which seems to be crucial
before researchers proceed with quantitative analyses.
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Conclusions
This research is pioneering in integrating knowledge management and organizational
spirituality by empirically testing employees' perceptions concerning organizational phronesis.
Results indicate that organizational spirituality directly affects organizational phronesis, and
knowledge management has an indirect effect on it. In the development of organizational
phronesis, organizational spirituality practices must consider the mediate effect of knowledge
management.

Organizational phronesis is a route toward a humanized strategy (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 2021).
Understanding members' awareness of this construct and its major connectionsprovide useful
inference for leaders, particularly in knowledge-intensive organizations.

Hopefully, research on organizational phronesis will increase because management literature
requires more in-depth research about organizational phronesis and its other relationships.

Funding: This work was supported by NECE – Research Center in Business Sciences funded by
the Multiannual Funding Program of R&D Centers of FCT – Fundação para a Ciência e
Tecnologia, Portugal, under Grant UIDB/04630/2020; and Research Grant sponsored by
Santander Totta.
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APPENDIX 1
Items
KM 1 - Everyone contributes to knowledge creation.
KM 2 - People have deep knowledge and ponder about issues beyond what is material.
KM 3 - People usually share what they know.
KM 4 - The company promotes knowledge creation.
KM 5 - The company promotes the experience of sharing among the members.
KM 6 - The company recognizes the value of knowledge.
KM 7 - The knowledge sharing between employees to solve problems is supported by the
company.
OPW 1 - People believe that learning is important.
OPW 2 - People can effectively choose and apply the appropriate knowledge in a given
situation.
OPW 3 - People reflect on their actions and mistakes.
OPW 4 - The company's actions are effective.
OPW 5 - The company's actions are efficient.
OPW 6 - The company's actions are weighted.
OPW 7 - This company can adapt to changes and instabilities in the environment.
OPW 8 - The company's acting reflects its mission and values.
OPW 9 - There is a response to the moral and ethical expectations of stakeholders
(members,customers, suppliers, partners, and others).
OS 1 - For this company, all forms of life are valuable.
OS 2 - In this company, there is a sense of the sacredness of life.
OS 3 - In this company, there is a sense of the sacredness of life.
OS 4 - People have empathy with the other person's problems.
OS 5 - The company promotes health and inner peace.
OS 6 - The leader fosters our continuous improvement.
OS 7 - The leader is sensitive to the pain and suffering of others.
OS 8 - The leader values the relationship between all those who work here.
OS 9 - There is a real sense of connection with the world.
OS 10 - We trust each other.
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